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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The standardmodel (SM), which combines the SU(
2)L x U(1)~,Glashow—Weinberg—Salamelec-

troweak theory [1.1] togetherwith quantumchromodynamics(QCD) [1.21,the theory of the strong
interactions,is in very good agreementwith all experimentaldata (for a recentreview of the Statusof
the SM, seeref. [1.31).Despitethis greatSuccess,it hasbeenbelievedfor quitesometime that the SM
is inadequatesince it fails to unify all of the forces, containsa large number of a priori unknown
parameters,andhastoo manyfeatures(e.g., left-handedchargedcurrentsandthe generationstructure)
which areput in by hand.

In order to dealwith thesedifficulties therehavebeenmany attemptsat physics beyondthe SM.
Among theseattempts,grand unified theories(GUT), which unify strongandelectroweakinteractions
within the context of a single gaugegroup,havebeenonly partially successful(for an overviewof the
currentstatusof GUTs, seeref. [1.4]). SU(5),which is the simplestGUT, still requiresa largenumber
of apriori unknownparametersandfails to dealwith mostof the theoreticaldifficulties of the SM. In
addition, it is now clear that the predictionsof ordinarySU(5) are inconsistentwith data on both the
protonlifetime (Tn) and the electroweakmixing angle (sin2O~)[1.5]. Thesefailures of ordinary SU(5)
(in addition to the difficulties associatedwith the hierarchyandfine-tuning problems)haveled to the
examinationof supersymmetry(SUSY) (for an overviewof SUSYphenomenologyseein particularthe
secondof refs. [1.6]) andlargerGUT groupssuch as SO(10) [1.7]. E

6 as a groupfor grandunification
was first discussedin this contextover a decadeago[1.8]. In SU(5), the fifteen two-componentfermion
fields in eachgenerationaredistributed in the 5 and 10 representations.In S0(10), the nextsimplest
GUT, which is also automaticallyanomaly-free, a right-handedneutrino field [which is an SU(5)
singlet] is_addedto each SM generationso that the sixteenfermion fields can now be placed in the
16 [= 1 + 5 + 10 underSU(5)1 dimensionalrepresentation.Notethat in SO(10),as in the SM, the three
(or more) copiesof the generationstructureare still put in by hand.

Greaterinterest in E6 GUTswas first sparkedin the late 1970’swhenit wasnotedthat (i) E6 was the
nextnaturalanomaly-freechoicefor a GUT groupafterSO(10), (ii) E6 could haveseveralintermediate
mass breaking scales (see Robinett and Rosner in ref. [1.8]), and, most importantly, (iii) each
generationof fermionswas placedin the 27 dimensionalrepresentation.This meantthat in addition to
the sixteenfermions per generationin SO(10)theremustexist elevenadditionaltwo-componentfields
for every generation. In terms of SU(3)~X SU(2)~x U(1)~,these additional fields consist of a
vector-like, color singlet, weak isodoubletwith electricchargesQ= 0, —1; a vector-like,color triplet,
weak isosingletwith Q = — ~ plus an additional Q = 0, color singlet,weak isosinglet field. It was thus
possiblethat the thennewly discovered‘r leptonand b quarkcould “fill-in” part of an alreadyexisting
27 representationso that a third generationwould be unnecessary(the so-called“topless models”).
(For a reviewof toplessmodelsbasedon E6 andtheir comparisonwith dataseein particularthe first of
refs. [1.9].)This was not to be, however,since later data [1.9]disprovedthe predictionsof thismodel,
whichwere that: (i) both b and‘r havepurevectorcouplingsto the Z and(ii) the final statesof both b
andT decayinvolve a substantialfraction of flavor changingneutralcurrent (FCNC) signatures,e.g.,
b—~s~�and T~—+e~ee~.It is now well establishedthat both b and ‘r belongto a new, third
generationso that this model is clearly ruled out. If E6 is relevantas a GUT group, theseadditional
fermions cannotbe identified with any of the known particlesand cannotfit into the conventional
family structureof the SM. Interestin E6 thus declineduntil the revival of superstringtheory and the
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work of GreenandSchwarz(GS) 11.10] in late 1984 (for a generalintroductionto string theory seethe
secondof refs. [1.10]).

In their now classicpaper,GS showedthat string theory in tendimensionsis anomalyfree (andthus
potentially finite!) if the gaugegroup is either E8 x E~or SO(32). E5 x E~leadsto chiral fermions(as
exist in the SM), whereasSO(32) doesnot, so that E5 x E~is the morephenomenologicallyattractive
and hasreceivedthe mostattention.As will be furtherdiscussedin the latter part of this section,the
compactificationof the additionalsix dimensions(assumingunbrokenN = 1 SUSY) can lead to E6 as an
“effective” GUT group [1.11]. It is this result which has inspired the recentinterestin E6 and its
subgroupsas sourcesof new physics beyondthe SM. This is the subjectof this review: the low-energy
phenomenologyof superstring-inspiredE6 models.

The outline of the restof this reviewis as follows. In the remainderof section1 we briefly reviewthe
origin of E6 andits subgroupswithin the superstringframework, discussthe quantumnumbersof the
particlesin the 27 supermultipletandthe resultingsuperpotential,andstandardizethe nomenclaturefor
thesefields. In section2 we give anoverviewof thevariousstrong—electroweakmodelsof ranks5 and6
originating from E6 and give the couplingsof the matterfields in all casesof interest.We discussthe
presentlimits on the existenceof new neutral gaugebosonsoriginating from thesemodels and the
boundson their mixings with the SM Z from neutralcurrent,collider, andotherdata.The propertiesof
thesenewgaugebosonsarediscussedand signalsfor their productionanddecayarereviewed.Models
which havenew chargedgaugebosonsare also reviewedin this section.

In section3, we review the phenomenologyassociatedwith the new fermion (and SUSY-partner
boson)fields that lie in the 27 of E6. We presentan overviewof the possiblebaryonand leptonnumber
aswell as R-parity assignmentsof the new fields. Limits on their massesandotherpropertiesimplied by
existing data are reviewed as are their productioncrosssectionsand signalsat ~ ep. andhadron
colliders. The effects of thesenewfields on rareprocessesis alsosummarized.The problemof neutrino
massgenerationwithin the E6 model context is reviewed.

The phenomenologyof the scalarsectorof E6 superstring-inspiredmodelsis reviewedin section4.
We presenta theoreticaloverviewof the propertiesof and constraintson the Higgs sector,concen-
trating on the rank 5 model. The physical Higgs massspectrumis discussedand the fermionic and
vectorbosonHiggs couplingsaregiven. Signals for the productionanddecayof the Higgs bosonswhich
are uniqueto E6 (i.e., which are not presentin the SM or in SUSY theories)are reviewed.

In section5, we discusssomeof the otherimplicationsandresultsfrom superstring-inspiredmodels.
This includessuch topics as supersymmetrybreaking in the E~hiddensector and the generationof
scalar and gaugino massesin the observablesector. Problemsassociatedwith the generationand
magnitudeof an intermediatemassscale,whichis necessaryin manymodelsof this type,areexamined,
and constraintson this mass scaleare discussed.We presentan overview of the Oxford superstring
model, with threegenerationsof fermions which leadsto the SM as the electroweakgroup at low
energies,as a prototypeof the potentialpredictivepowerof string theories.Axion phenomenologyand
cosmologyfrom the superstringpoint of view arediscussedas well as the implicationsof renormaliza-
tion groupanalysesfor the top quark massand a fourth generationof fermions.We also review a few
technicalaspectsassociatedwith extendedelectroweakmodels. Section 6 containsour summaryand
conclusions.The appendixcontainsa summaryof some recentresultson the productionof new gauge
bosonspresentin superstring-inspiredE6 modelsat high energycolliders.

1.2. Superstringsand E6 overview
As mentioned in the discussionabove, the current interest in E6 and its subgroups,from a

phenomenologicalstandpoint,has its origin in the work of Greenand Schwarz[1.10]. Within the
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contextof heteroticsuperstringsin ten dimensions,gaugeandgravitationalanomalycancellation(which
is necessaryfor a finite theory) was found to occur only for the gauge groupsSO(32) or E8 x E~.
E8 x E~is phenomenologicallyinterestingin that it allows for chiral fermionswhereasS0(32)doesnot.
Since the fermions of the SM form chiral representations(i.e., ones in which left and right-handed
fermionstransformdifferently underthe gaugegroup), E5 X E~can contain the SM in its usualform.
To recovera moretypical field theoryonegoesto the limit wherethe string tensionis largeandmassive
(of order the Planck mass, M~)and string excitations are integrated out. One then recovers
ten-dimensionalsupergravitycoupledwith an E8 x E~gauge sector. To make connectionwith our
four-dimensionalworld, the extrasix dimensionsmust be compactifiedon somekind of manifold and
severalcompactificationscenariosare possible.

Compactificationon a Calabi—Yaumanifold [1.12][with an SU(3)holonomy] resultsin the breaking
E8—~SU(3)x E~with the SU(3) gaugefield becomingthe spin connectionon the compactifiedspace.
The remaining E~couples to the usual matter representationsof the E6 only by gravitational
interactionsand may provide the role of “the hidden sector” neededto break SUSY [1.13]; such
“shadow” matter mayalso accountfor the missingmassproblemin cosmology[1.14].This all follows
from the requirement that after compactificationfrom ten to four dimensions there remains an
unbrokenN = 1 supersymmetry(in order to deal with the hierarchyandfine-tuning problems).In such
modelsthe matter superfieldslie in the 27 and27 representationsof E6 with ng 27’s and 6 (27+ 27)’s
(E6 singletsare alsopossible).The coefficientsflg and6 are relatedto the topology of the compactified
manifold, the EulercharacteristicsandBetti—Hodgenumber,respectively.Since all mattersuperfields
lie in 27 and27’s of E6,onecannotbreakE6 in a conventionalmanneras the requiredHiggs fields are
absentfrom the 27. E6 (and E~aswell) groupscan be brokenby the Hosotanimechanism[1.15],which
parallels the Aharonov—Bohmeffect in the non-abeliancase. Given a manifold which is not simply
connected,due to the presenceof non-abeliangaugefields, a field transportedcompletelyarounda
non-contractibleWilson loop picks up a phasee’~.The set of all such phasefactorsforms a finite
representationof a discretegroup G operatingon the matter fields representingthe original gauge
group. The subgroupS of E6 which remainsunbrokenmusthavegeneratorswhich commutewith the
elementsof G. (It should be noted that the “trapped-flux” actsin someways like a Higgs field in the
adjoint representationof E6, i.e., the 78.) In the casewhereG is non-abelian,onearrivesuniquelyat a
rank-Sgroup [S= SU(3)~x SU(2)~x U(1)~,x U(1)~];in the caseof abelianG, severalrank-6 groups
result [1.16] (seealso refs. [1.11, 1.13]): SU(3)~X SU(2)L x U(1)

3, SU(3)L x SU(2)~X U(1)2, SU(3)3,
SU(4)x SU(2)x U(1)2, etc. Sincethe SM, SU(3)~X SU(2)L X U(1)~,,hasrank 4, it is obviousthat at
leastonenew neutralgaugebosonmustexist in thesemodelsandthat in all cases(ranksS or 6) further
symmetrybreakingis required.As we will see below, the superfieldcontentof the 27 is sufficient to
provide us with effective Higgs fields so that the conventional spontaneoussymmetry breaking
mechanismwill now go through as usual (for a recentreview, see ref. [1.17]). The rank-S or rank-6
groupscan thus breakto the SM and thento U(1)em in the conventionalmanner.

Morerecentwork hasshown,however,that therearealternativescenariosto Calabi—Yaucompacti-
fication. Thereexist manifold compactifications(yielding Polyakovnon-linearo~models)with different
numbersof world sheetsupersymmetrieswhich lead to holonomy groups larger than SU(3) [1.18].
These do not leave as much residual four-dimensionalsymmetry as in the Calabi—Yau case,with
E

8—* SO(6) [or SO(4)]x SO(10) or SU(S) X SU(S) leaving SO(10) or SU(5) as the effective GUT
[1.19]. Thus the uniquenessof E6 as a “prediction” from ten-dimensionalstring theory is lost.
Furthermore,it hasbeenshownto be possible[1.20],to directly obtainfour-dimensionalstringtheory,
i.e., instead of compactifying subsequentto taking the field-theory limit one compactifiesthe string
theory (on tori) directly down to four dimensions.Unfortunately(?) the allowedgaugesymmetriesin
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such scenariosare not very well constrainedand one finds that any of the large numberof “simply
based”groupsof rank 22 [1.21]are allowed, e.g.,SO(44). Such groups,as in the caseof SO(44),
generallydo not contain E8 x E~as a subgroup.In their original constructionsuch four-dimensional
string theorieslead directly to N= 4 SUSY and do not contain chiral fermions. However, later work
using “orbifolds” [1.221hasshown that chiral, N = 1 SUSY theoriescan indeedbe obtainedin such
models. “Orbifold” compactificationswere usedearlier as an alternativeto Calabi—Yau manifolds for
the compactificationof the ten-dimensionalsupergravitytheory and also lead to extendedstrong—
electroweakgauge groupsat low energy [1.23].

Although the predictionof E6 as “the” GUT arisingfrom superstringsis no longer unique,mostof
the phenomenologicalefforts haveconcentratedon this group andthuswe will makeit the subjectof
this review. Since other schemes(such as four-dimensionalstrings) can also lead to extended
strong—electroweakgroupsatlow energy,much of the work done for E6 modelscan be easilyadapted
to thesemodelsoncemoredefinite “predictions” are made.We will not discussmodelswhich do not
originatefrom E6 theories,such as flipped SU(5) models.

It shouldbe notedthat in usingE6 as an “effective” GUT, the usualrenormalizationgroupanalysis
of therunning couplingconstantsstill holds, whereasrelationshipsamongthe Yukawacouplingsatthe
GUT level (associatedwith Clebsch—Gordantypefactors)areto berelaxed(seeWitten in ref. [1.11]).

1.3. Propertiesof mattersupermultiplets

As discussedabove,eachchiral generationof mattermust lie in the 27-dimensionalrepresentationof
E6. Thus it is immediately clear that additional fields are neededbeyond those expectedin each
generationof the SM in order to completethe 27. In termsof the SO(10)and SU(S)subgroupsof E6,
the 27 decomposesas

27=(16,10)+(16,5)+(16,1)+(10,5)+(10,5)+(1,1). (1.1)

(Fora reviewof the grouptheory involved in E6 andits manysubgroupsseeSlanskyin ref. [1.8].)Since
the “conventional”fields andthe right-handedii areusuallyassignedto the 10 + 5 + 1 part of the 16 of
SO(10), the additional fields that lie in the 10 + 1 of SO(10) are called exotics. Table 1 shows the
nomenclaturewe will follow in this reviewfor all of the fields in the 27 including the exotics.In using
the table, the readershould be aware that a fixed nomenclaturefor the exotics hasyet to be settled
upon (i.e., a variety of notationsare in use in the literature), and that all fields are written as
left-handed.Commonalternativesto the notationusedhereinclude: D andg for h; v~and t.” for N; N’
for pC; N~.andNIC for NC; H for E; andn, i.” andN for 5C~Table 1 alsoshowsthe color, weak-isospin
(T3L), hypercharge(Y12), and electric charge(Q) for all of the fields in the 27.

It should be notedthat thereis an ambiguity in the assignmentof the various fieldswithin the 27 of
E6. Although we usuallyplaceL anddc into the (16,5) andv~into the (16, 1) wecould insteadplace
thesesamefields into the (10,5) and (1, 1). We seethat at the SU(S) [or any SU(S) subgroup]level
thereexists a symmetryrelating thesetwo assignments,

(L)~(H) C~5C (1.2)

This symmetry,SU(2)1, is mostclearly apparentin the E6 decompositioninto SU(6)x SU(2)1 where
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Table 1
Nomenclatureand SU(3)~x SU(2)L X U(l),. quantum numbersfor thefields in the27 representationof E,,

SO(10) 5U(5) Color TSL Y/2 Q

16 10 3 (_~~) 1/6 (~~)
u~ 3 0 —2/3 —2/3

1 0 1 1

— /v\ / 1/2\ / 0

5 L ~e)C 1 ~.—1/2) —1/2 —1
d~ 3 0 1/3 1/3

1 1 0 0 0

10 5 H~(~’) 1 (—~~) —1/2 (~)
h~ 3 0 1/3 1/3

/ l/2t (1
5 Hc ~N)L 1 ~—1/2) 1/2

hc 3 0 1/3 1!3

1 1 SCL 1 0 0 0

SU(6) containsthe usual SM andwherethe 27 decomposesas

27=(15,1)+(6,2). (1.3)

Here the 6 of SU(6) containsthe 5 + 1 of SU(5) corresponding to the fields in eq. (1.2).
Althoughphysics atthe SM level is insensitiveto this ambiguityin field assignments,if the effective

low-energy group is larger than that of the SM, thesenew interactionsmay dependon how these
assignmentsare chosen. As we will see in the next section,the greatestmodification of physics
expectationsoccurswhenthe electroweakgroup is extendedby an SU(2)factor [asopposedto a U(1)
or U(1) x U(1) factor].

Given the particle content in table 1, the most generalSU(3)~x SU(2)~x U(1)~invariant re-
normalizablesuperpotentialthat one can form from thesefields aloneis given by [1.11, 1.13]

W= 1470 + W1+ W2+ W3,

W0 = )tiHcQuc+ A2HQdC+ A3HLe’ + A4HCHSC+ AShhCSC, (1.4)

W1 A6hue + ,k7LhCQ + A8z/~hd’~, W2 = A9hQQ+ Aioh~uCd~, W3 = A~H~LvC.

The superpotential, W, summarizesall of the gaugegroup andsupersymmetryrestrictionson couplings.
To each term in W therecorrespondYukawa couplingsin which one identifiesanytwo of the three
fields with the fermion componentof the superfieldand the third field with the scalar component.
Generationindices in W aresuppressedbut understoodandintergenerationalcouplingscan leadto new
effectswhich will be discussedbelow. If thereis moresymmetry than thatpresentin the SM, someof
the termsin W maybe absentand the numberof independentA1 is reduced.
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Whereasthe E6 decompositioninto SU(3)~x SU(
2)Lx U(1)~dictatesthe color, isospin,andcharge

assignmentsof the exotic fields, their baryon (B) andlepton(L) numbersaswell as their R-paritiesare
not specifiedandseveral different assignmentsare possible.Note that for consistencywe will assume
for the moment that the usual L and B assignmentsfor ti’ persist, but that in principle alternative
assignmentsof thesequantumnumbersfor this field are also possible,andare, in fact, necessaryin
rank-6 models.In order to makedefinite assignmentsof B and L for eachof the exotics,not all of the
terms in W can be allowed simultaneouslywithout low-energybaryon and lepton numberviolation,
e.g., the presenceof W~would dictate B(h)= ~, L(h) = 1 (leptoquarkcouplings),whereasW

2 leads
insteadto B(h)= — ~andL(h)= 0 (diquarkcouplings). Clearly termsin W1 and W2cannotoccur in the
superpotentialsimultaneouslywithout inducingL~B$ 0 and~L $0 interactions.To avoid z~B$0 and
iXL $0 terms, additional symmetriesbeyondSU(3)~x SU(2)~x U(1)~.mustexist to eliminatecertain
couplingsappearingin W. Suchsymmetriesmay be discrete(e.g.,Z~)or involve new gaugeinteractions
such as an additional SU(2) group factor.

If thereareno additionalfields beyondthosecorrespondingto the usualng generationsof 27’s then
W0 must lead to massesfor the chargedfermions. This can be accomplishedby taking B(H, He) =

L(H, HC) = 0 and letting H andHe (the superpartnersof H andH, respectively)play the role of the
pair of Higgs doublets in the usual SUSY version of the SM. (N) and (N) $0 (togetherwith
A123 $0) then producemassesfor u, d,and e. To provide a massfor h, we must further assume
B(S ) = L(S ) = 0 so that we can have(S ) $0 andwe mustalso assumeA4~$ 0. Note that Justas in
the usual SUSY model we cannot take the Higgs doublet to be the superpartnerof L since (i~)$0
would violate lepton number(and R-parity). Thereare at least threegenerationsof 27’s containing
Higgs fields. We can, however, always go to a basis where only one set of the fields obtain
non-vanishingvacuum expectationvalues.The scalarsnot receivingvacuum expectationvaluesare
called “unHiggs”. With H, HC, andS~(and possibly ~) playing the role of Higgs fields (caseA) there
are several possible assignmentsfor the exotic field quantum numberswhich correspondto the
vanishingof subsetsof the A1. If L(t/~)= —1, as is usually assumedin rank-5 models,threeobvious
sub-casesoccur:

(Al) A9 = A10 = 0, B(h) = ~, L(h) = 1 (leptoquark),

(A2) )t6—A7=A8—0, B(h)=—4,L(h)=0 (diquark), (1.5)

(A3) A6=A7=A8=A9=A10=0, B(h)=~,L(h)=0 (quark).

In this case,A11 inducesa Dirac mass,m~,for the neutrinoand sincem~~ me we must unnaturally
fine-tune (A11 ~ A3) the parametersin W. In order to avoid this fine-tuning we must be able to set
A11 = 0 by a furthersymmetry.If L(vC) = 0 thenwe mustalsohaveA8 = A11 = 0 for case(Al) to prevent
lepton number (and R-parity) violation. In this latter caseit is then possiblefor (~) $0 without
inducingmixing betweenL and H as well as h andd. For case(A3), B(h) andL(h) arenot obviously
constrainedbut for most assignmentsof thesequantumnumberswe would find h to be stablewhich is
probablyruled out by cosmologicalconsiderations.If, for exampleB(h) = ~and L(h)= 0, then h is a
conventionalquark which can mix with d (via (i~)$0 in rank-6 models)and then decayvia flavor
changingneutralcurrents(FCNC) or conventionalchargedcurrents(CC).

If flux breakingthroughthe Hosotanimechanismleavesa rank-6 low energygroupthenboth (SC)

and(~) $0 will be neededto breakthe symmetrydown to the SM. For (~C) $0 the A8 andA11 terms
mustbe eliminatedfrom W in order to preventL~BandAL interactionsat low energy.If on the other
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hand,one is left with a rank-Sgrouponly oneof (~) and (i~)needsto be non-zeroandwithoutany
loss of generalityonecan takethisto be (SC). If (~) alsoobtainsa vacuumexpectationvalue (vev) in
this case,thena Goldstonebosonis generatedandif A8 $ 0 this leadsto an inconsistentphenomenology
[1.24].Thus, in the rank-S scenario,ti~musthavethe usual L = —1 (R-parity positive) assignmentso
that (i~)$0 is forbidden. Evenin the rank-6 case,however,it maynot alwaysbe easyto generatea
non-zerovacuumexpectationvalue for ~

A secondpossibility (caseB), which is somewhatless economical, assignsthe Higgs fields to a
different27 (or to a27) thanthosewhich containthe usualfermions.In this caseoneis free to treatthe
exoticsas ordinary quarksand leptons(apartfrom their isospin properties),i.e.,

(B) B(h) = , L(h) = 0, B(H, Hc, ~.,c5C) = 0, L(H, HC, ~/,5C) = ±1. (1.6)

Additional doublet and singlet fields are introduced from another27 (or 27) of E6 (with opposite
R-parity) so that vev’s can develop and transform under SU(3)~x SU(2)~x U(1)1~in a manner
identicalto the multiplets containingneutral fields in case(A),

H1—L, H2~H (H~~~~HC),H3=~, H4=Sc. (1.7)

In this casewe see that the B and L (andR-parity) conservingsuperpotentialwhich leadsto fermion
massestakesthe generalform

W’ = aiH~QuC+ a2H2Qdc+ a3HH~e+ a4H2Lec+ a5HCHH4+ a6H~HS’

+ a7H~~H25c+ a8h’~hH4+ a9H1hQ+ a10H3hd’~+ aiiH~Lpc+.... (1.8)

W’ not only leadsto the usualmasstermsbut alsoto mixing betweenordinary fermionsandtheir exotic
partners(e.g., e—E, d—h mixing). Additional termsbeyondthat explicitly displayedin (1.8) can also
appearin W’, however,thesetermswill not contributeto fermionmassesandmixings. Family indices
that can appearin eq. (1.8) are againsuppressed.Mixings of this kind allow for the decayof exotic
fermions via FCNC as well as CC and termsin W’ in a mannersimilar to case(A3) above. Like case
(A), furthersymmetriesbeyondSU(3)~x SU(2)L x U(1)~,canbe usedto eliminateseveralof the a1 in
eq. (1.8).

Thereareseveralotherpossibleassignmentswhich can lead to interestingnew physicsbeyondthose
discussedhere which can result from usingdiscretesymmetries[1.25].The mostcommonpossibilities
discussedin the literaturearehowever(A1)—(A3) and (B) outlined above.

Note that independentlyof whether one hascase(A) or (B), the effective Higgs fields are only
doubletsor singlets with respectto SU(

2)L. This will have important consequencesfor generating
neutrinoas well as gaugebosonmassesas we will discussin the next few sections.

2. New gauge bosonsin the low-energy electroweak sector

2.1. Overviewof extendedelectroweakmodels

As discussedin the introduction,oneof the possiblehallmarksof superstring-inspiredE
6 modelsat

low energiesis the existenceof new gauge bosonswhich result from extensionsof the usual SM
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electroweakgroup,SU(
2)L x U(1)~.Interestin extendedelectroweakmodelspredatesthe superstring

era by many yearsand much of the earlier work [2.1—2.31can be adaptedto the modelsof current
interest.

Flux-breakingof E
6 leadsdirectly to effective strong—electroweakgroupsof ranksS and 6 at low

energies[1.11,1.13]. Soif thecolor groupis chosento be SU(3)~at thesescales,thenthe rank-Smodel
is uniquely determinedto be

SU(3)~X SU(2)L X U(1)~X U(l),1, (2.la)

with all the couplingsof the additionalU(1),~factoressentiallyfixed (aswill be discussedbelow). In the
rank-6 case,onefinds the relevantgroupsto be

(a) SU(3)~X SU(2)L x U(1)~,x U(1)’ x
(2.lb)

(b) SU(3)~x SU(2)L x SU(2)’ x U(1)’ x

where the primed group factors in (a) and (b) are in generalunrelated. In case (a), the product
U(1)’ x U(1)” canbe taken,without loss of generality[2.4] (seealsoRobinettandRosnerin ref. [1.81),
to be U(1)~x U(1)~,whereU(1)~andU(1)~are definedvia the decomposition

E6—+SO(10)x U(l)~

SU(S)x U(1)~, (2.2)

i.e., U(1),~,andU(1)~form a basisfor anypair of orthogonalabeliangeneratorswhich areindependent
of the electricchargeQ (= T3~+ Y12). Oncethe embeddingsof the fields into SO(10) andSU(S) are
given the couplingsresulting in the covariantderivativefor U(1)~andU(1)~areuniquely specifiedas
will be discussedbelow. In case(b), thereareseveralinterestingpossibilitiesdependingon whetheror
not Q is orthogonalto the SU(2)’ generators.The two most frequently discussedsub-casesare

(hi) SU(3)~x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)L x U(1)R,
(2.3)

(b2) SU(3)~x SU(2)L x U(1)~x SU(2)1x

thefirst of which is the rank-6 versionof the left—right symmetricmodel (LRSM) (for a generalsurvey
of the left—right symmetricmodel andits basis in SO(i0) see ref. [2.5]) and the secondinvolves the
SU(2)1symmetry discussedin the introduction.

Forboth cases(a) and (b) suitablylargevev’s couldreducethe rank-6low-energymodelevenfurther
to an effective (!) rank-S model (ERSM). For example,in model (a) we would obtain the reduction

U(i)~x U(i)~—~U(i)6, (2.4)

with U(1)6 being somelinear combinationof U(1)~andU(1)~.For case(b) one can have,e.g.,

(bi) U(1)LxU(i)R—~U(1)vL÷R, (b2) SU(2)1xU(1)’—*SU(2)1. (2.5)
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These(effective)rank-S modelstogetherwith the truerank-S model,eq. (2.la), aretheoneswhich are
most often discussedin the literature.

As is well known,additionalU(i) factorsbeyondthoseof the SM leadto new neutralgaugebosons
with flavor diagonalcouplings(in the weak basis). However,new SU(2) factorsleadto an additional
pair of conjugategaugebosons(with flavor-changingcouplings)beyondthe simple new neutralgauge
bosonof the U(i) case.If the SU(2) generatorscommutewith Q, the conjugategaugebosonpair is
neutral as in the caseof SU(2)1 otherwisethe pair will be chargedas is the casefor W~within the
SU(2)R example.

Table 2 showsthe quantumnumberassignmentsfor the various fields in terms of the normalized
generators~ their right-handedweak isospin and U(1)~within the LRSM (bi), and their
correspondingT31 for model (b2) with the additional SU(2)1 factor. In writing down thesevalueswe
havemadethe conventionalassignments:in termsof eq. (1.1), (L, d~)= (16,5) and ti~= (16, 1). If
one instead assigns{L, d~}= (10, 5) and v~= (1, 1) the quantumnumbersof the fields {L, d~,ti~}

must be interchangedwith thoseof {H, h~,S~}.It is importantto notice that this interchangedoesnot
alter the valuesof so that the rank-S model is insensitiveto this embeddingambiguity but all the
rank-6models areapparentlymodified.

In readingthe table, it is importantto rememberthat the correspondingcouplingsfor right-handed
fields are of oppositesign to thoseof the conjugatefields.

2.2. Specificmodelsand Z—Z’ mixing

Considerthe rank-6modelsof type(a) discussedin the previoussection.When the weak iso-singlet
Higgs field(s) developits (their) vev’s, the gaugefields correspondingto U(1), andU(1)~(Z~andZ~)
becomemassivebut arenot true masseigenstatessince thesestatescan mix. Let usdefine the mass
eigenstatesat this point to be Z’ and Z” as given by

Z’(O) Z~cos0 — sin 0, Z”(O) Z~cos0 + Z~,sin 0, (2.6)

Table 2
Quantumnumbersfor thefields in the 27 representationin E6underthe groupsU(l)~,U(1)~,U(1)1, SU(2)R,

U(1)~,and SU(2)1 respectively

2V13Q,, 2V~Q~ 2v9~Q~ TsR V/2 T,1

2 1 —l 0 0

L~(~’) —1 1 3 0 —~

u’~ 2 1 —l —~ —~ 0
d~ —1 1 3 —~
e~ 2 1 —1 0

5 1 —5 —~
H~(~)L —1 —2 —2 —) 0 —)

—4 —2 2 0 0
hL Ne —2 2 0 —~ 0

—l —2 —2 0 —~

S~ 5 4 0 0 0 —~
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with 0 being dependenton the vev’s and the gauge couplings,g4~~correspondingto ~ The
readershouldbe awarethat thereexist manydefinitions of the mixing parameter(called 0 here)in the
literatureand that greatcareis necessaryin comparingthe resultsof differentauthors.If ~ and the
correspondinghyperchargecoupling, gy, break off from a largergroup at a commonscaleand have
identicalrenormalizationgroup equations(which is the casewith matterfields solely in the 27 of E6)
thenZ’ and Z” havecouplingsof the form [2.4]

(g/c~)(~x~)~
2[(Q

4cos0— sin 0)Z’ + (Q~cos0 + Q~sin 0)Z”] , (2.7)

with ~ given in table2 andx~ sin
20~(~0.23).If, however,U(1)~

8breakoff from a largergroupat
a different scalethandoesU(1)~or are still part of a largergroup[e.g., an SU(2) factor] the couplings
g,~need to be calculatedusing their correspondingrenormalizationgroup equations.This would
effectively rescalethe overall couplingsin eq. (2.7) by an additional factor: ~ We will
assumethat A = 1 in the summarybelow. Although onecould examinethe threegaugebosonsystemZ,
Z’, andZ” it is mucheasierto first examinethe rank-5limit, eq. (2.4), in which Z” becomessignificantly
moremassivethanZ’. This could eithermeanthat Z” is very heavywith a masscharacteristicof a large
intermediatemassscale (M1 — 1010 GeV), the Planck scale,or perhapsrelatively light (—10 TeV) but
yet sufficiently heavyso thatit effectively decouplesfrom both Z andZ’. We will assumethat only Z’ is
still relatively light enoughto mix with the Z sinceonedoesnot want to introducea new hierarchyinto
the theory without any explanationor stability guaranteedby a symmetry.This leavesuswith Z and
Z’(O) as the neutralgaugebosonswithin an effectiverank-Smodel (ERSM) with ana priori unknown
parameter0. This classof modelshasreceiveda major fraction of the attentionin the literature [2.4].
We will briefly return to a discussionof the full rank-6 situationbelow.

As 0 is varied the identification Z’ = Z~,is recovered(model i4i) for 0 = 0 and Z’ = Z5 (model x) for
0 = —90°.For 0 = sin- ‘V~7~(~r~37.76°)the couplingsof the rank-Smodel (model ~) arerecovered.In
addition, for 6 = —sin -

1v37~(~—52.24°),Z’ can be identified as that which couplesto the diagonal
generatorof SU(2)

1 in model (b2) in eq. (2.3) — called Z1 (and correspondingly,model I) in the
literature.Note that Z1 is orthogonalto Z~.The new neutralgaugebosons~ are the onesmost
frequentlydiscussedas beingrepresentativeof thosewhich can arisein low-energysuperstring-inspired
E6 models.

As discussedabove, the exchangeof the assignmentsof the fields {L, d~,v~}with those of the
exotics{H, h~,S~}leavesthe couplingsQ~unaltered.For the U(1)0 model, the couplingsof Z(6) are
modified but in a rathersimple way. Interchangeof the two setsof fieldscorrespondsto a mappingof
0—~0’given by

0’ = tan
1(\/’13) — 0, (2.8)

and thus the general structure of the model is left unchanged.For the rank-6 model (b2) this
interchangeleaves the U(1)’ couplings unalteredwhile flipping the isospin assignmentswithin the
SU(2)

1 group (T31—* — T31) for all the fields in the 27. For the LRSM, as will be discussedbelow,this
interchangewill lead to new physics since,e.g., uC andhC nowform a right-handeddoubletinsteadof
the usualcombinationuC and d’.

To furtherdiscussthe propertiesof the Z’ in thesemodels,we needto examinethe possiblemixing
betweenthe Z’ andZ ZSM, the neutralgaugebosonof the SM. For the momentwe restrictourselves
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to the caseof the effectiverank-S models.We will returnto the caseinvolving an extraSU(2) group
factorbelow. Let uswrite the coupling in eq. (2.7) in a slightly more general, but abbreviated,form
and includethe usual Z as well,

(gIc~)[(T3— x~Q)Z+ (~x~)”
2Q’Z’], (2.9)

with, e.g., Q’ Q, cos0 — Q~sin0 in the effective rank-S model resulting from (bi). We take the

effective Higgs fields to be H, H’~,~ andS~It shouldbe notedthat although i~maybeallowedby its
quantumnumber assignmentsto get a vev (which would be necessaryto break a rank-6 strong—
electroweakgroupdown to the SM) it maybedifficult to generatesucha vev in mostclassesof models
so far considered[1.24]. A possible solution to this problem is to generate (i~) by radiative
corrections.We will assumethat (~) can be non-zeroin our generaldiscussionbelow. In a generic
model with two doubletsandtwo singletsof Higgsfields we can label the representations,following ref.
[2.6], as

~ ~2(~O)~ ~3=~3, ~4=~4, (2.10)

with (~) = v
1I”/~andQ’(~) = Q. In the absenceof additional chargedgaugebosonsthat can mix

with the usual SM W boson (as are presentin the LRSM), M~= gvI2 is obtainedwith v
2 = +

togetherwith a Z—Z’ massmatrix

M2=(Mz ~M) (2.11)
~M2 M~.

with M~being the usual SM Z massin the absenceof mixing and

~M2IM~= 2(~x~)”2(Q~v~- Q~v~)Iv2, M~IM~= ~ ~ (Qv~)2. (2.12)
V £=i

The matrix in eq. (2.11) is diagonalizedby an orthogonaltransformation

(Z
1~(cos~ sin~(Z~ 2

~Z2J~-sin~ cos~J~Z’J’ (.13)

producingthe masseigenstatesZ12 with massesM12 where~ is given by

tan2~~2aM
2I(M~ — M~). (2.14)

In the large v
34 limit ~ and ~i—~0so that we recoverZ1 =Z. In addition to eq. (2.14) the

following relationsareobtainedfrom the eigenvalueequation

tan
2çb = (M~— M~)/(M~ — M~), ~M2IM~ = —(1 — M~IM~)cot qS = —(M~IM~— 1) tan ~

(2.1S)
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Notethat eq. (2.15) placesa Higgs sector (i.e., Q) independentconstrainton the value 4’ for a fixed

valueof AM = M~— M1 (� 0) asafunction of M2 (assumingM1 is known),

tan
1({[2(AM)M

1 + (AM)
2] I[M~ — (M

1 + AM)
2]} 1/2) . (2.16)

Note that for M
2 —* ~ andfixed AM, 4 — M~ this is called the massconstraint on the mixing angle ~.

We can turn this constraintaroundand calculatethe minimumvalue of AM for a given value of the
mixing angle q5 and a choiceof M2. Onefinds

AM~min= —M1 + [(Mt + M~tan
2~)I(i+tan2~)]1~2. (2.17)

FiguresIa, b show AM~minversusM
2 for variouschoicesof the angle4. If we assume,for example,that

AM~mi= 1 GeV and ~ = 0.05 then we areled to M2 ~ 300 GeV. Datafrom the SLC andLEP should
be able to probe values of AM as small as 30—50MeV (see,for example,ref. [2.7]).

For a fixed Higgs sector (i.e., Q are known) strongerlimits on the mixing angleare possibleby

/\~ ~0

~ ./
/

/ \0
/ \0Io .o

2 0* 1 -~ I0~ ~ i~, I I
0

C)° \O\~\00

~ I I a ~ b10 ~ ~o00\ io_3 -200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
M

2 (GeV) M2 (TeV)

Fig. 1. The minimum value of the Z mass shift for different valuesof the Z—Z’ mixing angle 4~as a function of M, in the ranges(a)
150~M2~l000GeV;(b) 0.5~M2~10TeV.
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combining eqs. (2.12) and (2.15) and noting that v~2IV
2< 1. One thenobtains the so-calledHiggs

constraint,

2(~Xw)”2(Q’)min~ tan~(M~IM~— 1) ~ 2(~Xw)”2(Q’)max, (2.18)

with (Q’)mjn and (Q’)max the smallestand largestof — Q~andQ~respectively.In this case,for fixed
AM, 4 — 1 IM~so that this constraintis eventuallystronger than the massconstraintfor sufficiently
largeM

2. As will be discussedbelow, low-energyneutralcurrentdata (NC) can also be usedto place
limits on both q~and M2 by looking for deviationsfrom both the SM neutralcurrent structureand
overall strength(i.e., the p parameter).NC constraintson 4 alsoscalelike ~—1IM2for large M2 so that
for sufficiently large M2 the Higgs constraintis still dominant.

It should be noted that in somemodelsof SUSY breaking,in particularno-scalemodels[2.8] (see
also Ellis in ref. [1.17]), the ratio of the vev’s of the Higgs doubletsis somewhatlimited: tan 13 =
v2IV1 2. We will not assumethis constraint in the analysisbelow but its assumptionwould provide
furtherconstraintson the size of Z—Z’ mixing and a limit on M2.

Before endingthis sectionwe briefly review the full threeneutralgaugebosonsectorof the rank-6
model, following the work presentedin ref. [2.9]. Since this situation involves a large numberof
parametersit is sufficient to examineseveral limiting cases.

Case(1). (5C), (jC) ~ (NC), (N). HereZ2 (= Z’) andZ3 (°=Z”) decouplefrom the usualZ(= Z1)
of the SM andthe mixing angle 0 is given by

tan20=V~(i~)
2I(7(i~)2_8(Sc)2), (2.19)

and, via the eigenvalueequation,0 is restrictedto the range (M
2 ~ M3)

—\/~i
3/4~cos0�0, (2.20)

with M~IM~~ 0.6. The rangeof 0 allowed by eq. (2.20) excludesthe model i~ (rank-S)casewhere
cos0 = so that Z

2 can never be identified with Z~.Note that if (~C) 2 ~, (5C) 2 then cos0 =
—\/]3/4 but if (S’~)

2>(_C)2 then cos0 = 0.
Case (2). (~C) ~ (NC) (J~rC) (J~)leadsto cos0 = —\/1314with Z

3 = Z”. In this caseZ and Z’
would havesubstantialmixing. This is oneof the effectiverank-S modelsdiscussedabovewith a fixed
value of 0.

Case (3). (SC) ~ (DC) (NC), (N) (with Z3 =Z”) leads to cos0=0 which is essentiallymodel x
alreadydiscussedabove.

Case (4). All vev’s comparable.In this casenone of the new Z’s can be extremelyheavy and
considerablemixing is possible,with threeanglesneededto describethe generalmixing structure.This
generalcase is difficult to analyzecompletelydue to the large numberof parameters.

It is clearfrom the abovethat if atleastonevev is muchlargerthanall the rest the resultingmodel
(of the effective rank-S type) will be easyto distinguishfrom the rank-S model (‘ii).

2.3. Constraintson Z—Z’ mixingand the Z2 massfrom existingdata

The mass of the new gaugeboson expectedin effective rank-S modelsand the amountof Z—Z’
mixing can be constrainedin a numberof ways someof which were briefly discussedin the previous
section.
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2.3.1.
The effects of a new neutralgaugeboson (Z’) on low-energyneutralcurrent (NC) phenomenology

are well known [2.1—2.3].With couplingsnormalizedas

~= (gIc~j(J~ZM+ J~Z’~). (2.21)

anda massmatrix of the form given by eq. (2.11), the effectivelow-Q2 (Q2 ~ M~)interactionis given
by

= (4GFI\/~)[plJ2 + p
2(J’)

2 + 1
1JJ’] , (2.22)

p1 = M~M~,/D, p2 = M~ID, ~ = —2(6M
2)M~ID, (2.23)

2 2 22 . . effandD = M~M
7~— (3M ). In the masselgenstatebasis,~NC can be written as

= (4GFIV~)[(M~lM~)J~+ (M~IM~)J~], (2.24)

= cos4) + J~.sin 4’~ .‘2 = cos4) — J~ sin 4). (2.25)

By looking for deviationsfrom the SM (i.e., p1 = 1, p. = = 0) andusingthe relations(2.23) one can
constrainthe model parametersM17 and 4). These low-energy results can in turn be combinedwith
direct measurementsof the Z mass madeby the UA1 and UA2 collaborationsat the CERN SppS
collider [2.10]. Constraintson 4) and M2 from NC and Collider data havebeenexaminedby a large
numberof authorsfor differentmodels[2.11,2.12]. Therehavebeentwo recentanalyses[2.13. 2.141
which combine NC and Collider measurementsto constrainM, and 4) by following the analysis
presentedin the previoussection.Figures2a—c from Amaldi et al. show the boundson the valueof M2
as a function of the mixing angle4) (denotedby either U or 03 in the figures) for modelssji, x~and‘q
definedabove. The “constrained” regionsin the figures correspondto thoseallowedwhenp = 1, i.e.,
the massconstraintresulting from usingHiggs doublets andsingletsonly. The “unconstrained”areas
areallowedif p � 1 evenin the limit of largeM2. This wouldcorrespond,for example,to modelswhere
triplet Higgs fields arepresent,which is not the casefor the superstring-inspiredE6 modelsdiscussed

:::~r~
200 400 IJ/\ 200 ~

100 —-- uNCONSTRAINED 300 1 ---UNCONSTRAINED 100F
CONSTRAINED ~ .1 CONSTRAINED ---UNCONSTRAINED= CONSTRAINED -

200~—
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 -0.3 -0.2 -01 0.0 0.1

6 (rod) 6 (rod) 6(rad)

Fig. 2. Bounds from NC and collider data on M2 as a function of the Z—Z’ mixing angle 6 (called 4 in the text) for constrained(p= I) and
unconstrainedHiggs sectors:(a) model ~‘; (b) model x: (c) model r~.
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here. The figures from the analysisof Costaet al. [2.14]also show the resultof addingthe so-called
Higgs constraintin which the quantumnumbersof the Higgs fields underthe new part of the gauge
sectorare completelyspecified(seefigs. 3a—c). As one can easilysee,boundson M2 and 4) are quite
sensitiveto the choice of model (i.e., the value of 0). This is most clearlydisplayedin fig. 4 from the
analysisof Amaldi et al. whereboundson 4) (0 in their notation)andM2 areshownasfunctionsof cos f3
[where/3 = irI2 + 0, 0 being our Z’—Z” mixing angledefinedin eq. (2.6)].

In this analysis(which usesthe limit on the shift of the Z bosonmassas measuredby the UA1 and
UA2 collaborationsto constrainboth M2 and4)) oneneedsto be somewhatcarefulin attributinganyZ
massshift solely to Z—Z’ mixing. It is well known [2.15]that the existenceof heavyfields (e.g.,a fourth
generationof ordinary fermions) may also induce a significant changein M~.As discussedabove,
low-energyE6 modelshavea largenumberof new fields (h,N, E, 5) whicharereasonablymassiveand
which (togetherwith their superpartnersas well as the usual fermions and charginos)could induce a
shift in M~.Thus a shift in M~due to mixing may be enhancedor suppressedby an additional
contributiondue to radiative correctionsfrom the new heavy particleswe know to be presentin the
theory.The analysesabove[2.13,2.14]ignore theseeffectsdueto thelargenumberof parameters(i.e.,
masses)involved but one must be awarethat such effects maybe important.

2.3.2.
New neutral (as well as charged) gauge bosons may make themselvesknown via radiative

corrections,i.e., their appearancein loops. In particular,loop correctionsto the Cabibbo—Kobayashi—
Maskawa(CKM) [2.16]quarkmixing matrix and unitarity can beused to placeboundson the Z2 mass
if oneignoresotherpossibleeffectssuchas a fourth generationof fermions or newradiativecorrections
from other sources(such as the exotics h, N and E and SUSY partners). With a new Z’ boson
interactingvia

= —(3gI2\/ii~)C~ (Q~f~y~f~+ QfRfRy~fR)Z’~, (2.26)

onearrivesat thefollowing boundfrom thesum of the squaresof thefirst row of the CKM matrix using
unitarity:

VUd~
2+ v,~j2+VUb~2=0.9984±O.OO2i+~,

(2.27)
—0.0011~ LI ~ 0.0043 (90%CL),

where

LI = (_27aI401Txw)jC~2QejQeL— QdL) ~ (2.28)

andx ~ Using (2.27)and(2.28) onenowcanplacea boundon Al
2 asa function of 0 (if Z—Z’

mixing is ignored).Theseresultsareshownin fig. S from ref. [2.17]wheretheir 4) is given by 0 + irI2 (0
beingthe ~ mixing angledefinedabove).For somemodels,modelx (4) = 0) in particular,thisleads
to a better limit than that from the NC analysis above, but for other models, such as model ‘r~
(tan 4) = —V37~),this bound is quite poor. Again, it is important to rememberthat this analysis
ignoresany possiblecontributionsto LI which mayarise from the othernew fields which we know to
exist in thesemodels.
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Fig. 4. Boundsfrom NC and collider dataon M2 and0 (i.e., 4)) asa function of cos$ for constrained(p = 1) and unconstrainedHiggo sectors.

New neutralgaugebosonsmayalsocontributeto theanomalousmagneticmomentof the muon even
if its couplingsare flavor diagonal. However, since M~~ 4M~and the Z2 couplingsare somewhat
weaker than those of Z1, these contributions are expectedto be very small and unlikely to be
observableany time soon.

2.3.3. Direct search limits
The UA1 and UA2 collaborationshaveperformeda searchfor new neutralgaugebosonswhich

decayto e~e[2.18]with a null result: a-- B s3 pb. Since all of the Z’ couplingsareknown, onecan
usethis data to place limits on Z’s coming from E6 with two caveats. (i) One must include QCD

E’~ ~ P//O
4, (degrees)

Fig. 5. Boundson M3 in model i~asa function of 4) (i.e., 0) from electroweakradiative correctionsto the CKM matrix.
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correctionsto the productioncrosssectionin analogywith ordinary Drell—Yan (q~_.~.y*)processes.(ii)
Onedoesnot know if, e.g.,the exotic fermionsand/orsuperpartnersmakesignificant contributionsto
the Z’ width. These decay modescould drastically reduce the e*e branchingfraction for Z’ and
weakenthe resultingboundon M2. Figure 6 from Bargeret al. [2.19]showsthe presentlimit on M2
(with Z—Z’ mixing ignored) as a function of cosa (a = —0) for the casewhereno exoticscontributeto
1(Z2) (n9 = 0) or where three generationsof exotics contribute to 1(Z2) without phase space
suppression(flg = 3). A similar analysisby Ellis et al. [2.20]yields the limits

M(Z4)>158(118)GeV, M(Z0)>170(140)GeV, M(Z.,1)>167(115)GeV, (2.29)

for ng = 0 (3). It should be noted that theseauthors[2.20]usea bound of a-~B < 1.8pb from the
combinedUA1 andUA2 datasets.Note that Z—Z’ mixing is ignoredin this secondanalysisas well. In
all casestheselimits are either comparableto or somewhatpoorer than those resulting from the
low-energyNC analysis. The resultspresentedhere(evenin the ng = 3 case)maybesomewhatweaker
if further exotic modescontributeto the Z2 width.

We concludethis sectionby noting that significant limits exist on the mass of Z2 from all three
analyses(i)—(iii) but that theseboundsarevery model (i.e., 0 and4)) dependentandthat in all cases
the existenceof new particlesmayinvalidate(or at leastweaken)the conclusionsobtainedin eachcase.

2.4. Decaymodesand widths of newgaugebosons

In order to searchfor new gaugebosonsat colliders it is important to know as much as possible
abouttheir decaymodes.Some modes(suchas e e and p~p~) are usedas productionsignalswhile
others(suchasW~W)arevery sensitiveprobesof Z—Z’ mixing. As discussedin the previoussection,
the existenceof new Z2 decaymodes(beyond the usualfermions)leadsto a lowering of the branching
ratio into e~eand, consequently,aweakeningof the productionsignal. In addition,measurementsof
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Fig. 6. Boundson M2 from direct searchesfor Z2 at the CERN collider as a function of cooa (i.e., cos0).
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certainrelativebranchingratiosmayleadto a completedeterminationof the Z2 couplingswithin the E6
context, as is discussedin the appendix.

2.4.1. Fermionicmodes -
NeglectingQCD radiative correctionsthe width F(Z2—~if) is given by

F(Z2—*ff) = C1(g
2M

2Il2ir)(1— 4m~IM~)”
2[u~(1+ 2m~IM~)+ a~(1— 4m~IM~)], (2.30)

whereC
1 is a color factor [e.g.,C~= 3 (1) for quarks(leptons)]andthe couplingsarenormalizedto be

£~‘=gf’y,~(vf—afy5)fZ~, (2.31)

andcan be readoff directly from table2 for the modelsof interestto ushere.Thesefermionicmodes
are generallydominantandhavebeenconsideredby a large numberof authors[2.11,2.19, 2.20]. If
fermions arethe only (or by far dominant)contributionsto the Z2 width, thenfig. 7 from Barger et al.
[2.19]bestsummarizesthis situation(for the casesng = 0 and 3). For all valuesof the mixing angle 0,
1°

01M
2is far smallerthanwhat wouldbe expected(for ng = 0) by scaling up the sameratio for the SM

Z boson. For the caseng = 3, F~°
tIM

2= 0.025 and is 0 independentbut is still somewhatsmallerthan
that expectedfrom naive scaling.

2.4.2. SUSYpartners
The SUSY partners(f) of the known fermions (as well as the exotics) may make a substantial

contributionto the Z2 width. Taking the normalizationof the fermioncouplingsto be the sameas that
in (2.31),one obtainsthe width (assumingf1 and ~ aredegeneratemasseigenstates)

O.0t2 ,
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Fig. 7. Fermionicbranchingfractions for Z2 decayas functions of coo a (i.e., coo 0).
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1(Z2—~fLRfLR)= C1(g
2M

2148ir)(1— 4m~/M~)
3t2(v

1±a1)
2. (2.32)

Summingover all modes (and neglectingphasespaceeffects)this could lead to as much as a 50%
increasein ptOt for Z

2 which would then decreasethe e~ebranchingfraction (hencethe production
signal) by 1/3. These modeshavenot receivedmuch attentionin the literature (see, however,ref.
[2.21]).

2.4.3. Z2—~W~W

This mode, if kinematically allowed, is extremely interesting in that it is very sensitive to Z—Z’
mixing sincein the 4) = 0 limit 1, doesnot couple to W~W.The partial width is given by

F(Z2—~W~W)= (g
2M,/192rrc~)sin24) (M

2/M~)
4(1— 4M~/M~)3’2

x (1 + 20M~/M~+ 12M~,/M~), (2.33)

and has been discussedby a large number of authors [2.22]. For large M
2, F(Z2—~W~W)

(M2/M~)
4sin24), but sin24) -= (M~/M

2)
4as well, leavingopenthe possibility for a reasonablebranching

fraction. For most modelsin the heavy (�1TeV) M

2 limit one finds that taking the largestallowed
valueof the mixing angle4) yields F(Z2—÷W +W ~) — F(Z2 —+ e+e~) althoughfor smallervalues of Al2
largerratesmay also occur dependingon the “play-off’ betweenthe boundson the angle 4) and the
factorsappearingin eq. (2.33). For example, in model i4i with AM = 0.25 (0.50,1.0)GeV we find
R~F(Z2~W~W)/F(Z2—’e~e)can be as large as 1.33 (1.65,2.15) for Al2 =650 (450,350)GeV.
Similar situationscan occur in other models.

For Z2 massesbelow the W-pair threshold(~=163GeV) the relatedprocessZ5~~.*WW*—s~W�i’can
still occurbut with a smallbranchingfraction [2.23].This processoccursvia W-bosonbremsstrahlungas
well as the mixing inducedZ2W+W- couplingasshownin fig. 8. The two possiblemechanismsdo not
interferewhenE6 modelcouplingsareemployed(sinceVL andeL arein an isodoublet).Althoughthis
processhasa smallbranchingfraction (asshownin fig. 9 from ref. [2.23]for model ‘q) it can be usedto
probethe Z2W~Wcouplingat LEP II energies.It is important to rememberthat the boundson the
mixing angle4) are relativelypoor for Al2 masses~163GeV (see, e.g.,figs. 1—4).

We will return to a discussionof the Z2W~W couplingbelow in our discussionof 1, production
signalsate~eand hadroncolliders.

2.4.4. Z2 —÷gauginosand higgsinos
Such scenarioshave generallybeen examinedonly within the rank-S model context due to the

complexstructureof the massmatricesthat needto be explored. For a neutralinocoupling

= gk~1G~y~y5G1Z2~ (2.34)

(whereG~is a generichiggsinoor gaugino)one obtains[2.24]

2 2 2 2 2-,
- - gM 1 m-+m- 1 rn-—rn. -

1= (Z2~G1G1)= ~ k~[1— ~( ‘~ ‘)_ ~( ‘~ 1) — / A”
2(1, i, j), (2.35)

wherek~

1aremodel dependentparametersof orderunity and [with (1, j) m~1/M~]
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Z’~W~ (a) IO

Z’~w~ (b) R~O3

(c) ~ ~I~O ‘ l~0 i~O l~O I~O

Fig. 8. Diagramscontributingto theprocessz,—Wei. Fig. 9. Branchingfractionfor Z2—+We6 from model ‘q asa function
of M~.for different values of 4).

A(a,b,c)—a
2+b2+c2—2(ab+ac+bc) (2.36)

is the usual triangle function. Summingover all modes(and neglectingpossiblephasespacesuppres-
sion) we seethat gauginosmay contribute as much as 10—20% to the total width of Z

2. Thesemodes
have mainly been studied as sourcesof multilepton events(and missingPT) at hadron colliders such as
the Tevatron and the SSC.

2.4.5. Z2—>Z1H~,~ W
9’H

These modeshave only been studied in any detail within the framework of the rank-5 model [2.25]

and in the limit of large M
2 values. The width for Z2 —o~V+ S (vector and scalar or pseudoscalar)is

given by

A
112(1,v,s)[A(1,v,s)+12v], (2.37)

where v, s M~
5IM~andf~is the couplingnormalizedas

~ (2.38)

In the rank-5 scenario,the Higgs sector in the masseigenstatebasis consistsof three neutral scalar fields
(H~,i = 1, 2, 3), a neutral pseudoscalar(P°)and a pair of charged scalars (H±). In the large M2 limit,
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M(H~)is alsolargeso that Z2 decayfinal statesinvolving H~arekinematicallyforbiddenor suppressed.
In the samelimit (neglectingphasespacecorrections)one finds (over a reasonablerangeof parameter
space)

T(Z2_*Z1H?)=F(Z2—~W~W),1(Z2—*P°H~)=F(Z2—~H~H),

= 1(Z2—~P°H?)= ~1(Z2—~W~H~). (2.39)

Figure 10 shows the size of the above branching fractions as a function of tan /3 = v2/v1 (the doublet
vev’s) for largeM2 with ng = 0 for model i-i. Summingover all of the abovemodesone finds that their
total contribution is

2 2
1=34(g x~/36~48irc~)M2, (2.40)

whichis of the orderof a few percentof the total fermionicwidth when flg = 0. Oneshouldexpectthat
qualitatively similar results hold in other models as well, although since the parameterspace is
somewhatlargerwe would not expectrelationshipssuch as eq. (2,39) to remainvalid. We will briefly
discussthesemodesas Z2 productionsignalsat hadroncollidersbelow. Thesemodeshaverecentlybeen
examinedin the generaleffective rank-S model by DeshpandeandTrampetic [2.26].

2.4.6. Loop order decays
Raredecaymodesfor Z2 inducedat the one-looplevel suchas Z2 —* -yZ1, 2Z1 havebeenconsiderec

[2.27]in the absenceof Z—Z’ mixing (i.e., fermion loopsonly). The typical branchingfractionsfor such
processesare very small and probably unobservable:F(Z2—~-yZ1 ) /1(Z2 —÷e+ e ) ~o~‘ while
F(Z2—~2Z1)/1(Z2~e~e)~s10

5forM
2=400GeV.

As can be seenfrom the abovediscussion,the decaymodesof new Z2 gaugebosonsarequite model
dependentwith the fermionic modesand W~W being the bestunderstood.This problemwill arise
againwhenwe discussZ2 productionsignaturesbelow.

C i I I I

N\H+H~P0H~ WW=Z1H~,”

~° ee ~

~ ?0~~ ~$ (0)Fig. 10. Z2 branchingfractionsasfunctionsof $ with n0 = 0 for model i~.
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2.5. Signalsfor newgaugebosons

Signalsfor new gaugebosonsbeyondthoseof the standardmodel (SM) maymanifestthemselvesin
many ways. As discussedin section 2.3, loop order processesinvolving Z2 may lead to sizeable
correctionsto SM processesthusprovidingconstraintson the Z2 properties.However, in this section,
we examine the signals for new gaugebosons at colliders only, since ,in rare processesother new
particlesappearingin the loopsmayinterferewith or mask pure Z2 contributions.Colliderscertainly
providethe cleanestway to searchfor new gaugebosons.

At collidersthereare, in general,two waysto searchfor new gaugebosons:(i) indirectsignalsbelow
production thresholdsmay indicate the presenceof new gauge degreesof freedom al/id) (ii) direct
production. In what follows we will examinesignals of both kinds at eke, ep, and p p colliders

separatelyand discusshow signalsat the differentcolliders arerelated.

2.5.1. e~ecolliders

2.5.1.1. Indirectsearches:asymmetries.Below the energies necessary for resonanceproduction of Z2
onecould look for deviationsawayfrom the SM predictionsin quantitiessuchasthe forward—backward
asymmetry(A FB) andvariouspolarizationasymmetries(suchas the left—right andtransversepolariza-
tion asymmetries,ALR andA4 respectively,to be definedbelow). The non-zerovalueof AFB for muons
clearlyshowedthe existenceof the SM Z long before its discoveryat CERN. Onecould alsoexamine
the detailedpropertiesof the Z1 andlook for smalldeviationsfrom whatis expectedfor the Z from the
SM resulting from Z—Z’ mixing. Both thesepossibilities will be discussedin turn.

For a model with an arbitrary numberof neutralgaugefields the differentialcrosssectionfor the
productionof a pair of masslessfermions (FF) is given by (assumings-channelexchangeonly!)

= CF ~— ~ P~[B~1(1+ z
2) + 2C

11z], (2.41)

wherez cos0, CF is the usualcolor factor, and

— (s — M~)(s— M~) + (IM~)(1M1)
= [(s - M~)

2 + (~M~)2][(s- M~)2 + (FM)2]’

(2.42)
B.

1 (v~v1+ a~aJ)F(v/vJ+ ajaj)e , C11 (v~a1+ a~v1)F(vlaI + ajvj)e

with the couplingsnormalizedas

= ~ [F~y~(v1~— a/FyS)F+ ~Y~(Vie — ajey5)e]Z~. (2.43)

HereM1 (1) is the mass (width) of the ith gaugebosonand V~is the usualcenterof massenergy.To
obtain thecorrespondingcrosssectionfor longitudinallypolarizedelectronsin the initial statewe make
the replacements

Vie~
1’~e= ~(Vie + Aaje) , a

1~—~Aje = ~(tuie + Av~0), (2.44)
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with A = +1 (—1) correspondingto left (right) handedelectrons.We now canform the asymmetriesAFB

andALR(z),

A = ~13’(da-Idz)dz — J~1(da-/dz) dz A — doL(z)—dcrR(z)

— f~(da-/dz)dz ‘ LR(z) = da-L(z)+ duR(z)~ (2.45)

In what follows we will concentrateon ALR(z) at 0 = 90°, i.e., ALR = ALR(O). Writing

G11 = (v1v1 + a~aJ)F(t)~vJ — ajaj)e , (2.46)

the azimuthallydependent(but 0 integrated)crosssectionfor e~e—~FF for transverselypolarized
e~ebeamsis

= —~--~~ P~[2B~+ (PT)G~1cos24)], (2.47)
4) 48ir ~

where PT is the amountof e+ e- beam polarization. The azimuthalasymmetryis definedas

A4~[J(~-~)d4)_J (~~~)d4)]O~1, (2.48)

where $ ± implies integration over regions where cos24) is positive or negative, respectively, and a- is the
total cross section.

A large number of authors have examined these asymmetriesto see how a Z’ would alter SM
expectations, particularly for the processe~e—~~ji~ [2.28—2.30].The resultsof thesecalculationsare
shown in fig. 11 from ref. [2.29]andfigs. 12 and 13 from ref. [2.30].It is clear that significant deviations
from the SM do not occur until one is outside the SLC and LEP I energy ranges (i.e., V~~
100—120GeV) evenfor a relatively light (~150GeV) Z2 so that indirectsignalsfor theexistenceof aZ’
will not be easilyobtainableunlessvery accuratemeasurementsare made. Such analysescan also be
extendedfor future plannedcolliders; see the appendixfor furtherdiscussionof this possibility.
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Fig. 11. Shift in AFB(

8AFB) asa function of v3 for different E
6 models. (a) For model ~with 4) = 0. The solid line is forM2 = 150 GeV, thedashed

line is for M, = 200 GeV, thedot—dashedline is for M2 = 250GeV andthe dotted line is for M2 = 300 GeV. (b) The solidline is for model x with
M2 = 2600eV and 4) = —0.08, the dot—dashedline is for model i~with M2 = 1200eV and 4) = —0.25, the dashedline is for model i~with
M, = 200GeV and 4) = 0.04 and the dotted line is for model 4, with M, = 140 0eV and 4) = 0.06.
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Fig. 12. ALR asa function of V1 for models 4, (A), x (B), 1) (C) and 1(D) with M, = 1500eV and 4’ = 0.

Instead of purely s-channelprocessessuch as e+ e - ~ ~ p~,several groups have considered
modificationsin Bhabhaand Møller scatteringdue to the existenceof a Z’ [2.28—2.30].For these
reactionsthe differentialcrosssectionsaregiven by

dB = + z
2) + 2C

11z] + 2P~[B~1(1+ ~(1+ z)
2) — C~

1(1— ~(1+ z)
2)]

+ P~(1+ z)2(B
11+

(2.49)
d

M = ~ {pUU[B (1 + ~(1 - z)2)- C~
1(1- ~(1- z)2)]

+ P~[B~1(1+ ~(1+ z)
2) — C

11(1 — ~(1+ z)
2)] + 2P~’(B~

1+ C11))

40 80 120 160 200 240

/~(GeV)
Fig. 13. Sameas fig. 12 but for Ab.
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with u, t = — ~s(1±z) andP~,P~’,.. - can be obtainedfrom P~by substitutingt and/or u for s as

appropriate.For bothBhabhaandMøller scatteringonecan form, e.g.,the left—right asymmetryALR

usingthe aboveprescription(2.44). The resultsof thesecalculationsare shownin figs. 14 and 15 from
ref. [2.30].Clearly, with precisemeasurementsit maybe possibleto seeZ2 signalsfor centerof mass
energiesas much as 50—100GeV below the Z2 resonancedependingon the couplingsof the particular
model. From the figures it appearsthat modelsx and‘q produce the largestdeviationsfrom the SM.

2.5.1.2. Indirect searches:Z—Z’ mixing effects.We now turn our attentionto the effects of Z—Z’
mixing on the propertiesof the SM Z. In addition to small massshifts, the mixing of the Z and Z’
producesmodificationsin the couplingsof the SM Z. In particular,onecan look for changesin theSM
Z total width, branching fractions and the values of the various asymmetriesdefined above on
resonance.These possibilitieshavebeen consideredby a numberof authorsfor a wide spectrumof
effective rank-S models [2.31, 2.32]. Assuming m, � 46 GeV (i.e. M~/2)in agreementwith recent
resultsfrom UA1 [2.33]andtaking ng = 0, fig. 16 showsthe total width, 1~,as afunction of the mixing
angle4) for the four generic effective rank-S models discussedabove. Note that the full rangeof 4)

shownmaynot be allowedfor all of the models.It is clearfrom the figure that evena 1% changein 1~
requiresvaluesof 4) which are substantiallylarge so it is unlikely that 1~will be a probe of Z—Z’
mixing.

In examiningthe influenceof mixing on the variousbranchingfractionsoneseesthat, for the limited
rangeof 4) allowedby existingdata,the vi

5 and�tC modesarenot very sensitiveto 4) � 0 (seefig. 17
for the specialcasesof modelsx and‘q). The mostsensitiveprobesof mixing by this techniquewould be
to measurethe decay rates for Z—*c~and bb since such final statescan be tagged,havestronger
4)-dependentbranchingfractions,andyield highereventrates.However,evenfor model‘q (which hasa
relatively large allowedrangefor 4) as well as particularly sensitivecë andbb branchingfractions) one
would still need4) —0.10 to observea ~10% decrease(increase)in thecë (bb) decayrate.This would
imply that the Z

2 in this model would have to be relatively light (~1S0GeVor so), otherwise
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Fig. 14. Shift in ALR (bALe) for Bhabhascattering as a function of vii for models4i(A), x (B), s~(c) and 1(D) with M2 = 150GeVand 4) =0.
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AM> 1 0eV. This wouldbe close to thepresentboundson Al2 in this model from the directsearchesby
UA1 and UA2. Thus unless4) is reasonablylarge and Z2 is light (in which caseit would havealready
beenseenby this time at the Tevatron)measuringchangesin the Z branchingfractionsdue to mixing
will probably not yield any new evidenceof the Z2.

It is by now clear that thebestway to look for the influenceof Z—Z’ mixing by sittingon the Z pole
is to measure various asymmetries, in particular, AFB, ALR, and A4. The expressions for these
quantities simplify greatly on resonance and yield, for e~e —÷Z—s’ ~ ~i (assuming e—p~universality)

AFB = 3v~a~I(v~+ a~)
2, ALR = 2veaeI(v~+ a~), A

4 = (1/ir)(v~— a~)I(v~+ at), (2.50)

where Ve and ae are the vector and axial vector couplings of the electronto Z1. Since in the SM,
— ~ + 2x,~for x~near0.25 the valueof °ewill be very sensitiveto non-zeromixing betweenZ and

Z’. Clearly then the forward—backwardand left—right asymmetrieswill be far moresensitiveto 4) ~ 0
thanthe azimuthalasymmetry.Figures 18a,b show AFB andALR for the four modelsx~~ -q, and I as
functionsof 4). (Over this samerangeof 4), A4 is found to varyby at most5% whichwill be impossible
to measure.)We seethatAFB can changefrom its SM valueby asmuchas50% evenfor valuesof 4)~as
small as 0.03, exceptfor the caseof model t~i.In this model, the electroncoupling to the Z’ is purely
axial-vector that mixing leaves the value of Ve unaltered.The slight 4) dependencein this caseonly
entersthrough a modification of ae. ALR also showsa reasonablystrong4) dependence,but sinceit is
only linearly dependenton Ve the 4) dependenceis weakerthanthat for AFB. Exceptfor model 4s (for
the reasonsdiscussedabove)substantialdeviationfrom the SM predictionof ALR is evident but much
largervalues of 4)j are necessary.Deviations from the SM of order ~S0% only occur for values of

~ -i

b
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Fig. 18. (a) A~0and (b) ALR with VI = M~for e*e_ p.~Cfor models4’ x s~,and I as functions of theZ_Z mixing angle 4.
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4) 0.08, thus far more sensitivemeasurementsof A LR will be necessaryto probe small values of
I4)I~0.03.

For both A FB and ALR’ one must be careful to take into accountradiative correctionsto the SM
predictions before one can actually claim deviations betweenexperimental results and theoretical
expectations.The radiative correctionsto A FB andA LR are found to be substantialin the SM.

2.5.1.3. Indirect searches:neutrino counting. Threegroupshaveconsideredthe influenceof addi-
tional neutral gauge bosonson attemptsat neutrinocounting in e~e annihilation via e~e—~ vi~
[2.34].The differential crosssectionfor this processis (x 2E~/V~)

da- 2~ —ii 1 2 1 2 /1+8\ 1 21 ~s= -~- x [(1 — ~x) + (~x) ] lnl,j—-~)—2~(~x)ja-M(X)~ (2.51)

whereö cos°mjfl (0mm beingthe minimumanglebetweene and-y allowedby the experimentalcuts).

With the couplingsnormalizedas

2’= g~ [C1i~y~,(1— y~)v+ e’y~(v1— a.y5)e]Zr , (2.52)

andwith Al
2 = s(1 — x), a-~(x)is given by

G~FM2( V~g2‘cr~~C
1(v,+ a.)(M

2—M~)
a-M(x)— 6ir ~‘ (M2—M~)2+(TM

1)
2

+ N
0 -~-~~ C1C~(v1u1+ a1a1)P~(s—*M2)), (2.53)

GF U

where P~is defined via eq. (2.42). To comparewith experimental results, photon energycuts
(E~~ 1 0eV) needto be appliedwhenintegrating(2.51).Clearly if v~is closeto M~,the effectof new
Z’s is minimal and if vi~is small, weak interactioneffects (suchas this process)are againsmall. At

= 30 GeV (correspondingto the PEPenergyrange) the effective additional numberof neutrinos
(AN0), in comparisonto SM predictions,that onemight measurefrom Z2 exchangecould beas largeas

0.4. As v3’ is increasedthrough the PETRA and TRISTAN energyrangesthe maximumvalueof
AN0 dueto a new Z2 dropssignificantly (~0.1for vii’ = 60 0eV). That this effect is smallshouldnot be
surprisingsincee+ e- —p vi is just thecrossedprocessfor ye —~ ye which hasbeenusedin the aboveNC
analysisto constrainM2 and 4). These results for Vii’ = 30 0eV are bestsummarizedby fig. 19 from
Bargeret al. [2.34].

2.5.1.4. Indirect searches:e~e- —~ W+ W-. The existenceof new gauge bosonsmay significantly
modify thisprocessevenbelow the Z2 thresholdsinceit is remarkablysensitiveto smallmodificationsin
the variouscouplings(for a review of the couplingsinvolved in the e+ e- —~ W~ W - processand how
theycan beprobedat LEPII, seeref. [2.35]).In particular,sinceZ2 only participatesvia Z—Z’ mixing,
this processcan be usedas a sensitiveprobe of non-zero4). The crosssectionfor e~e—*W~W in a
generalgaugemodelwith anarbitrarynumberof neutralbosonsis given by [/3 (1 — 4M~,Is)

1/2] [2.36]

2 4do’ = GFMW f3(&~~+&~+ v+~(&~j + &vj)+~ ó~). (2.54)
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Fig. 19. ~ at VI = 30 GeV asa function of cosa (i.e.cos0) for Z2’s with minimum allowed massesfor n5 = 0 or 3 with or without contributions
from right-handedneutrinos(N).

With the couplingsnormalizedas

~= ~— ~ èy~jv1— a1y~)eZ~, (2.55)

we find

= F1(z, s) , &,~= x’;F2(z, s) , &~= —x~F1(z, s)
(2.56)

= x,,~vR,F2(z,s) , &.~,,= l,R1F3(z,s) , &~= ~(v~v1+ a~a1)P~F2(z,s)

where1 = 1 /2(v,+ a,), P~is definedabove in eq. (2.42) and

R, s(s — M~)/[(s — M~)

2 + (I~M

1)

2] - (2.57)

The functionsF~(z,s) aregiven in ref. [2.37].For Al
2 > v’ii’ onewould expectthat mostof the deviation

in the crosssectionoccursin the backwarddirection (i.e., z<0) dueto the dominanceof the t-channel
v exchangediagram(and the correspondingt-channelpole). Figures 20a—d from ref. [2.361show the
deviationsin the W~Wproductioncrosssectiondueto Z2 for vii’ valuesbelowthe Z2 resonancepeak.
Qualitatively, the various models(‘q, tjs, x~andI) show very similardeviationswith increasingv’ii’ and
mostlyin the negativez region for fixed vii’ as expected.Sincethe W-pair crosssectionat this energyis
quite large (=17pb at vii’ = 2000eV), implying very little backgroundfrom otherprocesses,it should
be possibleto makeaccuratecrosssectionmeasurementsas well as reliable determinationsof the W
directionsin order to determinethe W~angulardistributions [2.35].

2.5.1.5. Direct searches.Once a Z2 resonanceis found at an e~ecollider, by sitting on-resonance
[2.22, 2.28, 2.31, 2.32, 2.38] one can measurethe usual propertiessuch as its width and leptonic
branching fraction. Using polarized beams, the left—right asymmetryALR as well as the more
conventionalforward—backwardasymmetryA FB for Z., —~I ~C- can be determined.Combiningthese
measurementswith existinglimits (andany improvementsthat aremadeby the time of the possibleZ2
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discovery) one should be able to determine the relevant values of 0 and 4) for this Z2 (if any apply!). An
interesting possibility would be that none of these models match the Z2 observed in e + e- annihilation
(and presumablyat the Tevatronas well). This would not rule out E6 as the origin of the Z2 sincethis
new gaugebosoncould arisefrom a new SU(2) factor (to be discussedbelow) or from a rank-6model
that doesnot look like aneffective rank-Smodel in the sensethat it is not describablein termsof only
threeparameters:M2, 0 and4) (the rank-6modelcould alsoinvolve anothermass,M3, and at leastone
furthermixing parameter0’).

If M2 > 2M~and/or M1 + M~ then the reactions e°e —*W~W[2.22, 2.36] and Z1H are
substantiallymodified near the Z2 resonance.In the caseof W + W -, not only is there a substantial
changein the total cross sectionbut the W~W angulardistributionis substantiallymodified. The
reasonfor this is easyto see; conventionallye°e—~W~Wis dominatedby the t-channelv exchange
diagram, which results in a forward peakingof the e~e—~W~Wcrosssection away from the Z2
resonance.On the Z2 resonance,however,thereis a substantiallylarge additionalcontributionin the
s-channel(controlledby the amountof Z—Z’ mixing) which causesa flatteningof the W~W angular
distribution. Figure 21, from Kalyniak and Sundaresan[2.22], shows the modification of the W-pair
total crosssectionas a function of -vii’ dueto the Z2 while fig. 22 from ref. [2.38]showsdo’/d cos0 for

= M~= 200 0eV for differentvaluesof 4). Thesefigures indicatethe behaviorthat is expectedfrom
the argumentsmadeabove.

50 I I I ~‘ I I

III
1 —~84pb

40 - - lI,1iI11 - F

II (02 -

30 - Mz. 2OO~ ~ ~ 250 6eV

ISO 200 240 280 0
-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 (.0

.Ji)GeV) z

Fig. 21. e*e_ —eW~W crosssectionversusVI in model ~. The solid Fig. 22. Angular distribution (du/dcos0) for e+ e- —~W~W - for
line is the SM prediction, whereasthe dashedcurve is for M~.= different values of 4 in model ~ (a = 0 = 37.76°).
2000eV and 4, = 0.05 and the dot—dashed curveis for M~.= 2500eV
with 4=0.05.
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2.5.2. ep colliders
The effectsof new Z’ gaugebosonsmaybe indirectly observedat ep colliders.A numberof authors

haveconsideredthis possibilityat HERA energies(Vii’ 314 0eV) [2.39]andat a possibleLEP x LHC
collider (vii’ 1.4TeV). Direct productionanddetectionof a Z’ in the processep—~eZ’X seemsto be
very difficult even for a lighter massZ’. This is easyto see since the productionof the SM Z via the
reactionep—> eZX is alreadysmall [2.40]andsincethe Z’ would bemoreweaklycoupledandbe more
phase-spacesuppressedthanthe usualSM Z. Therefore,in ep collisions, the bestway to look for a Z’
is by its indirect effects, i.e., modificationsof the usual e~p—+e’X neutral current reaction. Cross
sectionmeasurementsthemselvesarenot very sensitiveto Z’ exchangein the t-channelbecauseof the
large contributionfrom photonexchange~ndthe weak Z’ couplings.The most sensitivetestsfor the
existenceof Z’ seemto be providedby measurementsof variousasymmetriesonecan form if polarized
e~beamsare available.

Writing the mass-eigenstatecouplingsof the fermions to theZ~as

= sin e ~ fy~(v1~— a.1y5)fZ1,~, (2.58)

the inclusive differential crosssectionfor incident e~Ris as follows:

d
2o’~e ~ 2

\L,R) = 2~a [(1 + (1— y)2)F~ + (1— (1— y)2)xF~], (2.59)
dxdy sxy

wherex Q2/2p~ q, y p q/p k, Q2= sxy [in thesedefinitionsp(k) is the initial proton(electron)
four-momentum and q is the momentum transfer: q2 = — Q2], and

F~=~ [xq(x, Q2)+xc~(x,Q2)]F~(Q2), xF~’~=~[xq(x, Q2) —x~(x,Q2)]FL~~(Q2)

(2.60)

Hereq(x, Q2) andc~(x,Q2) arethe relevantquark andanti-quarkdistributionfunctionsof the proton
and for the caseof two Z bosons,

R(Q2) = + [(Vie ±aje)2(V~+ a~)P~— 2Qq(Vie ±aje)viqPj]

+ 2(Vie ±aie)(v2e±a2e)(vlqV2q + aiqa
2q)P1P2

2 (2.61)
~~.R(Q2) = ±2(~[(Vie ±aie)

2viqaiqP~ — Qq(Vie± aie)ajqPi]

+ (V
1~±aie)(V2e±a2e)(Vlqa2q + V2qaiq)P1P2)

~~x~(1—x~) Q
2+M2 (2.62)

The corresponding expressions for e~Rpscattering are obtainablefrom the abovewith the replacement
F~—~FIt,~ F~”~—+~ The expressionsgiven aboveare easilygeneralizedto the situationof an
arbitrary numberof neutral gaugebosons.
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Fromthe abovecrosssectionexpressionsone can form six asymmetriesof the type

A(e1—e2)~[du(e1)—do’(e2)]/[du(e1) +do-(e2)], (2.63)

with e12= e~R.There are polarization asymmetries,A(e~—e~),chargeasymmetries,A(e~R—ej~R),
andmixed asymmetries,A(e~—e~)andA(e~—e~).Figure 23 from Capstickand Godfrey[2.39]shows
the resultsof integratingthe aboveasymmetriesoverx andy (0.1 ~ x,y ~ 1) andsubtractingoff the SM
resultfor differentvaluesof the angle0 with 4) = 0. Figure24 from thesamereferenceshowsthe region
probedin theM-,—O plane(with 4) = 0) by ep asymmetrymeasurementsin comparisonwith existingdata
and new measurementswhich can be performedat TRISTAN and LEP/SLC. (Note the difference
betweenthe valueof 0 usedin thesefiguresand thatusedin this paper.)Clearly, for certainrangesof
the angle0, epasymmetrymeasurementsat HERA will be able to probelargervaluesof Al2. Figure25
from Cornetand Rückl [2.39]displaysthe limits onecan set on M2 as a function of 4) (0 in the figure)
for two models (correspondingto our 1 and x) assuminga sensitivity of ?IA = 0.02 in the asymmetry
measurementswith Q

2 � 6 x i04 0eV2at a Vii’ = 1.4TeV ep collider assumingan integratedluminosity
of 1 pbH sharedequally amonge~initial states.These are substantiallybetter than one can do at
HERA or at LEP/SLC (but, of course,inferior to new e~eor hadron colliders).

2.5.3. Hadron colliders
A very largenumberof authorshaveconsideredthe productionof a new neutralgaugebosonat pp

and ~p colliders with its subsequentdecay to lepton pairs (I~I) [2.41].This is clearly the most
important thoughnot the only productionsignalpossiblefor newZ’s as we will seebelow.The relevant
quantity to examineis a-~ B: the production crosssection times branchingfraction of Z

2 into lepton

0.04 3)e~-e~) - 0.4 Ib) ,/\\ 8(e[-e~) - 0.02 iri~

/ - / \~ - 0.0 - -
002 / / 0 2 / / ~:=_—~=~—~ ‘— — —

N \ 1/..--’ --.\~__-0.02 /

H——__N~ 00—/_——————~ \ /
-0.0I~ ___l_ 0I -~ I ~- I

— -0.02
I I I I I

-90 -45 0 45 90 -90 -45 0 45 90 -90 -45 0 45 90

6 )deg)
E6

Fig. 23. Deviations from the SM for variousep asymmetriesas functions of
0E (=°—6) with 4) = 0 and s = 64000GeV2found by integrating

doVdxdy over theranges0.1 ~ x, ye 1. The short dashedline is for M, = 150 GeV, thedot—dashedline is for M
2 = 250 GeV, and thedottedline is

for M, = 350 GeV. The long dashedlines represent1 a- deviationsfrom the SM for an integratedluminosity of 600pb’ per polarization.
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of °E6(= —6). Solid curve: present NC data; dashed curve: region expectedfrom asymmetry measurements at a VI = 1.4 TeV ep collider
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a-(e~) and also (the short-dashed long-dashed curve) the a-(e~)— 4) scales like —1IM,.
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pairswith the modeldependence(e.g., 0 and4) dependence)enteringin both quantities.Calculationof
cr~B for CERNSppS collider energiesandcomparisonwith limits from UA1 and UA2 hasalreadyled
to the boundson M2 discussedearlier.Productionof Z2’s at the Tevatron,LHC, andSSChasalsobeen
calculated;fig. 26 from Bargeret al. [2.41]showsci- B as a functionof the M2 massfor both ng = 0 (no
exoticscontributingto theZ2 width) andflg = 3 (threegenerationsof exoticscontributingfully to theZ2
width) caseswhen 4) is set to zero. With an integratedluminosity of 1 pb~the Tevatron will be
sensitiveto Z2 massesin the 200—250GeV range, whereasthe SSCwith an integratedluminosity of
i0~pb~shouldbe able to probe Z2 massesas high as 5 TeV. Figure27 from the samereferenceshows
Z2 productionat the SSCwhile fig. 28 from Ellis [2.41]comparesZ2 productionat the SSCandLHC.
Seethe appendixfor a furtherdiscussionof thesepoints.

Oncea Z’ is discoveredat a hadroncollider a measurementof the forward—backwardasymmetryof
the outgoing lepton pair could yield valuable information about the Z’ couplings.The parton-level
differential crosssectionfor q~j—~I - + X can be written as

d” 2

dcosO* = ~7~T [Sq(l +cos
2O*)+2AqcosO*], (2.64)

where

Sq, Aq = ~ (~)(~)M4P~(s~Al2)(C~~C~
1±~ ±C’RtC~/), (2.65)
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Fig. 26. u-B for Z2 production at the Tevatron(VI°°2TeV)with Fig. 27. Sameas fig. 26 but for theSSC (VI=4OTeV).
n5 = 0 or 3. Theshadedareascorrespondto variationsin 0 (labeledas
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with P~definedin eq. (2.42), 0* being the I~I center-of-mass scattering angle, and CLR are the
couplingsof the neutralgaugebosonsto the fermions q and I. Folding in distributionfunctions, this
yields the crosssection for A + B—* I~� + X,

2u(T —K ‘~ ~SG~1+
20*\+2A G

dy dAl d cos0* — 3M3 XAXB ~-‘ L q q’. cos ~ q q cos~

where K is a QCD correctionfactor,

G qA(x~)qB(x
8)±q~(xA)q~(xB), (2.67)

and XAB = (Mlvii’) eSY. Integratingover 0* with the following definition:

dydM =(J±J)dcoso*ddM~0*~ (2.68)

and sitting on the Z2 peak(integratingover dAl using the narrowwidth approximation)one obtains

.~ + 22 /
— ~ a XAXB (~ [(C’)

2+(C’)2 ~ [(Ca 2~ C~)2]G+
dy — 9M

212 ‘+ e) L R q L R q (2.69)

= ~ (~)[(C~)
2- (C~)2]~ [(C~)2- (C~)2]G~,
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Fig. 28. A comparisonof u-B for Z~production at the LHC and SSC for different values of M~.

so that, on resonance,the productioncrosssectionfor leptonpairs is simply

in VI/M

2

~= f (~i)ci~, (2.70)
—in v2/M2

andthe forward—backwardasymmetry,
4B~ is

invTIM

2 o

A~~=!( f ± f )(~i)dy, (2.71)
0 —In ‘.111M2

with the + (—) sign relevantfor pp (pp) collisions. It shouldbe noted thatfor threespecialvaluesof 0
(cos 0 = v’~7~,±1)~ vanishesidentically since for those valuesof 0, (C’L)

2 — (C~)2and (C~)2—
(C~)2=0, and the u-quark,which is always coupledin an axial-vector mannerto Z

2 (in the 4) =0
limit), does not contribute to the sum in do/dy. Figure 29 from Barger et al. [2.41] shows the
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predictionof ~ for new Z’s at TevatronandSSCenergiesover a rangeof cos0 (a = —0 here!).Note
thatA~Bis generallyquite smallat SSCenergiesbut is significant over a reasonablerangeof parameter
spaceat the Tevatron.

A measurementof the ~ for theZ1 mayalsoshow indicationsof Z—Z’ mixing if sufficiently precise
datawere available.The currentvalueof A~B= 0.30±0.15 from the UA1 collaborationis comparedin
fig. 30 [2.32]to the SM valueas well asmodelsx~4’, ~, andI with non-zeroZ—Z’ mixing. The shaded
areais excludedat the 95% CL limit and,if confirmed,would constrain4) in model 1 to be >—0.16. It
is apparentthat the other models(exceptfor model 4’) agreewith the datasomewhatbetter thanthe
SM, althoughmoredata is neededin order to draw any concreteconclusions.

Since at SSCenergiesfor a wide rangeof 0, A~Bis quitesmall (dueto the reasonsdiscussedabove)
one could try to measureA~Roff the Z2 peakby integratingover somebin in Al. Rosner[2.42]has
shownthat integratingover a rangeof Al from SO to 250 GeV below the Z2 mass,yields asymmetries
that arestatisticallysignificantevenfor caseswhereon-resonanceasymmetries(suchas in models4’ and
1) are smallor zero. Although ratesaresmalleroff-peak, the asymmetriesaresignificantly enhanced
over a wide rangeof 0 due to interferencewith the -y and Z1 amplitudes.

In order to probethe natureof any new Z foundat a hadroncollider onemayalsowant to look for
the final statesfrom the decayZ’ —*W~W (which can havea branchingfraction similar to that for
leptonpairs as discussedabove).The modewhich appearsmostpromisingfor W +W reconstructionis
the lepton—jet—jet—missingPT final state[2.43].A judiciouschoiceof cuts can be used to significantly
reducethe QCD (i.e., W + two jets) as well as the SM W~W continuumbackgrounds.For a 1 TeV
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Z2, thesecutswould optimisticallyleave —.500 signal eventswhile the backgroundwould contain‘—100
eventsat SSCenergieswith an integratedluminosity of i0

4 pbt. A full Monte Carlo simulationmay
lower the ratio of signal to backgrounddown to the level of approximatelyone to one.

Other possibleZ
2 signalsdiscussedin the literature include like-sign dileptonsfrom the decayof

heavyMajorananeutrinos(e.g.,Z2—*NN’
2—-* Ie�±X)[2.44]andmultileptonsignalsfrom the decayof

neutralinos(e.g., Z
2—* Z1Z1 —* I~fI~I + ~). Thesemodesmaybe useful in probing the natureof

Z2 decayproductsbut not assignalsfor Z2 productionitself sincetheyarerelatively rareanddependon
the detailednatureof the final state.

2.5.4. ye scattering
Futureprecisionmeasurementsof the crosssectionfor elasticneutrino—electronscatteringmayyield

strongnew constraintson Al2 and4). Theseprocesseshavethe particularadvantagethat they arefree
from QCD correctionsas well as quarkstructurefunction uncertaintiesandhavebeendiscussedby two
groups[2.45]. If we write

.~‘= -~--~ C1J’~Z°~, (2.72)

with

-~ = ~ (Q~RfRY~fR+ Q~LfLY~fJ’ (2.73)

andfR,L = ~(1 ±y5)fwe obtainthe crosssections

ci(v~e—*v~e)= (2G~meE”/ir)(e~.+ ~ ci(i~e—5i~e)= (2G~m~E”lir)(~e
2+

(2.74)
ci(vee—+vee)= (2G~m~E”l1T)[( — 1)2 +

ci(i~ee~+ii~ee)= (2G~m~E’7rr)[~(e_— 1)2 +

where

= —2~ICi~2(M~IM,~)Q’~Q’e. (2.75)

Note the additional charge-currentcontribution for both vee and i~~eprocesses.From the review
presentedin Godfreyand Marciano [2.45]we see that the ratio

Ran~ = 1.29±0.22, (2.76)

is relativelyfree of systematicuncertaintiesandis includedin the NC datadiscussedin that reference.
The CHARM II experimentat CERNis capableof improvingthe determinationof R by abouta factor
of 4 (statistically).In addition,anewly proposedexperimentatLAMPF [2.46]would measurethe ratio

R’ an ci(v~e—*v,je)l[ci(vee—+vee) + ci(i~e—*i~e)}, (2.77)

to the level of ±1.7%. If onestill observedagreementwith the SM predictionfor thesecrosssections,
substantiallyimproved limits on Z

2 could be obtained.This is bestdisplayedby fig. 31 from Godfrey
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and Marciano [2.45], which shows the boundson Al2 for various improved measurementsof the
neutrinocrosssections(in the limit of zeroZ—Z’ mixing). Theangle~Pdisplayedin the figure is related
to the angle0usedin our discussionaboveto describe~ mixing via: cP = 0 + irl2. It is clearfrom the
figure that for mostvaluesof ~Paprecisemeasurementof R’ wouldyield thestrongestboundon the Z2
mass.The work of London et al. [2.45]showsthat the abovecrosssectionsarealso quite sensitiveto
smallamountsof Z—Z’ mixing. Clearlynew v~,v,, datawill be able to put ratherstringentboundson 4)

andAl2 for a wide rangeof the parameter0 over a rangeof massescomparableto that which can be
probedby the Tevatron.

2.5.5. Searchlimit summary
In comparingthe discoverylimits for new neutralgaugebosonsatexistingandplannedaccelerators

one finds a few surprises[2.47]. By the early 1990’s new data from high precisionneutral current
experiments(e.g.~i~eelasticscattering)anddatafrom existingcolliders(HERA, SLC, LEP I and LEP
II, as well as the Tevatron) will be probing similar Z2 mass scalesof order 400—5000eV. Different
machinesusingvarioustechniques(e.g.,asymmetrymeasurements)will probesomeregionsin 0 and4)

space better than others, of course. To push Z2 searchesinto the TeV region will require a
Vii’ = 1—2TeV e+ e- collider or new hadroncolliderssuchas the LHC and/or theSSCwhich can probe
Z2 massesas high as —-.5 TeV. Furtherdiscussionof thesepossibilitiesis given in the appendix.

2.6. SU(2)L X SU(2)x U(1) models

In the previousthreesections(which discussedpresentlimits, productionsignalsanddecaymodesof
new gaugebosons)we concentratedmainly on the generalrank-S modelsof the U(1)8 type [of which
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the actualrank-S U( 1),~model is a subcase].We now turn to the casewherethe electroweakgroupis
augmentedby an additional SU(2) factor. As discussedin section2.1, the two rank-S modelsof this
kind are

(A) SU(3)0 X SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)~,
(2.78)

(B) SU(3)0x SU(2)L x U(1)~x SU(2)1,

andwe will reviewthe situationof eachin turn in this section.We remind the readerthat in case(A)
the conventionalassignmentof quantumnumbers,as shownin table2, leadsto an augmentedversion
of the left—right symmetricmodel which hasbeendiscussedat some length elsewhereand is not a
subjectfor this review [2.5]. However,alternativeassignmentsof quantumnumbersarepossibledueto
the E6 origin of this groupand can leadto new and interestingphysics as will be discussedbelow.

2.6.1. AlternativeSU(2)L x SU(2)~x U(1)~,model
As discussedearlier in section2.1, the rank-S and effective rank-S modelsof the U( 1)~type are

unaffectedby the ambiguityof fermionassignments,[e.g., {L, d~}= (16,5)versus(10,5)] exceptby a
possibleredefinition of the angle 0 (eq. 2.8). As we will see,this is no longer true when the SM is
augmentedby an additional SU(2) factor.

In the alternativeleft—right symmetricmodel (ALRM) proposedby Ma [2.48]the SU(2)L doublets
are(u, d) and(N,E), the SU(

2)R doubletsare (uc, hC) and(ec, Sc), and thestates(Ec, NC, v, e) form a
mixed doublet under both SU(2)L and SU(2)R.The remainingfields (h, dc and ~C) are singletswith
respectto both SU(2) groups.The existenceof the SU(2)R symmetryandthis assignmentof fields has
severalimmediateandimportantconsequences[2.49].

(i) The complexity of the superpotential(1.4) is greatly reduced;neglectinggenerationlabelswe
now have

W= Ai(uuCNC— dUcEc— uhce+ dhev)+ A
2(UdcE— ddCN)+ )t3(hucec— hhCSC)

+ A4hdCpc+ As(eecN+ EECSC — Eedz,— NNCSC)+ A(CNC — eECPC), (2.79)

with 5 fewer parameters A,. With the usualR-parityassignmentsfor the SM fermions,W leads to an
almostuniqueassignmentof R,B, andL for all exotic fermionswhich automaticallyguaranteesproton
stability. Oneobtainsfor h: R= —1, B = ~,L = 1 (i.e., h is a leptoquark);(N, E): R = —1, B = L = 0;
Sc: R = —1, B = L = 0; and two possible assignmentsfor vC: R = +1, B = 0, L = —1 or R= —1,
B = L = 0. In the last case,R-parity conservationwould demandthat A4 = A6 = 0 in the superpotential
(2.79).

(ii) WR, the right-handedchargedgaugeboson,hasnegativeR-parityandnon-zeroleptonnumber,
and thuscannotmix with WL.

(iii) The masslimits on WR coming from the KL—Ks massdifference(see,for example,ref. [2.50])
and polarizedsi-decay[2.51]are evadedsince WR couplesuC to hC (and not dC) ande~to 5C (andnot
vC). 5C is expectedto havea massof order a few GeV.

(iv) WR andZR [the neutralgaugebosonarisingfrom SU(
2)R]as well as the exoticsh and E obtain

massesfrom the samescale.
(v) The couplingsof ZR will differ from that of otherZ’s which arisein rank-S or effective rank-S

modelsandso this new neutralgaugebosonmust haveits propertiesseparatelyanalyzed.
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The phenomenologyof this model has beenexploredby severalauthors[2.49].In whatfollows we
concentrateour discussionon the gaugebosons(W~,ZR) appearingin this model. The WLR masses
aregiven by

Al~ = ~g~((N)

2 + (J~c~2) M~R= ~g~((SC)2 + (p~c)2) (2.80)

with v2 = (N)2 + (Jçrc)2 fixed by the SM and we will for conveniencedefinethe ratio

tan /3 (NC)/(N) - (2.81)

In the weak-interactionbasis,Z and ZR arefound to couple via (g~=

-~= (gL/c~)(J~Z+ JRZR), (2.82)

with

= (1 — 2xW)~’2[xWT
3L+ (1 — XW)T3R — x~Q]. (2.83)

Equation(2.83) can be written differently by noting that Q = T3L + T3R + V/2. Neutral current data
can be used to bound M2 as a function of 4) in this model as in the other effective rank-S models
describedabove.The massconstraint(i.e.,Higgs doubletsandsingletstogetherwith only a small shift
allowedfor the SM Z mass)is the sameas describedabove. The Higgs constraint (2.18) now gives

—x~ ~ tan 4) (1 — 2x~)~
2(Al~— M~)/M~� 1 — 2x~, (2.84)

while the ratio of WL andWR massesis linked to the valuesof Al
2 andM~by

Al
2 Al2 Al2~

= (1— x~)2((1— x~) sin4f3 — [x~ — sin2f3 (1 — )]2 M~—M~ + (1 — 2x~)—4) . (2.85)

At 90% CL onethen finds the boundsAl~ � 210 GeV, Al
2 � 250 GeV andthe moregeneralboundson

4) andM2 presentedin figs. 32a,b from BargerandWhisnant[2.49].For largeAl2, MWRwe obtain(in
the 4)—~0 limit)

1/2M2=[(1—x~)I(1—2x~)] Al~, (2.86)

and the WR coupling to fermions is given by

~‘= (g~/2~[2)W~[hCy~(1— 75)uc+ Ecy(1 — y5)v + NC(1 — y5)e+ ~C(1 — 75)S] + h.c.
(2.87)

2.6.1.1. Z2 properties.Figure 33 from Bargerand Whisnant [2.49]displays the production cross
sectionfor Z2 in the ALRM at the Tevatronandthe SSC;notetheyare somewhatlargerthanthosefor
the neutral gauge bosonspredictedby the other effective rank-S E6 models due to the stronger
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Fig. 32. (a) Constraintson M
2 and Z—Z’ mixing angle 0 (called~ in the text) in theALRM. Solid curves: Higgs constraint;massconstraintsfor

AM1 � 2GeV (shortdashedcurves) andAM1 � 0.20eV (long dashedcurves)arealsoshowntogetherwith presentlimits from NC data.(b) Lower
boundon Z2 (solid curve) and WR (dashedcurve) massesas a functionof f3 from NC data.

couplingswhich arepresentin this case.Figure34 from the samereferenceshowsacomparisonof the
asymmetryA~B for the Z2 of the ALRM with that of a Z2 from the effective rank-5 U(1)9 model
discussedabove.TheZ2 in the ALRM is quite distinct. Sitting on the Z1 at ane~ecollider, the values
of AFB and ALR will be alteredvia Z—ZR mixing as shown in fig. 35 from Bargerand Whisnantin
comparisonto model 1. (Note ALR in this figure is oppositein sign to that definedabove.)The total
fermionicwidth of Z2 is given by

F(Z2—>fermions)= (1.9 + O.6flg) GeVx Al2IM~ (2.88)

I I IO~ I I I I

./~2TeV .j’~40TeV -
10~- ~ p~—Z’X - p~—Z

5X

~ _
I~2S I I I I I I I

0 400 800 0 I 2 3 4 5

MZS (0eV) Mz. (TeV)

Fig. 33. Productioncrosssection for Z
2 in the ALRM at theTevatron(VI = 2 TeV) and theSSC (VI = 40TeV).
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Fig. 34. A~Bfor the Z, at CERN collider energiesin model i~(rank5) andthe ALRM (L—R) asa function of 0 (i.e. 4’) and therangeallowed by
theUA1 data.

(flg beingthe numberof generationsof heavyexotic fermionsh, E andN contributing)while the gauge
bosonand/orHiggs final statescould contributeasmuchas 0.21 0eVx M2IMZ andthe SUSY partners
(not countingthoseusedas Higgs) as muchas 1.SSGeV x M2/MZ. Thesenumbersare somewhatlarger
thanthoseobtainedin U(1)9 models.The leptonicbranchingratio for Z2—* e~eis alsolargerthanthat
seenin other E6 models.. It should be notedthat Al2 <

2MwR so that the decayZ
2—*WRWR is always

forbidden.

2.6.1.2. WR properties.As discussedaboveWR hasnegativeR-parity and carrieslepton numberso
that it cannot be producedin_the usualmannerin hadroniccollisions via ud—*WR and the h, h sea is
sufficiently tiny to suppressuh—SWR. SinceZ2~W~W~we cannotuse this resonanceto produceWR

:: ~-:~ /

•~k5_ o:~k~~

- 1~ 0 020

9 (°) 9 (0)

Fig. 35. A comparison of AFB andALR for e~e—~iL~ with VI = MI in model i~(rank5) andthe ALRM (L—R) as ~ function of 0 (i.e.. 4’).
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pairs. Thus the bestway to produceWR is in associationwith an exotic fermion: gu—~W~hvia the
diagramsin fig. 36 from Gunion et al. [2.49].The spin and color-averagedmatrix elementfor this
processis given by

- 2 irG6M~ /1A1
2 1B12 2AB*\

MI = 3\/~ a,~,,—y-+ —-~+ g~1 )~ (2.89)

with t’ = t — M~and Al2, B12, andAB* given in detail in ref. [2.49].Figures 37aandb from Gunion et

al. [2.49]showW~h)productionat the SSC andTevatron, respectively.Since (2.87) showsthat WR
kinematically prefers to decayinto eSe(sincetheyareboth light) the productionsignal dependson the
S~decay modes. If S’~ is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) then R-parity conservationdemandsits
stability so that WR decaywould leavee/~as a signal. If 5C is not the LSP, it may decay into ~ryvia
loop diagrams andproducea ey/T signal if the lifetime is short enough.(Note that SC could mix with
otherneutralfermionsandgauginosandcomplicatethis simple pictureof WR decay.)The additionalh
decay(asa leptoquark)on the sideoppositeto the WR will lead to aproductionsignal for WR which is
quite unique.(h decaywill be discussedin the nextchapter.)The WR width to fermions is

F(WR—~fermions)= (0.69+ 1.lSng)GeVX MWRIAlWL, (2.90)

with an additional amountof 0.23 (1.74)GeV X MWRI Al~ coming from possibledecaysinto gauge
bosonsandHiggs (SUSY partners)which are possible if phasespaceeffects are_neglected.

WR may also be seenindirectly in ep interactionsthrough the processep—~hSc via t-channelWR
exchange[2.52]. Figures 38a,b from this referenceshow the production cross section for h + S~
(assumingSc hasa massof only a few GeV) as a function of Mh for differentvaluesof AlWR atHERA
(Vii’ = 3140eV) anda proposedVii’ = 1.5TeV ep collider. The crosssectionsarequite reasonableover
awide rangeof AlWR andMh valuesandtheproductionsignal (from h decayand/.~.or -y/~from SC) is

spectacular.
Pair productionof WR gaugebosonsat high-energye+ e- colliders hasnot been consideredand

furtheranalysisof this model mayprove quite interesting.

UXWR (b)

Fig. 36. Diagrams responsible for the subprocess gu_—oW~h.
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Fig. 37.
2p2p—~W~h+ X productioncrosssectionsat the (a) SSCand (b) the Tevatron.

2.6.2. SU(2)L x U(1)~x S(J(2)~model

Within the context of E
6, thereare severalpossibleways to arriveat an extra SU(2) groupwhose

generatorscommutewith the electriccharge[2.53],which is generallydenotedby SU(2)1. In addition
to the neutralgaugeboson,Z1, correspondingto thediagonalgeneratorof SU(2)1 therecorrespondsa
pair of conjugatenon-hermitiangaugebosons(W1 and Wy). Z, hasalready beendiscussedsince it
correspondsto a particular valueof 0 (= —sin~V~

7~)within the contextof the effectiverank-S U(1)
5
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Fig. 38. h + S~productionin ep collisions at (a) HERA (VI = 3140eV) and (b) at a 1.5 TeV ep collider.

modelsin the analysisabove.The only difference,however,is that sinceZ1 is now apart of theSU(2)1
group[and doesnot originatefrom U(1)1] the Z1 couplingsin the SU(2)1casearelargerby a factor of

[5x~I3(1—x~)]’~
2~V~, (2.91)

dueto differencesin the RG evolutionequations.This would roughlyscalelimits obtainedon Z
2 from

the U(1)1 analysisby a factor ~e(V~)
2= 2.

Under the action of SU(2)L x U(1)~x SU(2)
1 the fermions can be groupedas

(~~ (~)~(Z)~, (dc, hC)L, (~cSC)L, hL, e~, u~, (2.92)

with SU(2)1actingin the horizontaldirection.The couplingof W1 to ferinions is given symbolically as

[(flf2)L,R ~f1y~(~)(1 i y5)f2]

..~t= ( g1/V~)[(iN)~+ (ëE)L + (hd)~+ (~SC)L]W~+ h.c., (2.93)

with g1 = g if both SU(2)’shavea commonscaleof origin (which we assumein what follows). Note that
since (SC) is responsiblefor SU(2), breaking, as we will discussbelow, Z1 andW1 aredegeneratein
massbefore mixing (i.e., before Z1 —+ Z2) and thusZ1 (or Z2)—~W1W~is kinematicallyforbidden.

The constraintof SU(2)1invarianceon the superpotential(1.4) reducesthe numberof independent
Yukawacouplings,as in the caseof SU(2)R discussedabove,andleaves(neglectinggenerationindices)
[2.54]
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W= At(vpCN~~+ eECPC+ NNCSC + EECSC)+ A2(d~pI~h+ hhCSC) + A3u~eCh

+ )t4(uuWC+ uCdEC)+ )t5(PeCE+ eeCN)+ A6(udCE+ ddW+ uhCe + dhCv). (2.94)

Notethat W forcesh to be a leptoquarkwhile N, E, andSC carry B = L = 0 and ~C hasB = 0, L = —1.
Theseassignmentsinsureproton stability. SinceW alsoforcesN, NC, and SC to havenegativeR-parity
only the scalarpartnersof thesefields can obtainnon-zerovev’s. W1 hasnegativeR-parity andnon-zero
lepton number L = —1.

W1 productionsignalshavebeen examinedat hadron—hadron[2.54],e+e - [2.54], and ep colliders
[2.55]. At a hadron collider, single W1 production can only proceedvia associatedproduction
g + d—* h + W1 in a mannersimilar to the production of WR in the ALRM above. One finds the
differentialcrosssection

2 , - 2 2 4do GFMW~ I (t s ‘j m \ 2m i 2 2 m \I 1 1
di~ 48\/~~ ~

+ 2(3m2M~—2M~— ~) ~ + 2(sAl~— m~— m) m2) (2.95)

with m = mh, t’ = 1— m
2 and (1, 1) are the usual Mandelstamvariables. Al

2 = M~ = Al1 has been
assumedin (2.95). Figures 39a,b from ref. [2.S4]show W1 andW~productionat hadron colliders.

io
7 i02 -

pp—..-W

1 +h+X pp—W1 ÷h+X

\)~= 40 TeV \(~~~=40 TeV

~2 b

iO~
2~e02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 i0Q~’~~ 04 0.6 0.8 1 0

M
1(TeV) M1(TeV)

Fig. 39. Cross sections for (a) pp—+W,h+ X and (b) pp.-*w~h + X at the SSC(VI = 4OTeV).
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At high energye~e- colliders [2.54]W1W~production occurs via s-channel Z1 exchangeas well as
t-channelE exchange.As in the caseof W

5 pair production,this processis particularly sensitiveto
gaugecancellationsbetweenthe amplitudes.Figures40a—dfrom ref. [2.54]showW

1W~productionin
e+ e — collisions for variousvaluesof V~,ME, andAl1. In mostcasesthe crosssectionis quite substantial
for suchlargeVii’ values.For certainmasscombinationsthecrosssectionis not as forwardly peakedas
in the caseof e~e—+W~W.

In ep collisions [2.55],W1 exchangein the t-channelcan produceexotic fermion final statesvia the
sub-processed—~Eh with a very clean signature.The crosssectionsfor such a processinvolving two
heavyfermions in the final statearenot large.

8

a

e+e—-W1W1~

6 ‘ 1.0 4~1TeV
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I I I I
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Fig. 40. Production cross sectionsfor e~e—sW1W/(a) asa function of M, for M~= 0.1, 0.5, 0.75 and I TeV at Vi = I TeV; (b) as a functionof ME
for M, = 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 TeV at VI = 1 TeV.
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Fig. 40. Production cross sectionsfor e~e—~WW/ (c) as afunction of VI forM1 = 0.2TeV and ME = 0.1, 0.5, 0.75 and1TeV; (d) sameas (c) but
for M1 = 0.3 TeV.

Pair productionof W1 at hadroncolliders and single W1 productionin e+ e - collisions hasrecently
beenconsidered(see, however, ref. [2.56]). In e~ecollisions, single W1 productionoccurs via the
subprocess-ye —* W1E so that searchlimits for W1 alsodependon the massof theE. At aVii’ = 1(2)TeV
collider with an integratedluminosity of 30 fb~(and assuming10 eventsestablishesa searchlimit) one
finds that massesas large as ME + M1 ~ 950 (1950) 0eV can be probed.Certainlymorework needsto
be doneon this model.
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3. Exotic fermions

The fennionswhich completethe 27-representationof E6 andwhich are not presentin the SM, are
calledexotic fermionsandarethe true hallmark of E6 theories.Thesenew fermions (sometimessimply
calledexotics)haveseveralpossiblequantumnumberassignments(which werediscussedin section1.3
and will be reviewedbelow), many of which are indigenousto E6 theories,and if discovered,their
presencewould pinpointE6 as theunderlyingGUT group. In this chapterwe reviewtheir phenomenol-
ogy, including their expectedmassspectrumandcurrentmasslimits as well as their direct andindirect
productionand signals,for eachof the possiblequantumnumberassignments.

3.1. Overviewof exotic fermionproperties and decaymodes

The fermions which lie in the 27 andthe valuesof their strongand electroweakquantumnumbers
arelisted in table1. The exotics (excludingthe right-handedv) arecontainedin the 10 + 1 representa-
tions of SO(10) [the 5+ 5 and 1 of SU(5)] andconsistof h, a color triplet, weak iso-singlet,Q = —

fermion;N andE, which arecolor singlet,weak iso-doublet,Q = 0 and —1 fennions,respectively;and
S~,a color singlet,weakiso-singlet,neutral fermion.The nomenclaturefor the exoticsis quite variedin
the literature;otherpopularnotationsare listedin section1.3. Sincethe superstring-inspiredE6 models
possessan N= 1 SUSY, the correspondingscalarsuper-partnersof all the exotic fermions are also
present.

The interactionsof the exotic fermionsare governedby the superpotentialW, which is given in eq.
(1.4) for the classof superstring-inspiredmodelswherethe Higgs fields are containedalong with the
matterfields in the 27. In this case,the role of the Higgs fields is playedby N, NC, and S~for rank-S
models,and alsoby ~ in rank-6models.It is thenclear that all the termsin W cannotsimultaneously
exist, otherwiselow-energybaryon and leptonnumberviolation will occur. In rank-S models, if one
assumesthe leptonnumberassignmentL(i/C) = —1, thenthreepossiblecasesof baryonnumber,lepton
number,and R-parity assignmentsfor h mayoccur:

(i) h-quarks A6 = A7 = A8 = A9 = A10 = 0, B(h) = , L(h) = 0, R= +1,

(ii) h-leptoquarks A9 = A10 = 0, B(h)= ~, L(h) = 1, R = —1, (3.1)

(iii) h-diquarks A6=A7=A8=0, B(h)=—~-, L(h)0, R—1.

The vanishingof the variousYukawacouplings, A1, maybe achievedby topologicalpropertiesof the
compactificationmanifoldor by theuse of certaindiscretesymmetries.It hasbeenshown[3.1]that only
two types of Z2 symmetriesas well as certainZ3 symmetriescan naturally simultaneouslysuppress
proton decay, neutrinomasses,and flavor-changingneutral currents.Both Z2 solutionsrequire an
operatorwhich distinguishesbetweengenerationsand introducea multiplicatively conservedquantity
called “exoticnessparity”. For case(i), the superpotentialdoesnot obviouslyconstrainB andL for h,
howeverall otherpossibleassignmentswould leaveh stable. If L(VC) = 0 andi~acquiresa vev, as in
the caseof rank-6 models,then A8 neednot necessarilybe set to zero, and it will theninducemixing
betweenh andd. However,dueto the apparentabsenceof FCNC, A8 mustbe tunedto be small,which
maybe somewhatproblematic[1.24]without the useof discretesymmetries.For case(ii), A8 = 0 is also
requiredin rank-6modelsas ~‘ mustacquireavev. We notethat in theALRM [2.48](discussedin the
previouschapter)the quantumnumberassignmentsare uniquelydeterminedto be thoseof case(ii),
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i.e., h’s are leptoquarks.The exotic fields N and E haveeither (1) conventionallepton and baryon
numberassignments(L = 1, B = 0), or (2) L = B = 0, and arethe superpartnersof the Higgs fields. In
the formercase,their phenomenologyis interestingandhasreceivedmuchattentionin the literature
andthus will be surveyedin this chapter.In the lattercasethe situationis moreintricate sinceE andN
mix, in general,with the othercharginosandneutralinospresentin the theory; this situationhasnot
beenthoroughlyanalyzed.In the modelswherethe Higgs fields areassignedto adifferent27 (or to a
27) than thosewhich contain the usual fermions,the superpotentialis given in eq. (1.8). Here, the
exotics h and E, N may have the quantumnumber assignmentsof ordinary quarks and leptons,
respectively,as shown in eq. (1.6).

Notice that, regardlessof the particular baryonand leptonnumberattributesthat the exotics may
have, h, N, and E are always vector-like, i.e., they only possessvector couplings to the SM Z.
Axial-vector couplings to the Z1 can then only be producedvia Z—Z’ mixing and hence will be
constrainedto be small. This propertyhassomeinterestingphenomenologicalconsequences.

Although otherquantumnumberassignmentsfor the exotics arepossible,thoseoutlined aboveare
the most fashionablein the literature,andwill be all that we will discusshere.We will nowreviewthe
specific properties and decay modes of the exotics for each of these three assignments.The
phenomenologyof the neutralexoticsis morecomplexdueto thepossibilityof mixing betweenthe five
neutral fields in the 27 andwill be discussedseparatelyin section3.6.

3.1.1. E-leptonsand h-quarks
If the exotic fermions haveconventionalbaryonand lepton numberassignments,then the super-

potentialcan inducemixing betweenthesenew fields andthe ordinaryfermions with the sameelectric
andcolorcharges.As wewill seebelow,thismixing can leadto flavor changingneutralcurrent(FCNC)
typecouplingsof ordinary fermionsto the neutralgaugeand Higgs bosonswhenseveralgenerationsof
27’s are present. In addition, we also need to address the flavor changing couplings of the exotic to the
ordinary fermions sincethis samemixing allowsthe exotic fermions to decayandprovidessignaturesfor
their production.For simplicity wewill first considerthe caseof a single generationof fermionsin the
27 and return to thecaseof n generationslater. We will alsolimit ourselvesto fermion couplingsto the
gaugebosonsW~,Z, andZ’ and extendthis analysisto the more complexHiggs sector later. We will
follow the discussionin refs. [3.2—3.4].(For an earlydiscussionof mixing with heavyisosingletquarks
outsideof the E6 context seethe secondof refs. [3.4].)

Let us label the ordinaryandexotic fermionweak interactioneigenstatesby f° andF°,respectively.
Thenthe superpotentialcan produce,in general,a 2 x 2 massmatrix for fermionswith Q = —1, — as

well as a 5 x 5 matrix for the Q = 0 fermions, which will be discussedlater in section3.6 in greater
detail. In order to diagonalizethesematrices,bi-unitary transformationsof the fermion fields are in
general necessary,

~mass= ~ (f°’ F0)~M~(~0)+ h.c. -* ~ (f, E)~M~) + h.c., (3.2)

whereM~is diagonaland

M~= U~M~(U~, (~.R = ULR(O), (3.3)
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with i beinga chargelabelingindex. For n generations,the fieldsf andF becomen-componentcolumn
vectorsandthe massmatrix is 2n X 2n dimensional.Let us first considerthechargedcurrents(CC) for
the Q = ~, — ~sectorof the theory.The couplingof thesefermionsto the W aregiven by

~CC = ~ (i~°,o)Ly~T~(~0)W~+ h.c., T~= (~~), (3.4)

where T~is the left-handedweak isospin raising operator.In the mass eigenstatebasis for a single
generationthis becomes

~,9~1CCZII~ (1~,0)Ly~(~~)(u~(~)w~ +h.c.

(3.5)
= (g/2\/~)i~y,~(1— 75)(dcos

0d — h sin 0d)W~+ h.c.,

with 0d being the d—h mixing angle and where we haveneglectedthe possibility that U ~. contains
non-trivial phases.For severalgenerations,u°representsthe vector (u?, u~,... , u~)T etc., and we
obtaininstead

~CC = ~ (u,0)( ~ ~ ~°)(u~)ty,~(1— y
5)(~)W~+h.c., (3.6)

with U~andI beingn X n matrices,andU~beinga 2n x 2n.matrix. Thus the generalized2n x 2n KM
matrix is given by

IUu ~~, I L ~ ‘lIrTd\+
~KM~ 0 Ø,/~UL)

andis not unitary as we will now see.If we write U~in block form,

u~=(~~), (3.8)

VKM thenbecomes

(U~A* U~C~

VKM—~ 0 0 (3.9)

Note that the n X n submatrix V0 = U~A~ only involves the couplingsof the ordinary quarks to
themselvesand is what mayusuallybe defined as the KM matrix; however,it is also,in general,not
unitary: VO~VO= AA~ ~ I. In fact, V~MVKM ~ VKMV~M,

VKMV~M= (~~),V~MVKM = (.A: ~ (3.10)

whereasthe unitarity of U~only demandsthat
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AA~+BB~=A~A+C~C=CC~+DD~ =B~B+D~D=I,

(3.11)
CA~+DB~=A~B+C~D=0,

so that V~is unitary if and only if BB~= C~C= 0. VKM is neverunitary.
The CCfor the Q = 0, —1 sectoris evenmorecomplex.Let us considerthe following simplescenario

for purposesof demonstration.We will assumethat both v andN areDirac fields andthat SC decouples
in such a way that it remainsunmixed. In this simple casethe effective Q = 0 fermionmassmatrix is
also 2n x 2n dimensional.Then

~CC = g [(-° ~u)TL(e) + (~°,~0)RY~ T~(e0)]W~+h.c., (3.12)

with (for n generations),

TL _(‘ 0~ TR_~ 0 313

+~ i!’ ÷~o j (

so that we now have

~CC = ~ [(~~~ + (~,~ ~)(u(~)]w~ +h.c.

(3.14)

(~,~)y~(V— Ay~(~)W~+ h.c.,

with the definitions

V~VL + VR, A VL — VR, VL = U~(U~y, VR = U~ ~)(U~y. (3.15)

Note VL is unitary, whereas VR is not. VR ~ 0 implies in this example that right-handedleptons
experienceCC interactions.This is clearly seenin the caseof a single generationfor which we find
explicitly (ignoring possiblephases)

~ ( cos8 sin~ 6_0L_ L — (sin0~sin0~cos0~sin0 316

L_5~~ cos~)’ = Oe, R~•0R0R cos0~cosO~J’ . )

which leadsto the couplingof right-handedelectronsand neutrinos

(gI2\r2)~~y~(1+ y5)esin 0~sin0~W~+ h.c. (3.17)

Clearly, the angles~, 0~,and0~must be ratherseverelyconstrainedin order to comply with bounds
from existingdata, as will be discussedbelow. Note that the CC couplingsallow, e.g.,for the decays
h—~uW andE—~vW,with the W beingreal or virtual dependingon the massof E and h.

The fermionic coupling to the neutral gauge bosons,Z~,is given by (where f1 is now a vector
containingall fermionsof a given charge)
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~NC = ~ (fo~yp~afo + L*-s.R)Z~

(3.18)
= ~ [fL jy~U~Pl~a(UJEfL+ L~-~R]Z~,

with P~aRbeing the couplingmatricesfor fermions of chargei to Z~.Defining

CzaR U~RP~R(U~R)~, (3.19)

~,NC becomes

~NC~ (fL,~y~C~fL,~ +L.E-*R)Z~. (3.20)

Here C’~Rare the coupling matrices in the mass eigenstate basis. Unless the P’s are proportional to the
identity, the C’s will haveoff-diagonal terms. Consider the couplings of the Q = —1 fermions to the SM
Z. In this case P~= (g/c~)(—~ + x,~,)I,so that the left-handedcouplings in the mass eigenstate basis
are diagonal: C~

1= P~1. However, in the right-handed sector one finds

— g ~ ~ iiie(0 O~fTTe\+
‘—R c L’~v’ 2~-’R\

0 1,/~~’-’R)

Similarly, for the Q = —~ sector, one has C~
3= P~’3, whereas

C~3= -~--[~x~~—~ ~)(u~r]. (3.22)

Writing C~113in the (d,h) basis,one finds using (3.8)

C~3= k[(~~ + ~x~)(~ ~)+ ~(~+ +)], (3.23)

wherethe non-diagonalmatrix is observedto be V~MVKM (3.10). This showsthatthe non-unitarityof
the KM matrix is intimately linked to the presenceof FCNC couplings.In the single generationlimit,
C~1and C~113lead to the couplings

~— [— ~ sin 0~cos0~ëy~(1+ y
5)E+ ~ sin 0~cos 0~dy~(1— 75)h]Z’

1 + h.c. , (3.24)

which allows for the decay h—+ dZ and E —~eZ with the Z beingreal or virtual dependingon the masses
of h and E.

As we will seebelow, ordinary—exoticfermion mixing can leadto a variety of new phenomena(in
addition to the FCNC and leptonic right-handedcurrentsdiscussedabove) which stem from the
non-unitanty of the KMmatrix. For example, the usual GIMsuppression of loop amplitudes relies on
the unitarity of VKM which is now, at best, only approximate.In addition,helicity suppressionof
leptonic loop amplitudesalso fails since the CC is no longer purely left-handed.This subjectwill be
discussed further below.
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What kind of mass matrices should one expect to be generated by the superpotential in eq. (1.8)?
Using the notationof eq. (3.2) the d—h ande—E massmatricestakethe form (i.e., for Q = — ~and —1
respectively)

Al113=(~ ~),M1~(~ ~), (3.25)

where D (5) signifies an entry arising from an iso-doublet (iso-singlet) Higgs vev multiplied by a
Yukawa coupling. (The mixing in the Q = 0 sector will be discussedin section 3.6.) Then the
appropriatemixing matricescan be calculatedfrom

(Al~113)
2= U~(M

113M~113)(U~J~= U~(M~113Al113)(UJ~,

(3.26)
(Al~1)

2= U~(Al_

1M~1)(U~)~= U(Mi~i1Al_1)(U~)~

Note that

+ Al + (D
2+52 D2+S2~ Al Al~ M~M (D2 DSM_

113 —1/3’ M_1M_1 ~D
2 + S2 D2 + ~2) ‘ —1/3 —1/3’ —1 —1 ~ DS ~2

(3.27)

If doublet vev’s are much smaller than singlet vev’s (i.e., D ~ S) this suggeststhat 0~.—= 0 — DIS ~ 1,
while 0~ 0~-= 1 apartfrom Yukawa couplings. Since it is, in fact, 0~and 0~which control FCNC
couplingsto the Z, it is fortunatethat this suppressionoccursnaturally.Large0~hasno effecton the
W and Z couplingswhile 0~can be large so long as the difference0~— 0~is small. The low-energy
FCNC Z’ couplings are sensitive to both 0~and 0~,but theseeffects are suppresseddue to the
relatively large Z’ mass.

Othersimilar analysesof the fermionmassmatricesexist in the literature [3.5].
The mixing of the d and h quarksmay resolve one of the old problemsinvolving the quark mass

hierarchy;this being the questionof why m~is so small. For both the secondand third generations
m

213> rn_113, but this relationis inverted for the first generation.In the Wolfensteinparameterization
[3.6] one seesthat the massesscaleapproximatelyas (A sin 0~)

2 6 2 4
m~:m~:m~=1:A:A , mb:mS:md—=l:A :A , (3.28)

so that the pattern is broken by the first generation masses. Directly related to this is the usual
explanation[3.7] for the smallnessof the KM angleswhich is that the Al213 andM_1~3massmatricesare
nearly proportional, i.e., M2~3/m5= Al_l/l/mb + 4, where 4 is a small correction. The 4 = 0 limit
implies two relations:(i) mt/mb= m~Im5and (ii) m~/m5= mU/md, thefirst of which maybe satisfiedif
m1 is not much largerthan50 GeV, while the secondapparentlyneverholdstrue.From this we would
concludethat 4 ~ 0 must significantly modify (ii). The connectionwith the KM matrix is easilyseenin
the Fritzsch scheme[3.8], which for m~~ m~-~m~andmd -~m5~ m~,predicts,for example,

V,~= (md/rnS)’
2— (m~Im~)’’2 V~b= (mS/mb)’’2— (m~/m~)~’2. (3.29)
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1~b is small since(i) is nearlysatisfied,while since(ii) is not satisfied,V~is large(in fact, anomalously
so).

Perhaps,insteadof m~being too small, one might imagine that it is md which is too big and4 is
somehowresponsiblefor raisingthe d-quarkmass.To seethat this scenariomaybe realized,consider
SU(5), where one expects (a) mb/mS m

1/m~,which is reasonablywell satisfied,whereasone also
finds (b) md/ms meIm~,which wouldhold if m~weremuch lighter. In fact, if md =0.5_i MeV, both
(ii) and (b) wouldbe satisfied.However,m~is foundinsteadto be 7—9 MeV. Whatphysicscouldleadto
zl andraisem~,and renderthe abovemassrelationsinvalid? Oneproposal[3.9] is that d—h mixing can
be usedto induce a shift of this magnitudein m,~for a reasonablechoiceof model parameters,while
leavingm~unaltered.This scenariowould also predictsmall values (=0.01—0.10)for the mixing angle
0~.Although a successfulmodelof this kind has beendiscussedfor the caseof a single generation,a
realisticmodelof this kind for two or moregenerationsof quarkshasyet to beworkedout. It shouldbe
notedthat if the shift 4 in the Q = — ~quark masseswas generationindependent,it would only makeits
presenceknownfor thefirst generation,as 4 -~m5, mb. Clearly, morework needsto be doneto explore
this area.

We now turn to a discussionof the decaymodesof the exotic fermions. Let us first considerthe
decaysof the h-quark.If h is lighter thanthe W or Z, thenas mentionedabove,h decaysinto virtual
W’s andZ’s (i.e.,h—~uW*, dZ*) which thensubsequentlydecayto a pair of fermions.Thethree-body
decayratefor h—~ab~throughthe exchangeof a set of gaugebosonsX1 of massAl~andwidth 1~is given
by ref. [3.2]

1/2
F(h—*ab~)= N~—.~ f x

2 dx ~ A~
1[B,1(9— 16x) + C~1(—3+8x)], (3.30)

48ir
0

wherex= EaIMh andA11= P11(s—*q
2) is the propagatorfunction from section2 with q2 = M~(1 — 2x).

B
11 and C11 are definedvia

B11=(v1u1+a1a1)(v~v+aa), C~1=(u~a1+v1a1)(va+va~). (3.31)

Our normalizationis suchthat for ordinaryp~decaywe would haveu = v’ = a = a’ = g/(2\/~). Note
that the aboveformuladoesnot apply to the decayh—~ddd dueto the additionaldiagramspresentin
the caseof identicalparticles. If Al~~ ~ andthe h—d mixing is smallwe have[3.3]

B(h—~hadrons)=66%, B(h—*u~e)=8%, B(h~dv,i~e)2%,
(3.32)

As Mh increases,the relativeproportionof W* and Z* final statesalsoincreasesdueto the finite effect
of the propagators.It shouldbe noted that the h—* d�~� - modeis the onewhich mostclearlysignals
the productionof h-quarks(as will be furtherdiscussedbelow), but unfortunatelythe corresponding
branchingfraction is relativelysmall.

Since the partial widths for the abovedecaymodesare mixing anglesuppressed,it is possiblethat
the h-quark may havesizeableflavor-changingsecond-orderdecays.One such promising processis
h—s.dg, which proceedsthroughaclassof one-looppenguin-typediagrams,and hasbeenexaminedin
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ref. [3.10].Clearly, this processmaybeimportantonly for Mh < M~.It is shownin this referencethat
in the limit of small h—d mixing, the ratio F(h—s.dg)IF(h—s.u�i~1) is independentof the mixing, andis
of order a few percent for the mass range26< Mb <820eV. This result changesonly slightly for
differentE6 models(i.e., differentvaluesof 0) andfor varying valuesof M~.This is in contrastto the
SM, whereloop-orderdecayshavemuchsmallerrelativebranchingfractions. The signaturefor h—s.dg
is two jets andsince the processshouldoccurat a larger ratethan is expectedfor a SM raredecay,it
should provide a good signal for h production.

If theh-quarkis sufficiently massive,it decaysinto realW’s andZ’s. Thewidth for h—s. fX is given by
(neglectingthe massof the light fermion, f)

F(h—s.fX)= (Mh/161r)(v
2+ a2)z2(i — 3z4+ 2z6), (3.33)

with z MX/Mh and the couplingsnormalizedas

‘~‘hfX = hy~(v— ay
5)fX + h.c. (3.34)

For Alh ~ ~ one finds F(h—s.dZ)IF(h--s.uW)= ~, so that the branching fraction for
h—s.dZ—s.dee remainssmall in this massregime.

The decayof the exotic leptonsis somewhatmorecomplicateddue to the lack of knowledgeabout
the ordering of the exotic masses,i.e., is ME> MN or vice versa?If ME> AlN thenE decaysby the
usual chargedcurrent processE—s.NW, with the W being real or virtual, without mixing with the
ordinary fermions.For ME — MN < Al~the decayrate for E—s. Neve is [3.2]

1/2(1+~2)

F(E—s.Nei~)=G~M~W
2J dx (x2—62)”2[x(1+62—2x)+2(1—x)(x—62)] (v2+a2)

247T (1+6 —2x—W) +WG
(3.35)

with W= M~/M~,6 = MN/ME, G= F2W/M~,andx = EN/ME. Note thatfor V—A couplings,v = a =

1. If ME — MN > Al~thenE undergoesa two-body decayinto physicalW’s with a rate

g2M~[( Al~—M~\24Al~1”2
F(E—s.NW)=

128[~1+ Al~ ) ~

x ((v2+a2){(i+ M~_M~i)~~-[(i_ M2)2 M~v]} 6MN(2 2)),

(3.36)

with the above normalization for the couplings v anda. Hence for ME > MN we see that E decaysin a
fairly normalmanner.

If, however, ME<MN, then B must decay via ordinary—exotic mixing in analogy to h decay
discussed above with corresponding expressions for the various decays. For small mixing, Al~~
and taking v~to be heavy one finds [3.3]
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B(E—s.Ve + hadrons) 47%, B(E—s.e+ hadrons) 20%,

B(E~~.s.~e~ii’)=

B(E—s.veei~e)10%, B(E—s.ev~)= B(E—s.ev~T)=2%, (3.37)

B(E—s.eeë)=1%, B(E—s.ep~L)= B(E—s.e~)=1%.

These numbers change somewhat if v~and Ve form a Dirac neutrino,e.g.,if v is Dirac (Majorana) and
all mixing anglesaretakenequal,thenone finds F(E—+eZ)/F(E-—s.vW)= ~ (~)for ME 3~~ When
B decaysvia mixing, the mostdistinct signaturefor exotic leptonproductionis the threechargedlepton
final stateB—s.ee~e.

Note that for N decayswe can merely interchangethe rates for B to N in the discussionabove.
One of the obvious signals for the FCNCcouplings suggested by the B6 models in which the exotic

fermions haveconventionalB and L assignmentsis the observation of FC decays of the Z [3.11].
Writing the FC couplings as

(gI4c~)[l1y~(1— y5)l1C~1+ d~y~(i+ y5)d1C~1]Z~L, (3.38)

it is clear that C11, Cj~for the first and secondgenerationsmust be quite small implying Z decay into
these modes is highly suppressed. For example, the j~L—s.3e processcan occurvia the flavor mixing and
u- and t-channelZ exchangesfor which we find

dF!dx = ~ — 5x
3) + Yx3], (3.39)

with x = EC+/mIJ. (for p decay) and

X=~[1+(i—4x~)2], Y=~(1—4x~), (3.40)

so that F(p~—s.3e)IFQ.t---s.evii)= 0.41Cp.e12~ 1.1 X 1013,which is the presentexperimentalbound [3.12].
The Z—s.ep.branching fraction is then given by

BR(Z—s.ep~)= BR(Z—.s.e~e)4lC~el2I[i+ (1— 4x~)2]= 0.12lC~~l2�3.3x ~ (3.41)

following from the bound on the ~.L—s.3e rate. FC couplings involving the third generation fermions are
far lessrestrictedby existingdataso that FC Z decaysinvolving them arepotentiallyobservable.Data
from the ARGUS collaborationon rarer decays[3.13]can be usedto constrain CTe and I C~.1- They
find BR(r—s.3p~)<2.9X io~ BR(T—s.e2~), BR(’r—s. ~s2e)<3.3 x i0~ and BR(T—s.3e) <3.8 x i0~,
from which one obtains C~j2<3.5 X i0~and CTeI2<2.8x i0~,implying

BR(Z—s.Te) ~ 3.2 x i0~, BR(Z—s.T~.L)� 4.2 x it~5. (3.42)

A possible signature for such decays is Z—t Te—s.rrv~~ or PVT �. An obvious background comes from
Z—s. ‘r + T - —s. ‘rv

1v,~ wherethe v’s aresoft and ~ and‘r appearback-to-back.If the leptonenergycan be
measured to an accuracy of 1 GeV and the angle between the r and � measured to an accuracy of
10 rnrad (1 mrad) thenthe branching fraction for the background is 3 x 10_6(2 x 10~). At a Z factory,
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suchdecaysshould be observableif i0
7 Z’s can be collected and if I C~I and I C~eare not too far from

their present upper bounds. Similarly, the constraintsfrom b—s.qer [3.14](BR ~ 2.4 X 10~)place a
boundon ~ I CbqI2 and results in BR(Z—s. bq) ~ 9.6 x iü~. Modes such as this are, of course,much
moredifficult to seethan ‘rp~or ‘re due to the moreseverehadronicbackground.

3.1.2. h-leptoquarks
In this case h has B(h) = +~,L(h) = +1, R= —1, and has interactions which are given by the

superpotentialterms

W, = A
6huceC + A7LhCQ+ A8PChdC, (3.43)

with unknown coupling strength A~.Since the couplings A1 are generation dependent, there is the
possibility of flavor universality violations. However, intergenerationalYukawa couplings are highly
suppressedfrom FCNC constraints(as will be discussedin section 3.3) and here we will employ
generationconservingcouplingsonly. Mixing with the ordinary down-typequarksis not possiblefor
leptoquarks(as it would violateB andL), so either (~C) = 0 andL(PC) = +1, or we constrainA8 = 0.
Notethat here,it is the spin-~h which hasodd R-parity(calleda leptoquarkino)andhencedecaysinto
supersymmetricparticles,while the scalarh (leptoquark)hasevenR-parityandcouplesto an ordinary
lepton—quark pair. The tree level decays of the h leptoquarkino are then

h—s.di, h—s.dv, h—s.uë, h—s.~ie, (3.44)

where the super-partner final states may be real or virtual, depending on the relative mass spectrum. If
squarkand sleptonfinal statesarekinematicallyallowed, thenthe partial width of h—s.ff’ for areal f’
has the genericform [3.15](neglectingthe mass of f)

F(h—s.ff’) (A~/321T)K(x)Mh(i— ~2/Al2)2 (3.45)

where M is the massof f’ andK(~)is a mixing anglefactordue to the left—right mixing of the scalar
statesf’. If real f’ statesare not kinematicallyaccessiblethen a variety of three-bodyfinal statesare
possible,

h—s.uvW, h—s.deW, h—~ueZ, h—*dvZ, h—s.ue~’, h—s.dv~, (3.46)

with relativeratesdependingon the actualsquarkor sleptonsupersymmetricdecaychains.The partial
width for h—s.q�~,including contributionsfrom h—s.h~,where~ is the lightestneutralino,is found to
be (in the limit Mh -~Al~,M~and neglecting M~)[3.16]

F(h—s.q�~)=3e
2M~[A2(—L- + (~)2+ (_~)2 - 22)

l92ir ~ M~ M~ Ma Al- M-

+ A~(~+ (2)2 ~2~) ~ UL e~ (3.47)
Al- M~ Al-MseR UR CR UR

The exact amplitude for this mode is given in this reference.
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The scalarh leptoquarkhasthe decaymodes

h—s.ue, h—s.dv, (3.48)

with partial widths (for masslessfinal states)

= (A~+ A~)Al~I16ir, I~c= 2A~M~/16i,~, (3.49)

neglectingh_hemixing factors. Sincethe coupling strengthsareunknown,the A are usuallyscaledto
aem for calculationalpurposes.

It is also possible that the heavierof h and h could decayinto the lighter plus a neutralino,i.e.,
h—s.h~or h—s.h~.Charginofinal statesare not allowedsince h is an iso-singlet.

3.1.3. h-diquarks
For this assignmentwe haveB(h) = —2/3, L(h) = 0, and R= —1. The relevant superpotentialterms

are

W2 = A9hQQ + Aioh~~uCdC, (3.50)

where the coupling strengthsare set by the undeterminedYukawa factors A,. Intergenerational
couplingsarerestrictedfrom FCNC processes.The spin-~h againhasoddR-parityandsupersymmetric
decaymodes(andis calledadiquarkino), andthe scalarh (diquark)hasevenR-parityanddecaysinto
an ordinaryquarkpair. The h diquarkinohas the following treelevel decays

h—s.iid, h—s.iid, (3.51)

wherethe relativemassspectrumagaindetermineswhetherthe u- or d-squarksarereal or virtual. In

the casewherethe direct two-bodydecaysare forbidden,the dominantthree-bodyfinal statesare

h—s.fliiW, h—s.iidZ, h—s.ddW, h—s.iid~’, (3.52)

where~ ~qcontributions havebeenneglectedand the ratesdependon the relative SUSY decays.
The processh—s.h~—s. fld~may also contribute to the above, if kinematically allowed. The exact
amplitudefor h-~~is calculatedin ref. [3.16]and simplifies to

r ,f1\

2 f_~\2 211\(_i5\ ~fi\2 12\2 ~j 1\/2

= e ‘~h 1A2 ( ~ + ‘~ j~ + ‘.3.”~ I + A2( ‘. 3) + .~L+
i92ir3 L 10\Ma Al

8 M~Al8 1 9\ M~ M~ M~M~

(3.53)

in the Mh ~ and massless ~ limit.

The scalarh diquarkdecaysvia

1—s.ud, (3.54)
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with the partial widths

F~=4A~M6I16~, F~= A~0M~/16ir, (3.55)

with h_hCmixing factorsneglected.

3.2. Constraintson exoticfermion masses

In thissectionwe reviewthe boundswhich can be placedon the massesof the exotic fermionsfrom
current collider data and various theoretical models. Additional limits on the massesandcouplingsthat
can be obtained from rare processes are extensively discussedin section3.3.

Before we turn our attentionto specific experimentalsearchesand theoreticalcalculations,let us
examine the expected exotic mass spectrum due to the orderingof the vev’s of the variousHiggs fields.
In the casewherethe Higgs fields arecontainedin the 27, onecan seefrom the superpotentialW, eq.
(1.4), that h acquiresits massthroughthe non-zerovev (5c) Sincethe Z’ massis also generatedby
(5C) it is reasonableto expectthat h will havea massof the sameorderas Ma.. However,this same
argumentapplied to the SM would imply thatm~— M~hence h could be lighter thanthe Z’ if the
YukawacouplingA5 is appropriatelysmall. Note thatthe h massesarecompletelyindependentof those
for the ordinary quarks and leptons (since they are generated by different Yukawa couplings and vev’s),
and that the limits from neutral current phenomenology (which set (5C) > (N), (NC)) explain the
presentexperimentalnon-observationof h. The mass spectrum of the scalar partner h is more
complicated[3.16],with two possiblehierarchies

Mh <M~1<M~2, M~1<Alh <Al82 , (3.56)

where a is a generation index, and the labels 1, 2 denote the mass eigenstates of the left- and
right-handed h. Obviously there is large freedomin the h, h massspectrum,andit is possiblethat they
could be as light as the presente~ecollider data allows.

3.2.1. Current collider data

3.2.1.1. Direct production. First we summarize the relevant bounds from direct experimental
searches.The present limits on the production of new fermions in e~e annihilation are from
TRISTAN [3.17]and aredeterminedfrom the ratio R= u(e~e—s.ff)/o-(e~e----s.~ a jet distribu-
tion analysis,or asearchfor highPT leptons;the relevantboundsareM113>23.8—26.7GeVfor a new
color triplet, Q = — ~ fermion and M, > 25.5—27.60eV for a new color singlet, Q = —1, unstable
fermionwith anassociatedmasslessneutrino.However,the neutralfieldsN andN’~can, in principle,be
much lighter [3.18]. The production of thesefields in e e- annihilation only proceedsthrough Z
exchangeand is more difficult to observefor Vii’ < M~.The ratio of the production crosssection
o-(e~e—s. NN) to ~ ( 4~a

2I3s)is only =8 x i0~at Vii’ = 30GeVfor MN ~ 10GeV, but increasesto
=2.0 at Vii’ = 75 0eV for MNs 35 0eV. Also, mixing between N and v~statescan result in single N
productionfor whichthe single productionR ratio, scaledby the appropriatemixing factors, is given by
R”~’7(s~c~)2u(e~e—s.Ni’ + Nv)Iu~~(s~c~)2= 8 x i0~(2.0) at Vii’ = 30(75)0eV for MN ~ 5 (25) 0eV,
wheres~(ç) = sin 0~(cos0~)representsthe amountof ordinary—exoticmixing. Clearlytheseproduc-
tion ratesbecomequite small once the mixing is included. Combining all theseresultstogether,PEP
and PETRAdata exclude N’s for i0MeV~MN~3—i4GeV[3.18].
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Constraints have also been placed on the production of scalar leptoquarks in e+e- annihilation.The
JADE CQllaboration at PETRA has reported [3.19] a search of their data for eventsof the type
e~e—s.hh—s.~i’p.. + hadronsand have excludedmasses in the range 5—20.8 GeV for leptoquarks
which decayexclusivelyinto secondgenerationfermions.The UA1 Collaborationat theCBRN collider
haslookedfor anexcessof eventswith signaturesof (a) p p + two jets, (b) ~ + /T + two jets, or (c)

/T + jet(s) andhasplaceda limit of Al > 33 GeV for secondgenerationscalarleptoquarks[3.20].
Bargeret al. [3.3]havestudiedtwo signaturesof hh productionat the CERN SppScolliderandhave

set limits on the first generation of h_ quarks. The first signature arises from the charged current
semileptonic decay of either the h or h, resulting in a single-lepton signal. For a branching fraction
B(h—s.uei’e) 8%, an integrated luminosity of 0.39 pb~,an efficiency of 50%, and the isolated
electronacceptancecutsof the UA1 top-quarksearch,the resultingnumberof expectedeventsof the
type e + n jets is of order 13—20 with n � 2 and 6—8with n � 3. Comparisonof this with the UA1 data
of 13 events with n � 2 and 4 eventswith n � 3 yields the limit Alh ~ 30GeV. The second signature of
dimuons from charged current decays of both h and h and neutral current decays of either h or h yields
no constraint since the predicted number of events is far below the number of dimuon events in the
present UA1 data sample.

The UA1 collaborationlimit on the mass of a charged,fourth generation,heavy lepton, L, of
ML >41 0eV [3.21], can be used to extract constraintson both the chargedand neutralB6 exotic
leptons, B and N [3.22].For the mass regions where ME + MN � Al~and AlE > MN, andin the limit of
small ordinary—exotic mixing (i.e., if N is sufficiently long-lived to appearas missing energyin the
detector), the process

W—s.E+N

L Nq~ (3.57)

will appear quite similar to that of fourth generationlepton production and decay. Since the
ordinary—exotic mixing is very well bounded(as discussedin the previoussection)the following ratio

F(W—s.EN)B(E—s.Nq~)F(E—s.Nq~)~F(L—s.vq~j)~0 358
— F(W~Lv) B(L~vq~)F(E~Nq~)~0F(L~vq~)~ (

can be used to constrain the B and N masses for the above mass regions. R is ameasureof the number
of eventsproducedfrom the W—s. EN processas comparedto W—s.Li’. The subscriptsw andwo denote
widths that are calculated with and without the UA1 energy cuts, respectively. Figure 41 from ref.
[3.22] shows the allowed region in the ME—MN plane which correspondsto R~ 1 for one or three
generationsof exotic leptonswith N being a Majoranaor Dirac neutrino.As can be seenfrom the
figure reasonablystrong constraintson ME and MN areobtained.

3.2.1.2. Indirect production. Limits on the couplings and mass of scalar leptoquarkshave been
obtained [3.23]by examining the indirect effects of the virtual exchangeof theseparticlesin the process
e+ e- —s.q~.Besidesthe usual s-channel-y and Z exchange,leptoquarkswill also contributeto this
processvia t-channelexchange.For calculationalpurposesthe leptoquarkYukawacouplings[asgiven
in eq. (1.4)] are generallyscaledto the electromagneticcoupling, e, by

A
214ir = Fa , (3.59)
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M,( Ge’1

Fig. 41. Regionsfor whichR~1 for oneor three generations of exotics whereN is aDirac (D) or Majorana(M) neutrino. Theallowed regionslie
abovethe curves.Curve 1 correspondsto M~+ MN =M~and curve 2 to ME = MN.

whereA6 = A7 = A hasbeentakenfor simplicity. However, herewe shall considerthe possibility that
A6 � A7 andallow for moregeneralleft- andright-handedcouplings.Taking the unknownh�qcoupling
to be A + By5 we thenparameterizeits strengthby

kns(IAI
2+ 1B12)/e2, k~~2Re(A*B)/e2. (3.60)

The differential crosssectionfor e+ e- —s.q~jis thengiven by

dcos0= 32 (~s2P~[B
11(i+cos

2O)+2C.
1cosO]

+ 2 [k(v~v~+ a~a~)+ k’(v~a~+ a~v~)]+ ~ k
2u2) (3.61)

whereu = — ~s(1+ cos0), P~,B,
1, andCq aredefinedin eq. (2.42),R, is definedin eq. (2.57),the sum

over i (j) = (0, 1) extendsover the neutral gauge bosons y and Z, respectively, M is the massof the
scalarleptoquark,andthe couplingsare normalizedas

= efy~jv,— a5y5)fZ,~. (3.62)

A limit on Al as a function of k (andk’) can be obtainedby demandingthat neither the total cross
sectionnor the forward—backwardasymmetrydeviatefrom the PEPand PETRAdataon charmand
bottom production (and hence that these quantities do not deviate significantly from their SM
predictions). Figure 42 from ref. [3.23] displays these constraints (with k = k’) for deviationsof not
more than 10% (5%) from the data for the curve on the left (right). Small leptoquark masses
(<200GeV) with largecouplings(k ~ 0.5) are excluded,but the constraintsfor larger massesare not
very strong, as onemight expect.
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Fig. 42. Constraints on the scalar leptoquark mass as a function of the leptoquark coupling scale parameter, k, as described in the text.

3.2.1.3. Ratio of W to Z events.It is well knownthat a measurementof the ratio

R o(p~—s.W”—s. �v)/ff(p~—s.Z—s. �~~) (3.63)

canbe usedto extractinformationon the numberof light neutrinos,N~[3.24].However,this ratio can
alsoyield information on new physics,andseveralauthors[3.25]haveplacedconstraintson the exotic
fermionsusing this technique.R is theoreticallycalculablevia

R- u(pP-s.W~)F(W-* �v) 1-:~ 364
— ~(p~~Z) F(Z~e~r) F~’ ( . )

where F(W—s. �v)and F(Z—s. �~ ~) are completelydeterminedwithin the SM. The ratio of cross
sectionsin eq. (3.64) is calculable in QCD but is dependentupon the choiceof parton distribution
functions,e.g., the structurefunctions of Duke and Owens (DO) [3.26] lead to significantly larger
valuesof thisratio thanthoseof Eichtenet al. (EHLQ) [3.27].F~andI’~dependuponthe massesand
couplingsof all new particleswhichmaybe light enoughto be decayproductsof the W and/orZ, such
as the top quark,additional neutrinos,supersymmetncpartners,h, B, or N.

For the caseof the h quark,in the absenceof ordinary—exoticmixing (henceh only contributesto I~
andnot to F~),a comparisonof the UA2 data on R [3.28](R � 10.42at 95%CL) with the theoretical
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calculation,usingthe EHLQ set II structurefunctionsand including the QCD radiativecorrectionsto
F~andF~,yields no constraintson Mb for N~= 4, 5, 6 if the top quark massis lessthan70—72, 60—62,
52 0eV, respectively,andno limits at all if N~= 3 ascan beseenin fig. 43 from ref. [3.25].Note thatthe
EHLQ distribution functionsyield the mostconservativelimits sincetheygivethe smallestvaluefor the
cross section ratio. The constraints on Alh from this procedureare rather weak (especially when
comparedto the limits obtained from a similar analysis on the mass of a fourth generation Q = —

quark) since the couplingsof h to the Z are rathersmall. However, significant improvementsin the
experimentaldatafor Rwould tightentheseconstraintsconsiderablyassumingalso an improvementin
our knowledge of the structurefunctions. If the ordinary—exoticmixing (as well as more thanone
generationof non-degenerateexotics)is includedin this analysis,thenno usefullimits are obtaineddue
to the proliferationof parameters.However, if the mixing is constrainedto be small from the absence
of FCNC’s, thenits effecton this calculation is minimal. When the N andE exotics arealsoincluded,
mass limits from R have been obtainedfor two different scenarios(with m~= 40GeV). For three
completelydegenerategenerationsof exotics (Mh = ME = MN = M), Al < M~I2is excluded if N is a
Dirac fermion andAl � 31 0eV is excludedif N is Majorana.In the caseof Dirac N’s, the inclusionof
threedegenerategenerationsof exoticscan increasethe total Z width by as muchas 50%. For the case
where all three generations of exotics are degeneratebut the massesdiffer within each generation
(Mb = ME ~ MN) the restrictions are MN � 30GeV if N is Majoranaand MN > 44 0eV if N is Dirac.

80r~
N~~4

~

MD(GeV)

Fig. 43. Allowed regions in the MD(mb)—m, plane for different N~valuesusingEHLQ II structurefunctionsand a = 0.10, x~= 0.23, M~= 81 GeV,
and M~= 92 GeV.
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3.2.1.4. pparametershift. The existenceof new heavyfennionswouldproducea measurableshift in
the valueof the p parameter(p = M~I M~ cos

20~).The heavyfermionscontributeto the shift, ~p, via
the usual one-loopvacuum-polarizationdiagrams.Sincethe exotics arevector-likeparticles,the usual
calculationfor ~p doesnot apply in this caseandacompleteanalysisfor generalvectorandaxial-vector
couplingsmustbe performed[3.29].The resultsarepresentedin figs. 44a,b for the contributionsfrom
three degenerategenerationsof N’s and B’s (ME s~MN) which are consistentwith the UA1/UA2
Collaborationdataof Ii~pI s0.02(0.05) [3.28].Also shownin the figures is the e+e- annihilationbound
for chargedparticleproduction(curve 1) and the limits (curve 2) MN � 30 (44) 0eV if N is Majorana
(Dirac) which areobtainedfrom the ratioR as discussedin the previousparagraph.Notethatbounds
are not placedon h, as h is a vector-like isosingletand thus doesnot contributeto z~p.

3.2.2. Theoreticalestimates

3.2.2.1. Perturbativeunitarity. Perturbativeunitarity constraintson the partial-wavedecomposition
of scatteringamplitudeshave been used to place limits on the massesof vector leptons [3.30].
Partial-waveunitarity requiresthatthe lth partialwave satisfies a’ I � 1, wherea’ is proportionalto the
angularintegrationof the scatteringamplitudes.A calculationof the tree-levelamplitudesfor FF—s.FF,

101.. I I I I I I I I I 10l’i I I I I I I I

Diroc N Mojorono N

00 - ________

~. ~
1~I~ 1 ~IIIIIII

20 80 40 200 260 320 380 20 80 140 200 260 320 380

ME (GeV) mE ((3eV)

Fig. 44. Contributions to ‘Sip as allowed by UA1 /UA2 data for r MN/ME as a function of ME for N (a) Dirac or (b) Majorana.
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wherehereF = E or N, and a searchfor unitarity violation at high energies(s—s.o~)yields

M~sin
4O~s41TV~IGF, (3.65)

whereO,~is the ordinary—exoticmixing angle. In the absenceof mixing thereis obviously no bound,and
if the mixing scalesas sinO~-~MC/ME thereis againno unitantybound.This constraintis proportional
to the mixing becausethe unitarity violating partial wavedependssolely on the axial-vectorcouplingto
the Z andfor vectorleptonsan axial-vectorcouplingcan only be inducedvia ordinary—exoticmixing.
Z’ exchangewasnot consideredin this reference,andif included,would most likely result in a similar
restriction as that discussedbelow. The processesEE—s.NN, eB~—s.W~W,ZZ, HH, ZH, and
vN —s.W +W - were also examined,but the non-zero amplitudesare againall proportional to some
power of ME sin Oe~No mixing independentboundresultsfrom this study.

Similarly, boundscan beobtainedon the massesof h quarks[3.31].Consideringtheelasticscattering
h~h~—s.h~h~(where ± denotesthe fermion helicity state) with Z’ and Higgs exchangeonly (in a
simplified modelwith only oneHiggs doubletandHiggs singlet),unitarity of the 0th partial wave places
the constraintMb S 17.4M~.in the rank-Smodel.s-channelZ exchangeis againdependenton the axial
vector hhZ coupling which is non-zeroonly if the h—d mixing is non-vanishing.Constraintson the
mixing induced partial wave amplitude for Z exchange then places the restriction Mh 5

(1.2TeV)/sin2Od.

3.2.2.2. Perturbative unification. Constraints on the exotics can be set by requiring that their
couplings remain perturbative (i.e., not grow too large) at the GUTscale. Drees and Tata [3.32]have
studiedthe renonnalizationgroupevolutionof the Yukawacouplingsfor two generationsof the neutral
exotics,N, N’1, andS’~(the third generationbeingassociatedwith theHiggs fields) in the classof rank-5
E

6 modelswherethe massmatrixof the neutralexoticsdecouplesfrom the gaugino—higgsinosector. In
the absenceof an intermediatescale,the massscalefor thelightestof theseneutralexoticsis found to
beset by M~ratherthanby ~ andan absoluteupperboundon this massobtainedfrom thisanalysis
is Al s115GeV. The boundsset from this proceduredependon the massof E andthe ratio of vev’s,
w (N’~)I(N),with the weakestconstraintof Ms 115GeV given whenME 20GeVandw = 1. For
largervaluesof ME andw the boundon M becomesevenstronger,e.g.,for ME = 200 GeV andw = 3,
Mis constrainedby M s 35 GeV. In modelswith an intermediate scale, these bounds could still hold if
(SC) and not (DC) were responsiblefor the breakingof the extraU(1) at the weak scale.

An examinationof the infraredfixed pointsof the renormalizationgroupevolutionof the couplings
A4 and A5 [asdefinedin eq. (1.4)] alsoresultsin the limits [3.33]

s3.1 M~, M~”~~ 2.2M~, (3.66)

where“heavy” is definedas the heaviesth and B of the threegenerationsof h’s and E’s, and

Mlight s2.1Al’, M~ghtsl.8M~, (3.67)

where“light” denotesthe lightest particle of the threegenerations.Theseresultshold in E6 models
without an intermediatescaleandwherethe third generationof SC gives a massto h andB.
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3.3. Rareprocessesand indirect effects

Processeswhich arerareor forbiddenin theSM haveproventhemselvesusefulin placingconstraints
on or perhapseveneliminating new physics beyondthe SM. For instance,the lack of experimental
evidenceof protondecaypromptedthe exclusionof SU(5) as a viable GUT [1.3], andthe absenceof
FCNC assistedin the demise of the original extendedtechnicolor theories[3.34]. New and more
sensitiverareprocessexperimentshaveeitherbeguntakingdataor areon the horizon[3.35]andareon
the vergeof beingableto detectpossibleSUSY [1.6] and!or fourth generation[3.36]effects. Existing
datacan alreadyplace restrictionson the exotic fermionsectorof B6 theoriesandthe promiseof new
datamay evenrevealtheir presence.

The question of proton decay is worth examiningin more detail. As previously discussed,certain
terms in the superpotentialcannot simultaneouslyexist in order to ban baryon number violating
dimension-fouroperatorswhich would mediaterapidprotondecay.In SU(5) GUTS,nucleondecayis
mediatedby super-heavygaugebosonsat ascaleof Mx -~5 X i0’~GeV,while in E6 theoriesthemassof
the correspondingsuperheavygaugebosonsis set by the compactificationscale,renderingthe resulting
baryondecayrate unobservable.Dimension-fivebaryonnumberviolating operatorswhich consistof
fields from the27 alonearefound[3.37,3.38] not to beinvariant underthe E6 low-energygaugegroup
whichcontains(at least)oneextraU(1). Survivorsfrom the additional27’s couldinvokenucleondecay
at the one-loop level if one assignsoppositebaryonnumbersto eachmember in the 27 and the
corresponding27. In summary,proton decayin E6 modelsis ratherproblematicandis not predictedto
occurat observablerates.

A comprehensiveanalysisof the contributionsfrom the exotic fermionsto the FCNCrareprocesses
and precisiontestsfrom low-energyK, D, B, and ~sphysics, CP violation, and weakuniversality is
given in Campbellet a!. [3.381.Theseauthorsconsiderthe effects of each term in the superpotential
(1.4) (i.e., for all possible quantumnumber assignmentsof the exotics)on a variety of processes
relevantfor eachtypeof couplingin the rank-5model. Comparisonof theseE6 contributionsto current
experimentaldatafor eachprocessplacessharedconstraintson the Yukawacouplingsandthemassof
the new particlesinvolved. Table 3, from this reference,summarizestheir results,whereeachcolumn
representsa term of the superpotentialand eachrare processexaminedis listed in the rows. The
elementsin the tablearethe boundswhichcan be placedon the couplingsfrom comparisonof the E6
contributionsto experimentaldatafor eachprocess,assumingthe specific massvalues,M~= 300GeV,

= 100GeV, and Mh =300GeV. These limits have been obtained in a generationindependent
manner.A dashedentry indicatesthat the particularcouplingdoesnot contributeto the interaction,
while the questionmarkslistedunder D—s. p~e+X denotethe couplingrestrictionsthat could be set if
experimentalboundsfor D—s. ~e + X could be obtainedwhich werecomparableto thosefor the decay
D—s. p.Lp~[B(D—s.~) < 1.1 x i0~[3.39]).The bottom row of the tabledisplaysthe bestboundson the
real and imaginaryparts of eachcoupling andthe processfrom which it was derived.None of these
constraintspresentanyphenomenologicaldifficulties or rule out certainmodels.Althoughthis analysis
is seemingly complete,we point out that couplingrestrictionsobtainedin this mannerare generally
quite dependenton the massesof the new fermions,gaugeb~sons,and Higgs bosonswhich maybe
presentin the interaction,andthat the tabulatedresultsonly holdfor the specificmassvaluesassumed.

In addition to the aboveanalysis,mayother authorshavealso, perhapsmore carefully, examined
exotic fermioncontributionsto certainrare processes.We now exploretheseotherstudiesfor eachB
and L assignment.
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3.3.1. E-leptonsand h-quarks

3.3.1.1. Right-handedcurrents,g —2, and p~—s.ey. As discussedabove, ordinary—exoticmixing in
the leptonic sector produces non-chiralcouplings(i.e., right-handedcurrents)anda non-unitarymixing
matrix. These ingredientscan lead to significant enhancementsin leptonic loop-order processesif
sizeablemixing anglesarerealized.Experimentalconstraintson theserareprocessescan thus, in turn,
be used to constrainvarious combinationsof B6 modelparameters.

As a preludeto a considerationof theseloop processes,wenotethat polarized~ decayitself can be
usedto constrainparameters.Dataon thecombinationof Michel parametersR ~P~8/p[3.40]andthe
p parameter[3.39]resultsin the bound sin 0 sin O7~I50.03if e—Ii. universalityis assumed[3.41].This
bound is independentof the massesof the exotic fermions.

Turning to loop processes,the good agreementbetweenthe SM predictionsfor the anomalous
magneticmomentsof muons,a~,andelectrons,ae, can be used to constraintheseparametersfurther
and hasbeenconsideredby severalauthors[3.41—3.43].In general,thereareseveralcontributionsto
thesequantitiesas is representedgraphicallyin fig. 45 from ref. [3.42], in which X is a genericgauge
boson andF a generic fermion. As one can see from the generaldiscussionof Leveille [3.44]and
emphasizedby MaalampiandRoos[3.45],diagramsinvolving non-chiralcouplingsandheavyfermions
in the loop aresubstantiallyenhancedin comparisonto othercontributions.Sincethe FCNC couplings
to the Z are chiral, the only non-chiralcontributionsarise from Z’ exchangewith F representingthe
exoticpartnerof the muon (M) or from W exchangewith F portrayingthe exotic partnerof v~(N~).
All othercontributionsarefound to be atmostcomparableto thoseof theSM andwill beignoredfrom
hereon. Writing the couplingof any fermion to the Z’ as

2g~fy~[(x~+ xR) — (x1 — xR)~r5]fZ (3.68)

and defining (X~= g~I4ir, S~R= sin O~R,andc~= cosO~Rone finds

= (—a1I~)(m~/M~)(x~— x~’)(x~— ~ (3.69)

with G being acomplicatedfunction of the ratio of the M to Z’ massandis generallyof order unity
[3.42].If we takemodel x (0 = —90°)as an example,we get

= —18100X ~ (3.70)

(B)

Fig. 45. Diagrams contributing to (g — 2)E in a general gauge theory with X a gauge boson and F a fermion.
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which with G 1 yields the constraint(assuming0 ~ = 0 ~ = 0~)

(Mz/Mz,)(s(~c1~)
2� 6.1x i0~ (3.71)

at 95% CL. Clearly for a heavy Z’ the boundon the mixing obtainedin this mannerbecomesquite

weak.Otherchoicesfor 0 yield similar constraints.For the caseof W exchangewe obtain
L~a~= (— GFm~MWI2V~7T2)sin 3~sin 0~cos0 F, (3.72)

whereF dependson the ratio MN/Mw in a somewhatsensitiveway. For MN 44 GeV we obtain

—0.223ssin 6~sin 0~cos0 sO.098, (3.73)

which strengthensby a factor of ~10 for MN 615GeV. Hence this bound becomessignificantly
strongerwith increasingMN.

Furtherbounds[3.46]are obtainablein the leptonic sectorfrom the processp.—s.e-y, wherestrong
experimentalconstraintsexist [3.47], i.e., F(~i—s. e-y)IF( ~l evi) s4.9x 10h1. The contributionsare
againpotentially largestwhennon-chiralcouplingsarepresentanda heavy, chargedfermion is present
in the loop as is displayedin fig. 45. For genericcouplings,suchas

— a
1y5)M+ ey~(v2— a275)E]X” + h.c., (3.74)

the dominantpart of the ~l —s. ey amplitudeis given by

T= +ië( p’)A~p..(p)r~, (3.75)

with

= ieg~2 y~,q’(A— By5)~ MiU~qUej+ O(m~IAl1), (3.76)
IT x i

whereA = v1v2— a1a2,B = a1v2 — v1a2, andAl1 is the massof the fermion in the loop. Here, termsof
order m~/M1havebeen neglectedand the U’s are the mixing matrix elements.Note that for chiral
couplings,A = B = 0, and an additionalsuppressionof the order m~/M1occurs. Thus

______= ~(A2+B2)(~~) (~M~.U~jUej), (3.77)

which, e.g., for model x yields (assumingO~= 0~as a two generationexample)

R= 900a(xWaXM~IaM~.)
2(s~c~)44c,[(MM— ME)ImN]2, (3.78)

with 4 representingthe suppressiondue to intergenerationalmixing. Use of the experimentalbound
resultsin (taking MM — ME 100GeV)

(M~!M~)(4c~j(s
111c,)~

253.9x i0~. (3.79)
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This constraint, although severe for a light Z’, becomes quite weak for Z’ massesin the TeV range.
Similar boundshold for otherE6 models.

3.3.1.2. Mesonmixingand CP violation. A largenumberof authorshaveconsideredthe influenceof
ordinary—exoticmixing on the mixing of mesonsand CP violation [3.3, 3.48—3.50].

Bargeret al. [3.3]usethe KL—Ks massdifference(i~MK)andthe decayKL —s. p~p~ to placea bound
on the strengthof the sd FCNC coupling (which they denoteas AdS). They obtain from KL —~ l.L IJ~~
decay

IRe AdSI <3 x 1O~, lIm AdSI <2 x i0~, (3.80)

and [Re(A~5)]V
2<3.6x i0~B~2from SAlK. Here BK is the usual bag factor. For the B meson

system, these authors find that the lack of observationof the b—s. ~ transition constrains
IAqbI <0.281UCbI, where UCb is the cb KM matrix element.A similar analysisof KL—Ks mixing and
KL—s. ~ ~s decayby Robinett[3.50] in a simple two-generationmodel resultsin the bound

[cos2(O— q’) sin2(O — ~)/cos20~sin20~]sin4a(M~Im~)~ 1.0, (3.81)

where0 (çb) is the mixing in the d (h) sector,a is the d—h mixing angle,andMh is the typical valueof
the h massarising from the KL—Ks massdifference,while the restriction

Mb sin a5200eV (3.82)

comesfrom the processKL -~~ p~.The analysisof Decker[3.48]resultsin similar bounds.
Raychaudhuriet al. [3.49],in a very interestingsetof papers,considerthe possibilityof the mixing

of h with the b quarkin asimplified mode! whereonly a singlegenerationof exotic fermionsis present,
but with threegenerationsof ordinary fermions.In this case,one can write the non-unitary4 X 4KM
matrix as a 3 X 4 matrix, since the extrarow consistsonly of null entries; this matrix is, in general,
parameterizedby six anglesandthreephases,but simplifies to four anglesandonephaseif b—d andb—s
mixing is set to zeroby fiat. Theseanglesandphasescan be takento bethe usualKM anglesandphase
plus oneadditionalangle,a. Testsfor the deviationfrom unitarity of the KM matrix forcecot a50.11
at the 90%CL. Theseauthorsthenproceedto constrainthe variousanglesin the usual mannerfrom
the knownvaluesof VUd andV,~,the b quark lifetime andthe upperboundon F(b—s.u�v)IF(b—s.cev)
arisingfrom the electronspectrumin semi-leptonicb decay.This additionalmixing parameteris found
to havelittle effect on B—B mixing, whichremainst-quark dominant,but s’/e is generallyfound to be
smallerthanthat predictedby the SM. SinceQ = —1/3 typequarksappearon the internallinesof the
box diagramsfor D—D mixing, the presenceof the h significantly modifies SM expectationsand
dominatesfor Mh >20GeV. TheSUSY contributionsin this casearealsofound to be potentially large
and can saturatethe current experimentalbounds.A similar mixing scenariohasbeenconsideredby
Maalampiand Roos[3.51].An interestingpossibility, which can be realizedin their scenario,is the
rather small value of IVbI 0.15—0.30 which can lead to a substantial reduction in the t-quark
productioncrosssectionat hadroncolliderssinceW—s.tb is nowsuppressed.BrancoandLavoura[3.52]
performa similar analysisand obtain constraintson FCNCcouplingswhile Pulido [3.53] restricts his
analysisto a rank-6scenariowith a relativelyhigh intermediatebreakingscale.
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3.3.1.3. Comprehensiveanalysisofmixing limits. A systematicinvestigationof limits on ordinary—
exotic mixing imposedby datafrom high precisionchargedandneutralcurrentexperimentshasbeen
performedby Langackerand London [3.54].The data set that theseauthorshaveconsideredis that
from chargedcurrent universality, the W and Z masses,induced right-handedcurrents, and flavor-
diagonalneutral currents.Demandingconsistencywith the dataand allowing for all possiblefermionic
mixings to occursimultaneously,theyhavefoundconstraintson all the ordinary—exoticmixing angles
discussedin section3.1, excluding3. Their resultsaredisplayedin fig. 46. Also shownin the figure for
comparisonarethe limits placedfrom this dataon the possiblemixing anglesof the ordinaryfennions
with Hermitianmirror fermions andwith heavy sequentialfourth generationfermions(including both
the mixing of onefermion individually as well as all fermionssimultaneously).The parameterA labels
the changein isospin associatedwith the mixing in the neutrinosector;A = 0 denotesthe mixing of ii

with a heavyneutrinowhich is the top memberin a left-handeddoublet(i.e.,N), A = 2 correspondsto
mixing with an iso-singletneutralfield (SC), andA = 4 standsfor mixing with a neutrinowhich is the
bottommemberof a left-handeddoublet(NC). As can be seenfrom the figure, the mixing limits in B6
models are somewhatmore stringent than what is found for the other models, with the general
restriction sin

2O
1 5 0.05.

3.3.2. h-Leptoquarks

3.3.2.1. g —2 of js and e. The anomalousmagneticmomentof the muon can receivesubstantial
contributionsfrcim bothh andh leptoquarks.Thesenew B6 contributionscan be comparablein size to
the standardelectroweakterms(which are—2 x 10-v), evenfor small valuesof the Yukawacouplings.
Theseextratermsarise from h6 and hc exchangein the loopsof the trianglediagramsresponsiblefor
thisprocessas shownin fig. 47, andareproportionalto the left—right mixing in the c-squarkand scalar

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14______ f~oo t~-4 t~-2
/ Ve~

2

40 2
l--~--~o~11ã

(SE/L) ~ —1 individual
L —~ jOInt

2 I

(S~) ._.~ 240 — —H mirror

2 I
(S~) ..~ I

SRSR ——--—-—1

(S~)2 if °~ I I

Fig. 46. 90% CL upper limits on mixing for the light left-handed fermions, for individual fits (heavy solid lines), joint fits to all mixings (dashed
lines), E

6 models (solid lines), and the Hermitian mirror model (dot—dashed line). The A (as described in the text) values are indicated.
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Fig. 47. Lowest ordercontributionsto themuon anomalous magnetic moment involving (a), (b) D (h) exchange and (c), (d) their superpartners.

leptoquarksector,respectively.One then finds [3.55]

= A6A7(mIjMh) sin2,~[F(m~/M~) — F(m~/M~)]
(3.83)

= A6A7(mPjmC)sin
2

ty~[G(M~1/m~)— G(M~/m~)]

whereXE~J)is the 6 (h)mixing angleandthe functionsF andG are given in Morris L
3~55]~Note that the

6h contributionsare suppressedby a factor of 1! Mh comparedto thosefrom ch and hencethe ch
diagramsare dominant.For squarkandleptoquarkmassesin the range100—600GeV and with typical
valuesof the mixing, one finds

~a
11—2—1000(A6A7)X i0

9, (3.84)

which yields the roughboundI A
6A71 s 10_2whencomparisonwith experimentaldatais made.Notethat

even with these restrictions on the couplings, the leptoquark contributions can be of the same
magnitude,or larger, than the electroweakcontributionsto ~ as advertised.Theelectronanomalous
magneticmoment is less sensitiveto new physics since (g —

2)e m~Im~(g— 2)~,andpresentdata
only places[3.55] the restriction I A

6A71sO.1—0.5.

3.3.2.2. Electric dipole moments.The neutron and electron electric dipole moments,d~and de
respectively,which are induced by scalar leptoquark exchangein the usual penguin-typegraph
presentedin fig. 48 can be significantly largerthan that predictedby the SM. The SM valueslie several

~ _~_~_/1 ~ /1

~ (I ~ ~ (I 4
e~ ~ x e~ X X U[

(a) (b)

Fig. 48. Diagrams contributing to the electric dipole moment of (a) the electron and (b) the up-quark. There is another set of diagrams where the
photon couples to the internal fermion line.
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orders of magnitudebelow the current experimental 1 o- limits [3.39] of d5 <4.6x 1025 ecm and
de <3.0x 10_24ecm. The electricdipole momentof a fermion f arisingfrom thesediagramsis [3.56]

—e I QF(1x)
2+QBx(1x)

d = —~ Im(A A ) MF I dx 2 2 -, (3.85)
l6IT i xM

8+ (1 — x)MF + x(1 — x)m~

where MF(B) and QF(B) are the mass and chargeof the fermion (boson) presentin the loop. For
generation conserving (A~) andnonconserving(A~) couplings(correspondingto first or third generation
fermion in the loop) with M~= 100GeV andm~=40GeV this yields

= 7.8 X 1022 Im(A~A~)ecm, d~= 2.6X i0’
9 Im(A~A~)ecm, (3.86)

d~= —1.4 x 1022 Im(A~A~)ecm, d
5 = —1.4 x i0’

7 Im(A~A~)ecm. (3.87)

Comparison with the current data shows that thestrongestboundson thecouplingsarerealizedfrom d~
andare

Im(A~A)<3x i0~, Im(A~A~)<3x 10. (3.88)

The contributionfrom the electricdipole momentof the d-quarkhasbeenneglectedin calculatingd
0,

since it is proportionalto the neutrinomass and QF = 0 in this case.

3.3.2.3. b—s.sy. Leptoquarksmay appearin the loop in two of the contributingelectromagnetic
penguin-typediagramswhich mediate this processvia hv and hi exchange and intergenerational
Yukawacouplings.The dominantSM contributionto this processarisesfrom the t-quarkdiagramand
yields abranchingratio of B(b—s.s-y) i0~for m5 = 60GeV [3.57].This ratemaysoonbe accessibleto
experiment as the present upper limit [3.58] on the exclusive processB_~s.K*yfrom CLEO is
B(B—*K*~y)< 1.7 X i0~and the recentcalculation[3.59]of the ratio of the exclusiveto inclusiverate
gives F(B~~s.K*~y)IF(b_.s.s.y)~o7%.Since the SM prediction is close to the experimentallimit, one
might expectto obtain strongconstraintson the contributionsfrom new physics.Dreiner [3.60]has
shown that for a variety of values of the parameters(and including the SUSY-SM contributions),
experimentaldatacan excludeawide rangein the Mb—in massplane,where~nrepresentsthe universal
squarkmass.

3.3.2.4. K decays,js—s. ey,and 1i.t—e conversion.Bothof the YukawacouplingsA7 andA8 can induce
the processK—s. ‘rrvi

3 at tree level via scalarleptoquark exchangeas shown in fig. 49, if one allows
intergenerationalcouplings.Taking A

7 A8 = A andassumingthat the intergenerationalcouplingsare of
the sameorder of magnitudeas the generationdiagonalones,Masieroet al. [3.61]infer the following
boundusing currentexperimentaldata:

A < (M~/M~)(8X 10_3_10_2), (3.89)

assumingthat M~is in the range100—200GeV. Note that the leptoquarkcouplingsdo not allow for tree
level K—s. ~e or K~ — ‘rr~~e decays.The contributionsof the fermion leptoquarkinoh to the muon
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Fig. 49. Possible tree level contributions to (id)(iv) operators relevant for the decay K—s irvii.

longitudinalpolarizationin the decayKL—s. ~ havebeenstudiedby Liu [3.62], whereit was shown
that boundson the couplingsA

6 and A7 may be obtainedfrom this process.
The interactionp—s.e-y can alsoplaceboundson the couplingA7 whenthe scalarleptoquarkappears

in the loop. One approximatelyfinds [3.38,3.61] the constraint

A7 < (M~I1GeV)10
5, (3.90)

whencomparisonwith the experimentallimit is made. Threetree level diagramswith t-channelscalar
leptoquarkexchangecontributeto ~i—econversionvia intergenerationalcouplings,resulting [3.61] in
the restriction (assumingA

1 A2 = A)

A <(M~I1GeV)(5 X 10—6). (3.91)

Thus weseethat for h massesof order100—200GeV, the abovelimits (aswell as thosefoundin table3)
on the leptoquarkYukawacouplingsarenot that stringent.The couplingscan takeon valueswhich are
of orderof the Yukawa couplingspresentin the SM and still be in accord with experiment.

3.3.2.5. D°—D°mixing in theALRM. In the ALRM discussedin section2, the exotic h’s takeon the
quantumnumbersof leptoquarksandthe right-handedW carriesleptonnumberandodd R-parity,thus
escapingthe stringentmassboundsset on the standardleft—right modelWR from K°—K°mixing. These
exotic particles in the ALRM can induce D°—D°mixing through the WR couplings of the c- and
u-quarksto the exotich leptoquarkvia a standardbox-typediagramwhichis presentedin fig. 50. The

_ _ WR~ ~

Fig. 50. Box diagrams in the ALRM can lead to an enhancement in D—D mixing.
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amplitude for this mixing is calculated in ref. [3.63], where it is found that these exoticbox diagrams
can have significant contributions to D°—D°mixing for a wide rangeof h and WR massvalues.Mixing
whichis closeto the presentexperimentallimit is predictedif SU(

2)R is a relevantsymmetrybelow a
TeV or so. Note that thesenew interactionswhich arepresentin the ALRM will not affect K°—K°or
B°—B°mixing.

3.3.3. h-diquarks
With the exceptionof the generalsurvey in ref. [3.38], the effects of h-diquarksin rare processes

have not gained much attention in the literature. Diquark contributions to the general radiative
transitionsq—s.q’-y [3.64,3.65], as well as to the morespecific quark-leveldecayb—s. s-y [3.60],and to
the ~I = 1/2 rule [3.66]havebeenanalyzed.We will discusseachof thesein turn, andrefer the reader
to table 3 for a morecompletesummaryof the boundswhichcan beplacedon diquarkcouplingsfrom a
largervariety of rareprocesses.

3.3.3.1. Electric dipole momentof the neutron. Scalar diquark contributionsto the electric dipole
moment of the neutron,d~,occur through the Yukawa terms A

9 and A10 in the superpotential.The
dipole moment is mediatedby an electromagneticpenguin-typediagram,whereh andhC arepresentin
the loop and the photon is attachedin every possible manner,as shown in fig. 51. These diquark
contributionsarepotentiallylargeand areexpectedto be evenlargerthan theleptoquarkcontributions
to d~sincewe now haveinternal,moremassivequarks, insteadof internalleptons.The scalardiquark
contributionto d~is given by [3.65]

d5 —(e/12ir
2)Im(A

9A10)(lIM~)(
2Qdxdlnx~— Q~x~lnx~), (3.92)

to leadingorderin x,, wherex, = m./M~andQ
1 is the quarkcharge.Comparingthe aboveexpression

with the current experimental bound [3.39]on d~placesthe restriction(for M-h = 100GeV)

Im(A~A~0)s2xi0~
4. (3.93)

For M-h = 300GeV, the resultingconstrainton the Yukawacouplingsis an orderof magnitudeweaker.
If intergenerationalmixing is allowed, thenpresentdata constrainsIm(A~A~

0)53X 10~with m, =

60 GeV andM~= 100GeV (wherethe superscriptsdenotemixing betweenthe first andthird genera-
tion). Theseboundsaresignificantly strongerthanthe estimatespresentedin table3 andarean orderof
magnitudebetter than the correspondinglimits set in the caseof h-leptoquarks,as expected.

Note thath-diquarksonly contribute~tothe electricdipole momentof the neutronandnot to thatof
the electron,which is an importantdifferencebetweenthe diquarkand leptoquarkcases.

h/~<\hc ~y~C

.~uc

(a) (b)

Fig. 51. Diagrams contributing to the neutron electric dipole moment due to the exchange of an h diquark.
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3.3.3.2. b—s.sy. Both the fermionh and scalarh diquarkscan haveimportantcontributionsto this
flavor changingradiative transitionvia their presencein the loop of the penguin-typediagramswhich
areresponsiblefor this process.Consideringthe contributionfrom the scalardiquarkonly [3.65], the
total amplitudeis dominatedby the graphwherethe h andt-quark areexchangedin the loop, andthe
width is given in the leadingapproximationin x5 = m5IM~~ 1 by

F(b—s.s-y) = (8aI9IT
4M~)E~(x,ln x~)2A4. (3.94)

Here, E
0 = (m~— m~)/2mbis the energyof the photonand

12_ 1(23) 1(~~)— 1(~~)1(23)

— 9 “10 ‘9 10

wherethe superscriptsdenotethe generationindices.Notethat intergenerationalcouplingsareinvolved
dueto the htsvertex. The experimentallimits on B(B—s.K~-y)and the exclusiveto inclusiverateratio
discussedaboveyields the restriction(for m~= 60 GeV andM-h = 1000eV)

A
2s2x104. (3.96)

Life becomesmorecomplexif oneconsiders[3.60]the contributionsfrom the oddR-parityh as well as
the scalarh diquarkexchangedueto the introductionof severalnew parameters.Onenow haseight
contributingpenguin-typediagrams,whereeachdiagramis summedoveru, c, t or ii, 6, t exchange,and
oneshould also keepthe SM and SUSY-SM contributionsfor consistency.For various valuesof the
parameters,there exists a wide range of allowed branchingratios which are either enhancedor
suppressedrelative to the SM value. The possible depletion in the branchingratio arisesfrom a
destructiveinterferencefor lower valuesof the squarkmass.Presentexperimentallimits can be usedto
eliminateregionsin the M~—squarkmassplane[3.60].

3.3.3.3. Al = ~rule. The Al = ~rule in nonleptonicdecaysof baryonsandmesonscan also receive
contributionsfrom scalardiquarkinteractions[3.66].Throughintergenerationalcouplings,diquarkscan
only mediateAl = ~ decays,and not Al = ~decays.Hence,in the operatorproductexpansion[3.67],
h’s only contributeto the Al = ~operator,and no new operatorsappearin the effective Hamiltonian.
Assumingno mixing betweenh andh~diquarksinduceonly purely left- or right-handedoperators,and
the resultingenhancementto Al = ~transitionsis only afactorof 25% abovethe QCD predictedrate
for massesof M~s 150GeV and A

9 = A10 = 0.3. Once h_hC mixing is included, larger enhancements
mayoccurdueto the mixing of left- andright-handedcurrents.However,evenfor large valuesof the
couplingsandfor maximalmixing, thereis still only a20% enhancementfor M~<200GeV. Thus Al =

transitionsdo not receiveany sizeablecontributionsfrom scalardiquarks.

3.4. Direct production andsignals

In this sectionwe review first (in subsections3.4.1.1—3.4.1.3)the direct productionand second(in
subsections3.4.1.4.,3.4.1.5)indirectsignalsbelowproductionthre~hold??fthe exotic fennions(for all
possible assignmentsof baryonand lepton number) at e+ e , ep, and p p colliders. Throughoutthis
sectionwe will generally limit ourselvesto one generationof exotics (exceptwhereotherwisenoted)
and will ignore the effects from Z—Z’ mixing, which is constrainedto be small.
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3.4.1. e~ecolliders
The exotics can be producedthrough a variety of mechanismsin e+e- annihilation.For favorable

massvalues, the exotics could be copiouslypair producedin Z1 decaysat the SLC and LEP I. Foi
largermassesexoticpair productionin the continuumor perhapsfrom Z2 decayscan bestudiedatLBF
II or higher energymachines,such as the proposedTeV linear colliders.Bxotics may also be singly
producedvia the off-diagonalflavor mixing as occursin the more “conventional” E6 GUTs. A large
numberof possibleindirect effects also exist for the various quantumnumberassignmentsandcould
signal the existenceof exoticsbelow their productionthreshold.

3.4.1.1. Direct production: Z~decays. If the massesof the exotic fermions (which we generically
denoteas MF) are such that

2MF < Al
1, then pair productionfrom Z1 decaywill be an important

productionmechanism.The generalwidth for Z1 decayinto a pair of massivefermions is given by
(assumingthe couplinggFy/L(v1 — a1y5) FZ~’)

F(Z1 —s.FF)= (N~g

2M

1I12IT)(1 — 4M~/M~)
112[v~(1+ 2M~IM~)+ a~(1— 4M~/M~)], (3.97)

whereN~representsthe numberof colorsof F. In the caseof Majorananeutrinosthe sameexpression
applieswith v

1 = 0 and a~—s.2a~.It is important to notice that in the limit of zero ordinary—exotic
mixing, h, E, andN (if N is a Dirac field) only couplevectorially to Z1, i.e., a1(h)= a1(E) = a1(N)= 0.

If on the other handN andNC aredistinct Majoranafields, thenthey will only havepure axial-vector
couplings.The sizeof the modification in the overall Z1width dueto theexistenceof theseexoticdecay
channelsclearly dependson the massof the exotics,but is consistentwith the currentCERN Collider
data [3.28]on 17,~(within experimentalerror) for MF 25—45 0eV. For this massrange,B, N-leptons
and h-quarkswill decay via a three-bodyprocessyielding a signatureof jets+ lepton pairs. The
leptoquarkanddiquarkquantumnumberassignmentsof h will yield final stateswith missingtransverse
momentum.

Exotics with quark and lepton quantumnumbersin the mass rangeMF < M~<
2MF can still be

producedin Z
1 (and alsoW) decaysif thereis non-zeroordinary—exoticmixing. Thismixing resultsin

the final statesZ1—s.ëBor eB, dh or dh, and ~eN or VeN with a decaywidth of

F(Z1—s.Ff+Ff) = (N~g
2M

1/6IT)(v~+ a~)(1— M~/M~)
2(1+ M~/2M~), (3.98)

with v
1 anda1 as definedin eq. (3.97). Unfortunately,this mechanismis quadraticallysuppressedby

mixing anglefactorsand maybe unobservableexcepton the Z1 resonance.Similarly, the W hasthe
potentialdecaymodesW—s. hfl, E~e,andeN with partial widthsalso given by (3.98)with M1 —s.M~/2;

thesedecaysare alsoproportionalto the squareof the appropriatemixing angles.SinceMF < M~,~ the
exoticswill decayweaklyvia mixing into three-bodyfinal states.This single particleproductionshould
not make drastic modifications(<1%) in the Z1 or W widths due to the mixing angleas well as
phase-spacesuppressions.For completenesswe also include the Z1 width into two distinct massive
fermions f1 andf2, which can also be inducedby mixing,

— 2 2 2 2 22 21/2

F(Z1 —s. f1f2 + f1f2) = (Nag M1/6ir)(v1 + a1)[(1 + x1 — x2) — 4x1]

x [1—~(x~+ x~)— ~(x~— x~)2+ 3x1x2(v~— a~)/(i4+ a~)], (3.99)

wherex1 .2 = M~1~2/Al1 and QCD radiativecorrectionshavebeenneglected.
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v~andS’~essentiallydecouplefrom the W andSM Z in the absenceof mixing betweenall the neutral
fields (suchmixing will be discussedin section3.6) andhencecan only beproducedin Z’ decays.Z—Z’
mixing, however,can inducea couplingbetweenthesefields andthe Z1, but this couplingwill bevery
weak.

The exotic fermionsmay also be pair or singly producedin Z2 decays(if
2MF < Al

2 or MF < Al2 <2MF, respectively)with considerableeventrates.The partial decaywidth for F(Z
2—s. FF) is given by

(3.97) with Al1 —s. M2 andwherethe couplingsarefurnishedin eq. (2.7) andtable2 (thesemodesare
also discussed in section 2.4). The branchingfractions for exotic pair productionin Z2 decay as a
function of the angle 0 (the Z’—Z” mixing parameter)aredisplayedin fig. 7c [2.19](in the figure n SC,
VE N, Ne vC andNE NC). Clearlythesçbranchingfractionscanbe substantialandwould providea
copioussourceof exoticproduction.The single exoticdecayrate F(Z2—s.Ff + Ff), is as given in (3.98)
and (3.99) for masslessand massivefermions,respectively,with M1—s. Al2, v1—s.v2, a1—s.a2, and are
still hamperedby mixing anglesuppression.Decaysinto two massiveneutralexotic final statessuchas
Z2 —s.Scv~~,can alsobe inducedby mixing betweenthe five neutralfields. For illustrationwe presenta
list of relativerates (assumingmasslessexotics) for a few Z2 decaymodesin model 11 [3.50],

ddl(dh+ dh)Ihhlëe/(eE+ eE)/EE= 15/216(s~c~)
2/51/5/7(s~c7~)2/17, (3.100)

wheres (c) = sin 0 (cos0).

3.4.1.2. Continuumproduction: E-leptonsand h-quarks.The productionof E-leptonsand h-quarks
in e~ecollisions hasbeen discussedin refs. [3.3, 3.50, 3.68—3.73]. Exotic pair production in the
continuum proceedsthrough -y, Z

1, and Z2 s-channelexchange(Z1 exchangeonly for the neutral
exotics)similar to that for SM heavyfermionswith a differentialcrosssection [3.68](for massiveDirac
final states)

~ (eke —s. FF) = ~ p ~ P~[B..(1+ f3
2z2)+ 2C~

1f3z+ E,1(1 — f32)]• (3.101)

Herez = cos0, where0 is the anglebetweene andF, NC is the usualcolor factor, /3 = (1 — 4M~/s)U
2,

P~,B,
1, and C,1 are definedin eq. (2.42), the sum extendsover the virtual exchangebosons,and

E,1= (v~v1— a.a1)F(~Y~J+ ajaj)e , (3.102)

with the couplingsnormalizedas in eq. (2.43). In the caseof BE(NN) productionthereareadditional
contributionsin the t-channelfrom Z12 (W) exchangebut are suppressedby ordinary—exoticmixing
and may be safely disregarded.In B6 model I, W1 exchangein the t-channelmay also mediate
e~e—s.EE.The cross section for Majorana pairs is also obtained from the above with UF~~~s.O,

aF —~2a~,and an additionalfactorof ~due to identicalparticlesin the final state.
Searchlimits for h-quarksproducedat e+ e- collidershasbeenrecentlydiscussedin ref. [3.69].The

clearsignal for their productionis the decayh—s.dZ* s.d� - whichhasa smallbranchingfraction of
0.007—0.010%for the massrange20 s Mh �800eV as can be seenin fig. 52a. For this quantum
number assignmentfor h, the current boundson Mh come from TRISTAN (~260eV) and UA1
(~320eV) as found in ref. [3.69]. If Mb 5450eV, Z—s.hh can be observedvia “gold-plated” (two
jets + �~C~1~)or “silver-plated” (two jets+ ��~ + /T) signatures. For example, if Mh =
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Fig. 52. (a) Branching fraction for Mb <80GeV, and (b) F(h—sde~~)IF(h—+ueii)and F(E~c~’i)/r(E—sv,ei)as a function of the hot E
mass,M.

35 0eV, the number of these events is 2.9 per 106Z’s and 46 per 106Z’s, respectively, and is
approximatelya factor of two smallerfor Mh = 43 0eV. Theseresultsfollow from the previousfigure as
well as figs. 52band53, which showthe ratio [‘(h—s.der)/F(h—s.u~v)andthe branchingfraction for
Z—s.hh. For Mh > M~/2,the Z--s.hd/dh mode may be observableif 0~is not too small; e.g., if
Mb = 65 0eV and0~� 0.015 thenfive eventsper i0~Z’s of the typetwo jets+ �~rwill be expected.
For this same mass range, LEP II will be required for hh pair production. At these energies
(v~= 190GeV) andintegratedluminosities(200pb

1) we mustalsoconsider“brass-plated”events(in
which hh —s. multi-jets+ ~ - with only onejet in the samehemisphereas the chargedleptonpair and
wheretwo of the jets in the oppositehemispherecomefrom W decay),sincethe “gold-plated”events
may be unobservable.For “silver-plated” (“brass-plated”) signatures, hh production for Mh ~
70 (80) 0eV should be observable.Figure 54 shows the “brass-plated”eventrate per year with the
aboveenergyandluminosity.

For Mh > ~ evenhigher energye~ecolliders will be necessary.For ~v’~= 1(2)TeV and an
integratedluminosity of 30 lb 1, only the “brass-plated”events occur frequently enough to clearly
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Fig. 53. Branching fraction for Z—* his as a function of the h mass M.

signalhh pair production.In this casehh producesa two jet + WZ final statewith the Z reconstructed
from the e~eand the W from two-jet invariant mass peaks.h’s should then be observableup to
massesas high as 400—450(850—900)0eV for -v~=1(2) TeV. For lower integratedluminositiesthese
limits deterioraterapidly. Figure 55 displays the hh productioncrosssectionat TeV e~e colliders,
while fig. 56 showsthe ratio of [‘(h—s.dZ)/F(h—s.uW) for this massrange. The numberof “brass-
plated” eventsat a 1 TeV collider is shownin fig. 57.

Variousasymmetrymeasurementswould providea clear signal for exoticpair productionin e~e
annihilation.The forward—backwardasymmetry(AFB) is definedin eq. (2.45) andis easilycalculated
via (3.101).Figure58 from refs. [3.68,3.70] showstheAFB for (a) h and (b) E pair productionwith an
exoticmassof 30 0eV andtakingM~2= 1500eV for severalE6 models,as well as the AFB for fourth

~

14(0eV)

Fig. 54. Number of “brass-plated” events/yr at a VI = 190 GeV eee~collider with an integrated luminosity of 200pb’ as a function of the h mass,
M.
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Fig. 55. Production cross sections as a function of the h mass for hh at 1 and 2 TeV colliders:solid curves show the -y-y-—s hh subprocess while dashed
curves correspond to the usual s-channel process.

generationfermionsin the SM of the samemass.The exoticA FB is very distinct, with avaluenearzero
below the Z

1 resonancedueto the vector-likenatureof the exotics,and with a strongdependenceon
the choiceof E6 model (i.e., 0) oncethe Z2 contribution becomesimportant. The prescriptionfor
obtainingthe left—right asymmetry(ALR) for longitudinallypolarizede- beamsis outlined in section
2.5,eqs. (2.44), (2.45),whereonemustof courseusethe productioncrosssectionfor massivefermions
(3.101).ALR is presentedin fig. 59 [3.70,3.71] for 30 0eV(a) h-quarksand(b) E-leptonsandcompared
to that for 30 0eV SM fourth generationfermionsof the samecharge(with M~2= 1500eV). ALR for
these particles is quite distinct from that of the SM fermions and the E6 models are again easily
differentiableoncethe Z2 contributionis relevant. If transverselypolarizede+ e- beamsareavailable,

0.5

0~4 — h

0~3 —

100 150 200 250 300

M(GeV)

Fig. 56. F(h—*dZ)I1(h--suW)and f(E—seZ)/I’(E---sv,w) as a function of the h or E mass, M.
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Fig. 57. Number of “brass-plated” events/yr at a VI = 1 TeV e~e collider with an integrated luminosity of 30tb~as a function of the h mass, M.

onecould alsoform the azimuthalasymmetry(A ~),given in eq. (2.48),with a differentialcrosssection
for massivefermions

= ~ p~P~[2B,1(1+ ~p
2)+2E,

1(1 _/32)+ ~(p
T)2/32G,

1cos2~], (3.103)
dq5

641T i,i

whereG,
1 is definedin (2.46) and~T is the amountof transversepolarization.Evenwith maximum

polarization (p
T= 1), A~ is tiny for h-quarks[3.70]with magnitudegenerallysO.1. This asymmetry

can be somewhatlargerfor E-leptonsandis shown in fig. 60 from ref. [3.71].

Ordinary—exotic mixing can also induce single exotic production. The processe~e—s.dh occurs

I I I I I I I I I I
0 8 - E~tOtucs . EXOTICS -

M~3OGeV M.3OGeV

JJII(~I~M a: ~SM

—08—_a I I I I I ~~0•8•b —
60 80 100 120 140 60 ISO 200 220 240 260 60 80 100 20 140 60 180 200 220 240 260

~ (0eV) “v (6ev)

Fig. 58. Forward—backward asymmetry versus VI for 30GeV (a) and (b) E pair production in ee collisions for models ~li(A), i~(C), and 1(D),
and for 30GeV SM fourth generation fermions (SM).
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Fig. 59. Left—right asymmetry for (a) h and (b) E pair production for models 4, (A), x (B),~ (C), and 1(D) with M22 = 150 GeV, and for SMfourth
generation fermions (SM).
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Fig. 60. Azimuthal asymmetry for 30GeV SM fourth generation and Fig. 61. The ratio R, as defined in the text, for single exotic produc-

exotic E-leptons for the same E6 models as in fig. 59. tion via Z1 exchange only.
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throughs-channelZ12 exchangewith a crosssection[3.72] [for couplingsdefinedin (3.97)]

! (e~e—s.dh)= p~ ( - z~f
2)[ - (M2)2] ~ P~[B

41(1+ /3z2) + C~1(1+ /3)z]. (3.104)

Here j3 an (s — M~)/(s+ M~)andz = cos0 where 0 is definedas the anglebetweene andh. (3.104)
also applies for e+e- —s.dh with z—s. — z and keeping the same definition of 0. The ratio Ran

—s.dh + dh)/o-(e~e—~p~ ji) is shownin fig. 61 from ref. [3.72]neglectingthe mixing andcolor
factors.The productionratesarereducedonceo- is scaledby the appropriatemixing factor, (s~c~’J

2in
this case.Single E productionis also mediatedby Z, in the t-channelas well asin thes-channelandthe
completecrosssectionfor e~e—s.eE+ ëE is expressedin termsof helicity amplitudesin ref. [3.73].
The reactione+e- —s. i~eNproceedsthroughW t-channelas well as Z~s-channelexchange.The cross
sectionfor the W t-channelcontributiononly (assumingt ‘~ M~)can be found in this reference.The
signal for singleN productiondependson the relativemassesof N andE, but oneinterestingpossibility
is that of monojetevents.These single productionprocesseshavethe advantageof less phasespace
suppression,but generallyhavevery small ratesdueto the constrainingmixing anglefactors.

3.4.1.3. Continuumproduction: h-leptoquarksand diquarks. Leptoquarkproductionin e+e- colli-
sionshasbeenstudiedby a numberof authors[3.23,3.15, 3.74].

Pair production of the spin-~ h-leptoquarksoccurs through the usual s-channel.y, Z
1, and Z2

exchange,as well as by u-squarkexchangein the t-channelvia the YukawacouplingsA6 andA7. The
differential cross section is expressedin terms of the helicity amplitudes(for both the gaugeand
Yukawapieces)in ref. [3.74].Figure 62 from this referenceshowsthe ratio R o(e+ e- —s.hh) ~pt for
severalvalues of the center-of-massenergy-v’~andM~,wherethe solid curvescorrespondto pure
gaugeboson exchangeand the dashedcurves also include the Yukawa interactions(with A6 = A7 =

v’4~). The existenceof a 5000eV Z2 increasesthe productioncrosssectionby roughly a factorof 2
andif resonanceproductionis possible (i.e.,

2Mh < M~
2)the crosssectionthenbecomesquite large.

Schaile and Zerwas [3.74] haveperformeddetailedbackgroundsimulationsand found that in the

R~’\S1R~I’. _
Fmz~O5~ II Fmz~~~ “

R
10— II IIII’l ~ 1111’,

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.5

m~ mD

r~Hfr~—H~°

III I I III
R R 0.1 0.4 07 I

~4~2 ‘~ mD
m5.~0.5 ~ m2~m \

~o IIIIIII’.I 10’ IIIIIII~
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mD mo

Fig. 62. The R-ratio for e~e-—s his as a function of the leptoquark mass for various values of vi and M~2as indicated. The solid curves represent
the gauge bosonexchanges only and the dashed curvesdemonstrate the effect of additional Yukawa interactions.
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scenariowhereM~<2Mh, and the Yukawainteractionsare neglected(assuminga v’~= 2TeV e+ e-

collider with an integratedluminosity of 10fb _1) appropriatebackgroundcuts can result in a signal to
noise ratio of 10, with 60—90 clean signal events/yrfor the decay modeh—+ u~.In this case,the
discoverylimit is setat Mh 0.9TeV. Clearly if resonanceproductionis possible(2Mh< M~

2)or if the
Yukawainteractionsarestronger,the h-leptoquarksignal would be eveneasierto spot. Theseauthors
also simulateddiqua~kproduction(s-channelonly!) and found 45—70 clean signal events/yrfor the
decaychannelh—s.fld assumingthe sameconditionsas above.

Scalar leptoquarkproduction,e+ e- —s.hh, receivescontributionsfrom -y, Z1 s-channeldiagrams,as
well as u-quark exchangein the t-channeldue to Yukawainteractions.Neglectingmixing betweenthe
scalarstates,the productioncrosssection[3.23] is given by

d = 32 p~s(i— z2)(~P~C~C1(v~u1+ a~a1)+ -~ ~ C~R~(kv~— k’a1) + —~-~(k
2 +

(3.105)

with t= M~— s(1 — f3z)/2,R, is definedin eq. (2.57), the couplingsarenormalizedas in (3.62),k and
areas given in (3.60), C, is the coefficientof the Z

1hh coupling,and/3 is definedas usual.The ratio
of the total crosssectionto ~ is presentedin fig. 63 from ref. [3.74]for variousvaluesof ~v1~andM~2
(and setting k= k’ an ~ A

2 = ~). Unlike the case of spin-i h production, the Yukawa interactions
significantly increasethe productioncrosssectionfor scalarleptoquarks.However, the I3~phasespace
suppressionfactor for scalar particles constrainsthe mass range over which h production can be
explored. Assuming only gaugeinteractions (i.e., A2 44ira) with M~

2<2Mg the discoverylimit is
M~ 0.6TeV [3.74]at a v~= 2 TeV collider with an integratedluminosity of 10 fb

t, with only 5—40
clean signal events/yrin the decaychannel h—s.eu. But, if Z

2 hasa favorablemass or the Yukawa
couplingshavelargervalues,the h masssearchlimit could be closeto the beamenergy.Likewise, for
the caseof scalardiquarkswith the decaymode,h—s. ild, 4—30cleansignal events/yrcouldbeobtained.

Scalarleptoquarkshavea non-zeroforward—backwardasymmetry[3.23]dueto the existenceof the
t-channelYukawa interactionswhich modify the angulardistribution awayfrom the standard(1 — z

2)
expectedfor s-channelscalarpair production. If the Yukawacouplingsarelargeenough,they can lead
to significant valuesof AFB as areshownin fig. 64. In this figure the maximumallowedvaluesof k [as

R R~~I;:~-.
m

2~O.5\ ~ ‘~

I I I I ‘II 10 ~_T~i_1_I I~.

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.5
m0 Js~m~~2
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1 1 1 I I I I I I I~ m2.~0.5 ‘ 0.1 0.4 0.7 I

E—.-.. ‘~ ~—.---- “
III I~’’P~I’, ~ I ~
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Fig. 63. Same as fig. 62, but for scalar leptoquark production, h.
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Fig. 64. AFBforO.5sv’i�lTeVwithMt=100GeV(k=0.25),Mb =200GeV (k=0.9), M5=300GeV(k=2.0), and M~=4O0GeV(k3.6).

definedin eq. (3.60) with k = k’] for eachvalue of M~as given in fig. 42 havebeenassumed.Since
“ordinary” scalars(suchas squarks)do not possessanAFB [dueto the (1 — z

2) angulardistribution], a
non-zeromeasurementof AFB would be a good signaturefor scalarleptoquarksand an indicationof
largeYukawa couplings.

Single productionof scalarleptoquarkstakesplacevia the higher orderprocesse2-e —s.eflh, which
proceedsfrom a y bremsstrahlungfrom the e+ (or e~) beamand throughthe consequentsub-process
reaction -ye —s.flh. The resulting cross section, which was obtained by use of the effective y
approximation, is dependent on the unknown Yukawa coupling strength and is displayed in fig. 65 from
ref. [3.75]atV~= 1 TeV for k = 1.0, and 0.1 (with k as definedas above),and with a PT cut on the
associatedjet of ~ > 10 0eV. The pair production cross section is also shown in the figure for

1 TeV

101

A~Pair (k=1)

100 — = B: Pair (k=0.1) —

C —~ A C: Single (k=1)

200 400 600 800 1000

M~
5(0eV)

Fig. 65. Single (solid lines) and pair (dashed line) leptoquark production at a VI = 1 TeV e~e collider for the values of k as indicated.
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comparison,where it is clear that the single production rate is competitive with that for pairs for
k= 1.0, and will have a larger discoveryreach. Since the pair productionrate receivessubstantial
contributions from the Yukawa interactions (as discussed above), one would expect the single
productionmechanismto remain competitive for smaller values of k. The cleanestsignal for this
process is two jets+ /T (from the h—s.dv decaychannel)with a small SM backgroundarisingfrom -y’y
events.This mechanismcould greatly extendthe scalarleptoquarkdiscoveryreachat e~ecolliders, if
the Yukawacouplings arenot infinitesimally small.

3.4.1.4. Indirect signals: E-leptons.The E-lepton can contribute to the processe+ e- —s.Z°Z°
through t- and u-channelexchangevia ordinary—exoticmixing, in addition to the usualelectront- and
u-channelexchangediagramsfor this process.Sinceonly the eR,ER masseigenstateshavenon-diagonal
couplingsto the Z, this additionalE-leptonexchangechannelis only openfor incoming right-handed
polarizedelectrons.The effect of this new channelis then maximizedby the asymmetry

~ = UR — °L’ (3.106)

where
0~R(L) denotesthe total crosssectionfor right- (left-)handedincomingelectrons.This quantityis

very sensitive to the exact value of sin20~and reachesa maximum whenthe eeZ coupling is purely
axial-vector.The work of ref. [3.76]showsthat for a value of x~= 0.25,~ hasavalueof 0.1 (0.06)at

= 200 (400)0eV for ME = 100 0eV and then decreasesto zero as ME is increasedto 1 TeV. At
= 1 TeV, A~ 0.01 for ME = 1000eVandthensmoothlyincreasesasME becomeslargerto a value

of ~ 0.2 for ME = 1 TeV. The valuesof this asymmetrydecreasefor smallervaluesof x~.We note
that the resultspresentedherewereobtainedby using generallylargervaluesof the ordinary—exotic
mixing (cos20~~ 0.83).

3.4.1.5. Indirectsignals: h-leptoquarks.As discussedin section3.2, scalarleptoquarksparticipatein
the processe+e- —s.q~jthrought-channelexchange,wherethe differentialcrosssection,doidcos0, is
given in eq. (3.61). Figure66, from the work of Dreineret al. [3.77],displayscontoursof ~o/o in the
leptoquarkcoupling—massplaneat LEP II where~r representsthe additional terms in the e+ e- —s. ufl
crosssectiondueto leptoquarkexchangeando- is the total crosssectionsummedover all quark flavors

2~080

M
00(TeV)

Fig. 66. Contours of hulu in the leptoquark coupling—mass plane for the process e~e- —s q~at LEP II.
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q. Here, ALQ= A6 = A7 [whereALQ is relatedto the factork in da/dcos0 as in eq. (3.105)] andMD0
is the scalar h mass.For ALQ = 1.0, 0.5, 0.3 a sensitivity of ~o/o-= 2% leadsto discovery limits of
M~ 1.8, 0.9, 0.5TeV. At LEP I energies,the crosssectionis dominatedby the Z peakandthusis not
sensitiveto this indirect exchange.The resultsfor a v~= 2 TeV e+e- linear collider scaleroughly by a
factor of 10 from the LEP II curves(i.e., ~cr/o= 2% for A = 1.0, 0.5, 0.3 yields discovery limits of
M-h = 20, 9, 6 TeV). The correspondingforward—backwardasymmetryfor quarkpair productionwill
also be modified by the leptoquarkt-channelcontribution. However, Dreiner et al. show that this
asymmetryis not as sensitiveto the leptoquark exchangeas the crosssection,and can only detect
M~~ 0.3TeV if ALQ = 1.0 for a2% measurementof ~A atLEP II. Obviously,e~ecollidersarea good
tool for the explorationof indirect leptoquarkeffectsvia the processe+ e- —s.q~,evenfor very large
leptoquarkmasses.

Virtual t-channelscalarleptoquarkexchangecan alsobe responsiblefor singletop-quarkproduction
in e~ecollisions via the processe~e—s. të or tfl (+~cor tu). This mechanismcould result in the
productionof t-quarksup to 1800eV in massat LEP II, or the productionof lightertop quarksat SLC
and LEP I, evenif pair production is prohibited by kinematics. Remarkably,thesenon-diagonal
Yukawa couplingswhich are responsiblefor theseintergenerationalverticesare not restrictedfrom
FCNC data andhencea priori could be large. (However,it seemsunnaturalto have large hec or het
couplings,while FCNC’s restrict other intergenerationalscalar leptoquarkcouplingsto be small, as
discussedin section 3.3.) For Yukawa couplingsof order of the electric charge,one generationof
leptoquarksin the heavy leptoquarklimit (M~~ s) results in an approximatechangein R of [3.78]

AR= e~et~odc) 3 (s)2(i÷m~)(im~)2 (3.107)
cr(e e —*“y”—s.p. ~. ) 8 M~ s s

for unpolarizedbeams.The experimentalsignaturesfor theseeventsshould be quite distinctive. The
changein R for the productionof a të quarkoniumboundstate,T~,is estimatedas (for MT. <Mw)

~R= 2o-(e~e--s.T~) 9 (m~m~1~
2F(Y~e~e) 13108

~ 2 ‘c M~1 (5 x 106)~W

where&W is the beamspreadand1(Y—s.e~e)is the partial width of the Y(bb) stateinto e~epairs.
The contributionof third-generationhLR t-channelexchangeto the decaysV

1 —~‘r + r -, whereV1 is
the

3S
1(tt) quarkonium bound state, can influence [3.79] the forward—backward asymmetryof

e+ e- —s. ~ + ‘r. However, a conservativechoiceof the parameters(A6 = A7 = 0.5) yields only a slight
difference of this asymmetryfrom its SM prediction. Diquark quantumnumbersfor the h would
influencethe AFH for e~e—s. bb througha similar mechanism(eke —s.V~--s.bb with diquarkcontribu-
tions to V~—s. bb). The resulting changein the b-quark AFB is also small in this caseand mimics the
effect that would arisefrom the exchangeof chargedHiggs bosonsin V, —s.bb.

The t-channelexchangeof spin-~ h-leptoquarkscan contributeto the production of squarkonium
bound states as well as squark pair production in e + e- annihilation, yielding potentially large cross
sections.The expectedshift in the R-ratio for S-wavesquarkoniumproductionnearthresholdis given
by [3.80]

— e~e—s.iiLfiR,üRiiL)— 9A”
2(s,m~L,m~R)(~~\( mM ~2 3109

AR — °~ — 2s ~‘ e2 ) ‘cM2 + ~2) ( . )
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wherem
2 = m~m

6,A(s,m~, ~) is the usualtrianglefunction (2.36),andM is theleptoquarkmass.

For favorablevaluesof the parameters,AR could be as large as AR 1.
3.4.2. ep colliders

ep collidersareespeciallywell suitedfor leptoquarkproductionandwill be the bestplaceto search
for these particles. Hence it is not surprising that this subject has received much attention in the
literaturefor leptoquarksspecificallywithin the contextof E6 models,as well as within amoregeneral
setting.We will considerthis topic first beforeturningour attentionto the productionof E-leptonsand
h-quarks,which generallyhavesmallerproductionratesat ep machines.

3.4.2.1. h-leptoquarks.First we shall reviewthe productionof the supersymmetricpartner,h, which
is a scalarleptoquarkandcouplesdirectly to a lepton—quarkpair. Direct productionoccursthroughan
s-channelresonanceby e + u—s.h with a subsequentdecayto eu or vd andhasbeendiscussedby many
authors [3.16, 3.81—3.86]. The differential cross sectionfor this process(eu—s.h—s.eu,vd) is given by

do- — u(x, Q
2) A4 3 110

dx dy — 32ir (~— M~)2+ M~F2S~ (

whereu(x,Q2) is the u-quarkdistributionfunction, §= xs, = sxy, the width usgiven in eq. (3.49),
andwe set the YukawacouplingsA

6 = A7 = A for simplicity. The total integratedcrosssectionfrom the
work of Angelopouloset al. [3.16]is presentedin fig. 67 for v’~= 3140eVat HERA (D0 h), whereF
parameterizesthe couplingA by A

2 = 4irFa. It is clear that this process is particularly sensitive to the
value of the Yukawacoupling, but largecrosssectionsareobtainablealmostup to the kinematiclimit
dueto the s-channelresonance.Leptoquarkscan also contributeto the processeq—s.eq via t-channel
exchange,but this amplitudeis roughly two ordersof magnitudesmallerthanthe s-channelresonance
andvanishescompletelyat y = 1.

10’ I I I I

ep—D
0 —eq

,/se3l4Gev -

50 100 150 200 250 300
M00 (GeV)

Fig. 67. Total cross sectionfor s-channel scalarleptoquarkproduction at HERA.
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Ounion and Ma [3.82]haveperformeda thoroughanalysisof leptoquarkproductionsignalsversus
the ordinary electroweak background eq—s. eq which arises from ‘~y and Z exchange. The s-channel
resonance,do-/dx~ 3(x — M~/s) yields distinctive peaks in the x-distribution, which are shown in fig.
68 from this referencefor the processeu—s.eu with leptoquarkmassesof 100GeVand3000eV. Here,
the solid curve representsthe leptoquark resonanceplus interferenceplus background,while the
dashedcurve includes only the background,and the authorshave set A = g whereg is the weak
interactioncouplingstrength,v~= 3240eV, andhaveintegrateddo-/dxd cos0 over cos0 from —0.99
to 0, where0 is the angle between the outgoingandincoming electronin the laboratory.Clearly, the
signal peaklies 1—2 ordersof magnitudeabovethe ordinaryelectroweakbackground,andwould stand
out evenfor smallervaluesof A. Oneshouldbe awarethat the signal peaksarequite narrowandwould
be smearedout in an experimentby the finite resolution in x.

Appropriatecutsin the y-distributionscan alsoenhancethe signalto backgroundratio. This is dueto
the fact thath productionis isotropic in y since h is a scalar,whereasthe electroweakbackgroundis
forwardpeaked.Figure69, from an analysis by Harnew[3.83],showsthe signal to backgroundratefor
a 200 0eV leptoquarkwith cuts of y > 0.01 andy > 0.5. This analysiswas performedfor the ZEUS
detector,assuminga 15% /\/E resolutionfor the e- and35% /\[E for jets, andtakingF = 0.01. A cut
of y > 0.5 seems to be optimal for enhancingthe h productionsignal over both the deepinelastic
scatteringneutralcurrent and chargedcurrentbackground.

If the Yukawa coupling A8 is non-zero,then the processe~u—s.h—s.v~dcan occur via s-channel
exchange. The differential cross section hasthe samex andy dependenceas that in eq. (3.110) andis
proportional to A~A~instead of A

4. This process could be an important leptoquark signal as there is no
standardmodelbackground!

A good summaryof scalarleptoquarkproductionin ep collidersis presentedin fig. 70 from Ellis,
Pausset al. [3.84].Here, leptoquarkdiscoverylimits (D = h) areshownin the couplingstrength—mass
plane (A2/41T = Faem) and are comparedfor HERA, a v’~V= 1.4TeV, ~ = 1032cm2s~1, and a

= 1.8 TeV, ~‘ = i~~’cm2s’ LEP X LHC option, whereappropriatecutsin y (y >0.5) havebeen
included.For largervaluesof the coupling, the 1.8TeV option hasthe largestreachas the bigger value
of v’~eventually wins over luminosity. These machinescan detect leptoquarksalmost up to the
kinematiclimit for strongercouplings(F = 1), andcan exploreawide massrangefor smallervaluesof
the couplingas well.

If the h-scalaris too massiveto be produceddirectly at HERA, perhapsit could be detectedthrough
its indirect effects on the neutralcurrentprocessep—s. e + X. If polarizede- beamsareavailablethen

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I U It~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

OO~O4O~60BI 0~I2III0I4TII0libI8IiI

Fig. 68. Signal (solid curve) versus background (dashed curve) for scalar leptoquark production in the process eu—*eu at HERA for 100GeV and
300 GeV leptoquarks, where a 2% resolution at resonance is assumed.
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Fig. 69. x-distributions for the different y-cuts as indicated, for resonance leptoquark production at HERA.

variousasymmetries,suchas (do- do-/dxdy)

do-(e~p)— do-(e~p) do-(e~p)— du(e~p) do-(e~p)—do-(e~p)
(3.111)

do-(e~p)+ do-(ej~p)‘ do-(e~p)+ do-(e~p)‘ do-(e~p)+ do-(e~p)

could be measured. Buchmüller et al. [3.81]have discussed the first two of theseasymmetriesandhave
found that the deviationfrom the SM predictiondueto thepresenceof scalarleptoquarksis small, even
for a h massof only 400 GeV (settingA = 0.3 andx = 0.3). Grifols andPens[3.85]haveanalyzedthe

I I I I ~ ~‘I I~I I I 14 b’ I

HERA ~ HER.~1 4

LHC~’~1u 10’
I
I—(-5 LHC~
2

~ I0~ ~

2 ~
0~
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10 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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LEPTO QUARK MASS (TeV)

Fig. 70. A comparisonof scalarleptoquark discovery limits at HERA and LEP x LHC (with VI = 1.4 or 1.8GeV) in the leptoquark coupling—mass
plane.
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last asymmetryin (3.111)andfind that ÔA A — ASM can besubstantial(rangingfrom —0.8 to 1.0) in
anx bin of 0.36<x � 0.46 withy = 0.45, but thesevaluesarefor M~= 200 GeV andA = 0.1,and arein
the range where leptoquarkscould be directly producedand observed.Hence it is doubtful that
leptoquarkswith massesabovethe kinematiclimit can beindirectly detected.However,if their massis
such that they havebeen directly produced,then the polarizedbeamsand the various asymmetries
which can be formedcould be valuable in probing the natureof the leptoquarkcouplings(e.g., left-
versus right-handedness). = -

Associated scalar leptoquark production (h + u or h + g) can also occur with reasonableratesand
has been studied by Dobadoet al. [3.86]. The Feynmandiagrams responsiblefor the processes
eTh—s.hg and eg—~hu

0are shown in fig. 71a,b, respectively (where D = h). The resulting cross
sectionsare proportionalto A~(A~for hc production)and aregiven explicitly in ref. [3.86].The total
integratedcrosssectionsscaledby A2 from this samereferenceare presentedin fig. 72 for (a) the
mechanism ep—s. hg + X, and (b) ep—s.hu’~+ X at HERA and the proposedLEP X LHC (with

= 2 TeV). These processesare not as dominant as the single s-channelproduction mechanism
discussed above, but areimportantin that theyproduceeventswith higher PT~ The productionsignal
is two jets+ e (or v). An estimateddiscoverylimit at HERA for A —~0.lis M~-~250GeV for the
first mechanismand-=165 0eV for the second.Theseauthorsalso considerhh pair production,which
proceedsvia photon—gluon fusion, similarly to squark pair production. This mechanismdoes not
dependon the unknownYukawacoupling, but is phase-spacesuppressed,and yields a searchlimit of
approximatelyM~ 45 0eV at HERA.

The spin-i leptoquark(with odd R-parity), h, can be producedin ep collisions in associationwith
supersymmetric particles (in order to conserveR-parity) via the subprocesseseu—s.h~,eg—s.hil, and
eu—s.h~.Assumingthat the ~ is the lightestsupersymmetricparticleandgiven presentlimits on squark
andgluino masses[3.87](M~>80GeV) it is clear that eu—s.h~will havethelargestproductionrateof
the aboveprocessesdueto phasespace.The Feynmangraphswhich contributeto eu—s.h-y areshownin
fig. 73. Due to the proliferationof parameters(Mh, M~R’ M

1 R’ M8, M~,A6, andA7) the authorof ref.
[3.88]considered only the first diagram in the figure, in ‘the limit of a massless~. In thisapproximation
the parton level differentialcrosssection is

* 2 2 22do-/d cos 0 = aA /3t(t — Mh)/64s(s— M~), (3.112)

— D(~Ce /r-,cI e-
RILI ~ UI RIL) ~

I .—.- /

I +
UR~ ~.9 URILI

9
(a)

e C e
RIL) I ULIR) R(L) —— =— —D(D )_____f
g~mnmmmuj.1__...___D(DC) q u~1~

(b)

Fig. 71. Feynman graphs contributing to the associated production of scalar leptoquarks in ep collisions.
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Fig. 72. Total cross section (scaledby A
2) for leptoquark production via (a) ep—o h + g + X and (b) e’p—o h + uC + X (D = h). The solid (dashed)

curves represent a minimum value of 5 (10) GeV for the transverse momentum of the final state particles.

with /3 1 — Mt/s,A = A
6, and0* is theanglebetweenthephotinoandelectron.For avalueof A = 0.5,

Robinett finds that the total cross section at HERA is about3 (0.5)pb for massesof Mh = 60 (120)0eV
andM~= 80GeV. At LEP x LHC with v~= 2 TeV the crosssectionrisesto 17 (4) pb for thesesame
masses.The signal for theseevents would be hi—s.(q(~i)~—*jet + chargedlepton+ missing energy.
This mechanismis competitivewith that of SM SUSY particleproductionat ep machines(e.g.,eq—s.~,
etc.),but cannotcompetewith h productionat hadroncolliders.

The associatedproductionprocessep—s.hS’~,which proceedsthroughWR t-channelexchangein the
alternativeleft—right symmetricmodel, was discussedin section2.6 andthe resultingcrosssectionsare
shown in fig. 38a, b from ref. [2.52].The cross section can be obtained from the general expressions
given in eq. (3.120) with appropriatesubstitutions.

3.4.2.2. h-diquarks.The productionof scalardiquarks,both singly andin pairs, in ep collisions has
been recently_examined[3.89] using the effective photon approximation.The unknown coupling
strength of qqh is parameterized as kaemwhere k is definedin eq. (3.60).

Pair production of diquarksat ep colliders proceedsthrough photon—gluonfusion and is hence
independentof the unknowncouplingstrength.Thecrosssectionfor diquarkpairsdependsonly on the
diquarkmassandcharge,andis shownin fig. 74. For Q = — ~, o- is of order 1 pb atV~= 314GeV for
MD 28 0eV. The V~= 1.8TeV LHC x LEP option yields largercrosssections,with valuesof 1 pb for
MD 75 0eV. The correspondingsignal is four jets with doublepeakingin the jet—jet invariant mass
distribution and is relatively backgroundfree.

Single diquarkproductionoccursvia photon—quarkfusion. The crosssectionis directly proportional
to the unknownquark—quark—diquarkcouplings(k) andthusis quite sensitiveto its value. The single

e y’ e I h e h

u h u ~

Fig. 73. Diagramsresponsiblefor the subprocess eu —~h~.
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Fig. 74. Production cross section for DD(= hh) pairs as a function of Fig. 75. Same as fig. 74, but for single D (= h) productionwith

M~for Q~=~,4, and —4at HERA. k 1.0.

crosssectionat HERA is presentedin fig. 75 from ref. [3.89].Here, crosssectionsof order 1 pb are
obtainedat HERA for MD 65 GeVand at LHC x LEP (V~= 1.8 TeV) for MD 1300eV assuming
k = 1 in all cases.Hence,for k = 1 the single productioncrosssectionsare largerthan thosefor pair
production,but thesingle productionrate decreasessubstantiallyfor smallervaluesof k. The signalfor
single productionis three(or two) jets, with the jet from the associatedanti-quarkpreferringto be at
small angles. The backgroundresults from QCD processesand is potentially larger than that for
diquarkpairs sincethe associatedantiquarkjet producedalongwith the single diquarkcomesout ata
smallanglerelative to the beam.AlthoughPT cuts maydecreasethe QCD background,theywill also
substantiallyreducethe signal. Searchlimits, assuming25 eventsconstitutea discovery,arethensetat
~40 0eV and 110 0eV for pair andsingle production, respectively,with k= 1.0.

3.4.2.3. h-quarksand E-leptons.Single productionof exotic h-quarksandE-leptonsin ep collisions
proceedsthrough ordinary—exotic mixing and has been consideredin ref. [3.90]. The subprocess
eq—s.Eq resultsfrom neutralcurrentt-channelZ1andZ2 exchange,while ep—s.h + X hascontributions
from the chargedcurrent reactioneu—s.Veh and neutralcurrent reactioned—s.eh. The generaldouble
differential cross section for these processesis given by

dd = G~M~s ~ P~1{a~F1[q(z)+ ~(z)] + /3~F2[q(z)- ~(z)]}, (3.113)Y q ~j
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with P11(s—s.Q
2) asdefinedin eq. (2.42),Q2 = sxy,q(z) is the appropriatepartondistributionfunction,

and

= (v
1v1 + ajaj)q(e)(vjvj + ajaj)eE(qh) , = (v1a1 + ajvj)q(e)(vjaj + ajvj)eE(qh) , (3.114)

for E (h) production.The couplingsare normalizedas

.~E=(g/2c~)[ëy,.((vj~ — ajey5)e+ hYp~(Viqh— aiqh’yt)dIZi

+ (gI2V’~)[hy,j(vqh— aqhys)u+ iiy,~(v~— aeys)e]W~, (3.115)

for h production,with e—s.q, h—s.E, andd(q)—s.e in the NC interactionfor E production.In thecaseof
eq—s.Eq, M~= M~, z= x, and (Am M~/s)

F1=~x(1—y)—A+(yI2)(xy+A), F2=—xy(1—y/2)+AyI2, (3.116)

x and y are constrained to the ranges

A~x~1, Ocy�1—AIx. (3.117)

Neglectingthe ordinary—exoticmixing, one finds [3.90] that the total crosssection is generallysmall
with a- 0.82 (0.25)pb at V~= 3140eV for ME = 50 (100)GeV with M~2= 300GeV. For a v’~=

1.5 TeV ep machine, theseproduction crosssectionsscaleroughly by a factor of 100. It is clear that
oncethesecrosssectionsare also scaledby the appropriatemixing factors,they becomequite small.

In the caseof h production(A M~/s),

F1=(AIy)(1—y)+x(1—y+y
212), F

2=xy(1—y/2), (3.118)

z = x + A /y, and the scaling variablesareconstrainedto lie within the ranges

0<x~(1—AIy)_<1—A, AI(1—x)sy~1. (3.119)

For the NC process,M~ M~andthe sum over q only includesthe d-quark[i.e., q(z) = d(z)], while
in the CC caseM~ M~/1/~,and only the u-quark contributes,and the sum over i, j in eq. (3.113)
reducesto a single term. The productionratesareslightly larger thanfor ep—s.E + X, yielding [3.90]
o-(ep—s.vh + X) 15 (6) pb for Mh = 50 (100)GeV atV~ 314 GeVneglectingd—h mixing factors.The
NC processresultsin crosssectionswhich areapproximatelya factorof 20 smaller. In addition, these
crosssectionsincreaseby a factorof 3—10 for a -v’~= 1.5TeV collider. However,theseresultsareagain
disappointinglysmall, especiallyoncethe ordinary—exoticmixing is included.

Exotic final statescan also be obtainedvia W1 i-channelexchange(see section2.6), the subprocess
ed—s.Eh, and has been investigatedby Godfrey [2.55]. The differential cross section for general
couplings[2.521is
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2 4 /do-_g ( 5

dzdy — 64i~~‘(sxy+ M
2)2 + 12M2

~{(~~) [(M~+M~)~(() M~_M~)]

F fM2+M~\ / M~—M~

+ (uiaiv
2a2)L1— ~ E § ~ —(1—y)t,~(1—y)+ §

+ ~ + + ~~ [~+ ~ (~+ ~ ; “~“~)]}, (3.120)

whereM(F) is the mass(width) of W1, § = sz, and the interaction Lagrangianis given by

S~=(g/2V’~)[dy~(v1— a1y5)h + EYM(v2 — a2y5)e]W~+h.c. (3.121)

The total crosssectionis obtainedvia theintegration[whered(z, §) is the d-quarkdistributionfunction]

1 Ymax

a- = f dz f dy dzdy d(z,§), (3.122)

zmin Ymjn

with zsex+M~Isy,Zmin=(M~+M~)/5, and

Ymin = (1/2~){~— M~— M~~ [~ — (ME + Mh)
2]”2[.~ — (ME — Mh)2]V2} . (3.123)

max

The resultingcrosssectionis not largeat -vii = 3140eV, i.e., a- ~ 1(0.1)pb with M = 200(300)0eVfor
all choicesof E andh masses.However, the eventsignatureis clean (with the exactsignal depending
uponthe relativemassesof theexotics andtheir resultingdecaychains)andGodfreyestimatesthat the
discoverylimit is ME + Mh 220 (170)0eV for M = 200 (300)0eV with an integratedluminosity of
600pb’ (which correspondsto 3 yearsof running time). Theseproductionratesare slightly smaller
than those for the similar subprocesseu—s.”WR”—s.nhwhich are shown in fig. 38. Note that W

1
exchangecould also mediatethe relatedprocessv~d—~’Nh, but this reactionwould requirevery high
energyneutrinobeamswhich arebeyondthe scopeof presentexperiments.

h-quarkscan alsobe pair producedvia photon—gluonfusion but the resulting crosssectionis small
andfalls off rapidly with increasingMh, with a- i0~pb for Mh =80GeV[2.55,3.91].

It is clearfrom the abovediscussionthat ep collidersare the bestplaceto searchfor leptoquarks,but
do not do as well as e+ e- or hadronmachinesfor the othertypes of exotic fermions.

3.4.3. Hadron colliders
Herewe will concentratenot only on the differentproductionmechanismsfor eachsetof quantum

numberassignmentsfor the exotic fermions,but also on the eventsignaturesandpossiblesourcesof
background.

3.4.3.1. Direct production: E-leptonsand h-quarks.E6 exotic leptonproductionin hadroncolliders
parallels that of heavy fourth generationleptons [3.92], where the dominant subprocessesare the
Drell—Yan mechanismandthegluon fusiontrianglediagramwhich areshownin fig. 76. The Drell—Yan
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Fig. 76. Diagramsfor Drell—Yan andgluon fusion subprocesses for EEproduction.

crosssectionfor heavyleptonsis well known[3.27]andwe will not repeatit here,howeverfor thecase
of E6 leptonproductiononemust alsoincludethe contributionfrom Z2 exchange.In the gluon fusion
subprocessthe dominantcontributionarisesfrom h-quarksin the triangle (providedthat theyare the
heaviestquarksin the theory) and the spin andcolor averagedsubprocesscrosssection is (for three
generationsof approximatelymass-degenerateh andE exotics)

27a
2a~13(a

2ha2E)
2M~ M~ 2

2 ~ —2 dad’y 2 (3.124)
81T (1—x~) M~ .‘ Mh—ayS

2 a+yzcl
a,~’>0

where/3 (1 — 4M~Is~)”2as usual,anda
2~,a2~arethe axial-vectorcouplingconstantsof h andE to

the Z2. Note that Z1 intermediatestatesdo not contribute(exceptthrough mixing) since the cross
sectionis proportionalto the axial-vectorcouplingconstantsandh as well as Eonly couplevectorially
to the Z1. Figure 77 from ref. [3.92]showsthe crosssectionsat the SSCfor EE productionas well as
heavyneutral leptonpair production,assumingthe neutralsareall Majoranaparticles,with M~2taken
to be2000eV. The productioncrosssectionfor heavyDirac neutralleptonpairs is approximatelyequal
to that for chargedleptons. The experimentalsignaturefor EE productiondependson the relativeE
and N masses,but possible final statesinclude e~eW~WW~W,e~eZZ,or W~W/T with
high-pre+ ande- in the first two cases.If thefirst two signalsaredominant,it maybepossibleto fully

ME (TeV) Mr (TeV)

Fig. 77. (a) Dreil—Yan and gluon fusion contributions to EE production, and (b) total EE and neutral Majorana pair production cross sections at
the SSC with M~2= 200 GeV. Three approximately mass-degenerate generations of each lepton type are assumed.
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reconstructtheE-lepton masses,which would distinguishthem from newSM sequentialleptons.These
exotic leptonsshould be observableup to ME — 1 1eV at the SSC[3.92].

The forward—backwardasymmetryof heavy leptonsat hadroncolliderscould yield informationon
the lepton—Z2 couplingsas well as be useful in differentiatingbetweenSM sequentialand E6 exotic
leptons[3.93].Thegluonfusion productionmechanismis symmetricin y andhencedoesnot contribute
to this asymmetry.Only the Drell—Yan subprocessproducesan asymmetry,wheretheprescriptionfor
computingA~8for lepton productionon the Z2 resonancehasbeenoutlinedin section2.5.3.Here the
substitutions

+ (C’R)
2]—s./3{(1 + ~/32)[(C~)2+ (C~)2]+ 2(1 — f32)C~C~j (3.125)

in do-p/dyanddo-7dy---s.132do-7dy in (2.69) mustbeincludedfor massiveleptons(~32= 1 —4M~Is~).
The Z

2 resonanceis usedin order to increasethe productionrates.A~8as afunctionof 0 (the Z’—Z”
mixing parameterwith 0~6 0 + irI2) is given in fig. 78 from this samereferencefor both fourth
generationand E6 E-leptonsat theTevatronandSSC(wherea minimumrapidityofYmin = 0.1 hasbeen
used).Note that A~8=0 in models ~ and x for both types of leptons as well as in model ~i for
E-leptons,and hasits largestvalue in model I for both kinds of leptons. Clearly, informationcan be
gatheredfrom this asymmetryonly for someE6 models.
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Fig. 78. (a)A~as a function of °E

6in p~collisions at v~= 2,0 TeV with M5~= 200 GeV. The solid line and the dotted line are for fourth generation
heavy leptons with ML = 40 and 80GeV, respectively. The dashed line and the dot—dashed line are for exotic E6 heavy leptons with ME = 40 and
80GeV, respectively. (b) A~as a function of in pp collisionsat V3 40.0 TeV with M~2= 1.0TeV. The solid line and the dotted line are for
fourth generation heavy leptons with ML = 100 and 300 GeV, respectively. The dashed line and the dot—dashed line are for exotic E6 heavy leptons
with ME ‘~100and 300 GeV, respectively.
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The productionof h-quark pairs at hadroncolliders is the same as that of any heavycolor triplet
quark and has been thoroughly studiedwithin the context of the SM [3.27].At SSC energiesgluon
fusion, gg—s.hh, dominatesover the quark annihilation,q~—s.hh. The total crosssectionis shown for
referencein fig. 79a,b [3.3, 3.94]. Note that W1 t-channelexchangecan also mediatethe subprocess
q~—s.hh, but with negligible ratescomparedto the gluon fusion mechanism.The signatureresulting
from the decayh—s.uW is the sameas that expectedfrom a heavy SM sequentialquark. However,
mixing also allows the FCNC decayh—s.dZ1 which leadsto an outstandingevent signatureof two
jets+ ~9 ~ ~2l +/21 - with little SM backgroundandis completelyreconstructable.The eventratefor this
signatureis too small (—‘0.6 events/yr)to beseenat the Tevatron,but thesituationis muchimprovedat
the SSC as is witnessedby fig. 80 from ref. [3.95]. Folding in �, �‘ = e, ~i, or T yields a rate of
‘—‘67 events!yr for Mh = 1 1eV and thus h-quarkscould be easily detectedin this mannerup to this
mass.

Single h-quark production may also occur via the subprocessesWu—s.h, gu—s.Wh, Zd—s.h, and
gd—s. Zh. These mechanismsproceedthrough the ordinary—exotic mixing, but may havereasonable
ratesat supercolliderenergies.

3.4.3.2. Direct production: h-leptoquarks and diquarks. Pair production of h leptoquarksand
diquarks is again the sameas that for anyotherheavycolor triplet fermionandis shownin fig. 79 for
SSCenergies.The mostpromising signaturesfor hh productionare (assumingf—s.f + ~ is thedominant
supersymmetric decay) hh—s. (dv~)(di~)(leptoquark), hh—s.(ue~)(flë~)(leptoquark), and hh

(ud~)(fld~)(diquark). The dijet + lepton+ missing energyleptoquarkmixed final statepossessesa
moreseverebackgroundandhenceis not a strongsignal.Angelopoulosetal. [3.16]haveestimatedthat

h—pair production at ~P,PP colliders

I I I I)
lo~3_a
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h h CrossSection
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Fig. 79. Total cross section for — hh, (a) as a function of V3 for various values of M5, (b) as a function of Mb for V~i= 40 TeV with rapidity cuts
as indicated.
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Fig. 80. The number of events of type two jets + 1+�_eI*eI_ from hh production at the SSC as a function of the h mass (D = h).

with v~= 1.61eV at the Tevatronandwith a sensitivity comparableto presentCERN collider data, a
searchlimit of Mh 120GeVfor the two jets+ /T signal,andMh 160 0eVfor two jets+ ~ +

leptoquarksignatures,andMh — 1500eV for the diquarksignal can be reached.If one includesother
supersymmetricdecaychains (such as f—s.f’W—s. f’W~or f—s.fZ—s.fee~)thenother, more exotic,
signaturesmayoccur. A thoroughanalysisof the potential signalsandof possiblebackgroundsat the
SSCis presentedin Bargeret al. [3.94],wherethe authorsconcludethat detectionof a 5000eV h
fermionshouldbe relativelystraightforward.

Single h-leptoquarkproductionin associationwith WR in the ALRM is possiblevia gu—s.WRh as is
shownin figs. 36, 37 and is discussedin section2.6.

Pair productionof the scalarpartner,h, is similar, exceptfor overall combinatorialfactorswhich
count the number of relative species,to that of any other color triplet scalar, such as squarksand
technipions,which havebeenthoroughlydiscussedelsewhere[3.27,3.96]. We include, for reference,
the total productioncrosssection in fig. 81 [3.97]for only one generationof left- or right-handedh’s.
The cross section should be appropriatelyscaled to include the numberof degenerategenerations
and/or superpositionof left- and right-handedstates.Note that in the caseof scalarleptoquarksan
additional contribution, q~j—s.“f”—s. hh in the t-channel, exists due to the Yukawa interactions.
However,this extramechanismis negligible dueto the expectedsmallsize of the Yukawacouplingsand
the dominanceof the gluon fusion Process~The signaturesfor scalarleptoquarkproductionare two
jets+ 1’ ~� two jets+ vii, andtwo jets+ v �±with a relativeprobability of occurrence(assumingonly
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Fig. 81. Pair production of h scalars at (a) the Tevatron and CERN SppS Collider, and (b) the SSC.

left-handedcouplings,i.e., A6 ~ 0) of 25%,25%, and50%, respectively.The mostseriousbackground
arises for eventsof the third type. Estimateddiscovery limits [3.97]are placedat M-h 40—700eV,
120GeV, and 1.7 1eV at the CERN collider, Tevatron, and SSC respectively.A recentcalculation
[3.98],which includesthe CDF detector’s capabilitiesfor measuringmissing transversemomentum,
placesan uppersearchlimit of 1000eVat theTevatronfor only onegenerationof scalarleptoquarks.

Scalardiquark pair production is best characterizedby four jet eventswith dijet massbumps,
providedthat the jets do not coalesce.A comparisonof thecrosssectionsfor two, three,and four jet
final statesfrom diquark hh productionwith the backgroundQCD n jet crosssectionsis presentedin
fig. 82 from Argyres et al. [3.99].It is evident that only the four jet diquarkfinal statescan compete
with theQCD background,due to the QCD jet crosssectionbehaviorof a-n+ -~a5o~.Theseauthors
computethat with appropriatecuts, four jet measurementscould exploremassrangesup to M~
40 0eV and ~~700eV at the CERN Collider and Tevatron, respectively,at a 90% confidencelevel.

Single scalarleptoquarkproductionathadroncolliders is achievedthroughtheYukawainteractions
via thepartonlevel processqg—s.h�,where�is a chargedleptonor a neutrino.The Feynmandiagrams
which contributeto this processaredisplayedin fig. 83. Thesubprocessdifferentialcrosssection[3.97]
is given by

do- — klTa5cx (~+ 1— M~ 1(1+ M~)+ I(2M~— §)\ 3 126
di — 6~2 ‘I~ § + (1— M~)

2 §(I— M~)I ‘
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Fig. 82. n jet cross sections for scalar diquark production and the QCD background at the Tevatron and SppS Collider. A “jet” is defined as a
cluster with angular separation of w <500, total transverse energy of the cluster is ET> 15 GeV, the transverse energy of the jet system is
E, ET >700eV, and for jets which lie in the pseudorapidity interval ~I<0.8.

with k as defined as in eq. (3.60),and In ~ (M~— §)(1 — cos0) where 0 is the quark—lepton scattering
angie.It is importantto noticethat thecrosssectionfor this mechanismis directly proportionalto the
squareof theYukawacoupling, andhencetheproductionratesarevery sensitiveto theexactvalueof
A. This is in contrastto the caseof pair productionwhich is basically independentof A. The total
productioncrosssection(assumingequalmassesandno mixing) is shownin fig. 84 from this reference
for variousvaluesof k for theCERN Collider, Tevatron,andthe SSC.The signaturesfor this process
arequitedistinct andaregiven by jet + vi, jet + é~ -, or jet + ye~.Eventsof the first two typeshave
the smallest SM backgrounds which arise from the processes jet + Z(—s �~1) and jet +
q(—s.jet �v)~j(—s.jet ei) for the chargedlepton pair eventsand jet + Z(—s.vi) and W—s.‘rv for the
monojets. Theseauthorsestimatethat observableproductionratesoccur up to M~ 20—30GeV and
80 0eVfor the CERN Collider and the Tevatronwith k = 0.1, andM~in excessof 21eV at the SSC
with k= 1.0. Clearly, this mechanismis only important for largervaluesof the Yukawacoupling.

:>~<‘i: :T,s

(a) (b)

Fig. 83. Diagrams responsible for the single production of scalar leptoquarks in hadron collisions.
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Fig. 84. The total cross section for p —e h� + X as a function of the leptoquarkmassat (a) the TevatronandSppSCollider with k = 0.1, and (b)
theSSC with values of k and rapidity cuts asindicated.

The Yukawa couplingscan also mediatesingle productionof diquarkscalarsin hadroniccollisions
via the direct s-channelresonanced~j—s.h (or qq—s.h~).The differential crosssection for the process
p p —* h—s.qq + X can be written as [3.16](for M~= ~ andneglectinganymixing betweenh andh~)

d
2a- § j 16A~+A~ \

dx
1 dx2 = iö~~~(s~r1x2 — 5)(\(~— M~)

2+ F~M~) q
1(x1)q1(x2), (3.127)

whereA910 arethediquarkYukawacouplingsin eq. (1.4) andthe sumextendsover all thecontributing
initial parton states.Taking A9 = A10 = A and Fa A

2/4~,fig. 85 from this samereferenceshows the
total crosssectionfor this processat various hadroncolliders. Note that again, this single production
mechanismis very sensitiveto the value of the Yukawa couplings, as opposedto the caseof pair
production.The experimentalsignatureis a peakin the numberof two jet eventsandis unfortunately
overwhelmedby the QCD two jet backgroundby one to two ordersof magnitude;evenfor large
Yukawacouplings,it will be difficult to detectscalardiquarksfrom this mechanism.

+ ~ Indirectsignals: h-leptoquarks.Justas scalarleptoquarkscan participatein q~productionin
e e annihilation, they also contnbuteto the inverse subprocessqq—s. e e via virtual u-channel
exchange.The subprocessdifferential crosssectionis as given in eq. (3.61) [with s(u)—~§(â)] and the
hadronic cross section is obtainedby integrating over the appropriatequark distribution functions
whereonly the u-quarkcontributesto the t-channelterms. Figure86 from Dreineret al. [3.77]shows
contoursof ~so~Iuin theleptoquarkcoupling—massplaneatthe TevatronandCERNCollider, where~o-
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Fig. 85. Total cross section for the production of single scalar diquarks and subsequent decay into quark pairs at the (a) CERN Collider, (b)
Tevatron,and (c) SSC for F= 1.0, 0.5, and 0.1.
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Fig. 86. Contours of &o’Io- in the leptoquark coupling—mass plane for the Drell—Yan process at the (a) CERN Collider and (b) Tevatron for
minimum invariant mass values of the ~e pair as indicated.
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representsthe additionaltermsdue to the leptoquarkexchange,anda- is the totalcrosssection.These
curves were obtainedby first choosing the invariant mass value, M�+~-, of the e~e- pair which
correspondsto a minimumobservabledu/dM~+�-of oneevent/yrfor theusualDrell—Yanprocess(for
an integratedluminosity of i0

37 cm2 at both colliders). A sensitivity of aa-Io-� 1% could probe
leptoquark massesup to 250 (300)0eV at the CERN Collider (Tevatron) for couplings of elec-
tromagneticstrength.At higherenergycolliders,suchasthe LHC or SSC, thismechanismis unlikely to
be sensitiveto leptoquarkmassesgreaterthanthat which can be produceddirectly, with the following
limit [F is as definedin eq. (3.59)]

M~~1.2TeV’V7~, (3.128)

at the LHC [3.100].Comparingfigs. 66 and 86 it is clear thate~emachinesaremuchmore sensitive
than hadroncollidersto thesevirtual leptoquarkexchanges.

3.4.4. Other production mechanisms -
The possibility that leptoquarksmaybe resonantly produced by the interactionof ultra high energy

neutrinos(from the atmosphereor astrophysicalsources)with nucleonshasbeenconsidered[3.101].
Such interactionscan exploredifferentcoupling termsin the superpotentialW thanthoserelevantfor
leptoquarkproductionin ep collisions. Explicitly, the pertinentW termsare

A
6(éu~)hL+ A7(i<dL — euL)hR. (3.129)

(Note that hL and hj~can, in principle, mix.) While ep interactionsprobe both A6 and A7, vN
interactionsprobeonly A7. Throughthe subprocessVed—s. h”R andv~s—~h~’R,leptoquarksof both the
first andsecondgenerationcanbe produced.In the h2 case,the smallnessof the s-quarkseais offsetby
the muchlargerv~flux. For the first andsecondgenerations,the A7 coupling is constrainedto satisfy
[3.102]

A7~<M(h1)/2TeV, A7~M(h2)I0.4TeV, (3.130)

and the cross section for the vN —s. vX, e - X processis given by (x = M
21s, with M the leptoquarkmass)

a- = irA~xq(x,Q2 = M2)14M2, (3.131)

and q = d or s. Figure87 from ref. [3.1011shows the relative size of the leptoquarkandchargecurrent
crosssectionsfor vN —s.e- X asa function of the v energyfor the first generationusingtheboundfrom
(3.130)anddifferentchoicesof A

7 andM. As canbe seenfrom the figure, the leptoquarkandcharged
currentcrosssectionsare comparableover a largerangeof neutrinoenergies.

The exchangeof leptoquarks(either_hL or hR) in the t-channelcan also significantly modify the
expectationsfor the decay of the ~ tt-onium decayinto 77 (which usually takesplace only via
s-channel-y andZ exchange)[3.79].The effectivevectorandaxial-vectorcouplingsof tt-oniumto -r+ -
can be written as

A1 = e1e5+ v1u1X~Iy
2— (A~/3e2)XR— (A~/3e2)XL,

(3.132)
A~= a

1a~X~Iy
2— (A~/3e2)XR — (A~/3e2)XL,
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Fig. 87. Ratio of the crosssectionsfor the leptoquark mediated v,N —~eX process to that for ordinary charged currents as a function of the
neutrino energy for M = 50GeV, A = 0.025 (dot—dashed); M = 100 0eV, A = 0.05 (dashed); and M = 200 GeV, A = 0.1 (solid).

where e
1=—1, e= ~, u1 —1+4x~,a1 —1, u~1—8x~I3,y

2z16x~(1~x~),X~—M2/(M2—
M~+ iI~M~),andXLR = M2/[M2 + 4M2(hLR)]. Here,M is the mass of the toponiumsystemwhich is
~—2m~.Figure 88ashowsthe fractionalchangein the decayrate for toponiumdecayinto -r+ - due to
leptoquark exchangewhile fig. 88b displays the correspondingchangesin the forward—backward
asymmetryin e~e—s. r~r.We seethat largechangesare possiblein the toponium decayrate,while
rathersmalldeviationsareexpectedin the asymmetries.

O6~ AFB__

40 60 80 100 120 40 60 80 100 20

M 1(t) (0eV) M (tt) 1GeV)

Fig. 88. (a) Fractional change in rate
1~rir,for the process V,~.*T*T_due to leptoquarks with M = M(hLR) = 200 GeV and A6 = A7 = 0.5 (0.3) for

the solid (dashed) curves, and (b) AFB in e*e _.6.T*.r_ for the SM (solid) and with leptoquarks with M = 200 GeV and A6 = A7 = 0.5 (dashed).
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If, on the other hand, h’s have_diquark quantumnumbers,then t-channelscalar Ii exchangecan
analogouslymodify toponium—s.bbdecay [3.79]. In this casethe effective vector and axial-vector
couplingsare given by (including W exchangefor which the KM elementV~bhasbeenset to unity)

Ab = ebel+ vbvtXzIY — XI24x~ — (4A~I3e
2)XL — (A~OI3e2)XR,

(3.133)
A~= aba~XZIy — XI24x~ — (4A~I3e2)XL— (A~O/3e2)XR,

where eb = —~ andX= (M2/M~)(M~+ M2I8)(M~ + M2/4)’ with A
9, A10 given in the superpotential

W. Figure 89a,b from this reference shows the modification in toponium decay and bb AFB from
t-channel scalar diquark exchange.Again, we see that contributionscan influence the decay rate
substantially,but that the asymmetriesremain relativelyunchanged. -

If leptoquarksarelighter thanthe top-quark,thendecayssuch as t—s. h�maydominateor compete
with the usual three-bodydecaymode t—s. b�v, as hasbeen consideredin refs. [3.15,3.79]. If the
correspondingYukawa coupling A ~ GFrn~I1T 25 x i0~(m1/400eV)

2, thenh decayswill clearly be
dominant.With the subsequentdecayof h—s. �u,the t decayfinal stateof a leptonpair plusa jet should
be quite spectacular.If, however, the decayh—s.vd takes place, the t decay final statewould be
somewhatsimilar to the usualt —s.bevmode,but with slightly differentkinematics.It shouldbe noted
that evenif leptoquarksare heavierthan the top-quark,their virtual exchangecan also lead to the
abovefinal stateswith a reasonablerate.
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Fig. 89. (a) Fractional change in the decayrate for V,—* bb for M = 250 GeV diquarkswith A
9, A10 = 0.5 (0.3, 0.1) for the solid (dashed,

dot—dashed)curvesand(b) AFB in e*e —ebbfor theSM andfor diquarkswith M = 2000eV andA9, A10= 0.5 (0.3) for thedashed(dot—dashed)
curves.
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Diquarksmayalso influencetop-quarkdecayvia processessuch as t—s. hd with subsequenth decay
into ud. These decayswould, however,be essentiallyimpossibleto searchfor at a hadroncollider.

To concludethis section,we presentin table 4 a summaryof expecteddiscoverylimits from the
variousproductionmechanismsdiscussedabovefor the threedistinct quantumnumberassignmentsof
the exotic h. At e+ e- colliders,the numbersinside the parenthesesfor the casesof scalarleptoquarks
and spin-~ h-quarksare the masssearchlimits for single productionvia the Yukawainteractionsand
ordinary—exoticmixing, respectively.Thesesingleproductionlimits, which arehighly dependenton the
strengthof the Yukawacouplingor mixing, arethe maximumlimits obtainableand, in reality, could be
muchlower if the respectiveinteractionstrengthis weaker.The numberslisted outsidethe parentheses
arethe limits from pair productionand are,modelindependent.The limits thatwe havequotedfor the
h-quark at ep and hadroncolliders include only its semi-leptonicbranchingratio, and not the other
possibleflavor changing decay modeswhich would distinguishit from a fourth generation,Q = —

b’-quark. The inclusion of theseFC decaymodeswould lower the h-quark searchlimits due to their
smaller branchingfractions. Scalar diquark productionat the SSC hasnot beenexamined,but its
detectionwill be hazardousdue to the overwhelmingQCD background.If these exotic fermions are
presentat or slightly abovethe electroweakscale,theyshouldbe detectableat thesepresentor future
colliders.

3.5. Boundstates

The quarkonium(hh) and openflavor hadron(h~)boundstatesof the exotic h-quarkhavegained
someattentionin the literature [3.103—3.108].Theseboundstatesareable to form sincethe spectator
decaysof the heavyh quarkconstituent(i.e., h—s.q + W/Z, q + H) areexpectedto be suppresseddue
to the small ordinary—exoticmixing. It is important to notethat the strongandpurely electromagnetic
interactionsof both the hh and h~boundsystemswill be identical to thoseof boundstatesthat are
composedof SM down-type quarks (e.g., b’b’ and b’~)of the samemass, since the h and SM
down-typequarkshavethe samecolor andelectriccharges.Hence,only the weak interactionsof the h
boundstateswill differ from their SM counterparts.

3.5.1. Quarkonium -

Bigi et al. [3.103] have estimated, by requiring that the hh systemlifetime be longer than its
characteristicbinding time, that heavy quarkoniumboundstateswill not form for quark massesin

Table 4
Summary of discovery limits for the three possible quantum number assignments of the exotic fermion h and

its SUSYpartner at various colliders

LEP I/SLC 2 TeV CLIC HERA Tevatron SSC
(0eV) (TeV) (0eV) (0eV) (1eV)

Leptoquarkii 44 0.9 40 120 0.5—1.0
h 40(80) 0.6—1.2 300 100 1.7—2.0

Diquark h 44 0.9 44) 120 0.5—1.0
h 40 0.6 110 70 —

Quarkh 44(80) 0.85 40—50 120 0.5—tO
h 40 0.8—0.9 40—80 120 0.5—tO
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excessof 125 x Uhq -2/3 GeV, where Uhq representsthe mixing betweenh and a light quark q into
which h may decay. Since the ordinary—exotic mixing is constrained to be small by the absenceof
FCNC’s, very heavy h quarkonia could form andsatisfy theabovebound. (Evenfor unacceptablylarge
valuesof the mixing, suchas, Uhq~—sin O~whereO~is the Cabibboangle,h-quarkoniummassesup to
650GeV are allowed.) In this section, only the lowest-lying

3S
1 quarkonium state (Vh) will be

considered,except where noted otherwise.The corresponding
3S

1 system composedof heavy SM
charged— ~quarks(i.e., a fourth generationb’) will be denotedby VSM.

The productionmechanismsfor Vh arebasically the sameas for a heavySM quarkoniumsystemand
hencewill only be briefly surveyedhere.In e~eannihilationthe productioncrosssectionis given by
[3.109]

f dv’~cr(e~es.Vhs.X)=~---IF~ (3.134)

where ‘~e(X) is the width of Vh—~e+ e (X), F is the total width, andtheenergyintegrationis performed
since the Vh resonanceis expectedto be narrowerthanthe energyresolutionof the beams.Since~ is

expectedto be tiny (aswill be discussedbelow) reasonablecrosssectionsareonly obtainableneara Z
or Z’ resonanceor if a suitablysmallbeamspreadcan bemaintained.At hadroncolliders thedominant
quarkoniumproductionmechanismis by gluon fusion. The

1~~quarkoniumstate(‘qh) yields the largest
production cross section, which is given [3.104]at the partonlevel by

= (2ir3a~/3sM~)~i(0)~2, (3.135)

where ~i(0)~ is the total wave function taken at the origin. For the SSC at ~ = 4OTeV,
u(pp—s.gg—s.r~~)is 1 (100)ph for M~

5~700 (100)GeV for the Wisconsin and Richardsonpotential
models, and is larger by a factor of 20 for the Cornell potential. The lowest order processfor Vh
productionis gg—s.V~gsinceVh —~ gg is forbiddendueto Yang’s theoremandcolor conservation,where

~ (3.136)

and1(x) is given in Bargeret al. [3.1041.The total productioncrosssectionat the SSCis roughly two
ordersof magnitudeless thanthat for a-(pp—s.gg-~-~‘nh), resultingin u(pp—s.gg—s.V~g) 1 (102) pb for
M~ 100 (700)GeV for the WisconsinandRichardsonpotentials.Quarkannihilation,radiativedecay
of excitedstates,and WW fusion can alsocontributeto quarkoniumproduction,but thesemechanisms
are smaller than that from gluon fusion by factors of 10_2, 10_i, and i0

3 respectively,for SM
quarkonium systems (unless M

00 Mi). As shall be discussedbelow, F(V~—s.q~j,W~W) is much
smaller than for SM quarkonia due to the iso-scalarnatureof h, hence,theseother Vh production
mechanismsare negligible comparedto gluon fusion.

Now we turn our attentionto the decaymodesof the Vh. Since, as previously discussed,h and SM
Q = — ~ quarks have the same strong and purely electromagneticinteractions, the partial widths
F(V~—s.ggg),F(V~—s.gg-y)andF(Vh—s.’y----s.[kr) will beidentical to the correspondingpartial widths
for a VSM of the samemass. -

The generalannihilationdecays,Vh —s. ff, proceedvia s-channel-y, Z1, andZ2 exchangeas well as
t-channelW, Z1, Z2 exchange.The t-channelprocessesare dueto the existenceof FCNC’s and areall
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proportionalto the small ordinary—exoticmixing, and hencearenegligible comparedto the s-channel
graphs.The generalannihilationdecayrate [3.105]for masslessfinal statesis

F(Vh —s. ff) 9NCM~J I V ~ ~ 1 ‘c~ v ( M~.
= 161T

2a2 Li.~x,~)u1v1202+a2~~2)_ ~ 1=xsk=xt~8Mtk

ikik ikik ikik kiki

x [(v~v
3v2v~+ a1a3a2a4)+ (v1a3v2a4+ v3a1v4a2)] (3.137)

1 p
tt M2 M2

+ 2 (i + __4)(i + ~-~)(v~v~ + a~a~)(u~v’~+ a~a~)1,
wheretherate hasbeenscaledto F(Vh—~ -y—s. e~e~) to avoid the questionof thevalue of I//~(O).Here,
P~is given in eq. (2.42), P~andP~areobtainedfrom P~Swith the appropriatesubstitutions,N~is the
numberof colors of f, the sumsover i, j (k, 1) extendover the s (t)-channelbosonsXS(j), and the
couplingsare normalizedvia

~ [hy,~(v~— a~y
5)hX~+fy,0(n4 — a~y5)fX~+ hy~(v’3— a~y5)fX~+fy,L(v’4 — a~y5)hX~].

(3.138)

The ratio

R~=F(Vh—s.ff)/F(VSM—s.ff) (3.139)

asa function of Mvh is displayed in fig. 90 from ref. [3.105],(a) for ~ er, and(b) Vh—.s.~ q~for Vh
andVSM of equalmassandM~2= 2500eV. Note that thisratio is alsoindependentof I/Iv(O) as well as
QCD andQED radiative corrections.As can be seenfrom the figures,oncethe photoncontributionis
no longer dominant(M~‘—.- 600eV), R~9<1. The correspondingratio R~for Vh—s.Vi is always less
thanunity since thereis no photoncontributionin this case.Theseratiosare also roughly E6 model
independentuntil M~nearsthe Z2 pole. In this region,with M~nearM~,the effects of Z2—Vh mixing
shouldbe includedin order to see the properbehavior.

For heavier h quarks, the decaysVh—s.W~W,Z1Z1, and -1Z1 are also kinematically allowed.
Obviously, these decay modes are extremely sensitive to the constituent quark’s weak isospin
properties.The processVh—s.W~W proceedsthroughs-channelexchangevia virtual -y, Z~,and Z2
bosons,wherethe Z2 contributesonly throughthe Z—Z’ mixing. A t-channelcontributionwith virtual
Q = + ~, SM quark exchangeis also present,but is proportionalto the squareof the ordinary—exotic
mixing (aswell as a KM mixing anglefactor) andthus is smallcomparedto thes-channelcontributions.
The decayrate [3.106](neglectingthe t-channel) is given by

F(Vh—*W~W) a
2 M~, 3/2 2

IuIjv(0)12 = 1&2 ~ (1 — 4r~) ~ ~I~,P~(1+ 20r~+ 12r~), (3.140)

with r~= ~ P~’ defined in eq. (2.42), F~= C
1v~,whereC1andv. arenormalizedas

~ [~gh-y~(v~— a~y5)hX~+ ~ (3.141)
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Fig. 90. The ratio (a) R,, (b) R9 asa function of Mvh in E6 models4i (correspondingto label A), i~(C), and 1(D).

and F is the standardtriple gauge bosonvertex. It is important to notice that the decaywidth is

proportionalto the vectorcouplingconstantsonly. The ratio, R~,definedas

R~= F(Vh—s.W~W)IF(VsM---s.W~Wi, (3.142)

is examinedin fig. 91aas a function of the Z—Z’ mixing parameter,~, andin fig. 91b as a function of
the quarkoniummass,from the work of ref. [3.106].It is clear that the valueof R~is quite dependent
on the amountof Z—Z’ mixing as well as the particular E6 model, but R~is very small nevertheless
(ranging from i0

5 to 10_i) for all values of the parameters.This is in stark contrast to
F(VsM—s.W~W)which hasa very larget-channelcontributionandis the dominantdecaymode of the
VSM if it is kinematically allowed. The partial widths F(Vh—s.Z

1Z1) and T(Vh—s.-yZt) are given in
Bargeret al. [3.104]andareproportionalto a

2 anda, respectively,wherea is the axial-vectorcoupling
constantof h to the Z

1. Sincea only obtainsa small, but non-zero,value throughZ—Z’ mixing (i.e.,
a = 0 if 4 = 0), these decayrateswill be quite small, and are bounded [3.106]from mixing constraints
by

~ ~0.03, R2~~0.006, (3.143)

whereR is again the ratio F(Vh—s.~yZl,2Zi)IF(VsM--s.~yZi,2Zi).
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Fig. 91. The ratio R~as a function of (a) çb (with M~= 200 GeV), and (b) M,~,.,(with 4~= 0.1) in E6 models 4, (label A), ~ (B), ~ (C), and 1(D).

Thus the dominantdecaymodesof Vh areto ggg andg-y. Theif, WW, Z1Z1, and-yZ1 modesareall
suppresseddue to the isoscalarandvector-like propertiesof the h. The single constituentdecaysare
also suppressed by the small ordinary—exoticmixing. Howeverwe notethat ~h couplesmainly to the
isosingletHiggs field and could haveenhanceddecayratesinto Higgs final states.

As discussedextensivelyin section2, deviationsfrom SM predictionsin the forward—backwardand
left—right asymmetriesin e~e—s. ~i couldsignal thepresenceof aZ2 boson. However, the values of
theseasymmetrieswould also be different if they were measuredon top of a heavy quarkonium
resonance,i.e., e~es.V—s.J.~pT.With AFB andALR as definedin eqs. (2.41)—(2.45),and summing
over the contributionse~e—s.-y, Z, V—s. ~ fig. 92 from the work of Robinett[3.1071showsthe
valuesof theseasymmetriesas a function of the V massfor h, t, and b’ quarkoniumsystems.AFB and

~ ALR~-~~~ \

I, cont ~~—----— -

j:: .~ ‘cOnt I ________________________________________
50 70 90 iio 50 70 90 110

M(GeV) M(GeV)

Fig. 92. (a) A ,~, and (b) A LR in e~e- ~i on a quarkonium resonance for V6, V6., and V~. The dashed line corresponds to the continuum.
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ALR in the continuum(M = v~)in the absence of a V resonance are also displayed for comparison.It is
clear that the presenceof a new quarkoniacould greatlyaffect theseasymmetrymeasurementsatSLC
andLEP. Robinetthasalso includedthe contributionfrom a new 1, andthe effect of Z—Z’ mixing and
found that the deviations,~AFB [= AFB — AFB(SM)] and~ALR,arevery E6 model dependentbut can
havevalues up to 0.05 on a Vh resonance.

3.5.2. Openflavor hadrons
Bigi et al. [3.103]havealso placeda limit of

Mh s 100x UhqI~
213GeV, (3.144)

for openflavor hadronsabovewhich the heavyh quarkwould decaybefore it hadtime to bind into a
meson.This restriction is slightly strongerthan the correspondinglimit placed on the formation of
quarkoniasystems,but very heavy open flavor hadrons could still occur since the mixing factor is
constrainedto be small. - -

The possibilityof H°(= hd)—H°mixing has been studied [3.108].This mixing could proceed in lowest
order via FCNC’s and hence could be maximal, even for small ordinary—exotic mixing. Assuming that
H~—H~transitionsoccur via tree-level Z

1 and 1, exchangeand proceedingwith the usual mixing
analysisone finds

AMIF 1.43(fH/fTT)
2B(1 + ~2)(MHI23GeV)4, (3.145)

where fH is the H decayconstant,B is the usual bag factor, and ~ = 2V~M~IM~(in the absence of
Z—Z’ mixing) measuresthe relativestrengthof the Z

1 andZ2 contributionsto the ti~ansition.IAFIAM~
is estimatedto be small for MH < M~/2and thus its contributionsto the mixing is neglected.Using

fH = f~,and B = 1 yields a valuefor s, the fractionalmeanprobability of Hg—s.H~,of e 0.40 (0.27)
for ~ = 0.96(0.0) with MH = 25 0eV, and s 0.05 (0.02)with MH = 40 0eV. It is importantto notethat
e is independentof the h—d mixing as it cancelsout in the ratio AM/F.

3.6. Neutrino masses

As is well known, one of the bestexplanationsfor the (possibly) small value of the mass of the
ordinary left-handedneutrino (vL) is the so-calledseesawmechanism(SSM) [3.110]which is most
commonlydiscussedwithin the context of the LRSM [2.5] and/orSO(10) [1.7]. In suchmodels,Higgs
isotriplets [belongingto the 126 representationof S0(10)] obtainlarge vev’s (V) and induce a large
Majoranamassterm for the right-handedneutrino (VR), while a Dirac neutrino massterm is also
generatedin the usualway by mixeddoublets(belongingto, e.g.,the 10 of SO(10)].Diagonalizationof
this massmatrix resultsin a heavyMajoranaVR, and a light MajoranaVL whosemassis suppressedin
comparisonto the ordinary chargedfermions by m~/V. One of the basic problems with E6
superstring-inspiredmodels is how such a suppressioncan comeaboutwhen large Higgs representa-
tions, suchasthe isotriplets(now in the 351 of E6), areabsentsincethe 27 containsonly Higgs doublets
andsinglets.

Given the renormalizablesuperpotentialW (eq. 1.4) and R-parity conservationthe most general
massmatrix for a single generationof the neutral fields in the 27 of E6 (including only thesefields!)
must takethe following form:
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C C CN N S x-’ v
N 0 A4(SC) A4(NC) 0 0
NC A4(SC) 0 A4~N) AI1(iC) 0
SC A~(N~)A4(N) 0 0 0 (3.146)
ii 0 A11(~C) 0 0 x11(NC)

v~ 0 0 0 A11(NC~ 0

Note that the R-parity of v’~ is a priori unspecified whereas it is completely fixed for v, N, NC, andSC.

Immediately several possibilities present themselves,if as -stated above, we assume R-parity is
conservedwhen the vev’s are generated.If (i) ~ hasR = +1, thennecessarily(~C)= 0 andthe mass
matrix for the R= —1 fields N, NC, andSC decouplesfrom that for v and ,/. However, if (ii) ~ has
R —1, then W forcesA11 = 0 and (~C) can be non-zero.Scenario(i) is the onewhich is playedout in
the rank-5 casesince ~ ~ must be zero for phenomenologicalreasonsin such modelsas discussed
previously in section 1. Since ~NC~ also producesu-quark massesit is difficult to explainwhy A11 is
tuned to such a small value under thesecircumstancesunless it is absentby virtue of a discrete
symmetry.In this caseas well, the N, N’~,and5C fields will, in general, mix with othernegativeR-parity
neutralinosin a complexway and we will no longer beconcernedwith them heresincesuchstateswill
usuallybe heavy. In rank-6 models,on the other hand, (jC) � 0 is requiredand so it is scenario(ii)
whichmustbe realizedin thiscase.The generationof anon-zero(~C)may,however,be problematicin
such models as previously discussed.In thesemodels, v’s are masslessat the tree level since they
decouple(asusual)from N, NC and5C andthereareno entriesin the ~_~C submatrix.A situationsuch
as this can evenoccur in someeffective rank-5 models,as hasbeen demonstratedin the caseof the
alternative left—right symmetric model. In thesemodels, VL could remain masslessto all ordersin
perturbationtheory dependingon which terms in eq. (1.4) survive as long as new fields are not
introduced, non-renormalizableterms are not added to the superpotential,or R-panty remains
unbroken.If the massof VL is found experimentally to be non-zero but small, how can such small values
be generated?

We nowturn to an overviewof a numberof possiblesolutionsto the v massproblemdiscussedin the
literaturewhere,essentially,oneor moreof the aboveassumptionsarerelaxed.Theseapproachescan
be classifiedasfollows. First (in subsection3.6.1)discretesymmetriesareappliedto the superpotential,
W, so that VL remainsmasslessat treelevel. However,higherorder radiativecorrectionsarisingfrom W
(or the gaugesector)inducesmall ~L masses.Thesediscretesymmetriescan sometimesoccuraspart of
an enlargedgaugesymmetryas in the ALRM. Second(in subsection3.6.2)additional neutralfermions
(and their SUSY partners)coming from possibleE6 singletsand/orsurviving parts of 27’s could mix
with the ordinary membersof the 27. In addition, new terms in W are generatedwhich lead to
modifications in the neutral fermion mass matrix. Third (in subsection3.6.3) higher-dimensional
operatorsrepresentingnon-renormalizableinteractionswhicharesuppressedby inversepowersof some
large scaleare addedto W and producenew termsin the neutralfermionmassmatrix. This also can
changethe neutral fermionmassmatrix structureand introducesmixing with the otherneutralinos.In
generalnot all of theseapproachesaremutually exclusiveandthe modificationsthey makein the mass
matrix can be quite different. A last worry with such models is how to prevent too many of the
additional neutral fermionsfrom becominglight and upsettingthe limit on the numberof suchfields
from cosmological considerations. This certainly is more problematic in models which introduce
additional neutral fields. We will also discussneutrino magneticmoments and radiative decaysin
subsection3.6.4.
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3.6.1. Discretesymmetriesand radiative breaking
This approachis particularly popular in the literature(seerefs. [3.61,3.111—3.118]since it requires

the introductionof no newinteractionsor particlesbeyondthosewhich alreadyexist in the superpoten-
tial (W) and the electroweakgaugesector of the model under consideration.However, such an
approachmight be viewed as somewhatad hoc and certain models of this kind were initially
controversial[3.61,3.111, 3.112], whereit hasnow beenemphasizedthat suchdiscretesymmetries,if
theyexist, must be able to differentiatebetweengenerationsin a realisticmodelwith three(or more)
generations[3.111,3.112]. As a genericexample of this kind of model we follow the work of ref.
[3.111].

In order to forbid rapidprotondecay,havezerotree-levelneutrinomass,andto beable to generate
suchmassesonly at the one loop level, theremustbe somediscretesymmetryG suchthat A11 = 0 and
A910 = 0. Onecannotmakethe choice that A678 vanishsinceonly A78 can be usedto generateasmall
Dirac ‘n’ massvia a diagramsuchas fig. 93. A short analysis shows that such a symmetry which demands
that A24578 be non-zero while simultaneously demanding A11 = 0 is inconsistent unlessgeneration
freedom is taken into account. The simplest symmetry of this kind was found to be [3.111]Z, X Z3
underwhich

Z2: [Q, UC, dC, h, hC]~__s.~[Q, ~ dC, h, hd]~

Z3: [Q, dC, L, ~C h, h~]~—s.e’~
2”’3~[Q, dC, L, ~C h, hC]

1

lI~—s.e”
2~’3~JJ

1‘ “2.3 H2,3 “1 eli1 ‘ “2> eli7 .113—>113

S~—s.e’~
23~S~, S~—s. e’42 3)5~, 5~—s. 5~, (3.147)

where the index labels generationnumber. Such a symmetry not only allows for one-loop Dirac
neutrinomassesand avoidsrapidprotondecaybut leadsto realistic massmatricesfor u, d, ande, as
well as avoiding FCNCcouplingsin the scalarsectorat the treelevel. A roughestimateof_the size of
the generatedmassesis given in refs. [3.111,3.112] by taking suggestivemassesfor h, hC of order
100—200GeV and Yukawa couplings consistent with limits from flavor changing processes such as
K—s. in’i~,RN-> eN, and I.L—s. e-y with the results: m~~ 0.1eV, m

0 ~ 1 eV, and m~~ 50eVwithoutany
fine tuning. The symmetry Z2 x Z3 is not unique and other symI~1etries of a similar nature have been
discussed in the literature such as Z2 x Z5 [3.113, 3.117]. In general,the vmass matrix is proportional
to that for the down-type quarksand can evenbe in the Fritzsch form [3.119].The sameclass of
diagramswhichproducev masses in these models can also produce radiative decays, v’ —s. v’y, merelyby
attachinga photonline in all possibleways. Theseratesarefound to be quite rapid sincetheytend not
to be helicity suppressedand can be used together with astrophysicallimits to constrain model
parameters[3.114].Similarly, the diagonal versionsof the above v’v-y loop-inducedcouplings can

II’ ® ~
Fig. 93. Loop ordercontribution to the neutrino mass from leptoquark exchange.
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producea largemagneticmomentfor the v which mayhelp in solvingthe solarv-problem[3.115].This
will be discussedfurtherbelow. Thesemodelsseemto be quite attractive.

3.6.2. Additional neutralfermions —

The possibility of using E6 singlets (l’s) or neutral fields remainingfrom the 27’s to dealwith the
neutrino mass problemwas first consideredby Witten [3.120]andsubsequentlyby a numberof authors
[3.117,3.121—3.124].In addition to the usual(27)~termsin the superpotential,W, therearenow extra
terms containingthesenew fields which are still renormalizable:(27)~and27~27 1. We will give an
overviewof a specific pair of modelsof this kind [3.122]sincethey typify the generalfeaturesof this
approach.

H andJwill denotethe two Higgs fields in the additionaltwo pairsof 27 + 27 representations(with
Betti—Hodgenumberb11 = 2) that will be addedto the usualset of fields as well as the E6 singlets~

In H andJ, it will be assumedthatthe v’~-likeandS’~-likecomponents~ S~~)remainlight andcan
obtainvev’s which areassociatedwith an intermediatescale.The relevantpart of the superpotentialis
given by (wherea labels the variousfields andis summedover)

W0 A~dChp~+ A~hChS~+ ALHv~+ A~OHHCS+ A11LHeC+ + ~ (3.148)

In the first model presentedin ref. [3.122]W0 is supplemented by (assuming only one singlet, 4)

W1 = A12SCS~+ A13pCj ~, (3.149)

while in the secondmodel,which containstwo additionalsinglets ($‘~,2)~ the additional term is

W2 A14SCS~2+ A15 pni~t2+ A16SCS~I~1+ A17pCi~2. (3.150)

In W1, the neutralfieldsoriginating in H areeliminatedby adiscretesymmetryunderwhich 4, J,andi
are odd while all othersare even.We assumethat (SC)H= I7~,and (SC)J= (C) = VBL with a

4 VBL 4 V~hierarchyassumed.VBL is thescaleat whichB — L is spontaneouslybroken.N, NC aswell
as h, hC pick up a large mass —Vs and decouple. If we also assume~ 4 A13, then defining
(C)I = C + (131IA13)v~and (S’~)’= (f32S~+ A12S’)I(13~+ A~2)

112one finds that the combinations
orthogonalto (~C)I and (

5c)i remain massless (and invisible), while the remainingneutral fields form
the 4 x 4 massmatrix

(S’~)’ (C)P 4
p 0 0 m~, 0

(SC)? 0 0 0 p. . (3.151)
(C)? m~, 0 0 VBL

4t 0 p. VBL 0

Diagonalizingthismatrix producestwo Dirac fields with massesm1 = p.mDI VBL andm2 = VBL with mD

being the typical Dirac v mass term: m~= O(me) 1 MeV. If VBL 1012 0eV and p. <1060eV then
m1<1 eV. Note that the light v in this model is Dirac so that neutrinolessdouble-betadecay is
forbidden.
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In the secondmodel from ref. [3.122]a discretesymmetryis imposedunderwhich the J, i, and 472

fields are odd while all othersare even. It is now assumedthat (SC)H = (5C) = V6 and ~
~,~C) = VBL which leads to N, NC, and 5C becomingheavy and hence leaving a 3 X 3 mass matrix

(assuming~ ~A15)

V C

C ‘~‘~ ~° , (3.152)

472 0 VBL 0

which producesthe eigenstatesof a masslessMajorananeutrino: ~phy — (mD/VBL)472and a heavy
Dirac neutrinowith a massof order ~—VBL.SUSY breakingcould induce a smallMajoranamass(m,~,)

for ~l~2leadingto a smallMajoranamassfor v: m,, m4,(mDIVBL)
2which, if m~ 1 MeV, VBL ~ 1 TeV,

andm
4 102_1030eV, would predictm~ 0.1—1 eV. Models of thiskind can leadto n—n mixing times

of order 6 x i0
9 s, which maybe accessiblein future experiments.

Forboth of the modelsconsideredaboveonecaneasilyextendthe resultsto morerealisticsituations
whereng = 3 or 4 by addingadditionalsinglet fields, 47. Note that modelscan be easilyconstructedin
which the light v is eithera Dirac or Majoranafield. It is alsopossibleto constructmodelsof thiskind
where a neutral gauginoplays the role of 4 [3.122]. It is clear that while this approachleads to
interestingresults,it appearsto be evenmoread-hocthanthe radiativebreakingscenariosincenot only
are discretesymmetriesnecessarybut the vev’s of the new neutral fields mustbe chosenproperly in a
hierarchial fashion.

3.6.3. Higher-dimensionaloperators

The usual Yukawainteractionsin the renormalizablesuperpotentialare of the form

(3.153)

with i/i beingthe 27 of E
6 containingthe matterfieldsandH beingthe 27 containingthe Higgs fields. In

addition to theseterms,non-renormalizabletermscould alsobe generated by world-sheet instantons on
Calabi—Yau backgroundswhich are suppressedby powersof the compactification(or Planck)scale.
Such new terms could be sufficiently large and hencecontributesignificantly to the neutral fermion
massmatrix [3.125—3.129].To bespecific,wewill follow the work in ref. [3.125]as a typicalexampleof
this kind of approachwherenew termsin W up to dimension7 were considered:$f? = + 2”,

= (1IM~)f2/ic1iHH+ (1/M~)ht/ii/iH(HH) + (1IM~)[y1c!i~iHH(HH) + y2n/it/iH(HHH)].

(3.154)

The leading correction will, of course, come from the dimension-5 terms. If m1 (M,) represent
SU(2)-doublet(singlet) vev’s, we expect M1 ~ m~with M~of order the intermediatescale. In the
notation of ref. [3.125], (PC>H = M1, (S~H= M2, (P)H = m3, (N)11 = m2, and (NC)H = mi with
m. 1000eV. A short analysis indicates that the usual quark and chargedlepton massesare not
affectedmuch by thesehigher-dimensionalterms. However, the neutralmass matrix now takesthe
form
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C C Cn’ NN v S
v 0 0 M1 m1 0
N 0 0 M2 0 m1
NC M1 M2 0 m3 m2 (3.155)

C m1 0 m3 M~ M~2
5C 0 m2 m2 M~2 M~

whereM = M~/M~ and M12 = 2M1M2/M~.Diagonalizationof this matrix leads to the eigenvalues
A1 m~/M’,A23 M’, and A45 M, with which, if we take M1 1011 GeV, MC 1018 0eV (then

i0~0eV), andm1 — 10 MeV, we obtainA1 — 10eV. The light Majoranav is thena combinationof
weak SU(2) doublet members,and for M2> 10 M1 weak universality is satisfied. All other neutral
leptonsobtain very large masses.It is interestingto note that if the intermediatescale, M1 is larger
(~~..10140eV or so) then the light Majoranaisodoubletneutrinomasswill be extremelysmall.

While modelsof this kind generallyproducelight, Majorananeutrinostheyappearto be asad-hocas
the modelsof the typetreatedin section3.6.2in that additional fieldswith well-orderedvev’s, as well as
the existenceof discretesymmetriesarenecessaryin obtainingthe desiredresult. It would appearthat
modelsof the type of section3.6.1 are the most economicalat this time.

3.6.3. Neutrino magneticmomentsand radiative decay
A number of scenarios have been proposed to give a large ratefor neutrinoradiative decaywithin

the E6 context. Thesemodelscan be classifiedby what quantumnumberassignmentsareassumedfor
the exotic fermions.

If the exotic fermions haveconventionalquantumnumberassignments,FCNC and RHC areboth
presentandmixing matricesaregenerallynon-unitary.Fromthe discussionabove,it is clearthat in this
casethe dominantcontributioncomesfrom the diagramsshownin fig. 93 from ref. [3.111].One finds
that in Bohr magnetonunits the anomalousmagneticmomentsfor Ve andv~(Ke~respectively)are
given by

Ke~= (GFmCMW/2\/~1T
2)sin 0 sin(O~— O~)G(x), (3.156)

with

G(x)=x[1+3(1—x2)1+6x2(1—x2)~lnx], (3.157)

andx = ME/MW. Since ME ~ 27 0eV basedon datafrom TRISTAN we obtain

Ke~~ 1.9 x 10_8 sin 0 sin(O~— Or). (3.158)

As ME increasesthis resultgets larger,e.g.,if ME 7600eV thispredictionincreasesby a factor of 10.
Existing boundson Ke~comefrom severalsources: acceleratorand reactordata (AR) imposethe
constraints[3.130]ke~~ 1.52 x 10_b and ~ 1.19 X i0~while big bang nucleosynthesis(BB) results
in kel ~2.2 x 10_li [3.131].Using theseconstraintsonefinds

sin 0 sin(O~— � 8.00X i0’n (AR),
(3.159)

�1.16x10’n(BB).
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Strongerlimits on ‘~e mayarisewhen datafrom the supernovaSN1987Ais considered(this hasbeen
discussedby a numberof different authors[3.132—3.137])and are generallyin the rangeof icej ~

(0.5—3) x 10~’~which could substantiallystrengthenthe constraint on the mixing angles. These
supernova constraints are, however, model dependentandit maybe possibleto evadethesestronger
limits [3.134]. If the Voloshin et al. [3.138]solution to the solar v problem is to be realized then
significantly largervaluesof KC~ (0.1—1) x 10~~°would berequired.Their scenarioproposesthatthe
ordinary left-handed neutrinosare rotated into non-interacting(or very weakly interacting) right-
handedneutrinosby their helicity-flipping magneticdipole interaction with the solar magneticfield.

It should be pointed out that models of this kind which can give such a large value for K~havea
naturalnessproblemif theyalsowant to keeptheneutrinofrom gettinga largeradiativemass[3.139].It
is not completelyclear how the rathercomplexnature of the v massgenerationin E6 modelsmay
resolve this problem.

With thesesameB andL assignments,radiativedecayof a heavyneutrino,~H —s. VL~Y,can proceedby
the sametypesof diagramsasshownin fig. 93 exceptthat the initial and final fermions are now distinct.
Usingthe VLR matrix notation developedin section3.1, theVH—s.VLY matrix elementcan bewritten as
[3.140]

M = Ci~ ~e~q~(v — a-y5)v11, (3.160)

which leadsto

F(vH—s.vL’y) = (C
2/8ir)M~(1 — M~/M~)3(~v~2+ a~2). (3.161)

For the caseof Dirac neutrinosoneobtains

C eGFMW/8V’~2,
(3.162)

v, a = ~ G(6~)[(V~)tH(VR)tL± (VL)tL(V~)IH],

with 3~= MI/MW (M

1 beingthe exotic fermionmassin the loop) and

G(~)=~(1—6
2)2(4—582+~4+6ô2ln6). (3.163)

Note that G 2.5 for 8 1. For MH ~ ML, this resultsin a lifetime

~DiraC = 2.46x 106sx (1 keV/MH)~(~G(6t)~2[I(l~)~H(VR)ILI2+ (VL)~L(~)IH~2]). (3.164)

For Majorananeutrinos,v anda become(with /3 beingthe VHL relativephase)

v, a ~ G(6t){(V~)iH(VR)tL ±(VL)jL(17~)~H— e’~[(V~)~L(VR)~H±(VL)tH(V~)tL]} , (3.165)

andproducesa similarpredictionfor T for mostvalues of /3. If we demandthat v’s in the 102_106 GeV
mass range have ‘r ~ i04 s (see, for example, ref. [3.141])from cosmological considerations and taking
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all V’s comparablewith 8. 1 we obtain the constraint

2.5 � (MH/1 keV)
314V, (3.166)

so that V ~ 0.1 (0.01) impliesM
11 ~ 73 keV (1.6 MeV). Thus light neutrinoswould not be ableto decay

quickly enough in this scenario to avoid the cosmological bounds for reasonablevalues of the
parameters.The interplay of the cosmologicalconstraints,naturalness,and the assumptionof the
Voloshin et al. solution to the solar neutrinoproblem[3.138]hasbeenconsideredat somelengthin a
somewhatmodel independentway by Pulido and Ralston[3.142].

Similar calculations can be done for the other assignmentsof B and L for the exotic fermions
particularly in the case where h is a leptoquark. Enqvist and Maalampi [3.114]consideredthe
leptoquarkcouplingtermsin the superpotentialwhich generatea Dirac mass(asdiscussedabove)and
produce- an off-diagonalmagneticmomentvia loop diagramsallowing for the VH—s. V~’y decay.Existing
astrophysicalandcosmologicaldata as well as presentconstraintson the neutrinomassesresult in the
bounds(if the typical hmassis =100GeV) ~ ~ < i0

3—i04 with A, A definedby the structure
of the superpotential (A QLhC + AdCz/~h). Theenhancementin the vH —s.v~yratefoundby theseauthors
is due to the fact that the amplitude is proportional to the down-quarkmassesinsteadof the neutrino
massesasin the SM. Grifols and Sola [3.115]considerthe parallelsituationfor the neutrinomagnetic
momentwith theseB andL assignmentsfor the exotics.In a modelwhereareasonablevaluefor the v
Dirac massis generated,a magneticmoment of order =2 x 10_li Bohr magnetonsis obtainedbut is

somewhat sensitive to the values assumed for thed-squarkmasses.Liu [3.143]addressesthe problemof
naturalnessin thesemodelswhich producesuch largemagneticand transitionmomentsandsuggests
that the only naturalvaluefor thesequantitiesis of order of thoseobtainedin the SM.

4. The Higgs sector

4.1. Theoreticoverviewand massspectrum

The scenario which is the most extensively studied in the literature is that where all matter
superfields, including the Higgs fields which provide electroweaksymmetry breaking, lie in three
generationsof 27 representationsof E

6. In this scenariothereareno light survivorsfrom the (27 + 27)
representations;thiscorrespondsto caseA discussedin section1. HeretheHi~gsfields arechosenfrom
amongstthe scalarcomponentsof the five colorlesssupermultiplets,H, HC, ~ jC and i. However,a
non-zerovev for ~would violate leptonnumber(aswell as R-parity) andthusthe constraint(~)= 0 is
imposed.In order to break the electroweaksymmetryandprovidemassesfor all the gaugebosons,we
must have(N) and (NC) ~ 0, andin rank-5 modelsat leastone of (~C) or (5C) mustbe non-zeroas
well, while for rank-6 models both of thesevev’s must be non-vanishing.As can be seenfrom the
superpotential(eq. 1.4), H andHC alsoprovidemassesfor the T3L = — ~and+ ~fermions,respectively,
while S’~gives a massto the exotic fermionh andthe Higgs super-partner,E. S’~is alsoresponsiblefor
mixing within the Higgs sector via the superpotentialtermA4SCHHC and hence (SC) should not be
much largerthan of 0(1 TeV).

It hasbeendemonstratedthat (iv) ~ 0 can leadto phenomenologicaldifficulties [4.1]. For rank-5
low-energygaugegroups,an essentiallymasslesspseudo-Goldstoneboson, a,,, is presentif (~) is
non-vanishing.h—d mixing will also occurdueto the superpotentialtermA8 v’hd’~andinducesthe flavor
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changing decay K—>ir + a,, at an unacceptablylargerate. In orderto makethis decayrate compatible
with experiment,the vev mustsatisfythe bound(~)~ 40 keV. In rank-6modelsit is difficult to obtain
large enoughYukawa couplings to drive the i~mass squarednegative and produce (DC) � 0 and
simultaneouslykeepthe superpotentialcouplingsA8 andA11 small in order to be consistentwith FCNC
constraints and limits on neutrino masses, respectively. These arguments may be evaded by the use of
discretesymmetries,which would convenientlyset the troublesomeYukawacouplingsto zero.

Following the literature, we will focus on the Higgs sectorwithin the context of the simplestE6
superstring-inspiredmodel, the rank-5model‘q, andwill set (~)= 0 for the remainderof this section,
except whereotherwisenoted. We are then left with threegenerationsof two iso-doubletsand one
iso-singletHiggs fields whoseneutralcomponentsacquirea non-vanishingvev. We follow the notation
of ref. [4.2], which was outlined in section2, andlabel the multiplets by

H= ~ = ~C ~2 =(:~)~~C ~ = (4.1)

with (47~)= v~I\/~.Without loss of generality,the phasesof the Higgs fieldscan be rotatedsuch that
the vev’s are all real and positive.

It is possible to work in a basis where only one set of thesefields (usually definedas the third
generation)obtainsvacuumexpectationvalues.This avoidsdangeroustree-levelflavor changingneutral
currents[4.3] as well as servingas a simplification. However, mixing betweenall threegenerationscan
occur through the superpotentialterm A~kH~HJS~,where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 are generationindices,and
can induce vev’s for the first andsecondgenerations(since if anytwo of the scalarcomponentsof the
threefields in such a tn-linear term acquirevev’s then the third scalarcomponentmust also have a
non-vanishingvev). Hence,to preservethis basiswhereonly the third generationfields receivevev’s, it
is necessaryto require that

A~
3=A3’3=A331’=0 for i, j,k=1,2,

while

A~33,A~3,A?k, A~1k~0, (4.2)
are possible.This can be achievedby useof discretesymmetries.An exampleof one such symmetry
[4.4] is given by (H

3, H~,H1, H~)—s.(H3, H~,—H,, —H~)where i = 1,2, and S’~—s.5C The first two
generations of scalars then do not acquire vev’s and are called unHiggs [4.5].

As previouslystated,all threevev’s v123 mustbe non-zero,not only to provide massesfor all the
fermions, but also to break the rank-S group SU(3)~x SU(2)~x U(1)~,,.x U(1),1 down to SU(3)0x
U( 1) em~The gaugesymmetrybreakingis furnishedby the renormalizationgroupevolutionof the scalar
masses,whereoneor moreof the masssquaredtermsis drivenfrom a positivevalue at the GUTS scale
(M~for model ‘q) to a negativevalueat the electroweakscale.This is achievedby the presenceof large
Yukawacouplingsbetweenthe Higgs fieldsandthe fermionswithin the samemultiplet (here,the third
generationfermions). In order- to obtain M~2>M~1,and thus be consistentwith neutral current
phenomenology, the parameterM~3becomesnegativefirst, not muchabovethe electroweakscale,and
inducesv3 > v2, v1. Due to the presenceof the large top quark Yukawa coupling, the mass-squared
termfor ~1~2is driven downwardsfasterthanthat for ~ 1 (which couplesto the lighter b-quark),but need
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not go negative.This resultsin the inequality M~,2(M~)< M~,1(M~)andconsequentlyv2> u~.From
variousphenomenologicalconsiderationsthe authorsof ref. [4.6] find that typical valuesof v1/v2and
v3/v2 in no-scalemodelslie in the ranges0.4~ v1/u2 ~ 0.6 and2.8 � v3/v2~ 10, while Cohenet al. [4.7]
extendthe rangeof v1/v2 to 0.2—0.6.More detailsof the renormalizationgroupanalysisare given in
refs. [4.3,4.4, 4.6—4.8].

The most generalscalanHiggs potential is given by [4.2—4.10]

V p.~ + p.2 + p.3’I)3 ~ —i(AA/V~)(~r~2~3+ h.c.)

+ A
2(cPj~’I3

1~’P2+ ~i~l~3~3 + ~2 ~2~1~3~~)+ ~(g~ + g~)(I~cP1— ~2~2)

+ ~ + ~~“2~2 — 5~~3)2 + (~g~— A
2)P~P

2~
2. (4.3)

We specificallydefine the coupling constantsvia the covariantderivative

D,~= 9,~—ig~TB,~ —igy ~YC~ ig,~~Y,
1C~, (4.4)

wherethe chargesarenormalizedsuchthat gy = g~. (In morerealisticmodels,gy andg~vary at most

by a few percent [4.4, 4.6].) In eq. (4.3) A A~
33,A is the associatedsoft supersymmetrybreaking

parameter,and in order to keepthe minimumof the potentialstable,AA is neal andpositive. Sincethe
vev’s arealsodefinedto be real andpositive,the scalarpotentialis thenCP invariant.In addition to the
gaugecouplingconstants,the potentialcontainsfive parameters,A, A, and the threep.~which can be
expressedin terms of the threev, at the minimum. The v, in turn can be completelydeterminedby
parametersin the gauge boson sector. The W mass is obtainedby M~= (g~/2)(u~+ v~)~12where

= + v~is the SM vev, M~
2(as well as the Z—Z’ mixing angle47) is relatedto the vev’s v123 in the

Z—Z’ massmatrix as presentedin eqs. (2.11)—(2.14),and the third parameteris given by the ratio of
the doublet vev’s, tan /3 = v2/v1. Thus onceM~2and tan /3 are specified, only two free parameters
remain, A andA. Herewe would like to note that, along with other assumptions,the authorsof ref.
[4.4] have set A = 0 and consequently found that radiative symmetry breaking in model ~ is
problematic;we will discussthis point further in section5.

After spontaneoussymmetrybreakingfive physicalHiggs fields remain:onechargedscalar,H~,one
pseudoscalar,P°, and three neutral scalars, H?, H?, H? with masseswhich we will take as
M1 <M, < M3. The chargedHiggs massmatrix as determinedfrom the potential is given by [4.5]

— i (~g~— A
2)v~+ AAv

3v1/v2 (~g~— A
2)u

1u2+ AAv3
— 2 (~g~— A

2)v
1u2+ AAv3 (~g~— A

2)v~+ AAv
3v2/v1 ~ ( .5)

whereone eigenvalueis a masslessGoldstonebosonwhich is eatenby the W, and the mass of the
physical chargedHiggs is

M’~±= (AAv3/sin/3 cos /3) + M~(1— 2A
2/g~j. (4.6)

Note that due to the — A2 contribution,it is possiblefor MH±to belessthanM~(althoughthe product
Av

3 must not be too large); this is in contradictionto the minimal SUSY SM with two Higgs doublets
whereone always finds MH±> M~[4.12].
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Since CP is conserved in the Higgs potential, the neutral scalarand pseudoscalarmassmatrices
decouple.Diagonalizationof the pseudoscalarmixing matrix [4.5]

01/02 1 01/03
2 AAv3

= 2 1 02/01 02/03 (4.7)

v1/v3 02/03 0/02/03

yields two zeromassGoldstonebosonswhichareeatenby the Z andZ’, and thephysical pseudoscalar
of mass

2 2
2 AAv3 I V + V2 2 2M~0=sin f3cosf3 ~ sinf3cos13)~ (4.8)

which is proportionalto AA. It is clear that M~0can be quite largein the v3 ~ 02, 01 limit.
The massmatrix for the neutralscalarsas derivedfrom eq. (4.3) is found to be [4.101

B1v~+ AAv2v3/v1 B2v1v2 — AAv3 B3v1v3— AAv2

= B2v1v2— AAv3 B4v~+ AAv1v3/v2 B5v2v3 — AAv1 , (4.9)

B3v1v3— AAv2 B5v2v3— )tAv1 B6v~+ AAv1v2/v3

wherewe havedefined

~ ~ B3=2A
2—~gg~,

(4.10)
~ B

5=2A
2—~g~, B

6=~jg~.

The eigenvectors,H?, are thenrelatedto the 47, by

(4.11)

wherethe matrix U,1 is real (due to CP conservation)and in the large03 limit is approximately[4.21

U11 = cosa , U12 = —sin a, U13 = B3v cos13/B6v3,

U21 = sin a , U22 = cosa , U23 = B5vsin f31B6v3,
(4.12)

U31 = —(v/B6v3)(B3cos/3 cosa + B5 sin /3 sin a),

U32 = —(v/B6v3)(—B3cos/3 sina + B5 sin /3 cosa), U33 = 1.

Here, B1 = 2B1/(g~ + g~,) and the anglea is given by

tan2a= NID, (4.13)

where
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N = 4yz2B
6+ 4y

2sin2/3 — 4y(B
3cos

2/3+ B
5 sin

2/3) — (B
2B6 — B3B5) sin2/3,

(4.14)
D = 4yz

2B
6 cot 2/3 — 4y

2 cos2/3 — 2y sin2/3(B
3— B5)

— (B1B6 — B~)cos2/3+ (B4B6— B~)sin
2/3

z 0
3/V, y AA/[2zM~2(g~+ g~)’’

2]. (4.15)

Notice that in this limit where 03 is large, the doublets4~and 472 essentiallydecouplefrom 47~,i.e.,
substantialmixing only occursbetween471 and 472~and473 essentiallybecomesH? andis quite massive.
It is important to alsonotethat the 471—472 mixing angle,a, is different from that which mixes the two
Higgs doubletsin the minimal supersymmetricmodel.

The neutral scalar Higgs mass spectrumis found by diagonalizationof (4.9) and is reasonably
complex. For large 03, approximateexpressionsfor the eigenvaluesare obtainedvia perturbationin
powersof AA. For valuesof AA ~ v [corresponding,for example,to theorieswherethe gauginosare
responsible for spontaneoussymmetry breaking and henceA is of order of the gaugino mass
—0(1 TeV)J the smallesteigenvalueis given by [4.5, 4.9—4.111

M~= M~ cos22/3+ ~v2[A2sin22/3+ ~igg~(4sin2/3 + cos2/3)2]— 7202/2

(4.16)
y = (—18v/25g~v

3)[(2A
2 — j~gg~) cos2p+ (2A2 — ~g~) sin2/3— (2AA/v

3) sin 2/3].

M1 rises with increasingA and anabsoluteupperboundon M1 cannotbedeterminedunlessconstraints
on A (or equivalentlyMoo) are imposed;wewill return to this point later. Alternatively,the authorsof
ref. [4.10]assumedthat 03 ~‘ A~andobtainedthe limit M1 ~ 108GeV, independentof the valueof A. In
the caseof AA4 v, the valuesof both M1 andM2 (as well as M~o)areof orderM~or less [4.2, 4.9].

Upper and lower boundson the changedand neutral scalarHiggs bosonsare presentedin fig. 94
from ref. [4.9] as a function of M~0(denotedas MHO in thefigure) for fixed valuesof M~2andtheZ—Z’

10 — I 111111 I I 111111 I I I I 11111 I I I I

: m~.~.2TeV mz’~lTeV

8~.0025

;lOO /
~lo’Tj~/~

62 I 11111111 I ii - iii I , I

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 I 0.1 0.5 I 5 10

mHo (TeV)

Fig. 94. Plots of upper and lower bounds for themasses of H? (solid curves), H2 (dash—dotted), H? (dots), and W (dashes) asa function of the P°
mass(labeledas H? in thefigure) for M~.=0.2 and 1 TeV. The dashed curve is buried under the dash—dotted curve for M,,o � Mi.. The solid curve
is theupperbound for M1 the lower bound for M1 is zero.The allowed regions are mapped out as A is variedat any fixed M,,o as described in the
text.
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mixing angle 47 (labeled6 in the figure). Theseboundswere obtainedby numericaldiagonalizationof
the scalar massmatrix and subsequentvariation of all parameterssubject to the constraint that all
physicalHiggs havepositivesquaredmasses.As canbe seenfrom the figure, of the two heavierneutral
scalars,H? andH?, one is approximatelydegeneratewith Z2, while the otherhasmassof orderM~0.
WhetherH? or H? is actuallythe heaviestneutralscalardependson the relativeorderingof M~,and
M~0,where“level crossing”takesplaceat M~ M~0.The chargedHiggs is alsonearlydegeneratewith
P°and has a lower massbound [4.21of MH+ ~ 50 GeV when M1 andM~0approachzero.

Constraintson the parametersA andA alsoprovideuseful restrictionson the Higgs massspectrum,
By requiring that M~>0, it is possibleto obtain maximum and minimumallowed values of A. This
allowedregion is illustratedin fig. 95, alsofrom Gunion et al. [4.91,asa functionof M~0.Also shownin
thefigure arerangesof A whichhavebeenobtainedby numericalvariation of all parameterssuchthat
all physical squaredmassesare positive. The requirementthat the electroweakvacuum be a true
minimum of the low energytheory implies that A is no largerthan the gravitino~mass[4.8] andthus
suggeststhat A ~ 1 TeV. This gives an upperboundon theP°massof approximately1 TeV, which in
turn placesconstraintson the restof the spectrumwhich can be deducedfrom fig. 94. Additional
restrictionson A can be obtainedfrom the requirementof perturbativeunification. Drees[4.111has
found from the renormalizationgroup evolution (assuming a light top quark, m1 —— 40 GeV) that
A(M~)~ 0.95 in no-scalemodels,which setsthe limit

M1�17OGeV (4.17)

(while modelswith an intermediatemassscaleimply A(M~)~ 1.2, which yields M1 ~ 210 GeV). The
bound(4.17) can be improved if onerequires that SUSY breakingeffectively occursdue to gaugino
massesandgives A(M~)~ 0.65 and M1 ~ 120GeV, but this result is moremodel dependent.

Massboundsfor the iso-singletHiggs boson(in the limit where47~and472 mix only with eachother
and47~remainsunmixed) havebeencalculated[4.13,4.14] from perturbativeunitarity constraintson
the S matrix, analogousto the procedurefor the SM Higgs boson [4.15].The strongestunitarity
constraintis obtainedfrom the scatteringprocessZ2Z2 —s.Z2Z2, wheredemandingthat the lth partial

2.5 ~I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I_ I I I I~ I I I I I II II I I I I I I I I// ZIIIIIIIIIII

mH3(TeV)

Fig. 95. Allowed regionsof A andA. The solidcurvesgive themaximumandminimum values of A for a givenM~o(labeledin thefigure as M,1,),
andcorrespondto M, = 0. The dottedcurvesrepresentmaximum andminimum values of A (correspondingto Am, and Ama1~respectively).
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wave satisfiesa’ ~ 1 leadsto the limits

M4, ~ 13.8M~, in model ,~, M,113 � 11.0M~, in model tJ~. (4.18)

Hencethemassof the iso-singlet~ cannotbe muchlargerthanthat of the Z2,which is consistentwith
the massboundsdiscussedabove.

The mixing matricesfor the unHiggs are given explicitly in ref. [4.5]. Here the authorsfind that
elevenof the neutraleigenstatesareexpectedto havemassesof order03, whereas,for certainrangesof
the parameters,it is possiblethat the chargedunHiggs are relatively light with 25 ~ Mh±~ 100 GeV,
wherethe lower boundis the presenteFe collider limit. Sincethe unHiggsdo not acquirevev’s, their
Yukawacouplingsto fermions of all gener~ttionscannotbe very large.

The supersymmetricmassspectrumis closelyassociatedwith the Higgs sectorsincethe gauginosand
higgsinos mix to form the physical neutralino and charginostates. The mass matrices (which are
analyzedin refs. [4.5, 4.8, 4.9]) aresimplified dueto our choiceof basisfor the Higgs fields, wherein
both the neutralinoandcharginocasesthe first andsecondgenerationhiggsinosectordecouplesfrom
thegauginoandthird generationhiggsinosector.For certainvaluesof the parametersthecharginoscan
be relativelylight andit is possiblethat as manyas threecharginoscan havemasseslessthanM~/2.The
neutralinospectrumis morecomplicatedandmodeldependent,but two of the neutralinosareexpected
to have massesdeterminedby M~ while the lightest one is a candidate for the LSP (lightest
supersymmetricparticle). The first and secondgenerationhiggsinosector is less well determinedas it
dependson the superpotentialcouplingsA,13, A~3k,A31k where i, j, k= 1, 2.

Haberand Sher [4.10]havebriefly consideredthe Higgs sectorin the caseof effective rank-5 and
rank-6models.In_effectiverank-5theories,arank-6 subgroupof E6 breaksatsomeintermediatescale
by either (j~C) (5C) or somelinearcombinationof the two acquiringavev. If (~)or a combination
of (DC) and (5c) gets an intermediatescale size vev, the A4HCHSC term cannot exist in the
superpotentialsincecomparablevev’s would be generatedfor H andHC. The absenceof sucha term,
however,leadsto the vanishingof thetree-levelpseudoscalaras well as oneof the scalarHiggs masses.
Thesemassescan thenonly be non-zerodueto small correctionsfrom gauginoloops. If (~)getsan
intermediatescalesize vev, then model t~, is obtainedat low energies.In this case,the boundon the
lightestscalarmass is somewhatstronger(due to the changein the couplingsof the Higgs fields) in
comparisonto that found for model ‘ti.

In the rank-6casewith two additionalU( 1) factors, in order to breakthe electroweaksymmetry i~
(ne 1?) must acquirea vev which we denoteas

V4/\/~ (470) = (~C). (4.19)

If we take thesetwo extraU(1)’s as U(1)+ x U(1),~with an arbitrary angle0 defining the appropriate

mixing, the most generalscalarpotential is given by [4.10]

V p.~~1+ p.~~2+ p.~~3+ ~ — i(AA/V~)(~r~I’2~I33+ h.c.)
+ + + + + +

+A~ 1 1 2 2m 1 1 3 3~ 2 2 3 3

12 2 + 2 1 2 2 + + 2

+(sg~—A)kP1~2I ~

+ ~g~[c0(k~I.1 ~ —5~~P3—5~~I4)—
5s

0(~~I~— ~3~3 + ~‘P4~P)]

+ ~g~[0—s. 0 + 90012, (4.20)
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wheres~= sin 0, c6 = cos0, andg12 arethe gaugecouplingsof the two U(1) factors. In this casethe
lightest scalaris found [4.10] to havea mass~107GeV assumingg1 g2 gy [for which the angle 0
drops out of (4.20)1.

Anotherpossiblerank-6groupdiscussedby theseauthorsis the rank-6left—right symmetricmodel,
SU(3)~x SU(2)~x SU(

2)R X U(l)L X U(l)R, underwhich H, H’~form a (2, 2) representation,~ is in
a (1, 2) representationdenotedby

(4.21)

and 5C is a singlet. The most generalscalarpotentialin this caseis found to be [4.10]

V p.2(’P~P
1+ ~i~2)+ p.~3 + — i(AA/V~)(~r7P2’I.~3+ h.c.)

+ A
2(~i~P

1’I3~2+~i ~1~3~3+ ~ ~g;[(1~P/ —

+ ~(g~ + — A
2)~

2~
2+

8~2R[(~l~l— ~2~2 +

~ ~1)+4(i~P4~P~2+h.c.)1

+ ~g~j’D~1 + ~2~2 —2~ ~2~j)
2 + ~g~(~b

1 + ~2~2 —2~cP3+qtyj)
2

(4.22)

whereg
2~’~2~’g1~,andg1~arethe appropriategaugecouplings.If tan /3 > 1 is assumed(in order that

the top quark be heavier than the bottom quark), the bound in this caseon the lightest scalar is
100GeV, but increasesto 117 GeV if this assumptionis relaxed.

4.2. Couplingsand decaymodes

Here we presentthe generalHiggs boson interaction Lagrangians,as given in ref. [4.21,for the
rank-5 model~ in the weak eigenstatebasis with the Goldstonebosonsremoved.To transformthese
couplings to the physical basis, one must produce the mass eigenstates Z1 and Z2 via eq. (2.13) and
H?23 via eq. (4.11). In the large v3 limit, thesetransformationsbecomequite simple as Z, —*Z, Z2
becomesheavy, and the Higgs mixing matrix, U,1, is asgiven in eq. (4.12), where the neutral doublet
members~ and~2 essentially decouple from the singlet 4~.However,termsproportionalto 03473 will
give non-negligibleinteractionswith H? and H? due to the magnitudeof 03.

The generalquark—HiggsYukawacouplingsare given by

2’= ~-~-- -~-~ (i~u472—ii~y5uP°cos f3)+ ~ c/3 (dd471 —idy5dP°sin /3)

— 2~M~{H~[(md tan /3 + m~cot /3) + (md tan /3 — m~cot /3)~1d + h.c.}, (4.23)

with obviousextensionsto the secondand third generationsand are the same as in the two Higgs
doubletSUSY-SM. Here ~d is the appropriateKM matrix element.The correspondinglepton—Higgs
Yukawacouplingsaregiven by the abovewith d—s.e andu—> v. The 4~3coupling to the exotic fermion h
is simply
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= (Mh/V~V
3)hh473, (4.24)

and the super-partnercoupling, EEçb3, is obtained from the above with h—s. E. Notice that the
exotic—Higgscouplingis inverselyproportionalto V3~andhencewill be weak in strengthunlesstheZ’ is
relatively light.

The three-bosoninteractionLagrangianis

2’ = cos /3 g~M~(ZZ+ I’/~jZZ’ +

+ ~ sin /3 g~M~(ZZ— ~ ZZ’ +

+ (25x~u3/18u)g~M~Z’Z’473+ g~M~W~W(471cos /3 + 472 sin /3)

+ ix,,, sin /3 cos/3 g~M~Z’(W~H+ WH~)

+i[eA + ~(1 — 2x~)g~Z+ ~vT~ç(4cos
2/3— sin2f3)g~Z’](H ~‘H~)

+~isin /3 g~[W~(47
1~H)— W(471~H~)]— ~i cos /3 g~[W~(472~H)— W(çb2~H~)]

+ ~(v3v/N)g~[W’(P°~H) + W(P°~’H~)]+ (v3v/N) sin /3 g~(~Z+ ~,Vç Z’)(471~P°)

— (v3v/N) cos/~g~(~Z— ~/~Z’)(472~P°) — ~,-~,/T~(v
2/N)sin/3 cos /3 g~Z’(47

3~P
0)

(4.25)

wherewe define

N2=v~v2+v~v~, ~ (4.26)

The four-boson quartic couplings are given by

2’ = sin2f3 [~g~(1 — 2x~)Z— W~g~Z’ + eA]2H~H

+ cos2$ [~g~(l — 2x~)Z+ ~ g~Z’+ eA]2H~H

+ ~g~W~WH~H + ~g~W~W[47
1471+ 472472 + (v

2u~/N2)P°P°]

+ ~g~(ZZ+ ~V’~ZZ’ + ~x~Z’Z’)[47
1471+ sin

2/3(v2u~/N2)P°P°]

+ ~ g~(ZZ— ~H/~ ZZ’ + ‘~x~Z’Z’)[47
2472+ cos

2/3(u2v~/N2)P°P°]

+ ~x~g~Z’Z’[47
3473+ sin

2f3 cos2/3(v4/N2)P°P°]

— ~sin13 g~(eA— x~g~Z— ~ g~Z’)(W~H+ WH~)47
1

+ ~cos /3 g~(eA— x~g~Z+ 4~/çg~Z’)(W~H+ WH~)472

—~i(v3v/N)gjeA— x~g~Z)P°(W~H+ WH*)

+ ~iVi~(v3v/N)(4 cos
2/3— sin2/3)g~g~Z’P°(W1H+ WH~). (4.27)
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While the couplingsof Higgsbosonsto a fermion (Hff’) andgaugeboson(HVV’) pair areexpected
to dominatein their production,othercouplingmaybe as importantin studyingtheir decaysignatures.
Among thesewhichproducetwo-bodyfinal statesare(i) HH’V, (ii) HH’H”, and(iii) ~ wherex is a

neutralinoor achargino.Thesehavebeendiscussedby a numberof authors[4.2, 4.9, 4.161.Couplings
of type (i) can be readoff from eq. (4.25),while types(ii) and(iii) arelisted in the abovereferences.
Here we will makea few commentsabouteachof thesecouplingsin turn.

HH’V. Due to the existenceof longitudinal V polarization states,the VH final states,ZP°and
WH~, are found to be important in the decay of H? if it is heavy, but thesemodes are not
kinematically allowed for the caseof either H? or H?. Due to longitudinal Z’ modesand the large
coupling, the P°—s.Z’H1 decayis foundto be importantfor largeM~0.The H~modesW~H?andW~H?
arecouplingsuppressedandsincethe W~Z’channelhasa largecoupling strength,thesemodeswill be
difficult to observe.H~—s.W~H?,W~P°areabsentdueto the neardegeneracyof H~,H?,andP°in the
large03 limit. Note that Z’—s.HH’ may in generalbe large.

HH’H”. H?—s.HH modes are potentially large leading to the possibility that HH final states
dominateH? decay,with the 2H? channelbeingstrongestfor largeM3. For smallerM3 values,almost
all modesarecomparablewith H +H - beingslightly dominant.If level crossinghasoccurredandM2 is
large(‘—‘M~o)the allowed2H?and2H? aresuppressedby smallcouplingsbut 2H? becomessignificant if
P°is light. If P°is light, the H?—s.2P°decay channelis expectedto dominateconventionalfermion
decaysexceptclose to thresholdas shownin fig. 96 from ref. [4.21.

~ An analysis of the parameterspace indicates that relatively few of thesecouplings are
important for Higgs decay. However, for any particular Higgs there will always be one (or more)
neutralinoor charginodecaymode(s)which hasa substantialcouplingandcanpotentiallydominatefor
the casewhere the Higgs is heavy. This is particularlystressedby the authorsof ref. [4.16].

As can be seenfrom the abovediscussion,the ratherlargenumberof parametersin the Higgssector
of E6 superstring-inspiredrank-Smodelsmakesit quite difficult to fully analyzeall the possibleHiggs
decaysignatures.Gunion et al. [4.9] haveexaminedall of thesepossibledecaymodesfor a single, yet
hopefully representative,choice of model parameters:M~= 0.6TeV, m1 = 70 GeV, Mh = 250 0eV

16_I

Mz~1TeVI sin
2$=0.8

Ji

m
1 (GeV)

Fig. 96. Partialwidth for H?asa functionof M1 for severalvaluesof theP°masswith tan $ = 2 andaZ2 massof 1 TeV. Thecurvesfor the2P°final
statecut off below M, = 41~GeV sincelargerM1 values are not allowed for the chosen valueof M~o.Note thattheq~pairdecaycurvesarerelatively
insensitiveto M,,o.
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(where h is the third generationexotic with the othersassumedto be light), and a gluino mass
m~ 0.5TeV, which determinesthe massof the neutralinosand charginos.Note that in this scenario,
the squarkandsleptonmassesarelargerthanthegluino massandwill probablynot beimportantSUSY
decaymodes.A >0 and tan /3 = 1.1 will alsobe assumed.

Some generalcommentsare in order. Whenevera Higgs has an availableVV’ (V, V’ = Z or W)
channeltherelevantcouplingis smallwith the V= Z’ modesbeingfurthersuppressed(only H~,P°,and
H? possesssuch modes). Since H decaysto longitudinal gaugebosonsare responsiblefor their large
widths, the Higgs in this model are generallyquite narrow in comparisonto the SM. In fact, for the
aboveparameterchoices,H? is always quite narrow,whereas,for M~0= 3 TeV, P°,H~,and H? have
F s 1000eV and H? has F s 15 0eV. Thus over most of the M~0parameterspacenon-SM decay
channelsaregenerallyfound to dominatethe variousH final states.H? still hasmanymodeswhich are
similar to thoseof the SM Higgs.

For the aboveset of parameters,the prospectfor Higgs decayanddetectionare now summarized.
H? decay. H? will decaypredominantlyto light SM fermionsuntil M~0values~3 TeV arereached,

whenit becomesmassiveenoughto havett, W~W,and2Z modesaswell. If neutralinos/charginos(x)
arelight, then xx final stateswill alsobe important if M1 is sufficiently large.

H? decay. The situationfor H? decaysis quite complicated.For largevaluesof M~0,the xx modes
are small, but VV (W~W and2Z channelsoccur with the ratio 2: 1) andHH (completely2H? once
M~ois amply large) may or may not dominatebut for large M1 values the hh modes(with their
distinctive decaysignature)dominate instead. If M~0is smaller, althoughVV, HH, and hh modesare
still important,otherchannelscan be significant, includingxx~ZP°, with W±H * (the lattertwo in the
ratio 1: 2). If M3 is too small, manyof thesemodesmaynot beallowedkinematically,e.g.,the hh and
xx final states. In general, however, H? may be difficult to find due to its small productioncross
sections,which will be discussedbelow.

P°decay. ExceptwhenM~ois small, xx modestendto be important.For largerM~0,in addition to

xx decays,tt and otherSM channelscan alsobe significant,, but fadein importancewhen very largeP°
massvaluesarereached,wherexx againdominates.For low M~ovalues,the ZH? channelcan also be
importantbut only for a narrowmassregion.Z’H? ratesbecomesignificant for largerP°massvalues.If

xx modesdominate,thenP°should be observableat the SSC for M~0s0.5TeV. The -yy channel is
relevant at small P°masseswhen SM final statesdominate. Due to its tiny couplings, the P°will
probablynot be observableat e~ecolliders.

H? decay. H? is somewhat similar to P°in that xx modestendto dominatefor mostM~0values,even
for smallM~0for which X°X°final statescanbe very important.For largerM2 values,in addition to xx~
the ZZ’ is alsosignificantandcan beof order —30% of the totalwidth for M3 —3 TeV. For smallM~0,tt
and2H?statescan be importantwith the latterdominatingfor M2 <2m1. VH modesareeithercoupling
or phasespacesuppressed.gg fusion allows for H? detectionat the SSCout to M2 0.5 TeV usingthe
xx decay signature.The -y-y channel is important for small M2 where SM fermion final statesare
dominant. -

H~decay. For low valuesof MH+ the tb final stateis clearlydominant,makingH~detectiondifficult
exceptate~ecolliders. For MH+ ~ 0.3TeV, thex~x°modescan be —50% of the total width andmay
allow for its detectionat the SSCas well as a TeV e~ecollider. For largermasses,the Z’W~channel
becomesincreasinglyimportantandprovidesa cleansignatureat a hadroncollider if W or Z’ decays
leptonically (but with a low eventrate).Overall detectionof H+ H - productionin e+e- machinesis
only phase space limited, whereas the gb—s. H~tprocess provides a significant event rate for only a
modestrangeof chargedHiggs masses.
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Fromthe abovediscussionit is clearlyobviousthat the resultingfinal statesin Higgs decayarevery
complex and backgrounds will need to be carefully explored.This taskwill be difficult andwill require
detailedMonte Carlo simulations.

4.3. Signalsfor new Higgs bosons

Here we concentrateon the production mechanismsand signals for the Higgs sector which are
uniqueto E6 theoriesand which are not containedin the SM or SUSY-SM. SM andSUSY-SMHiggs
productionmodesandsignaturesare reviewedelsewhere[4.17].

4.3.1. Production mechanisms
4.3.1.1. e~ecolliders. Thedominantproductionmechanismin e~eannihilation for the SM Higgs

(allowing for the possibility of more than one neutralgaugeboson)is e~e—s.Z,—-s.Z1H°,wherethe
final stateZ1 is either virtual (setting a Higgs searchlimit of 40 GeV at LEP I [4.18])or real (with a
discoverylimit up to 90 GeV at LEP II [4.18]) dependingon the kinematics.In E6 theoriesfor the case
of AA � v, the interactionsof H? areapproximatelythe sameasfor theSM Higgs (sincea /3) andthis
reactionwill proceedat the SM ratewith large crosssectionsat LEP I and II. The rest of the Higgs
spectrumis likely to be too heavyto be producedby real Z1 decayor with a real Z1 at LEP. E6 Higgs
production at higher energye~ecolliders has not beenexamined.

The casewhereAA ~ v is moreinterestingandyields manydeviationsfrom SM Higgs production.
The rates for e~e—s.ffH?,Z1H? are less than their SM predictionssince the Z1ZIH? coupling is
proportionalto cos(a— /3). This can be seenin fig. 97 from ref. [4.2], which comparesthe branching
fractions for Z1—s.H?e~e (as well as for W—s.H?ev) in this model, assuming a 1TeV Z2 and
sin

2/3 = 0.8, to their SM values. These weaker couplingscould reduce the discovery limit for H? to
30GeVor lessat LEP I. The modesZ

1->W~H~andW~—s.Z1H~with oneof the final stateparticles
beingoff-shell proceedvia Z—Z’ mixing andhencehavesuppressedrates.If the valueof a is suchthat
the Z1Z1H?couplingstrengthis very weak,the channelZ1 —s. P°H?will openup, wherethe branching
fraction is found [4.2] to havepossiblevalues of order a few percent. If the chargedHiggs is light

—3 _________________________________ ________________________________0 I I

(a) Z1—H~’e& (b) W’—H?8u0

I1I~6:0~M,I~0.65

m1 (0eV) m1 (0eV)

Fig. 97. Branchingfractionfor (a) Z—~’H?e~e~and(b) W —* H?e*v~versus the H? mass (M,) for M~.= 1 TeV andsin
2f3=0.8 in two cases,for a

largeP°masswith cos(a— /3) = 1, and for 20< M~o<35GeV with cos(a— /3) = 0.65.
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enough,the decaysW~—‘s.H~H?,H~P°will proceedatroughly the samerateasZ1 —s.P°H?.Abovethe
Z1 resonanceatLEP II, a real Z1 maybe producedwith H?with eventratesthat arelower than those
expectedin the SM. The crosssectionis found [4.2] to be of order o-—0.5—1.2pb atv~= 2000eV for
sin

2$= 0.8. The new modesee —> P°H?,P°H?are also possible, if kinematicallyallowed, with
productioncrosssectionsof order0.1—0.3pb at LEP II. H + H- productionis independentof the angles
a and /3, and in the limit of a large 1, mass the cross section is o~ 1 pb for MH+ � 800eV at

= 200 GeV.
The reactione~e—s.Z

2--s.Z1H?will proceedwith largerateson resonance.Nandi [4.19]finds that
the ratio of resonanceproductionto the point crosssection is

O•res/Upt 10—230, (4.28)

for v~= 200 GeV. Hence,if theZ2 existswithin the reachof LEP II, thisprocesscould bethe dominant
sourceof H? production, dependingon the value of /3. The Z2 may also be virtually producedin
associationwith H? via e~e—s.Z2—s.Z~H?—s.eeH? as discussedin ref. [4.14].

4.3.1.2. Hadron colliders: gluon fusion. The gluon fusion mechanismvia a heavy quark triangle
diagram is the dominant SM Higgs production mode at hadron colliders for a low mass Higgs
(M ~ 400—500GeV) [3.27].Since the quark—anti-quarkcouplingsto H?, H?, andP°areessentiallyof
SM strength,as seenin eq. (4.22) (apart from the parameterstan /3 andthe mixing anglea), the gluon
fusion mechanismfor theseHiggs bosonswill proceedat roughly the samerate as for the SM Higgs.
SinceH?is constrainedto haveamass~1700eVthis mechanismwill beits dominantproductionmode.
For the caseof the mostly iso-singletHiggs, H?, thelargestcrosssectionoccurswhentheexotic fermion
h is presentin the loop. Since thereare(at least)threegenerationsof h’s with a largemass,onewould
expecta substantialcrosssection.However,the hh~3coupling is inverselyproportionalto 03, and its
strengthwill be muchweakerthanthe SM Higgs—top-quarkcouplingunlessthe Z’ is reasonablylight.
Hence the H? gluon fusion crosssectionwill not be significant unlessZ’ and h havefavorablemasses.
As in thecaseof the SM, the decayH?—> Z’Z’ —s. ~r�’ ~“ - will givethe bestsignal abovenumerous
backgrounds. - -

The chargedHiggs is producedvia the partonlevel processgb—s. tH + with a sizeablecrosssection
(——1 pb at the SSCfor MH+ 1 TeV) and hasbeenstudied[4.20]within the contextof the SUSY-SM.
Reasonablecrosssections(o —0.1—1 pb)arealsoobtainable[4.21]for variousvaluesof the parameters
from the subprocessestt(bb)—s.W±H andgg —> W ±H * whichproceedsvia a box andtriangle diagrams
with top and bottom quarksin the loops.

4.3.1.3. Hadron colliders: gaugebosonfusion. Gaugebosonfusion [3.27,4.22], which dominates
over the gluon fusion mechanismfor SM Higgs productionfor the massrangeMH ~ 300—5000eV,
could be of diminishedimportancein E6 theories.As seenin eq. (4.25), the H? couplingsto ZZ and
WW areof essentiallySM strength(in the limit of AA � v, suchthat the4~and4~2mixing anglea is of
magnitudea /3), thus yielding ZZ andWW fusion productionrateswhich are comparableto those
found in the SM. However, sincethe H? is constrainedto havea mass~170GeV, gaugebosonfusion
will most likely give insignificant contributionsto its production (dependingof the value of the top
quarkmass).In this samelimit wherea /3, the H?ZZ andH?WW couplingstendto zero,suchthat H?
productionvia gaugebosonfusion is expectedto be negligible unlessthis limit doesnot apply andboth
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Z’ andP°arelight. The WW and ZZ fusion crosssectionsfor H? are also unimportant in the large 03

limit due to the small mixing between~ and ~ ~. Despitethe fact that the H?Z’Z’ coupling is
enhancedby a factor of —M~,the contributionsto H? productionfrom virtual Z’Z’ fusion will be
suppressedby a factor of (1/M~)

2dueto the smallZ’ content of quark. ZZ’ fusion processessuffera
similar fate resulting from weakercouplingsand reducedquark structurefunctions. The pseudoscalar
Higgs, P°,doesnot coupleto gaugebosonpairs at the treelevel, so theseproductionmechanismswill
not be relevantfor the P°.The W~H~Z~vertex will be discussedlater. So we see that gaugeboson
fusion yields only relatively unimportantproductionratesfor E

6 bosons,as advertised.

4.3.1.4. Hadron colliders: Z2 decays.Z2 decayscan yield a copioussourceof E6 Higgs bosonsat
hadroncolliders. As discussedin section2.4the decaysZ2—s.Z1H?,Z1H?, P°H?,P°H?,H~H,W~H
can occur with reasonablerates (their total contribution is of order of a few percentof the total
ordinary fermionic width). These partial widths are calculatedvia eq. (2.37) and their branching
fractionsareshownin fig. 10 as afunction of /3 in therank-Smodel for largeM2 with ng = 0 (where ng is
the numberof generationsof exotic fermionswhich arekinematicallyaccessiblein Z2 decays).As can
beseenfrom the figure, thesebranchingfractionscan vary substantially(especiallyif oneallows for the
possibility of Z2 decay into SUSY particles or the exotic fermions) and can thus introduce large
uncertaintiesin the crosssection for Higgs production. Giventhe possiblemassspectrum,one would
expectthat the ZIH? channel would be the most favoredby phasespace,and Baeret al. [4.16]have
thoroughlystudiedthis mode for the SSC. The total productioncrosssectionfor pp—>Z2—s. Z1H? at

= 40 TeV as a function of M2 (neglecting Z—Z’ mixing as well as SUSY and exotic decays)is
presentedin fig. 98 from this referencefor severalvaluesof tan/3 and MHO. The crosssectionis fairly
insensitiveto the valueof MH0, but is quite sensitiveto the assumedvalueof tan /3. The eventrate is
seento be quite largewith as manyas i0’~Z1H?pairsbeingproducedper SSCyear.Also shownin the
figure for comparison,is the crosssectionwhenthe Z2 is alsoallowedto decayinto the full spectrumof

~ (~~“\ ~40 TeV —

N

tO — 00 0eV —

0.! - ‘.-.,--. --.------ -

z t

200 400 600 800 1000

M2 (0eV)

Fig. 98. Totalcrosssectionfor pp—~Z’ — ZH?(H?is denotedasHL in thefigure) at theSSCasafunction of M~.for model ~1In all but the lowest
dashed—doubledottedcurve theexotic Z’ decaysare forbidden. The SM backgroundZti productionis shown by thedashedcurve.
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exotic fermions (which resultsin a decreaseof the productionrate by a factorof —4), and the cross
sectionfor the SM Z1tt background,where an invariant mass cut of M11 = 100±15 0eV has been
imposed.Note that the backgroundis smallerthanthe signalfor all of the casesshown.The largeevent
ratefor this processallows the useof the decayZ1 —s. � - as atrigger and theseauthorsfind that tt
and SUSY H? decay channelsprovide a clean signal to background ratio for a wide range of
parameters.For Z2 massesin excessof —1 TeV this productionmechanismbecomesof decreasing
importance.

In summary,E6 Higgs bosonproductionratesat hadroncolliders arequite dependenton the mass
spectrum.LowermassHiggs havethe highesteventratesvia the gluonfusion mechanismor Z2 decays.
Higher massHiggs will be producedvia gaugebosonfusion with eventrateswhich are smallerthan
those expectedfrom this processin the SM. Unfortunately, the H? will be difficult to produce,no
matterwhat its massmaybe.

4.3.1.5. Toponiumdecays.Toponium has several possible Higgs decay channels andmayprovidean
abundantsourceof Higgs bosons.Thesedecaymodes,most of which do not exist in the SM, are all
present in the two Higgs doublet SUSY-SMand have been discussed elsewhere [4.17,4.23], and will
only be briefly examinedhere.Sincethe Higgs couplingsareslightly different in E6 modelsthanin the
SUSY-SM, the resulting branching fractions for thesedecaychannelswill be somewhatalteredfrom
their SUSYpredictions. The possible vector (Vi) and pseudoscalar (‘q~) toponium Higgs decay modes
and their correspondingallowedintermediatestateparticlesarelisted in table5 from ref. [4.2], where
Z2 is assumedto be relatively heavy. Processeswith a photon, Z1, or P°intermediatestatesare
s-channel,while quark intermediatestatesare t- and/oru-channel.We remind the readerthat the

3S
1

vectorstates(V1) are producedcopiouslyat e+e- colliders,whereasthe
3S

0 pseudoscalarstates(-q~)
havethe largestproductionratesat hadroncolliders.

The Wilczek mechanism[4.23], Vt—s. H~y,proceedswith a rate of (in the large Z2 masslimit)

F(V~—s.H?y)/F(V~—>H°y)SM= sin
2a/sin2/3, F(V

5—s.H?-y)/F(V~—a.H°y)SM= cosa/sinf3,
(4.29)

if V~—s. H?y is not phasespace suppressed.Similarly, the P°-yrate is given by (neglecting QCD
corrections)

F(V~—s.P°y)/F(Vt---s.H°y)sM=cot/3. (4.30)

Table 5
Summary of the various vector and pseudoscalar to-
ponium Higgsdecay modes and the allowed intermediate

particles

Final state V1

H°~y t —

PS3, t —

H°Z, t, Z1 Z1, P°
P

0z
1 t —

H°P° Z1 t, Z1, P°
H~H b, y, Z1 —

W~H b, Z1 b, Z1, P°
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It is found that theseratescan be slightly more or slightly less thanthe SM value dependingon the
choiceof parameters,with the ratiosbeingof orderunity whentheH~andP°massesarecloseto their
lower bounds[4.2, 4.5]. If the decaychannelsH?Z1 andp°z,are allowed by phasespace,their rates
may be up to an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding SMprediction for certain choices of
theparameters.F(V1 —s.H?P°)is proportionalto sin

2(a — /3) andhencewill be suppressedif a — /3, but
the branchingfraction for this processcan reacha few percentfor somevaluesof aand/3.TheH+ H -

decaymode has a small branchingfraction which is of order i04—i03, and the W~H~channelis
suppressedby a factor of mb/mI for the quark intermediatestatesor by the small Z—Z’ mixing for the
s-channelZ

1 exchange.If kinematicallyallowed, the single quarkdecayt—s. H~bwill be the dominant
toponium decay mode. The general expressions, including QCD corrections, for these toponium decay
modesmaybe found in ref. [4.2].

4.3.1.6. Flavorchangingcouplings. If the exotic fermionshavethesameB andL assignments as do
the ordinary fermions, then ordinary—exotic mixing can result in flavor-changing couplings to the
neutral scalars. We can generically parameterize these couplings as

2’ = (\/~GF)”
2[Mhh(a~+ b~y

5)d+ MEE(a~+ b~y5)e]H?, (4.31)

with a andb beingcouplingmatricesandMhE beingtypical exotic fermionmasses.In order to insure
hermiticity, a mustbe hermitian while b mustbe anti-hermitian.The couplingsin 2’ allow for the pair

+— . . +— 0 0
production of neutral Higgs scalars at both e e and hadroncolhdersvia e e —s.2H, or dd—s.2H,,
with a t- and u-channelexotic fermion exchange. The cross section [4.24,4.25] for either process (at the
partonlevel in the hadroniccase)is (z = cos 0)

du/dz= (G~M
4/2561TNC)/3s(DT1+

x {/32[(~a~2+ b~2)2+ (2 Rea>b)2](1 — z2)+ (4M2/s)(~a~2— b~2)2}, (4.32)

whereNC is a color factor (= 1 for e~eor 3 for dd), M is the exotic fermion mass, /3 = (1 — 4M~o/s)1’2
whereMH0 is the Higgs mass,0 is the center-of-mass scattering angle, a and b are the appropriate
elementsof the coupling matrices,and

D
12 = (M~o— M

2) — ~s(1 i /3z). (4.33)

For the partoncase5—> 1. The total crosssectionfor e~eannihilationis obtainedby a simpleangular
integration of (4.32), while at hadron colliders integration over z, rapidity, and the 2H~invariant mass
is required.Note thatfor fixed MH0, the secondterm in (4.32) dominatesif aj ~ b~for simplicity we
will assumethat a and b are relatively real.

The results of thesecalculationsfor e+ e- at LEP energiesare summarizedby fig. 99, where an
overall factorof a ~‘ hasbeenremovedfrom do~/dz,andfrom which one can drawseveralconclusions:
(i) When a = b , correspondingto chiral couplings,the crosssectionis relativelysmall, growsvery
slowly with increasing ME for fixed M

11o, and vanishesas z—s. 1. Clearly, in the limit of small
ordinary—exoticmixing (e.g., a~

4 10~),which we would naively expectto hold, tiny crosssections
areobtained.(ii) For a~~ b~,the dominanceof the secondterm in (4.32) is clearly visible and results
in a flat angulardistributionand producesa strong sensitivity to the value of ME. For example,with
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Fig. 99. Differential cross section for e~e—s2H°with various values Fig. 100. Total cross section for pp—~2H°+ X at SSC energies as a
of ME and b/al: (1) ME = 100GeV, b/al= 1; (2) ME = 100GeV, function of the Higgs mass MH: (A) M,, = 1 TeV, r= lb/al = 2; (B)
b/al = 2; (3) and (4) are the sameas (1) and (2), but with ME = Mh = 1 TeV, r=0; (C) Mh = 0.2TeV, r= 2; (D) M5 0.2TeV, r = 0;

200GeV; (5) and (6) are the same as (1) and (2) but with M5 = (E) Mb = 0.6 TeV, r = 2; and (F) Mb =0.6TeV, r = 0.
300GeV; (7) and (8) are the same as (1) and (2) but with ME =
500 GeV.

M110 = 60 GeV, ME = 5000eV, and assumingan integratedluminosity of 200pb~,7.2 x i0
5 al4 events

areexpectedfor r lb/al = 2. Sincethe processe~e—s. 2H~,whenenhanced,is fairly isotropicandH°
prefers to decay into heavy particles, it should be relatively easyto separate2H~production from
W W and 2Z production.

For heavy2H~productionat the SSC, fig. 100 clearly summarizesthe situation, whereagain, an
overall factor of al4 hasbeenremovedfrom u. For purposesof comparison,the SM prediction for
Higgspair productionfrom W~W andZZ fusionwith V~=40TeV andMH

0 = 1 TeV is in the range of
‘—5 x i0~pb [4.26].Thus for reasonablevaluesof the parameters,al lbl —0.1, thereis asignificant
enhancement over the SM expectation.

4.3.2. Indirect signatures
If the exotic h fermions havethe B and L assignmentsof conventionalquarks, thentherewill in

general be an off-diagonal coupling to a neutralscalarfield (47) of the form [4.27]

= (g1dh1 + g2s7z2)47+ h.c., (4.34)

where h12 are not mass eigenstates, and the subscripts 1 and 2 are a generation index. Such an
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Fig. 101. The s—~dg vertex arisingfrom theexchangeof a flavor changingneutral scalar4,.

interactionmay leadto anenhancementof the t~I= ~amplitude via the penguin-type diagram shown in
fig. 101 from ref. [4.27].~I = ~ amplitudeslargerthan thosefrom the SM are easily obtainablefor a
wide range of parameter values, while the e’/e ratio is not significantly increased. The above interaction
can also contribute to the KL—Ks massdifferencevia the box diagramsin fig. 102 and values of the
parameters can be found such that this contributionremainssmallevenwhenthe i~I= ~ amplitudeis
enhanced.

These off-diagonal couplings of the fermions to the neutral scalarscannot, of course,be totally
arbitraryandmixing mustbesomewhatsuppressed.Oneconstraint,for example,comesfrom the scalar
contributionsto the anomalousmagneticmoments[3.2] of e and p. given by [3.44]

2 1 (A4/m)(1a12 - 1b12)x + x2(1 - x)(1a12 + b12)
a = —f V~GFM j dx 2 2 , (4.35)C,p. J M x+ MH(l — x)

with m being the e or p. massandM the correspondingexotic fermion mass.Oneagainseesthe very
strongM dependence,especiallyin the non-chiralcase al � bl. Bounds on al and lbl from (4.35)have
beendiscussedin the literature [3.2].

4.3.3. TheWHZ vertex
There are many extensions of the SMin which the Higgs sector is enlarged to include two (or more)

scalardoublets for a variety of reasons. Although all such models lead to the existence of physical
chargedHiggs bosonsit hasbeenshownthat the treelevel W~HZcouplingvanishesevenif thereare
an arbitrary numberof Higgs doubletsandsinglets[4.28].This resultis dueto the fact that the neutral
membersof thesedoublets(which can obtain vev’s and contributeto gaugebosonmasses)havethe

Fig. 102. Box diagram contribution due to 4, exchange for the KL—Ks mass difference.
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same isospin, and thereforecouple to the W and Z in an identical manner.E6 models offer a way
aroundthis apparentlygeneral result by the introduction of a new Z’ gauge bosonwhich couples
differently to thevariousscalardoubletsandresultsin a W~HZ’coupling. Oncethe Z andtheZ’ mix
to form physical eigenstates,the W±H*ZPcoupling becomesW±H*(Z2cos 47 + Z1 sin 47), so that
W~H nowcouplesto the lighterneutralgaugebosonwhich is a masseigenstate.Thus,in amodelwith
only doublet and singlet scalars,a coupling of W±H*to the Z1 implies the existenceof a new and
heavierneutralgaugeboson,1,. In particular,one finds

= 2eM~sin /3 cos /3 (Y + Y~)(~ )(w~Hz12+ h.c.), (4.36)

with tan /3 = 02/ui (the ratio of the doublet vev’s), Y~2arethe U(1)’ couplingsof thesetwo doublets
whosenormalizationis definedby the Z’ termin the covariantderivative(—ig/c~VçY’Z’), andM~is
the SM massof the Z. The angles /3 and47 are relatedvia

tan 4, = 2\/~(— Y cos
2/3+ Y~sin2/3)M~/(M~— M~). (4.37)

In addition to the Z
2 —s.W ±H decayprocessdiscussedabove,how can suchcouplingsbe probedif

theyexist?Variouspossibilitieswithin the_rank-Sscenariohavebeendiscussedin ref. [4.29],which we
will now survey. One likelihood is W±H* off-resonanceproductionin e~eannihilationwith a cross
section (t = tan /3) given by

du — 25ira
2M~ t2 ~ + M~— M~2— 4M2w]”2

dz 72x~(1—x~)1+t2 L~ s I s i

x [(1 + z2) + —~-!t(1— z2)] ~ c
1c1(v~u+ a~a~)P~1, (4.38)

where P11 is the propagatormatrix of section 2, E~/M~= (s+ M~— M~)/2V~M~,c1 (c2)=

sin 4, (cos 47), z = cos0, andthe couplings~ arenormalizedas in eq. (2.55). Figure 103 showsthe
integratedcrosssectionfor the e~e_s.W±H*processat LEP II (‘~/~= 2000eV) as a function of MH
for different values of tan /3 and assumingM2 = 250 0eV. With reasonableluminositiesand valuesof
tan /3 0.5, this correspondsto at least severalhundredevents/yr.(Note that in the rank-S model, a
light M2 250 0eV implies the constrainttan /3 S 0.6 [4.29].)The backgroundsfrom W~W,2Z, and
H+ H - areeasilyeliminatedby demandinga productionsignal of oneW (reconstructedfrom its leptonic
decaysand the fixed value of v’~)plus heavyquark jets (tb) in the oppositehemisphere.Although,
e.g., the W~W crosssection is much largerthan that for W~H,an additional angularcut (z ~ 0)
reducesthis backgroundby an extrafactor of ~10 so that whencombinedwith the heavyquarktrigger
from tb jets on the oppositeside, the signal is largerthanthe background.This is dueto the fact that
W—s. tb will bevery suppressedkinematicallyandH—s. tb will bethe dominantmode.At higher energy
e~ecolliders, this crosssection falls off like 5_2, so that it is quite smallunlessthe Z2 resonanceis
nearby.

At higher energye~ecolliders,onemight imaginethatH~productionvia W~Z12fusionmayoccur
with a significant cross section;explicit calculationshows this not to be the case.With ~ 1 TeV,

= 0.5TeV, tan /3 = 0.6, and M2 = 1500eV, one finds r — 0.016fb, which is far too small to be
observable.
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Fig. 103. Cross sectionfor e~e- —*W
0H~at v3 = 200GeV as a function of M,, with M, = 250GeV for different valuesof tan /3.

Two processesmay contribute to W~H productionand probe the W~H~Z~verticesat hadron
colliders: (i) q Z

1—s.W~H~and(ii) W~Z~—s.H~—s.W~Z1.For a reasonable,yet optimistic, choice
of parameters,however, process(ii) is far too small to be observablesince it is swampedby the

continuumas shownin fig. 104from ref. [4.291.Theonly hope thenis process(i) for which
the cross section is

~ ~fdy[q(x1,M2)~(x2,M2)+~(xi,M2)q(x2,M2)]Jdz ~, (4.39)

wheredô~q/dZis obtainablefrom eq. (4.38) by letting s—> M
2 and dividing by a color factor of 3. As

usual,we have

x
12 = (M/vT~)e~, z0 =min(/3’ tanh(Y— Iyl), 1),

(4.40)
= {[1 — (M~+ M~)IM

2]2 — 4M~M~/M4}H2[1 + (M~— M~)/M2]’

and Y is a rapidity cut on the W~H final state(which is takento be Y= 2.5).
The majorbackgroundsto theq~—s.Z~->W~H~processcomefrom gluon-initiatedtriangleandbox

diagrams involving heavy b- or t-quarks (e.g., gg—> tt—s. H~— W ±H and gg —s. tt—> W H ) and
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Fig. 104. Differential cross sections du/dM
2 for (a) pp—eWZ

2+ X and (b) pp—eW~Z2+ X from thecontinuum q~—+w~Z,process and from
resonant chargedHiggs production,W~Z,—* H —~w Z2 at VI = 40 TeV.

tree-leveldiagramswith heavyquarksin the initial state,bb, tt—s.W~H~’~.Therelative sizesof the signal
andbackgroundare, of course,quite sensitiveto the choiceof modelparameters,m~andtan /3, which
togetherwith the chargedscalar massdetermineall couplings and massesin the minimal SUSY-SM
which was usedto calculatevariousbackgroundprocesses[4.21].Basically,for fixed MH, onefinds that
the background increases relative to the signal with increasing (decreasing) m, (tan /3). If, at the SSC,
we take for exampleM2 = 800GeV, tan /3 = 0.8, andMH = 600 GeV, the signal to backgroundratio is
=5/1 (30/1) for m, = 100 (40) GeV with a signal crosssectionof =0.1pb. If theW is reconstructedin
one of its leptonic modes and W~Zfinal statescan alsobe reconstructedfrom theH~decay,then=330
events should be observable with the SSC design luminosity. This situationimproves,of course,with
increasingtan /3. It thus seemslikely that the q~—s.Z~—s.W~H~process should be observable above
background and with a sufficient rate for a reasonablerangeof modelparameterssothat the W±H*Z1
couplingcan be explored.

5. Implicationselsewhere

In addition to the possible extensionsof the gauge, fermion, and scalar parts of the effective
low-energy sector in superstring-inspiredE6 models, there are a number of other theoreticaland
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phenomenological implications of such models which we will briefly survey in this section. Many of
these results are not directly linked to E6 but are general features of these kinds of superstring-inspired
models. Note that there is a fair amount of overlap among the subjects surveyed in the various

subsections,In areaswhichare not phenomenologicalin nature,a brief reviewis given andthe readeris
referred to the original references.

5.1. Gaugino massesand SUSYbreaking

For superstring-inspired E6 models to be phenomenologically viable they must provide a mechanism
for SUSY breaking and generationof the electroweakscale [1.11, 1.13]. of the several possible
approaches to SUSYbreaking, non-perturbative breaking by gaugino condensation in the hidden (E~)
sector seems to be the most promising. SUSYbreaking is then transmitted to the observable sector via
gravitational couplings inducing soft-SUSY breaking scalar/gauginomasstermsin the potentialwhich
thenproduceelectroweakbreaking.In this subsectionwe briefly surveythe work done in this areaby a
numberof different groups. It should be noted that someof this work is also discussedin the other
parts of this section since it impactsstrongly on a numberof separatetopics.

An extensive amount of work on this subject has been done by the Berkeley group (Binétruy,
Dawson, Gaillard, and Hinchliffe) in a series of papers [5.1—5.4].In the scenario presented in the first
paper of the series[5.1], SUSY breaking does not initially generate a massfor the gaugino (in the
observable sector) or induce any A-terms but generates soft masses for all scalars which take on a
common value at the compactification scale. Gaugino masses are then induced at the one-loop level
from the scalar masses while radiatively induced A-terms are neglected since they arise only at the
two-loop level. A renormalization group equation (ROE) analysis of the scalar field masses within the
context of the minimal rank-S model is then used to place a bound of (SC~~ 125 0eV, or o~440GeV,
depending on the ratio of the doublet vev’s, which leads in either case to a phenomenologically
unsuccessfulresult: Z. is either too light (~65GeV) or the shift in the Z massis too large(~4GeV).
The authors consider several rank-6 models which have no intermediate scales (i.e., light Z23 gauge

bosons) and show that such models are also inconsistentwith presentdata using the sameanalysisas in
the rank-5 case. One possibility not considered by these authors is the alternative left—right model
[2.48,2.49] discussedin sections2 and3 which avoids the strongconstraintson the WR massand could
remain viable. These authors conclude that only models with intermediate scales may be compatible
with existing phenomenology, assumingthe above method of SUSYbreaking.

In thesecondpaperin the series [5.2] the authorsconsiderthe details of SUSY breakingby gaugino
condensation in the hidden sector. The ten-dimensional E~X E8 gauge group after compactification

leads to the four-dimensional group K x G, with Gbeing the grouprelevant for the observable sector.
Fields in the adjoint of K (which form the hidden sector) are singlets under Gwhile fields transforming
non-trivially under G are K singlets.The two sectorscommunicateonly by gravitationalinteractions.
The existence of a scalar field S coupling to both K and G gaugesectors (and originating from the
dilation field) is essential for gaugino condensation to break SUSY.The condensation of the gauginos in
K occurs when their respectivecouplings become strong at some scale A. A gravitino mass (rn32) is

generated but the net vacuum energy of the system (i.e., the cosmological constant) remains zero at the
tree level due to a cancellation with the vev of the antisymmetric field strength tensor H. The
observablesectoris unawareof the SUSYbreaking at this order and scalar masses remain zero even at
one-loop.

The authors then investigate the gaugino masses at the one-loop level which arise from diagrams
containing the gravitino and a generic scalar field S (aswell as its SUSY partner). The gaugino masses
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are found to dependonly on (S), the scaleA, the gravitino mass (m312), and the K sectorone-loop
betafunction. The scalarsin the observablesectorthenobtainmassesvia theROE’s. The gauginosare
found to haveuniversalmassesm112 M~with m312 1013 GeVwhenthe requirementof the stability
of the Higgs vev’s is imposed. The latter value is also favoredby somesupersymmetricinflationary
models(for a brief discussionof this topic seesection5.4). If the variouscontributionsto m112were to
cancelin aparticularmodel thenSUSY breakingcould only be transferredto the observablesectorin a
non-perturbativemanner.Thesenon-perturbativeSUSY breakingeffectsareexaminedin later papers
[5.3, 5.4] where several different models are studied. Since the field theory resulting from string
compactificationis non-renormalizable,the naturalphysical cut-off is the condensationscaleA. Note
that the gravitino contributionsto m112 arefound to cancelin a theorywith a cut-off. The authorsfind
m112 — (m312)

3/M~for the resultinggauginomassesand msCaIars V~7~m
112. This result implies that

squarks and sleptons are expected to be lighter than gauginos in superstring-inspiredmodels. R
symmetry breaking and the productionof one-loop gauginomassescould lead to A-terms,which are
potentially dangerousin that both color and electric chargeconservationcould be broken. For the
modelsexamined,however, it is found that such terms areabsent in the groundstate.

This analysis was extended in later publications [5.3,5.4] and it is reasonable to conclude that their
results should be applicable to a broad class of models where one finds m112
O(1—100)(m312)

3(161T2M~)~.In their analysisthe authorsstressthe importanceof integratingover the
region betweenA andthe compactificationscaleto stabilize the one-loopeffective potential.

SUSYbreaking has also been considered by the Oxford group [5.5—5.7]in a schemewherethe
one-loopeffectivepotentialis boundedfrom below[5.8,5.9] andwith a singlefine tuningyields agauge
hierarchyand an acceptablecosmologicalconstant.In addition to the possibilityof breakingSUSY in
the hidden sectorby gauginocondensation[5.10—5.12]and/or through the vev for the field strength
tensor (Himn) = cc

1,,,,, [5.10—5.12],theseauthorsproposethat gaugesinglet fields, N [5.13],develop
non-zerovev’s so that the superpotentialsatisfies ~W(N)~= c. If c originatesfrom (Htmn), then in
units of M~one expectsc 0(1), but if (W(N)) = c then c maybe much smaller.

The authorsdiscusssome of the difficulties in obtaining a one-loopeffective potential which is
boundedfrom below andhow such a potential can be obtainedin two classesof models.For the two
classes of models (I and II) theseauthorsfind

4/3 5/3 —2/3 1/2I: m112 —‘ (a/n) (m312) M~ , m0— (a/v-) m112 , (5.la)

II: m1/2 (m312)
3M2, m

0 -= (a /~~)1‘
2m

1/2 (5. ib)

so that scalar masses are always induced by radiative corrections. The second class of models is similar
to that consideredby Binétruy et al. [5.1—5.4],while in the first classthe mechanismis that of Ellis et
al. (to be discussedbelow) in which radiative correctionsmodify the Kählerpotential.An important
point of their analysisis that betweenA~andM~thereis a drasticchangein the particlemassspectrum
which cannotbe neglectedwhencalculatingSUSY breakingeffects.

The problemof SUSY breakinghasbeenexaminedby two groupsat CERN, Ibai~ezet al. [5.12,
5.14] and Ellis et a!. [5.11, 5.15]. The first set of authorsemphasizethe need for non-trivial gauge
kinetic terms(i.e., the analyticfab function) as a crucialingredientfor thebreakingof SUSY by gaugino
condensationin the hiddensector,which occur in d = 4 models.Oncecondensatesform, the gravitino
getsaninducedmass,m3~2-= A

3IM~,sothat A -= 1013_14GeVwould leadto m
312 0(1 TeV). However,

the quadraticCasimirsof E~areso large,theseauthorsclaim, that A will betoo closeto M~unlessE~
itself breaksto some smaller group. Breaking E~to large gauge groups,such as SU(5)x SU(S),
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S0(16), SU(9), E7 x SU(2) or E6 x SU(3), will not help since their Casimirsare alsoquite large. To
get A ~ iO’

4 0eV one needs to break E~—s.[SU(2)]~x [U(1)]m in order to generate a light gravitino
mass accordingto theseauthors[5.12,5.14]. One way out of this problemis that soft terms in the
observable sector may be much smaller than —rn

32. The breaking of E~to a small group by the
Hosotani mechanism, as in the case of E6, is found to be quite difficult. They emphasize that gaugino
condensation and ~Himn) both break SUSY and that the advantage of using both is that the two
contributionsto the cosmological constantcancel.

EventhoughSUSY is brokenin the hiddensectorat the treelevel, thereis still no SUSY breakingin
the observable sector, i.e., rn11 = m172 = 0 and the A-terms (soft trilinear couplings) in the superpotential
are still absent. Scalar masses are generated at two-loop order as opposed to one-loop [5.8, 5.16] and
are not universal, making the suppression of flavor changing neutral currents extremely difficult. These
problems may be avoided if one includes one-loop contributions coming from the exchange of heavy
string modes and leads to a gaugino mass m13—rn32(2rr)

5 [5.12,5.17] implying m
3,~10

7GeV.
Ellis et al. [5.11, 5.15] claim that the kinetic energy function fab is modified in a very particular

manner, which disagrees with what is found by Ibaiiez andthe Oxford group[5.5, 5.6]. These authors
also emphasize that E~must be broken if the gaugino condensation scale (and hence, the gravitino
mass) is to be somewhat lower than the Planck scale. They also note [5.11,5.15] that if E~is broken by
the Hosotani mechanism to an SU(N) subgroup (with N ~ 4) then the scaleof gauginocondensation,

A~’will necessarily be somewhat below M~and the gravitino massis given by rn
312 — A~IM~.Without

inflation (or if cbndensation occurs after inflation) the universe will be filled with SU(N) flux tubes
which form cosmic strings producing density perturbationshp/p —- 102(A~/M~)which could initiate
galaxyformation (seethe discussionin section5.4). The boundson rip/p are satisfied if A~~ iO’

6 GeV
andm

3~2~ 10I~0eV so that one expectsm31,~ M0.
Ellis et al. consider several possible contributions to SUSY breaking in the observable sector. One

contribution to m1/2 at one-loop is of order (N~m32/M~where ‘(N~iis the vev of some genericgauge
non-singletfield. But if ~ is not too much largerthanM~and m31. -~M~this contribution is small.
Another contribution comes from the two-loop induced scalar mass m~—-.(m32)

2/M~which these

authors claim is also too small. A further contribution to rn
112 — (m312)

3/M~,as calculated by Binétruy
et al. [5.1—5.4],is also claimed by Ellis et al. [5.11, 5.15] to be too small to be the dominant
contribution to SUSY breaking. Ellis et al. find a new contribution to mi

2~=(a/7r)
43(m

32)
53M~3

which they claim is dominant; here a is a typical gauge coupling. This new contribution arises due to
one-loop corrections to the effective scalar potential, shifting the value of the S field’s vev, thus allowing
it to contribute to rn

112 (which it did not do at tree level). The authors claim that the sum of the
gravitino, gauge boson, and S contributions to rn1,, cancel in the momentumspaceregularization

scheme, leaving their new term dominant. Numerically, they find that rn3,, (0.3—1.3) x 1011 0eV and

(2.7—4.2)x 10~GeV. These authors go on to show that two-loop order scalar mass terms can also
be generated by the same mechanism, giving rn11——m~17(aA/16sr

2)”2IM~,where a(A) is a gauge
(Yukawa) coupling constant. Universal A-terms are similarly generatedwith a coefficient A =

—(g/12V’~)m
11,where a = g

2/4ir. Given m
31, ‘~ M~,onethenseesthat rn172 ~‘ A ~-m13which should be

used as the initial conditions in an ROE analysis of effective low energy theories.
In an interestingpaper,Drees [5.18]performeda detailedanalysisof the parameter space of the

rank-5 model under the assumption that no intermediate scale exists with SUSY breaking in the
observablesector parametrizedby rn12, m11, and A. He shows that large Yukawa couplings are
possible, thus allowing for a low SUSYbreaking scale and for SUSYparticlemasseswithin the range of
existingacceleratorsevenif the Z’ is very heavy. Bounds on the masses of the exotic fermions relative
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to that of the Z’ are obtained-via an ROE analysis: the heaviest exotic quark (lepton) has to have a
masslessthan3.1 (2.2) Ma., while the lightestof theseparticlesmusthavemasseswhich arelessthan
2.1 (1.8) ~ For largeYukawacouplingsthe exotic fermions maybe moremassivethantheir SUSY
partners, so that decays into partners plus neutralinosbecome possible. It is possible to make
right-handedd-squarksor all sleptonsquite light; onecharginoandtwo neutralinoscan alsobe made
light in this model.

5.2. The Oxford three-generationsuperstringmodel

Ross and collaborators[5.19]haveconstructedan extremelyinterestingmodel in whichcompactifica-
tion takes place on a specific manifold: the only known Calabi—Yau manifold (M3) which leads to just
threegenerations[5.20]. In this model the E8 x E~superstring/supergravitymodel in ten dimensions
compactifiesat 1018_19 0eV on M3 while E8—s.SU(3)~ X SU(3)L x SU(3)R (with N= 1 SUSY) via
Wilson loops. It is then believed to be energeticallyfavorable in this model for two large vev’s to
developproducinga pair of very high intermediatescales: (~) iO’

7 0eV, (SC) iO’5 0eV which
result in the SU(3)~ X SU(2)~ x U(1)~SM below =1015 0eV. The unbrokenE~group interactions
become strong (due to the large beta function) at a scale of ~~10180eV causing confinement and
gaugino condensation in this hidden [5.10—5.12]sector. This can be used as a source of SUSYbreaking
which is transmitted to the SM observable sector via gravitational radiative corrections producing a
non-zerogauginomass [5.10—5.12,5.14, 5.21]. FurtherSUSY breakingfrom thesegauginomassesis
then reliably calculable [5.22] and involves the RGE analysis of gauge as well as large Yukawa
couplings.

Becausethe model involvesa specific Calabi—Yaumanifold thereare manyknowndetailsin this case
which would be otherwiseunconstrained.The multiplet structure,number of generations,and new
discretesymmetriesof the low-energyLagrangianarecompletelydetermined.Thus,althoughthereis
still some uncertainty in the model due to the complexity of the possible breaking patterns it is likely
that the particle contentbelow the SUSY breakingscale ~ say) is completelydeterminedand
consistsof threeusualSM generations,a pair of Higgs doubletsandsomeadditional(threeneutraland
onecharged)leptons.Figure 105 from Ross[5.19]showsa schematicrepresentationof this model. In
units of a commongauginomass (m

1/2) the SUSY particle massesare expectedto scaleas

q/g/�~/I~/W,Z/~= 1.9/1/0.7/0.4/0.3/0.16, (5.2)

as would be roughly the casein any model in which gauginosgeneratethe dominantSUSY breaking
scalein the observablesector.With a reasonablevaluefor m1~2 300 0eV or so,most of the SUSY
particlemassesarepredictedto be much largerthanthe presentexperimentallower limits as is shown
in fig. 106 from Ross [5.19].Thus we shouldnot be disappointedin the lack of existing evidencefor
SUSYat this point if this model is correct. We now turn to a short discussionof someof thedetailsof
this model.

The specific manifold,R, underconsideration[5.19,5.20] leadsto Betti—Hodgeparametersh21 = 9
and h11 = 6, hence Euler number x = —6. The chiral structure is thus 9(27)+ 6(27) or simply
ng(

27) + ö(27 + 27) with flg = 3 and 6 = 6. Note that in obtainingR, a discretesymmetrygroupG = Z
3

hasbeenused to form a quotientmanifold, hencereducingh21 and h11. Wilson line breakingleaves
threepossible unbrokengroups,assumingunbrokenE~(note R is not simply connected):[SU(3)]

3,
SU(6)x U(1), or E

6. It is assumedthat [SU(3)]
3is the most promisingstartingpoint for a realistic
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model. Use of the discreteZ3 symmetrycan determinewhich statesarelight afterWilson breaking:for
each27 one is left with nine light “lepton” andseven“quark” (and “antiquark”) componentswhereas
in the 27 one obtainssix light “lepton” andfour “quark” (and “antiquark”) components.At this point
“lepton” (“quark”) meanscolor singlet (triplet) under SU(3)~.Thus, after compactificationand
Wilson line breakingthe numberof masslessstatesis drasticallyreduced.The superpotential,W, of the
remaining fields is then determinedby using the unbroken gauge symmetry and any additional
unbrokendiscretesymmetriesof which thereare several.

To study SUSYbreakinga modelof thelow-energyLagrangianis requiredbut sincethe Calabi—Yau
metric is unknown one assumesa generalform consistentwith all of the symmetries.This leadsto an
effective “no-scale” theory [2.8, 5.13] which may provide a good approximationto the true theory.
SUSY breakingcan occur via a non-zerovev for thefield strengthantisymmetrictensor, (HIIk)
or by the scalarfieldswhichproducea non-zerovevfor W, i.e., (W) = c. In theformercaseonewould
expectc M~whereasit could be much smallerin the latter case.SUSY breakingis then intimately
connectedto intermediatescalebreakingsincethe form of theeffective potentialaftercompactification
determineswhether (S’~)and (j~C)are non-zero and the magnitudeof their scales.Without SUSY
breakingall masslessfields will havezerovev’s. Self-consistencyshowsthat suchintermediatescalescan
be ~10

16GeV.
Oneof the discretesymmetriesremainingaftercompactificationis a Z

2 subgroupof E6 underwhich
the fields transformas

/U\ /U\ N E’~ p N EC
d J _-*( —d J , dC —8~(_dC , E N’~ e -~-~ E NC —e . (5.3)

\h!L \ h/L hc L \ h’~ L eC PC SC L _eC C SC L

Note that the ordinary quarks and leptons are odd under this Z2 while the pair of Higgs doublets (as
well as the SUSY partnersto N, E, NC, EC) is even. This is just what is neededin order to forbid
possible baryon number violating dimension-four operators. However, once (~C)~ 0, Z2 is broken
explicitly unlessan additionaldiscretesymmetrywhich whencombinedwith the Z2 symmetry remains
unbroken. Such a symmetry has been found to exist leaving the above matter parity assignments
unalteredafter intermediatescalebreakingandthe usualfields remain light: threeordinarygenerations
anda pair of Higgs doubletstogetherwith their SUSY partners.There is alsoan additionalset of light
(—‘1 TeV) leptons(three neutral and one charged). All components of the 27 which are still massless
after compactificationobtainmassesof orderM1 at this stage.The Higgs supermultipletsremainlight
(and do not pair up and becomeheavy) due to the existenceof discrete symmetries.Electroweak
breakingis triggered if the soft-SUSY breaking Higgs massesare driven negativedue to radiative
corrections.

Nucleon decay is suppressed in this model since dimension-four baryon number violating (z~B~ 0)
terms in the superpotential are forbidden by the discrete symmetries. Dimension-five z~B~ 0 operators
do exist but their contributionsaresuppressed(by M1 ~ 1016 0eV) to be belowcurrentlimits. Neutrino
masses can be made small since there is an activesee-sawmechanismdueto ~C andS’~acquiringmasses
at the scaleM1. Onegenerallyexpectsm~ m~/M1so that with M1 —— 1016 0eV, neutrinomassesarein-
the range 10~to i0~eV. sin

2O~is determinedat low energyusing the usual ROE analysis; if
M

1 = 1016 0eV one obtainssin
2O~ 0.225, whereasfor M

1 1014 0eV, sin
2O~ 0.25 is found. We thus

see that the larger valueof M
1 is favoredby the current experimentalvalue of sin

2O~= 0.230±0.005.
The strong CP problemcan potentially be dealtwith in this modelsincethe discretesymmetriescan
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give rise to an approximatePeccei—Quinnsymmetrywhich maybe adequateto suppressCP violation.
Implementationof this scenariois madesomewhatdifficult due to the largevalueof M1 in this model.
CP violation arisesin the quark massmatrix due to the complexYukawa couplings.Due to the six
unknown field normalizations,one cannot as yet determinethe massesof the quarksor leptons,
althoughit is hopedtheywill be calculablein the future leadingto predictionsof fermionmassesand
mixing angles.

It is clearthat this highly interestingmodelshowssomeof the potentialpowerof a true superstring
model eventhough the detailedphysicsbehindthis model is still not fully understood.

5.3. Intermediatescalesandparticle masses

Subsequentto E6 breakingby Wilson loops(yielding a rank-S or rank-6model) furtherbreakingto
the SM requiresadditional vev’s, (5C) and/or (~C),at some intermediatemass scale(s)M1. The
problemsassociatedwith intermediatescaleshavebeenaddressedby a largenumberof groups.In this
section we briefly survey the work that has been done in trying to understandthe generationof
intermediatescalesand phenomenologicalconstraintson the allowedrangefor M1. Such intermediate
scalephysicsis also discussedin the otherpartsof this sectionsinceit is intimatelyconnectedto SUSY
breaking,the existenceof the fourth generationin E6 superstring-inspired models, and axionsin such
theories.

Ellis, Enqvist, Nanopoulos, Olive and collaborators have performed a systematic study of physics
associatedwith the intermediatemassscale in a seriesof papers.In earlywork [5.23], theseauthors
examinedboundson M1 from baryonnucleosynthesis.The existenceof the scaleM1 inducesa phase
transitionas the universecoolsbelow thecritical temperaturewhenthe scalarfield getsa non-zerovev.
Entropy is released from the decayof the scalarfield as it movesaway from the origin towardthe true
minimum of the potentialand oscillatesaroundthis minimum. When the decay temperatureof the
scalarfield into light mattercoincideswith the critical temperature,the amountof entropyreleasedis
given by 4—— (M1/m)

312wherem characterizesthe electroweak/SUSYbreakingscale: rn ——0.1—1 TeV.
Sinceentropygenerationdilutesthebaryonto entropyratio, 4 is boundedfrom above[5.24],implying
M

1 s i0~0eV. (This is far too low if dimension-fiveor six operatorslinked to the scaleM1 can induce
protondecay.)If, however,the lifetime of the scalarfield is longer thanthe ageof the universeduring
nucleosynthesisthen 4~ 0(10), otherwisescalar decays will alter the abundancesof light nuclei.

8—10Therefore,in order that the scalarcan decaysufficiently rapidly, one finds that M1 ~ 10 0eV. This
mayrule out modelswith four generationssince they requireM1 to be quite largeas will be discussed
below. It shouldbe remberedthat unlesstheyaresomehowforbidden,effectivedimension-Soperators
will inducetoo rapidaprotondecayunlessM1 ~ 1016 0eV. Similarly, if aboveM1 there aremany states
(including mirrors) contributingto the ROE, the requirementof perturbativeunificationdemandsthat
M1 not be more than two ordersof magnitudebelow the compactification/Planck scale.

Assuming that M1 is indeedhigh (~1016 0eV), Enqvist et al. [5.25] haveanalyzedthe particle
spectrumin a class of modelswith threegenerations,a stableproton, and masslessneutrinos.These
models are effectively rank-5 below M1 until the weak scale is reached.Theseauthorsfind that the
Higgs fields tend to have massesin the 106 0eV range due to higher order non-renormalizable
interactionsandcannotthenbe usedto breakthe electroweaksymmetries.In particulartheseauthors
assume(C) ~ 1016 0eV, while (SC) ~ (C) is usedto breakthe rank-5 modeldown to the SM. At a
similar higher order in perturbationtheory the physicalmasseigenstatesbecomegeneralmixtures of
theoriginal masslessmodes,openingup the possibility of dangerousflavor changinginteractions.Due
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to the largenumberof light fields below M1 (including mirror states)sin
2O~is probablyin disagreement

with experiment.The inclusionof extraE
6 singletsor the existenceof certaindiscretesymmetriesmay

help avoid manyof the abovementionedproblemswith thesemodels.
In a later work, Ellis et al. [5.26] continuedtheir analysisof modelswith intermediatescalesand

examinedthe question of whetherone can obtain a consistentmodel of this type. They discussthe
difficulties associatedwith generatingan intermediatescaleassociatedwith radiativesymmetrybreaking
unless M1 ~ 1010 0eV, a resultsimilar to the earlier cosmologicalconstraints(M1 ~ 1012 0eV) usingthe
Affleck—Dine mechanism[5.27].However, non-perturbativebehavior of the couplings and limits on
proton decay force M1 ~ 1016 0eV. It would thus appearthat there are multiple and contradictory
demandson the size of the scaleM1. Some of theseproblemsaresolvableby judicioususeof discrete
symmetries,but most still remain.

Drees[5.28] considersintermediatescale breakingand the spectrumof the SUSY partnersin the
context of superstring-inspiredmodels. He stressesthe possibleimportanceof non-negligibleD-terms
contributingto the scalarpartnermasseswhich is a subjectnot much discussedin the literature. The
origin of thesetermsis easyto see.In a generalpotential of the form

V= m~4)~+ m~~2+ a(~4~2— ~2)2 + (A
2/M~)~2~4)~4+ 2~~4), (5.4)

where 4) is in the 27 and4) in the 27 of E
6,the parametera dependson thegaugegroupbreakingatM1.

Usually the soft-breakingmassesm,~are expectedto be 0(1 TeV) andto be equal at MC. At lower
energies, rn~is easily driven negativeby largeYukawacouplingsto the exotics,whereasthis doesnot
happenfor rn~since the 27 consists mostly of very heavyfields.This implies that rn~(M1)< m~,(M1)and
(4))> (4)) so that the D-termproportionalto a in (5.4) is non-negligible.Dreesproceedsto examine
two scenarios of E6 breaking to a rank-S model with an additional U( 1) factor. In onescenario,scalar
massesarethe main sourceof SUSY breaking,whereasin the secondscenariogauginosplay thisrole.
Using the rough bound on M~.(~1750eV or so) the common scalar mass (m0) is found to be
~1450eV whereasthe commongauginomass(M) is ~1950eV. Detailedmasscalculationsfor all the
SUSYpartnersin units of m0or M is possible. Some ~‘sare quite light (evenlighter thansome�‘s)and
could beobservableat the Tevatron.In the first model thescalarmassesarein the range0.45—1.41m0
whereasin the secondmodel onefinds the range0.56—1.88M. Clearlysymmetry breakingat the scale
M1 inducessignificant contributionsto the scalarmassspectrum.

Yamamoto[5.29]investigatedproblemsassociatedwith domainwalls andNambu Goldstonebosons
in a class of models with an intermediatescale and a global symmetry imposed to maintain the
hierarchy M~/M1 ~ 1. The author found that under certain circumstancestheseproblemscould be
avoided: (1) there are no SM singlet fields with vev’s of order M~thus avoidingthe necessityof the
above global symmetry; (2) thereexist certainclassesof scalar fields with vev’s of order M1 which
transformin different ways underthe global symmetry causingit to breakat M1.

Costa et al. [5.30] consider the radiative generationof intermediatemass scales in superstring-
inspired models. They perform a detailed ROE analysis of the SU(3)~X SU(2)L x [U(1)]

3modelusing
constraints from sin2O~(M~)and a

5(Mw). The authors stress that acceptableintermediatescale
breakingmustcorrespondto an approximateflat direction of the potentialin ordernot to spoil SUSY.
Thus scalargaugenon-singletfields acquiring large vev’s must be in self-conjugatemultiplets, i.e.,
27 + 27 pairs. Thesevev’s must be nearlyequalto preventa largeD-term, and superpotentialterms
that could induce a big F-term must also be absent.Thus the generationof M1 is impossiblein these
models without light “survivors” from the 27 + 27’s being present, i.e., Betti—Hodge parameters
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(b1 1) ~ 1. Theseauthorsassumeonly a minimal set of survivorsin their analysis.For reasonablevalues
of the model parameters, these authors find that radiatively induced intermediate scales in the range
i0

7—iO’4 0eV are compatiblewith the low-energyparameterssin26~,a~etc. and can lead to perturba-
tive unification (PU) for = 3. The assumptionof ng = 4 leads to well-known problems associated with
PU. The valueof M

1 is most constrainedby the dimension of the non-perturbative (NP) terms in the
scalarpotential:M1 ~ i0

9 0eV is consistentwith NP terms of any dimension, whereas for larger M
1, the

NP termsneedto be dimensionsix (or even higher for M1 ~ iO’
3 0eV). An analysis along similar lines

has beenperformedby Gabbiani [5.31].
It is clear from the above survey that the problems associated with generating the scale M

1 and the
constraintson its magnitude are still somewhat controversial.

5.4. Axionsand cosmology

Any physical theory which involves new physics at high mass scales (>TeV) can have important
astrophysical and cosmological consequences; superstring-inspired models are no exception to this. In
addition, if string theories are indeed “theories of everything” there will be strong links between
low-energy phenomena,cosmology, and physics at mass scales which are inaccessible directly by
acceleratorexperiments.Cosmologythus may provide us with important constraintson superstring-
inspiredE6 modelsas it has already done for other models previouslyconsidered[5.32].In this section
we wish to briefly survey someof the consequencesof these models in relation to the strong CP
problem(i.e., axions) [5.33]andcosmologyin general.

5.4.1. Axions
As is well known, one of the ways to deal with the so-calledstrong-CPproblemis through the

imposition of the Peccei—Quinnsymmetry [5.34]which, when spontaneouslybroken, producesa light
pseudoscalar,the axion, which couplesto fermions. The size of the axion decayconstant,fa’ sets the
scaleof themassandeffectivecouplingstrengthof the axion. The only phenomenologicallyacceptable
axions are thosefor which fa ~ 250 0eV, thus ruling out the “standard” axion [5.34]and renderingit
“invisible” [5.35]. In fact, fa needsto be quite large (~1080eV) otherwiseaxionswill transportaway
too much energy from stellar cores [5.36].Even strongerlower boundson fa maybepossibleusingdata
from the supernovaSN1987a.On the other hand, cosmologicalconsiderationsof the energy density
carriedby primordial axions and the critical density of the universe coñstrainfa ~ 10i~ 0eV, if axions are
producedduring a radiationdominatedera(as in the standardbig-bangscenario)[5.37].Models which
predict fa outsidethe above rangemay not be phenomenologicallyviable.

Witten [5.38]hasshown that superstringtheorieshaveone or morePeccei—Quinnsymmetriesand
thereforeoneor moreaxions.In theheteroticE8 x E~scenarioof interestto us here,thereexist at least
two axion-like degreesof freedom(a1 anda2) when compactifiedon a Calabi—Yaumanifold with SU(3)
holonomy. a1 is referredto as the “model-independent”axion sinceit is insensitiveto the particularsof
the string theory considered and is present in all models. Let M, N,. . . representten-dimensional
indices; ~i, p,~. . representthe usual four-dimensionalindices; and m, n,. . . representcoordinate
indices on the manifold K. In order to have anomalycancellationtheremust exist an antisymmetric
tensor gauge field BMN; a zero mode of this field ~ cor~espondsto the model-independentaxion, a1.
In terms of the field strength tensor, HMNP, this means that (F1 being the a1 decay constant)

~ = 16ir
2g~~~(Fi~tai) . (5.5)
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To seethat a1 is indeedan axion, taking the curl of (5.5) leadsto (omitting gravitationalterms)

~
2a

1—(1/F1)Tr(FF)+.”, (5.6)

so that (5.6) can originatefrom an effective Lagrangian

~eff2(~l) ‘~ (-~--~TrF5F5), (5.7)327TF1 30 a

with the sum being over distinct unbrokennon-abeliangaugegroups.The second,model-dependent
axion, a2, with decay constantF2, originatesfrom the Green—Schwarzcounterterm [1.10]which is
necessary for anomaly cancellation, i.e., from the zero modes of Bmn,

Hymn = l6lT
2Emn(F

2ô a2) . (5.8)

In both cases,one finds that F12 1015160eV, well outside the upperlimit of =1012 0eV given above
[5.36],which is a serious problem. If E~breaksdown to someunbrokennon-abeliangaugegroup(asis
requiredto obtain hidden-sectorgaugino condensation)at somescaleMC [5.12,5.15, 5.39] thereare
thenat leasttwo unbrokennon-abeliangroups:SU(3)~andthe non-abelianremnantof E~.In this case
a, are both true axions, a disconnectedvacuum manifold exists, and a problemwith domain walls
develops [5.40] since different regions fall into distinct vacuumstates.If, however,E~breaksto some
abeliangroup,domainwall problemsmaystill arise [5.41]so that in either caseinflation maybe needed
to “inflate away” the domain walls. Inflation may also help with the large values of F, since in
superstringmodelswith a super-heavyintermediatescale,M1, the universeentersan inflationary phase
at temperaturesnot far above the electroweakscale. In such scenariosvalues of F, as large as
1015160eV may be possible without causing anyconflict with observationsincethe decayof the false
“inflation” vacuum releases entropy thus diluting the relative axion numberdensitysubstantially.

Another possiblesolution to the axion problemin the superstring-inspiredmodel framework is to
impose the condition that other independent,Peccei—Quinnsymmetriesexist, such that their total
number is greaterthan the numberof unbrokennon-abeliangroups [5.40]. If the axion scale (fA)
associatedwith thesenew symmetriesis in therange=108_10120eV, thenthelinear combinationof the
new intermediatescaleaxionsA and a1 coupling to the gluon sectorendsup with an effective scale
[5.41]

= (fA/Mi + MlIfA)~(M~+ f~)V
2=fA. (5.9)

The orthogonal combination is a real Goldstone boson which we can eliminate via the Higgs
mechanism.This possibility hasbeen examinedwith the context of both rank-S SU(3)~x SU(2)~X
U(1)~x U(1)

1 and rank-6 SU(3)~x SU(2)~x U(1)~xU(1)~ x U(1), models [5.41], where M1 is
associatedwith the breakingscaleof U(1).,1 or somecombinationof U(1)~and U(1),~,.The axions in
thesemodels are “hadronic” in that they do not have tree level couplingsto leptons [5.41]and the
Peccei—Quinn symmetry is chosento act non-trivially on the exotic fermion fields in analogyto the
heavy-quarkaxion model [5.42]. Self-consistentanalysesof much models lead to values of fA
few x 108 0eV, just inside the allowed range.

It is clear that suchmorework needsto bedone in order to understandthedetailednatureof axions
in superstring-inspired models.
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5.4.2. Dark Matter
The invariance of the superpotential (W) under R-parity transformationsimplies that theremust

exist amongthe SUSY partnersof the matter of gaugefields a lightest supersymmetricparticle (LSP)
which is stable. The LSPmay play the role of the invisible “dark” matterof which mostof the universe
consists. The arguments for the existence of such dark matter are many and will not be reviewed here.
In ordinary SUSY models,it was found to be quite naturalfor the LSPdark matterdensity,PD’ to be
comparableto the closuredensityas is requiredby observationandinflationary scenarios[5.43].As in
the SUSY extensionof the SM, the generic tendency is for one of the spin-i particles described by W to
be less massive thanany of the spin-0particles,so that the most likely candidate for dark matter is some
combinationof the neutralweakly interactinggauginosandmatterfermions. In the minimal model of
rank-5, the LSPis thus somecombinationof N, NC, 5C ~ Z, andZ~[5.44],all of which haveR = —1.
(Additional possibilitiesfor the LSPexist in rank-6 models.)To determinethe LSP (x) one needsto
diagonalize the (symmetric) mass matrix involving the above fields. For a reasonablerange of
parameters,one finds that x is dominantly a linear combinationof the ~ and Z [5.44].One can then
proceedto calculatetherelic cosmologicalmassdensityof x’s (p5) whichis primarily determinedby the

xx annihilationcross section.Comparingwith the critical density~ = 1.88 x 1029h~g cm
3 [where

h
0 = (H/100 km~1) Mpc

1 and H is the Hubble parameter] one finds [5.44]

~ ~ (5.10)

where NF is the effective numberof relativistic degreesof freedom when the annihilation rate, F,

satisfies F< H (i.e., at “freeze-out”). T~= 2.8 K is the present temperatureof the microwave
backgroundradiation,T~is the corresponding relic x temperature.Here (Ovrei) = a + bx(x Tim~)is
the annihilationrate with (V~ei)= 6x; in (5.10), Xf = Tf/rnX with Tf being the x “freeze-out” tempera-
ture. To proceedfurther a and b are then calculatedwith the result that they dependon two other
parameters:m

112, the gaugino mass responsible for SUSYbreaking, and A, the NNCSC coupling in the
superpotential.Fora wide but reasonablerangeof theseparameters(e.g., 1000eV~ rn112 ~ 10000eV)
one finds

(5.11)

whichindicatesthatx makesa very substantialcontributionto the overall massdensityof the universe.
turns out to lie in the range20—2000eV from this analysis.

It shouldbe noted that if the dark matter in the galactic halo consists of x’s, elastic scattering with
the sun will trap theseparticlesif m~~ 60eV [5.45]with an equilibriummaintainedby xx annihilation
in the solar interior. Such annihilationscould be observablesince they lead to high energyprompt
neutrinos[5.46]via xx—~ff, f—~f’ + ~ + v~whose flux is calculable. In the casewherex is mainly a
combinationof ~ andZ with rn~~ 20 0eV, thisflux is relativelysmall in comparisonto, say,the ~ flux
in the SUSYextension of the SM.

5.4.3. Cosmologicalboundon
In the rank-5 scenarioit is possible to derive [5.47]a bound on the mass of Z1 from big bang

nucleosynthesisif a numberof conditionshold: (1) N, NC, andS~get largemassesanddecouplefrom
the v, vC system,(2) loop corrections do not induce a large massfor ~C or allow it to decayrapidly. The
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most likely possibility here is that v andvC form a (necessarily!)light stable Dirac neutrino.For three
generationsof stable Dirac neutrinosthe effective numberof neutrinos(No) is 6, which is in conflict
with the well-known limit on N~(~4.6)from big bangcalculationsof light elementabundances[5.48].
SinceV is an SU(

2)L x U(1)~singlet,only the couplingsto Z.~canbe usedto speedup its decouplingat
the time of nucleosynthesis,hencereducingits relative abundance.In particular the ratio of VC to v
decouplingtemperatures(TC and T respectively) is given by

(T’~/T)3=(M~/M~)4, (5.12)

andleadsto a boundof M~~ 4000eV [5.47],which is significantly strongerthan the othersdiscussed
above. The samebound coTnstrainsthe vev’s in this model and potentially the SUSY breakingscale
M

112 >450GeV [5.22,5.44]. Using the analysis of the previous subsection, one finds m~~ 700eVand

~~~(ho/0.5)
2~ 1.4 which agreesremarkablywell with inflation andobservation.One must rememberthe

two caveatsabove,neitherof which mayapply in a realisticmodel that incorporatesan explanationof
light neutrinosmasses,allows for unstableneutrinos,or additionalZ bosons.

5.4.4. Magnetic monopoles
‘t-Hooft—Polyakov monopolescan occur in superstring-inspiredmodelswhen the four-dimensional

gaugegroupG which remainsafter symmetrybreakingby Wilson lines is furtherbrokenby vev’s. Such
monopolesdo not carry anySU(3)~colormagneticfields if Gexplicitly containsan SU(3)~factor,e.g.,
G = SU(3)~x SU(3)L x SU(3)R. The massof the monopole (m) then dependson the intermediate
scale(MG) at which G is broken,rn — MG/tG,with aG being the coupling constant of G. If Gcontains
a group larger thanSU(3)~in which SU(3)~is embedded[e.g. SU(4)~],the breaking of G then
producesmonopoleswhich also carry color quantumnumbers.

Monopole production in thesemodels is somewhatdifferent from that in normal GUT scenarios
[5.32,5.38]. The effective potential of the field(s) 4) responsible for SSB of G, including finite
temperaturecorrections,is typically of the form (T ~—

V—-— —M~4)~2+ A~4)~°/M~+ uT2~4)~2, (5.13)

with M~-— 1 TeV beingthe SUSY-breakingand MC —~1018 GeV the compactificationscale.For T ~
4) sits at the local minimum (4) = 0), G remains unbroken, and no monopolesexist. But, as T
approaches its critical value ——Ms, the overall 4~2term goes negative causing symmetry breaking so
that theorigin is no longer a minimumof thepotential.Then4) rolls down towardthenew minimumat
(4)) —~MG, creating large quantities of entropy by performing damped oscillations around this
minimum thus diluting the initially large numberof monopolesproduced.Monopolesonly begin to
form when 4) movesaway from the origin at T — M~.The resulting relative monopoledensity, after
taking into accountannihilations(from which thereis little, if any, effect [5.38,5.49], see also ref.
[5.32])and the growth of the scalefactor, is found to be roughly

r—- 1030(MG/1015GeV)3 , (5.14)

whereasinitially r =- 102. The predictedmonopoleflux for MG —~iO’5 0eV is not far from the Parker
bound: — 10 15-16) cm~~ sr’.
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5.4.5. Inflation and cosmicstrings
String theories may provide a novel way of producinginflation which is not presentin the usual

SUSY—GUTapproach, i.e., the transition from ten to six plus four dimensionscould involve an
inflationary phase. Shafi and Wetterich [5.50] have investigated such a class of models in 4 + D
dimensions with a genericgravitationalaction containingseverala priori undeterminedparameters.In
earlytimes thescaleof the D-dimensionalinternalspaceL andthe usualscalefactorR arecomparable,
but in later timessolutionswith small L and Friedman-type cosmologies involving R were found. The
asymmetric evolution can be due to inflation; a value of L different from its ground statevalue, L0,
induces a positive cosmological constant and an exponential growth in R. Such a scenario would then
not only provideinflation in order to deal with knowncosmologicalproblemsbut would alsoexplainthe
disparity between L andR. More realistic models of this kind would need to be constructed.

The breaking of additional U(1) factors in superstring-inspired models produces topologically stable
cosmicstrings which, if the breaking scaleis sufficiently large, may be relevantfor galaxy formation
[5.51].Thus, unlike the situation in normal GUTS, the appearance of cosmic strings is not tied to the
simultaneous existence of magnetic monopoles. As in the case for monopoles, however, the phase
transition giving rise to cosmic strings takes place at temperatures close to the weak scale so that cosmic
strings could be created after the end of an inflationary period. One also finds that cosmic strings in
superstring-inspired models turn out to be superconducting [5.51] which, as pointed out by Witten
[5.52],may lead to a numberof astrophysicalimplications.

5.4.6. Baryogenesis
Scenarios for baryogenesis in superstring-inspired models necessarily involve an intermediate scale,

M1, if one forbids baryon numbel violating terms in the superpotential. One of these scenarios for
generatinga net baryon number is the Affleck—Dine mechanism [5.27]. This involves the decays of
initially large classical slepton field configurations sitting away from the origin alongthe flat directions
of the potential after the inflationary epoch.

In an alternate scenario, models with intermediate scales can lead to low energy(<Me) baryogenesis
which is closer in spirit to the conventional out-of-equilibrium decay of heavy particles in GUTs. The
details of models such as these are somewhat sensitive to M1 and the nature of the groupG afterWilson
line breaking of E6 [1.15].In thesescenariosit is the decaysof the heavyexotic fermions (h, E, N, N~
and5C) whicharebaryonnumber,C, andCP violating that producethe baryonasymmetry.Suchterms
can appearin the superpotential(W) andare in agreementwith experimentallimits on protonstability
provided, e.g., h is reasonably massive (~~.1080eV or so). It is also possible to generate such
interactions from higher-dimensional non-renormalizable terms in W. In almost all models of this kind
[5.53] the baryon asymmetryis generatedat temperaturesof at most a few TeV (and perhaps somewhat
smaller). Depending on the magnitude of the intermediate scale, M1, the baryon asymmetry is
generated either before or after the associated phase transition and determines how easy it is to
constructa reasonablemodel. Generally, for low M1, a model producing the right amount for the
baryon asymmetry is easy to construct [5.53].The model needs a mechanism to minimize the dilution of
this asymmetry from the entropy produced by the decaying of the scalar field which induces the
intermediate scale. As M1 is increased this becomes more difficult to arrange although successful models
have been constructed [5.53]. It is also possible, in some models, to link the scale M1 to the new large
scale needed to solve the neutrino mass problem [5.54].Physics at the M1 scale could also induce other
new phenomena such as neutron—antineutron oscillations [5.54]with time scales, accessible to future
experiments.
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5.5. The top-quarkmassand the fourth generation

Superstring-inspiredmodels basedon E6 can lead to predictionson the massof the t-quark and
constraintson the existenceof a fourth generationof fermions.We briefly overviewthesepossibilitiesin
this section. As will be seen from the discussionbelow, theseresultsareextremelymodeldependent.

5.5.1. The top-quark mass
The top (t) quarktogetherwith the usualneutralHiggs bosonarethe two essentialpiecesnecessary

to complete the SM. As we will review here, several groups of authors have tried to determine the mass
of the t-quark (mi) from E6 superstring-inspired models. In some scenarios, m~turns out to be quite
small (as low as =30 0eV), whereas in others m1 is found to belarge(= 220 0eV). In the latter casethis
slightly over-saturatesthe boundon m1 from the p parameter [2.13,2.14] so that additional new physics
(Z—Z’ mixing, exotic fermion loops, etc.)needsto be includedto maintainconsistencywith low energy
neutralcurrentdata andthevaluesof the W andZ masses(seethe discussionin section 2 above). One
might wonderif such smallvaluesof m~(=300eV) arestill allowedgiven therecentboundson m~from
Bd—Bd mixing (for a critical analysis seeref. [5.55]) and the direct search limits from UA1 (m1>
44—56GeV) [2.33,5.56].

In the caseof Bd—Bd mixing, it is usually claimed that within the three-generationSM largemixing
can only occur for largem~(~80—1000eV). Whenmatrix elementuncertaintiesaretakeninto account
and all parametersarepushedto the very endpointsof their allowedrangesthenm1 can be as low as
40—60 0eV. Although somewhatsmallervaluesof m~may be possible they arehighly unlikely given the
data from the ARGUS Collaboration [5.57]. The UA1 bound also seemsdifficult to avoid in the
three-generationSM. However, in extensionsof the SM theseboundscan beevadedquite easily. The
UA1 searchassumesa significant branchingfraction for semileptonic t decay: t~~+bW*~ bA’� as is
reasonable in the SM. If, however,thereexist chargedHiggs scalars(asin the SUSY-SMor E6 models)
such that m1 > m11 + mb thenthe decay t—* H~bis by far dominantso that the semileptonicbranching
fraction is suppressed.The t-quarkin thisscenariocould be muchlighter andstill haveevadedthe UA1
search.In addition,suchalight chargedscalar(mH ‘-—25—30 0eV) could makea substantialcontribution
to Bd—Bd mixing, thuscompensatingfor the light t-quark [5.58].Four generationextensionsof the SM
can alsoyield largeBd—Bd mixing with a light t-quark[5.59]but cannotevadethe UA1 bound.Thus, if
light chargedscalarsarepresent,as may be the casein somesuperstring-inspiredmodels,the only limit
on m1 comes from direct searchesin e~eannihilation at TRISTAN [5.60]which yield m~>280eV.

Predictions/boundson m1 in superstring-inspired models arise from the considerationof the
evolutionof the t-quarkYukawacoupling andits role in electroweaksymmetrybreaking,i.e., the soft
SUSYbreaking mass terms of the relevant Higgs fields can be renderednegativeby the largeradiative
corrections due to Yukawa couplings. Nakamura et al. [5.61]have considered the possibility that m~can
be large (——200 0eV)in aconsistentsuperstring-inspiredminimal rank-Smodel.The relevantpart of the
superpotential(involving only the third generation)is given by

W~=A,tCqN + AhhhCSC + ANNNCSC, (5.15)

and is supplementedby additionalsoftSUSY breakingterms, masstermsfor the quarks,sleptons,and
gauginos,as well as the additional W terms

W,~= A1A1t~N+ AhAhSChhC + ANANNNCSC + h.c. (5.16)
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These authors constrain the SU(3)~ X SU(2)~x U(1)~.x U(1),~couplingso that at the compactification
scale a3 = a2 = a1 = a1 and A~/4ir~ 1; a commonvalue of the A. (= A) is assumed,as well as a
common mass scale for the gauginos —‘1 TeV. They then find that stable vacua exist, which are
consistentwith the aboveconstraintsandthe experimentalvalue of sin2O~, that lead to largevalues of

200 0eV. This is quite different from what happensin minimal SUSY versionsof the SM, which
generally demand a light t-quark (s70 0eV) in order to stabilize the scalarpotential [5.62].The extra
fields as well as new D terms naturally present in the rank-S model produce additional quartic couplings
stabilizingthe potentialandallowing for a heavytop quark.Thevev’s in this modelare highly ordered,
(SC)

2~ (N)2 ~‘ (N’~)2.A similar analysis by Cohen et al. [5.63], but with different constraints,
suggeststhat a morenaturalvaluefor m

1 is substantially smaller, —550eV. In both of these analyses,
no intermediate scale is assumed to exist in order to simplify the calculation.

Ibañez and Mas [5.14]considerthe constraints on m~from consistent radiative gauge symmetry
breakingwithin the context of different effective rank-S and rank-6 models.These authorsstressthe
importance of the AN � 0 terms in W’ and noted that other authors [5.63] who have neglected such
terms have found radiative symmetrybreaking problematic.In the rank-S model, theseauthors only
find consistentsolutionsfor radiative breaking when (NC) <(N) and SO ~$m1 s 70 GeV where the
lower boundon m1 comesfrom the existing bound on the Z1 mass.In the effectiverank-4 modelswhich
leave only the SM at low energies,thesesameauthorsshow that the oppositesituation, (N)> (N)
andm~� 70 GeV, holds.

Anotheranalysisof this kind by Volkes et al. [5.64]studiedthe parameterspaceof A, A1, AN, andAh
using the ROE for the gaugecouplings, gauginomasses,trilinear A terms, and Yukawa couplings.
TheseauthorsassumeM~= 2 x 1016 0eV with Z1> 130 0eV within the rank-Smodelandfind that light
top quarks (m1= 30—400eV) are consistentwith their assumptionsand constraints.

Pulido [5.65]has analyzedthe rank-6 left—right symmetric model, SU(3)~. x SU(2)1 x SU(2)R V

U(l)L X U(l)R, for bounds on m~and finds that m, ~ 46 0eV. In this analysis the vanishing of tree level
neutrinomassesand proton decay (i.e., B-violating terms)reducesthe superpotential to only four terms
by means of a discrete symmetry [5.66].Thefields h anddC as well as H and L are allowed to mix by
an a priori undetermined amount. In order to break the symmetry down to U(1)em, (p), (S’~),(N),
and (NC) all need to be non-zero.The boundon m1 originates from a comparison of the relative
magnitudesof the lepton numberviolating to lepton numberconservingterms in the superpotential
resulting from the above mixing. If 4) measuresthe amountof H—L mixing thenPulido finds

m1 = mb/’ri sin 4), (5.17)

whereij (NC) / (Iv) andcan be boundedin this modelby considerationof the massesof the fermions
in the secondgeneration. In addition, sin 4) is found to be confined to the range 1/\/~< sin 4) < 1.
Puttingthe variousresultstogetherand usingthe RGE for the running t-quark massthe author finds
the above quoted result and the bound 0.094~ ~ 0.15. He also shows that m1 in this range is
consistentwith the radiative symmetry breakingwithin the context of this model.

It is quite clear from the above survey that considerationsin the aboveanalysisare still quite far
from making definitive predictions about the t-quark mass.

5.5.2. Fourth generationfermions
The existence of a possible fourth generation of fermions is more problematic in E6 superstring-

inspired models than it is in the SM or its SUSY extension.The reasonfor this is easily seenby
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considering the one-loop beta function(f~~)for QCD in suchmodels.In the SM, f3~‘-— 11 — ~n8,so that
the numberof generations(flg) can be quite large before asymptotic freedom (AF) and (possibly)
perturbative unification (PU) are lost. Above the SUSY scale, where all colored particles fully
contribute to f3~,one finds /

3
1”-’

9~2ngso that ng4 is still consistent with~AF and PU. In E
6

superstring-inspiredmodels, the existenceof an h exotic (and its SUSY partnerh) in eachgeneration
modifies /3~ above the intermediate scale (M1) responsible for the h (h) mass; here f3~ —9—

3flg so that
for flg >3 one loses AF andpossibly jeopardizesPU as well. Of course,to be truly reliable, for such
small values of f3~a two-loop analysis is probably required but one begins to see that the ng = 4
situationis perhapsnot as trivial as it is in the SM.

In the analysis of Drees, Enqvist, and Nanopoulos [5.67], theseauthorsconsideredthe constraints
imposed on M

1 in a four-generation model assuming: (1) the unification scale M~is not far from the
Planck scale, i.e., M~�10’

7GeV;(2) A~=200±50MeV;(3) sin29~(M~)=0.227±0.O10;(4)two-
loop correctionsdueto heavyquark Yukawacouplingsare small; (5) the relevantgaugegroupsabove
the scaleM

1 are of one of the forms

(a) SU(3)~xSU(2)~x G’ , (b) SU(3)~x SU(3)L x G’

(5.18)
(c) SU(4)~X SU(2)~x G’,

with G’ beingdifferentcombinationsof U(1) and SU(2) factors;(6) the analysiswas performedat the
two-loop level but contributionsfrom U(1) factorswere neglectedsincetheir contributionsaresmall;
(7) the scale(M5) for whichSUSY partnersbeginto makefull contributionsto the RGE is takento lie
in the rangeM~~ M5 ~ 1 TeV. For modelsof type (a) theseauthorsfind that M1 must be in the range
~10i314GeV, whereasin cases(b) and(c) M1 ~ 1011 0eV in order to obtainPU. In noneof the casesis
the simple scalinglaw M1 (M~M~)”

2allowedby the constraints,andtypical valuesof the parameters
lead (if M~= M~is assumed) to large(1013140eV) values of M

1 in all cases.
This analysis has, more recently, beenextendedby the sameauthors [5.68]to a variety of other

models. In SUSY E6 models(so long as M1 ~ 106 0eV) the usual constraint,which arisesfrom the
demandthat the Yukawacouplingsremainperturbativeup to M5 [1.13,5.67],on the massof the fourth
generationQ =2/3 (—1/3) quark t’ (b’) is found to continueto hold if

rn1 ~ 190—2100eV, (5.19)

with the rangedependingon whethermi,. ~ rn,, or m~,= rn,. The authorsconcludethat it is perhaps
quite difficult in E6 modelsto satisfyall of the aboveconstraintsas well as cosmologicallimits on M1
(~10b00eV) if a fourth generationexists. However, boundson M1 from cosmology, in particular
baryogenesis,are still somewhatcontroversial[5.32], so that probably the most one could conclude
from these analyses is that M1 should be quite high (~10’~0eV) if a fourth generationexists,at least
for the modelsso far examined.

5.6. More on left—right symmetricand other extendedelectroweakmodels -

In thissub-section,we briefly surveysomeof the moretechnicalimplicationsof left—right symmetric
(LRS) and otherextendedelectroweakmodelsthat arise from superstring-inspiredE6.
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5.6.1. LRSmodels
These models have a natural origin in E6 which is easily seenby consideringthe following breaking

patterns:

(a) E6—~SO(1O)—+SU(4)~x SU(2)L x SU(2)R—+SU(3)cX SU(2)~x SU(2)R x
(5.20)

(b) E6—+SU(3)~x SU(3)L x SU(3)R—~SU(3)cx SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)L x U(1)R

—~ SU(3)~x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1).

Note that the so-calledrank-6 or extendedLRS model with a U(l)L x U(l)R factor only arises in
pattern(b). (Note that in what follows, we will not discussthe alternativeLRS model since it has
alreadybeen discussedat somelength in section 2.) Occasionallythe SU(3)~x SU(2)~x SU(2)1 x

X U(l)R subgroup of E6 is also considered to be among the LRS gauge groups. As discussed
abovein section2, the SU(2)1generatorsare orthogonal to the electricchargeQ andthesuperpotential
of this model is similar to thatof theLRS model. Muchof the analysisof LRS modelshasbeendoneby
two groups,Pulido [5.65,5.66, 5.69] anddel Aguila, Gonzalez,andQuiros [5.70].We will follow the
work of theseauthorsin the following summary(seealso ref. [5.71]).

Pulido analyzesthe mixing of the h andd quarksin the SU(2)1modeland finds that such a scenario
is internally inconsistent owing to the sizes of the required vev’s and dismisses the model from further
consideration. It should be noted, however,that a rank-S version of this model may arise in which
(~)= 0 allowing for internalconsistencydueto differentquantumnumberassignmentsfor the exotics.

A similar analysis for the usual rank-6 LRS model does, however, lead to a consistent solution for
the h—d mixing matrix, with a mixing (0) betweenthesetwo statesof order 0—— 1O

2M~/M
1,with M1

being the breaking scale of the rank-6 LRS model. In addition, this model, when combinedwith
appropriately chosen discrete symmetries,can leadto a light neutrinomassanda consistentpatternof
radiativebreaking.An ROE analysisof the model leadsto reasonablevaluesof sin

20~andvaluesof M~
closeto the Planckscale. In aseparatework, the sameauthorextendshis analysisto includethegroups
SU(3)~x SU(2)~x SU(2)R x U(1)~andSU(4)~x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1), and the scale M

1 is ar-

guedto be ratherlow (~fewx i0~0eV)in all cases.ForbothSU(3)~X SU(2)~x SU(
2)R x U(1)

5 and
SU(3)~x SU(2)~x SU(

2)R x U(l)L x U(l)R, including mixing betweenthe ordinaryandexotic ferm-
ions (h beinga quarkandN, E beingleptons),the couplingsof the fermionsto the SM Z (i.e., Z

1) are
foundnot to be in agreementwith data in the heavyM2 limit, although sin

2O~ comes out correctly. The
origin of this problem, as one might guess, is the ordinary—exotic mixing, The group SU(4)~x
SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1) is foundto leadto too largea valueof sin2O~(=0.291)for suchsmallvalues of
the scaleM

1 in the caseof threegenerationsof fermions.Betteragreementis obtainedfor the caseof
four generations.It would appearthat many of theseconclusionsmay be alteredin a model without
ordinary—exoticmixing.

Del Aguila et al. [5.70] addressthe problem of lowering the value of sin
2O~obtained in LRS

superstring-inspired models so that agreementwith datais obtained.They emphasizethat in almostany
minimal model of this kind it is difficult to get good values for sin20~with the unification scale at or
below the Planckscale,M~,unless additional fields are added or additional discrete symmetries are
imposed. Their philosophy is that the absenceof true unification due to the sin2O~constraintimplies a
spreadingof the gaugecouplingsnear M~,perhapsdue to detailedstring dynamics (of which we are
presentlyignorant).Taking the valuesof a~(M~)andsin20~(M~)asinput togetherwith the assumption
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of the turning on of SUSY contributionsto the ROE at 1 TeV [andthe assumptionthat the effective
electroweakgroup above this scale is SU(3)~X SU(2)~x SU(

2)R x U(1)] they perform a complete
RGE analysisof a largenumberof E

6 subgroupswhichbreakto
3C2L2R1B-L at a scaleM

1 andcanarise
from Wilson line breaking.M1 is thusfree to lie anywherebetween1 TeV andM~.Theseauthorsfind
that the splitting of the couplingsat M~,s = max~aL— a1~is comparableto the valuesof the couplings
themselvesand concludethat string renormalizationeffects at this scaleshouldthusbe of orderunity.

5.6.2. Generalextendedmodels
Del Aguila et al. [5.70]have, in a very impressivework, completely analyzedby a one-loopROE

programall superstring-inspiredE6 modelswith one additionalneutralgaugebosonat low energy,i.e.,
those with an additional U(1) factor. This U(1) group is assumedto break to the SM at about 1 TeV.
Below thecompactificationscale(‘—.M~)the relevantE6 subgroupis obtained by Wilson-loop breaking.
If the Wilson-loop phase is abelian, the resuting rank-6 subgroup must be further brokendown to a
rank-S subgroup at some intermediatescale, 1 TeV’~M1 <Me. For non-abelianloop phasesthe
resultingrank-5 groupis assumedto be brokenat =1 TeV as mentionedabove.Perturbativeunification
(a1 <1), sin

2O~(M~)= 0.230±0.005, a
4(M~)= 0.12, and 1010GeV~M1 ~ M~(with M~being the

unification scale: 1017 GeV~M~<1019 0eV) are assumedby theseauthorsin their analysis. SUSY
contributionsto ROE are also assumedto turn on at a scale M4 = 1 TeV. In the breakingof rank-6
groupsdown to rank-S, either (5C) ~ 0 or (~C) � 0 is assumedbut not both since the second vev is
assumed to be necessary at the —1TeV level to recover the SM. Models which lead to rapid proton
decaythrough dimension-fouror dimension-fiveoperators(unlessM1 is large) and/orgive largeDirac
neutrino massesare eliminated. The matter content at M~is assumedto be flg complete 27’s
and n, (R~+ R~)mirror representationswhich appearin the decompositionof 27 + 27 under the various
E6 subgroups. The only surviving groups at the TeV scale are found to be SU(3)~ x SU(

2)L x U(1)~ x
U(1), SU(3)~X SU(3)L x U(1) and SU(3)~X SU(2)~X SU(2)R x U(1), and the particle content in
each case dependingon its parentgroupwasdetermined.Additional propertiesof the Z-bosonmixing
matrix were also calculated in each casewhich follow from the renormalizationof new coupling
constantsand new gaugebosonmixing angles.Out of the huge class of possiblemodelsa reasonable
fraction remainsviable after all the variousconstraintsare imposed. In some cases the results may be
somewhatquestionablesince ratherlargecouplingsdue to the ratherweak a

1 <1 constraintoccur. A
two-loop analysis and a more careful study including, e.g. threshold effects may be required. The
resultsare, however,quite lengthy andexhaustiveand the readeris referredto the original reference
[5.70]for details about any specific model.

It is clear from the abovediscussionthat analysesof extendedelectroweakmodelsin E6 superstring-
inspired models will continue for some time.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this sectionwe summarizesomeof the basicimplicationsof superstring-inspiredE6 modelsfor
low-energyphenomenologyand the possiblesignalsfor thesekindsof extensionsto the SM.

Most, if not all, of the various modelsdiscussedin the previous sectionshavea numberof basic
features in common: (1) the existence of at least one (and possibly two) new neutral gauge boson(s),
i.e., the breaking of E6 at the compactification scale leads to electroweak gauge groups larger than that
of the SM. If the extension of the SMelectroweak group contains an SU(2) factor, newchargedgauged
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bosons may also be present. As we have seen, new gauge bosons in the few hundred 0eV mass range
may be probed at LEP/SLC and the Tevatron either by their direct production or their indirect effects
on SM processes,such as forward—backward asymmetries in e~e annihilation. New limits on (or
discoveriesof) these typesof particlescanbe expectedin the nearfuture from both kinds of machines.
For heaviergaugebosons,up to several TeV in mass, direct discovery awaits new hadron colliders (such
as the SSC or LHC) or new e~e linear colliders with v’~ = 1 TeV or higher. As we haveseene~e
machines are especially good at probing for new neutral gauge bosons with masses several times larger
than their center-of-mass energies, although the “reach” of such machines is model (as well as machine)
dependent.

Another common feature (2) of E6 models is the existence of at least three generations of exotic,
vector-like fermions which have definite color, weak isospin,and electric charge quantumnumbers,and
whose masses are set by the same vev(s) which determine the mass(es) of the new gauge boson(s).
Mirror generations of these exotics from 27’s may also be present.The signals for these exotic fermions
are not unique since the superpotential allows several possible assignments of B, L, and R-parity
quantumnumbersto these statesconsistentwith tree-level proton stability. Although most of the
production mechanisms for these states depend only on their transformation properties under the
low-energygaugegroup,specific assignmentsof B, L, and R-parity allow for exciting new possibilities
via Yukawatermsin the superpotential(W). The decay signatures are, in particular, most sensitive to
these assignments as are the contribution of these new particles to rare process (via loops) involving
ordinary quarks and leptons. Particular B, L and R-parity assignmentsare usually the result of a
discrete symmetry imposed on W but can also result from particular extensions of the gauge
symmetries.In the latter case(for all modelsso far examined)the color triplet exotics are leptoquarks
with negative R-parity while the color singlet fermions do not carry B or L quantum numbers and also
have negative R-parity. For exotics with masses in the 30—2000eV range, LEP and the Tevatron should
be able to see them directly for all possiblequantumnumberassignments.For higher masses,the SSC
or LHC can probe the exotic color-triplet massesout to severalTeV, while high energye*e_ colliders
arebettersuited for the study of color-singletstatesunlessa Z’ existsin the right massrangeto boost
color-singlet production cross sections at hadron colliders. The production of such exotics is the true
hallmark of E6 theoriessince otherextensionsof the SM can lead to new gaugebosons,e.g. SO(10),
but do not contain all of the exotic fermions.

(3) Since all E6 superstring-inspiredmodels have N = 1 SUSY broken at low energies, we should
expect to observe all of the partner states contained within the SUSY versionof the SM in addition to
the SUSYpartners of the exotic fermions,new gaugebosons,andnew Higgs bosons.In somemodels,
depending on quantum number assignments, the SUSYpartners of the iso-doublet, color singlet exotics
can act as the usual pair of Higgs doublets responsible for Wand Z masses. As is the case for their
ordinary partners, these SUSYstates have many production mechanisms which are independent of the
B, L and R-parity quantumnumber assignments,but their decaysignaturesdependcritically upon
them. In additickn to collider searches, these states can also contribute to a number of rare processes
which may signal’ their existencebeforetheyareactuallyproduced.If thesestatesarenot too heavy(~
a few TeV) they should be observable at the SSC, LHC, andnew high energye~elinear colliders. In
the casewherethe color-triplet exotics haveleptoquarkquantumnumbers,ep machinesare especially
suited to the productionof their SUSY partners(which havepositive R-parity) for massesalmost as
large as the kinematiclimit.

(4) The Higgs sectorof the SM (or SU.SY-SM) is extendedto include at leasttwo SU(2)1 doublets
and oneor moreSU(

2)L singlets. As discussed above, these fields can be the SUSYpartners of one of
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the generations of the colorless B = L = 0 exotic fermions, but this dependson the particular
assignmentof their quantumnumbers.Though this sector of the theory is greatly extendedin the
comparisonto the SM, the imposition of SUSY andfurther discreteand/or gaugesymmetrieson the
superpotentialseverelyrestrictsthe numberof independentparameters.Evenso, analysesof the scalar
mass spectrum and couplings are still quite complex since there remain at least five independent
parameters. The physical spectrum of Higgs fields in the minimal model consistsof a singly charged
state,one neutralpseudoscalar,andthreeneutralscalarsandtheir decaysignaturesdependcritically on
the ordering of their masseswith respectto eachother as well as the gauge bosons.In general,the
widths of the Higgs fields in thesemodelsaresomewhatnarrowerthanone might expectbasedon the
SM, and, in manycases,non-SM decaychannelstendto dominate.Perhapsone of the bestsignalsfor
the extensionof the Higgs sector is the existenceof chargedscalarswhichmayprovideclearsignatures
at colliders.The productionratesfor E6 Higgs bosonsat hadroncolliders is quite dependent on their
mass spectrum; lower mass Higgs have event rates comparable to the SM via the gluon fusion
production mechanism or Z2 decays, while the gauge boson fusion processes, which give large
productionrates for higher massHiggs in the SM, are of diminished importance in E6 models. In
addition to the more general propertieslisted above, we have seen that several specific models
discussed in the previous sections can lead to very distinct signals which reveal their origin uniquely
within the SUSY-E6context, e.g.,Ma’s alternativeleft—right model.

It seemsclear that the signals for superstring-inspiredE6 models at low energy, while model
dependent, are many and will hopefully be observeddirectly at colliders or indirectly via the
observationof rare processesat ratesgreaterthan those predictedby the SM. We encouragethe
continued exploration, both theoreticallyandexperimentally,of the phenomenological implications of
superstring-inspired E6 models.
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Appendix. New gaugebosonsat high energy colliders: recent results

The purpose of this appendix is to summarize somenew results on the production of new gauge
bosonsfrom E6 superstring-inspired models at colliders.
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A.1. Searchlimits at e+ e- and hadron colliders

In this section we will discuss the search limits for new neutral gauge bosons, Z’, at e~e [A.1] and
hadroncolliders [A.2] within the context of the effectiverank-S model (ERSM), the ALRM, andthe
LRSM for purposes of comparison. Wewill also discuss the searchlimits at hadroncollidersfor theWR

in the ALRM [A.2]. Z—Z’ mixing will be neglectedin the discussionbelow since for such heavy Z’
bosonsof interestto us herethis mixing is constrainedto be extremelysmall.

In settingZ’ discoverylimits at hadroncolliderswe will initially assumeN = S eventsin either lepton
channel (e + e- andp.~~) as settingthelimit andreturn later to examine what happensfor largervalues
of N. Clearly, such searchlimits are quite sensitiveto the u and d quark Z’ couplings as well as its
leptonicbranchingfraction (Be) which, as we havealready seenin section2, is very sensitive to flg~For
flg = 0, the searchlimits can be foundfor the variousmodelsin tableA.1 andfigs. A.la,b for anumber
of different hadroncolliders (the machine parametersfor threepossibleTevatronupgradesand two
possible SSC luminosities are also listed in table A.1). We only plot the range —90°~O~90°since
O—~U + 180°leavesthesesearch limits unaltered. Note that the “reach” of all thesemachinesis greater
for the LRSM and the ALRM thanin the ERSMcasesincethe former havestrongercouplings. What
happens when N ~ 5 and/orng ~ 0?Table A.2 shows the results of thesevariations.Note that the effect
of increasingN to 10 for ng = 0 is similar to increasing flg to 3 for N = S.

In e~eannihilation the situationis somewhatdifferent. Here we can search for Z’ bosonswith
masses >v~by looking for indirect effects such as modificationsof productioncrosssectionsandthe
various asymmetries discussed in section 2. In the analysis below we will assume that 4) = 0 (sinceZ’ is

so heavy), neglect QCD radiative corrections, and assume that 100% longitudinal e beampolarization
is available.For fixed vT~,we can askfor which values of M2 the shift in the asymmetries(~AFB,~ALR)

or crosssection (~u/o-)away from their SM values will be largerthan hr (or 2o-) in a given model.
Theseresults will, of course, dependon the choice of final statefermion, as well as the machine
parameterswhich we will takefrom the SLAC “Red-Book” study[A.3j. Hence we assume1000 (6250)
events of each flavor at ~ = 1.0 (0.4) TeV. The results of this investigation (at 1o) can be seen in table
A.3 for the LRSM andthe ALRM andin figs. A.2 and A.3 for the caseof the ERSMfor ~ = 0.4 and

Table A.1
Z’ searchlimits in theERSM, LRSM, andALRM for n, = 3 and/orN =10 for varioushadroncolliders.The

Z’ massesarein GeV (TeV) units for theTevatron(SSC)

N=5 N=10 N=10
machine (pb~) model n, = 3 n~= 0 n, = 3

pj~,(2TeV) 102 ER5M 515—640 575—655 445—565
LRSM 685 680 610
ALRM 760 795 685

p~(3TeV) 30 ER5M 480—655 595—675 400—565
LRSM 710 705 615
ALRM 810 860 700

pp (2 TeV) iO~ ER5M 525—625 585—630 475—575
LRSM 645 645 595

ALRM 685 710 635
SSC iO~ ER5M 5.35—7.20 6.35—7.20 5.05—6.35

LRSM 7.50 7.40 6.65
ALRM 8.05 8.45 7.15

ssc’ 10’ ER5M 8.15—10.05 9.30—9.50 7.25—9.20
LRSM 10.45 10.40 9.50
ALRM 11.15 11.60 10.20
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Fig. Al. Z’ searchlimits for theER5M with N—5 and n, = 0 asa function of 0 for (a) theTevatronand(b) theSSC. For iO~(10~)pb’ the left
(right)-handedscaleshould be used.

Table A.2
Z’ searchlimits andA~Bvaluesin theLRSM andALRM for thevarioushadroncolliders.In calculatingA~B
wetake M~.(= M

2) to be450GeV (3TeV) for theTevatron(5SC). N = 5 eventsandn, = 0 areassumed.Z’
massesarein units of GeV (TeV) for theTevatron(SSC)

Z’ limit A~Blimit

machine (pb~) LRSM ALRM LRSM ALRM

pp V7=2TeV i0
3 695 760 0.123 —0.230

ppVi=2TeV 102 750 865 0.205 —0.351
pp vi=3TeV 30 810 970 0.199 —0.344
SSC 10’ 8.30 9.40 0.103 —0.205
SSC’ iO~ 11.35 12.55 0.103 —0.205

Table A.3
Indirect searchlimits on theZ’ mass(in TeV) in theLRSM andALRM using hA FB’ hALR, and hg/uat the lsr

level assuming V.1 = 0.4 or 1 TeV at ane~ecollider

ALRM LRSM

6AFB 8ALR hula- 8AFB 8ALR hula-

V.1 =0.4TeV
1.15 1.60 3.32 1.35 0.88 1.32

b 1.55 1.40 0.75 1.50 2.28 0.70
c 1.05 1.10 2.18 1.35 1.90 1.65

V.1= 1.OTeV
2.05 2.75 5.32 2.35 1.60 2.15

b 2.10 2.40 1.62 2.60 3.75 1.66
c 2.60 2.70 3.53 2.40 3.10 2.64
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Fig. A.2. 1~’limits on the Z’ mass(M2) as a function of B from (a)
8AFB; (b) 8ALR; and (c) ba-/u for V.1=0.4TeV.
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Fig. A.3. Sameas fig. A.2 but for VI = 1 TeV.
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1 TeV respectively.In the ERSMcase it is interesting to note that, as U varies, the final state fermion
providing the strongestlimit and the quantity doing so also changes.In generalwe see that a Z’ is
detectablefor valuesof M2 in the range2—6 v~dependingon the choiceof modelor modelparameters
(i.e., U). Note that, in general,~cr/o- provides the strongestlimits. Higher limits alsoresult in the cases
of either the LRSM or the ALRM, as they did in the caseof hadroncolliders,due to the stronger
couplingsin suchmodels.

+ — .
It is clear thatthe study of searchhmlts for Z bosonsat hadronor e e colliderswill continueto be

an activeareain the yearsahead.
WR productionat machineshasalreadybeendiscussedto someextent in section2 so that we merely

report here the results of a recent analysis [A.2] setting search limits for W~h(W~h~)production at
varioushadroncolliders.Table A.4 showsthesesearchlimits for 10 eventsof the kind g + u—~W~hor
g + ü—s.W~h;to a good approximationtheselimits dependonly on the sum of the WR and h masses
(MRandMh respectively). Noting that if MR= Mh andrememberingthat MR~ 210 0eV it is clear that
thereis very little room to searchfor WR at the Tevatron.The only hopewill be if MR ~-‘ Mh, otherwise
the SSC will be necessaryto obtain any reasonablelimits.

W~may also be produced in e~e either in pairs (e~eWW~)or singly via the ~e±~W~Sc
subprocess. The former process has not yet been analyzed due to the rather largenumberof s-channel
(3) and t-channel(2) exchangeswhich contribute. Single W~production has, however, been briefly
considered [A.4]. Neglecting the light S’ mass, the above subprocess cross section is

du — ira

2 (2M~— i2 + 2(M~— ~ + 2(i2 — M~)— 2M~ A 1
di — 2x~~2~ (~+ ~)2 ~ + ~ ~(â+ ~) (

Then, making use of the effective photon approximation,eq. (A.1) can be folded with the y
distribution in the e~and integratedto obtain the total cross section shown in fig. A.4. The
correspondingPT distributions for the WR are shown in fig. AS. Note that in the region below the
pair-production threshold (MR> ‘./~/2),single W~productionhasa rathersmall cross-sectionand,
assuminga 30 th’ luminosity we obtain 20W~events for MR= 0.70 (1.3) TeV at a v’3 = 1 (2) TeV
e~ecollider. Thus single W production may not offer too much opportunity for the study of W
properties.A final conclusionmust, however,await an analysisof W~W~production.

A.2. Z’ properties:can modelsbe distinguished?

Once a Z’ is discoveredat a hadronor e~ecollider can we determineits couplings?In our more
limited E

6 context, can we distinguish the ER5M, the LR5M, and the ALRM modelsfrom eachother?

(-I Table A.4
Searchlimits for w h productionin theALRM at hadroncolliders

-~y
machine (pb~) MR + Mh searchlimit

ppv’1=2TeV 102 375—400GeV
pP Vi = 3 TeV 30 405-440GeV
pp vi=2TeV ~ 500—525GeV
S5C 10~ 4.8—5.6TeV
SSC’ 10’ 6.2—7.4TeV
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Fig. A.4. Singlew5 production cross section as a function of M8 for (a) VII = 1 TeV and (b) vi = 2 TeV in the ALRM.
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Fig. AS. PT distributionfor single WR productionin the ALRM for different MRvalues assuming (a) Vi = 1 TeV for (b) Vi = 2 TeV.
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Can U be uniquely determined,modulo the U —~U + 180°ambiguity always present in the absence of
Z—Z’ mixing? The situationat hadronande~ecolliders is quite different.

At hadroncolliders, the only Z’ propertiesthat are measurablearethe relativebranchingfractions
into color-singletfinal states,A~B,and to someextentthe Z’ total width (F). The last quantity cannot
bemeasuredwith high accuracyathadroncollidersdueto the largeenergyresolutionof suchmachines.
Only color-singlet final states are observable since colored objects can be producedwith very largerates
via normalQCD-typeprocessesandthe Z’ decayto such objects will be virtually invisible against these
backgrounds.If flg = 0, this limits us to the decay Z’ —~I~r only. It is obvious that without a precise
value of F in this situation(Fe), it will be impossibleto clearlydistinguishbetweenthe variousmodels
even if A~Bis also precisely known. The reasonsfor this are that a measurement of the leptonic
branching fraction, however precise, cannot be used to discriminate betweenmodels without an
accurateknowledgeof f~, and as can be seenin fig. A.6 and table Al, we can alwaysfind a U value
such that A~B(ALRM)= A~9(ER5M).However, sinceA~8is positivefor the LRSM and negativefor
the other two models, the LRSMcan be easily distinguished. Thus A~B,if measuredwith sufficient
accuracy,will separate the LRSM from the other two models under consideration, but will not
distinguishbetweenthe ALRM and the ER5M.

For flg = 3 at hadron colliders the situation improves somewhatsince there are now additional
color-singletfinal statesinto which Z’ can decaywith significant ratesas shownin fig. 7 andtableA.S.
Althoughthe totalwidth in this case(Ii) is still only poorly determined,therearenow severalrelative
branchingfractions which are measurable.Supplementedby the measurementof A~B, thesecan be
used to separatethe various models and determine0 (almost) uniquely, at least in principle. The
problems with this approach are that the decay modes of theseexotic fermions arevery dependenton
their assumedquantumnumbers(as easily seen from section 3) and that many exotics have similar

0.1 - -

0- -

-0.1 - -

-0.2

ssc -

0.4 - PP,./5~2TeV
4FB

M
2 450 GeV(TEV~TRON)

-0.5 - M2C3T8V(SSC) -

-0.6 - -

pp

.i~27eV
-0.7 -

90 45 0 45 90

6 (deg)

Fig. A.6. A~Bas a function of 0 in the ER5M for theTevatronand SSCwith M2 = 450 GeV and 3 TeV respectively.
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Table A.5
Comparisonof theZ’ branchingfraction(in %) and e*e_ asymmetriesfor ng = 3

(0) in theLRSM and ALRM

LRSM ALRM

asymmetry/mode ALR 0.290 0.504
0.063 0.191

A~8 0.206 —0.358
A~5 0.211 —0.227

B e 1.27 (2.46) 3.29 (9.04)
u 5.62 (10.91) 5.62 (15.43)
d 9.84 (19.20) 0.75 (2.06)

0.45 (0.87) 2.48 (6.80)
FR 5.04 0
h 1.20 10.29
E 4.96 2.93
NL 2.48 0.45
SR 0 5.04
NR 2.48 2.48

decay patternsmaking their identification and separation difficult. In addition, to take phasespace
effects into account (fig. 7 and table A.5 assumemasslessexotics) one needs a relatively reliable
determinationof the massesof theseexotics by reconstructionof their final states.For many decay
patterns,however,missingenergywill bepresentin theexotic decaysignaturesmaking it unlikely that
their massescan beaccuratelydetermined.Thus,unlesswe arevery carefulor lucky, it may be hardto
do too much more in the flg = 3 casewhenwe did for ng = 0.

The situationat e~ecolliders is, of course,completelydifferentsinceon the Z’ resonancethereis
virtually no backgroundand, independentlyof the choicen6 = 0 or 3, thereis a uniquesetof testsfor
the ER5M. In all such models, in the absenceof QCD corrections,one finds

A~B=0, A~B=—A~B, F(Z’—÷dd)=3F(Z’—+ee), (A.2)

and, if flg = 3 (with E and h degenerate)

F(Z’—*hh) = 3F(Z’—>E~E). (A.2’)

Figure A.7 showsA~8(and ALR) in the ER5Mwhile table A.5 shows the branching fractions and
asymmetriesfor the LRSM andthe ALRM. The correspondingbranchingfractionsfor the ER5M are
shown in fig. 7. It is immediately clear that in neither the ALRM nor the LRSM is either of the
conditions(A.2) or (A.2’) satisfied.In addition, the table shows that the ALRMand the LRSMcan
also be clearly distinguished based on measurements of the above quantities (as well as others). If the
ER5M holdsis thereenoughinformationavailableto determinethe valueof U (up to the 0—t. 0+180°
ambiguity)?The answerheremaybe somewhatdependenton n6.

First, notethat thepredictionsfor A~8andALR in the ER5Mareapproximatelysymmetricaboutthe
angles U~= ~ cost(V~~7~) and 0 = 0~— 90°and thus, e.g., U = 0~±x (for any x) are essentially
indistinguishableas far as thesequantitiesareconcerned.Hencea doubletwo-fold ambiguity (at least)
exists no matter how well thesequantitiesare measured.If flg = 0, fig. 7 shows that the branching
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Fig. A.7. A~5and A1~5as a function of 0 for aZ in the ER5M in ee annihilation.

fractionsfor all fermion final statesshow this sameuncertaintyandarethusnot usefulin removingthe
two-fold ambiguity. However, the total width for ng = 0 (I~) doesnot showthis symmetry,as can be
seenin fig. 7, so one might imaginethat it can be used to resolvethis dilemma. However, if additional
final states are accessible in Z’ decay (e.g.,W~W,ZH, SUSY partners)it maynot be soeasyto use
this information unless one can accurately determine the total Z’ width to ordinary fermions by
separately measuring the widths to theseadditionalchannelsand subtractingthem from 17). As we will
seebelow,the productionof apair of Z’ bosonscan allow for a determinationof U independently of the
value of flg~

If exotic fermionscan appear(flg = 3) asZ’ final statesthenthe situation improves greatly as it does
in the case of hadron colliders. The reason is that, as fig. 7 shows, exotic fermion final state branching
fractions do not show any symmetry about U~.Thus,once the exotic fermion masses are accurately
taken into account, measurement of the various branching fractions and asymmetries can be used to
determine U uniquely up to the U—~U + 180° ambiguity. One shouldrememberthat in the ng = 3 case,
the total fermionicwidth of the Z’ (13) is independentof U in the limit of masslessfinal stateparticles.

+ —A.3. 2Z production at e e and hadron colliders

Once a Z
1 is discovered at an e~eor hadroncollider, the productionof apair of Z’ bosons{A.SI, if

kinematically accessible,may be quite revealingas far as couplings of the Z’ are concerned.The
process ff—~2Z’ has the cross section (where N~is the numberof colors of the fermion f)

dt = l6N~4(i-xj2s2 + + - M~ + ~)][(v~ + a~)2+ 4v~a~]. (A.3)
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Since the couplings appearquartically in (A.3) one might imagine, e.g., that 2Z’ productionin the
ER5Mmay be extremely sensitive to the value of U; this is, in fact, the caseas we will seebelow. For
the ng = 0 case,it turns out that Z’ pair production may be the only way to resolve the ambiguities in
the value of the parameterU.

Figure A.8 shows a- for 2Z’ productionin e~efor model x (U = —90°)as a function of ~ for
differentvaluesof M2. FigureA.9 showsthe strongU dependence of a- for a fixed value of M2 at the V3~
valuewhich maximizesa-. The ratio of u’s for two different0 values is, however, independent of ~ and
M2 so that fig. A.9 can be usedto rescaleall e~emodelx cross sections to those for any other 0 value.
Notethat as 0 varies, a- can vary by as muchas a factor of 25 (!) displayingthevery strong U sensitivity
expected.Is 2Z’ production observablein e~e annihilation?Clearly if M2 is much larger than
=300 0eV (for V~= 1 TeV) the eventrate is too small after oneselectsa particulartrigger final state
(such as t~r + two jets peakingat M2). If M2 = 2500eV and a- = 100fb then model x (flg = 0)
predicts=500ev/yr for a luminosity of 30 fb’. Clearly, for most other U valuesor if = 3 this event
rate will be much smaller, e.g., U = 0, ng = 3 leads to only =8ev/yr in this channel. The major
backgroundfor this processfrom -y-y--+ q~jcanbe completelyavoidedby usingcutson the leptonpair as
well as jet pair invariant masses.It seemsplausiblethat such eventsshould be observableat e~e
machinesand would provide a sensitive0 probe if M2 is not too large. Note that in the LRSM or the
ALRM casesthe production rate for 2Z’ final statesis different than that of model x since their
couplingsarequite distinct. We find that for the ALRM (LRSM) the cross-sectionis =2.5times larger
(=3.0 times smaller) than that for model x.

I I I I I I
200-

SM(x /2)

80 - e+e_ — 2Z~ 0.2’ I I
Model x

0.22 - * —
ee

I60- -

020 - M2~25OGeV -

I40 - os -

- 0.16-
250

— ‘~ 0.14 -

~ 0.12 -

:: b

I 3501, I 450r _______
O.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 ~ 45 90

.JII(TeV) OldegI

Fig. A.8. Cross sections for e~e—e2Z2as a function of vi for Fig. A.9. 0 dependenceof the e~e—e2Z’cross section for v.1--
different M2 valuesin model x- The SM e e- —e 2Z cross sectionis 1 TeV and M2 = 250 GeV.
shownfor comparison.
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Fig. A.l0. (a) Invariant mass distribution and (b) total cross section for 2Z, productionat SSC and LHC in model x. (A) Vi = 4OTeV,
M,=25OGeV; (B) Vi=17TeV, M2=250 GeV; (C) VI1=4OTeV, M,=400GeV.

At hadroncolliders,2Z’ productionis somewhatlessinterestingas we will see.Figure A.10 shows
du/dM and a- for different M2 valuesat the LHC and SSC for model x. Figure A.11 shows the U
dependenceof da-/dM for M = 0.54 TeV and M2 = 250 0eV at the SSC and can be used to rescale
modelx cross-sectionsto thosefor any0 value (in thescaling approximation)for any valueof M2 just as
fig. A.9 did in the e~ecase.Note that the U sensitivity is much lower in the hadroniccasediffering
only by a factorof =10 instead of 25. The major difficulty with hadroncolliders is that evenat SSC
energiesthe 2Z’ productionrate is quite smallevenfor relatively light Z’ bosons.If the signal is again
e~r+ two jets peakingat the Z’ masswe obtainonly 16 events/yrfor modelx at the SSCassuming
ng = 0 andM2 = 250 0eV. For largerM2 values, ng = 3, or other 9 valuesthe eventrate quotedabove
could drop by more thanan order of magnitude.It thus seemsthat unlessM2 is quite light and its
couplingsarereasonablylarge, the 2Z’ productionrate at randomcolliderswill probablybe too small
to be useful as a further probeof Z’ couplings.

A.4. Theprocesse~e—~eeZ’

The processe~e—~e~eZ’[A.61also showssomesensitivity to U and allows us to probe Z’e~e
couplingsoff-resonance.In the effective photon approximation, this processproceedsvia ye°—~e±ZI
for which the differential crosssectionis

da- ira2 / —Ci ~ 2M~i\ 2 2

t—o—+-———~—-J(v+a). (A.4)
dt 32,r~(l—x~)s

2\ 5 —u su / e

Figure A.12 showsa- as a function of ~ for differentM
2 valueswithin model x (0 = —90°)while fig.
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Fig. All. 0 dependence of da-ldM at the SSCforM2 =250GeVand M=54OGeV.
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Fig. A.12. Cross sectionfor e*e__~e+e_Z2asa function of Vi for different M2 values in GeV for model x.
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Fig. A.13. Cross section for e
1e - _.*e*eZ

2 at Vi = 1 TeV for M2 = 300GeV as a function of 0.

A.13 can be used to rescale model x results to those for any other U value. Note that abovethe
thresholdregion,cross-sectionsstay relatively constantin the 100—1000fb rangefor model x. The U
dependenceis muchweakerherethan in the 2Z’ productioncasewith only a factor of 4 betweenthe
maximum andminimum valuesof a-. Also note thata displays the samesymmetry aboutU~as do the
branchingfractionsfor the ordinary fermions.Figures A. 14 showthe M2 dependencefor fixed ~ for
severalER5M while figs. A.15 show the correspondingZ’ p7 distribution.
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Fig. A.14. Cross section for e
2e- —~e°eZ

2 at (a) Vi = 1 TeV and (b) Vi = 2 TeV for severalERSM.
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Fig. A.15. PT distributionof the Z2 for different M2 values in GeV with (a) Vi = 1 TeV and (b) Vi = 2TeV.
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The Z shouldbe observableas a peakin eitherthe e e —~e e + ~‘ or e e —÷e e + two-jet
channels with the size of the peak dependent on the relevant Z’ branchingfractions. The relevant
backgroundsfrom -y-y—~�~1’andq~areeasilyestimatedand,as in theZ’ case,arepeakedat low p.7.
Integrating over the Z’ peak one can comparesignal to background: for model x with flg 0 as

= 1 TeV, we find u B =44 (10) fb with a backgroundof 2.8 (1.0) fb for the /f~~mode assuming
M2 = 300 (500)GeV. For the two-jet mode, we find a B =484 (110) fb with a backgroundof 4.2
(1.5) fb. It thusappearsthat, at leastfor theoptimistic caseof modelx with ng = 0, thee~e—~ e~eZ’
process should be observableabovebackground.It should be remembered,however, that for ng = 3
andothervaluesof U theseproductioncross-sectionswill be reducedby anotherfactor of order20—30.
If integratedluminositiesin the 30fb~rangeor greatercan be achieved,this processmay yet be
observable.
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